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Foreword

In 2019, the team members of the Ignatian Social Forum decided to 
continue the work that was initiated by the publication of the Social Dic
tionary in 2004. Scientists from both Polish and foreign academic cen-
tres contributed to this publication, which contained over one hundred 
extended essays that discussed the findings of recent humanities and 
social science research.
 This new project, the first volume of which the Reader is looking at 
now, is more extensive than the original Social Dictionary. The aim of 
the project is to present the state of knowledge from within various fields 
of humanities and social sciences as they are at the beginning the third 
decade of the 21st century. They plan to show man, who is developing 
within diverse civilizations, cultures and societies, who adheres to many 
religions, and who honours diverse patterns of behaviour and products 
that condition his behaviour. However, rather than divide the humani-
ties and social sciences according to the fields and disciplines listed by 
various international or national (departmental) institutions, we will di-
vide them according to research areas that have been investigated by 
“offi cially acknowledged” scientific disciplines, with the use of a range of 
methods that yield a more comprehensive, interdisciplinary view. The re-
search subject areas include issues considered particularly important to 
the humanities and social sciences in the 21st century that relate to man 
and his social environment, political and public affairs, and international 
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relations. The analyses, which consider diverse research perspectives, 
allow a multi-faceted approach to problems that are typically addressed 
by only one discipline and broaden the horizons of the research under-
taken by the Authors of the articles. They look for an “interpretative key” 
that will allow them to present the most significant issues related to each 
of the main categories; sometimes these issues are controversial or de-
batable among scientists. These research areas give the titles to the four 
volumes of the new Social Dictionary. This “interpretative key” would not 
be important if the articles published in each volume resembled succinct 
encyclopaedic entries; however, it becomes significant because the en-
tries take the form of 20-page articles that follow a uniform pattern. The 
considerations presented by the authors are devoted to the essence of 
the analysed category: its history, subject matter, and practical recom-
mendations. Written by Polish scien tists representing not only different 
academic centres and scientific disciplines but also different “research 
sensibilities”, they are based on theoretical reflection accompanied by 
practical considerations. We also treat Catholic social teaching as one 
of the “interpretative keys” because it is impossible to ignore twenty cen-
turies of the legacy and richness of Christianity.
 We hope that this volume will satisfy the Reader as it offers not only 
an opportunity to learn about scientific approaches to the vital problems 
faced by contemporary man, states, and societies, but also an insight 
into sometimes difficult aspects of modernity as viewed from a Catholic 
perspective. We also hope that the Reader will appreciate the effort of 
Polish scientists who, while undertaking original reflection on these is-
sues, go beyond mere presentation of other people’s thoughts, as they 
are aware of the importance of the intellectual achievements of Polish 
science.

Series editors
Wit Pasierbek and Bogdan Szlachta



Introduction

Pedagogical practice frequently encounters the insufficiency of the in-
tellectual search for solutions that would support the development of 
a person and his maturity. Religion can be of help here with its potential 
to broaden and enrich arguments of an intellectual nature using the au-
thority and doctrine (wisdom) of the Church. One result of these efforts 
is the increasingly popular “religious pedagogy” term found in peda-
gogical literature, which should not, however, be equated with religious 
instruction. By penetrating culture and entering into relationships with 
other areas of knowledge, religious pedagogy is interested in broadly 
understood education; drawing on both theological and non-theological 
reflection, it aims to teach man how to interpret his existence in the light 
of religious content. The subject of its research is man and his relation-
ships with other people and his environment, all of which is analysed 
through the religious prism.
 The term “religious pedagogy” evokes disapproval in some and curio-
sity in others. These contrasting reactions may be caused by a misun-
derstanding of the term “religion”, which is the source of inspiration for 
this scientific sub-discipline. This may happen, for example, because of 
an erroneous understanding of the (Christian) religion, which some peo-
ple see as merely orders, prohibitions, and restrictions. Primarily, how-
ever, the (Christian) religion promotes the personal relationship between 
God and man, which is a source of good and is conductive to man’s 
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development (his immortality), which exceeds the dimension of time. Ne-
glecting the openness of a person to transcendence is another obsta-
cle to any reliable reflection of what religious pedagogy can offer, which 
leads to abandoning the search for an explanation of human existence 
that goes beyond the capacity of the intellect and empiricism. These ten-
dencies were present in the Polish educational system  after World War II, 
which was founded on Marxist ideology (still in force today).
 In Western Europe religious pedagogy gained the status of a scien-
tific discipline years ago, while in Poland it is still fighting for recognition. 
Its aim is to reveal the broadest possible meaning of human life that can 
be found beyond the limits of man’s intelligence and cognitive reasoning 
abilities. Taking into consideration the specific nature of religious peda-
gogy, we believe that crossing these limits is possible thanks to the two 
realities addressed by religious pedagogy: the divine and the human. 
The competences acquired will teach us to interpret matters of human 
life both from within the dimension of the empirically learned rules of life 
and from religious principles and content.
 The areas presented in the Dictionary of Religious Pedagogy reveal 
the interdisciplinarity of the issues that are the subject of its research. 
The ones deserving particular attention include those of a philosoph-
ical, anthropological, sociological, psychological, and theological na-
ture. In both theoretical and practical terms, we hope that this Dictiona
ry will contribute to an understanding of the role played by religion and 
trans cendence in educational processes. We also hope that it will in-
spire reflection and lead to certain conclusions resulting from either ac-
cepting or rejecting the arguments presented in it. It reports the cur-
rent state of knowledge regarding the importance of religious pedagogy 
for pedagogi cal reflection, with particular attention paid to the inspira-
tion provided by Catholic social teaching. Moreover, it presents the re-
search achievements of Polish religious pedagogues and those scien-
tists who take Catholic social teaching into consideration in their studies. 
It can also be assumed that Catholic social teaching sets the direction of 
peda gogical research regarding religious pedagogy’s position in educa-
tion sciences.

Volume editors
Zbigniew Marek SJ, Anna Walulik CSFN
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origins of religious pedagogy

summary
DEFINITION OF THE TERM: religious pedagogy is a normative and em
pirical discipline that produces humanistic, social, and applied knowledge. 
Its aim is to develop the ability to process religious contents in a subjec
tive, affirmative, and critical manner while undertaking reflection upon 
one’s own existence.

HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE TERM: religious pedagogy originated 
in catechetics and initially focused on religious instruction in schools. to
day, religious pedagogy is considered an autonomous discipline that uses 
the sources available to pedagogical and theological sciences.

DISCUSSION OF THE TERM: the discussion on the specificity of reli
gious pedagogy is devoted to the issue of whether it is a theological or 
a pedagogical discipline. nowadays it is considered an autonomous dis
cipline whose research subject is the educational potential of various 
forms of religion within the religious community, which includes the fami
ly, school, and society.

SYSTEMATIC REFLECTION WITH CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM-
MENDATIONS: religious pedagogy is derived from the empirical and 
theological sciences. It is characterized by the synergic properties that 
equip a participant of the educational situation with new “capital” for in
terpreting his own experiences. In this way, he becomes an authority, i.e. 
a person who points at the truth through his attitude and manifests what 
he knows, thinks, and feels, by his acts.

Keywords: catechetics, catechesis, religious pedagogy, 
religious education
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Reflection on the relationship between catechetics and religious pedago-
gy and between catechesis and religious education is motivated by the 
fact that these terms are often used interchangeably, or one of them is 
assigned a superior role over the others. It is difficult to resolve all doubts 
related to the use of these terms. The uncertainties call for clarification 
as to whether catechesis means the same as religious education, and 
whether religious pedagogy is a synonym of catechetics. Following this 
line of reasoning, we will aim to define the specificity of religious peda-
gogy, its place among education sciences, and its links with catechetics.

definition of the term

The scientific reflection presented below focuses on the concept of “re-
ligious pedagogy”. First, the relationship between religious pedago-
gy and catechetics, catechesis, and religious education must be ex-
plained. To do this, it is necessary to discuss the ambiguity of the notion 
of pedagogy, which has been treated, over the centuries, as “philoso-
phy (a scien ce of man, paideia, anthropagogy), an independent part 
of the humani ties, a subject of academic and professional education, 
a subjective theory of education, and a communal intellectual forma-
tion” (Śliwerski, 2006, p. 79). These explanations make us aware that 
this term  covers such areas of human life as education, training, and up-
bringing, which makes them all close to the concept of pedagogy. The 
same is true about religious pedagogy: when the adjective “religious” 
is added to the terms education, training, and upbringing, their mean-
ings are similar. Their specificity is determined by the adopted concept 
of man and the aims and objectives set for pedagogy (Śliwerski, 2006). 
Moreover, peda gogy has four important tasks to fulfil: 

1) to offer educators an evaluative interpretation of the socio-cultural situation; 
2) to set and justify specific educational goals; 3) to provide practical evaluation, 
rules, or proposals concerning educational activities and various forms of edu-
cational institutions; 4) to promote professional virtues among educators and 
specific knowledge of social values, and to give them intellectual and emotional 
support (Brezinka, 2005 p. 209).

These issues will be addressed in the articles in this volume. 
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Catechesis

The term catechesis comes from the Greek word “katēchein”. Since 
the beginning of the functioning of the Church, catechesis has  denoted 
teaching the truths of the faith, understood as an ecclesial act. Its subject 

is the Church which, continuing the mission of Jesus the Master and, therefore 
animated by the Holy Spirit, is sent to be the teacher of the faith. The Church imi-
tates the Mother of the Lord in treasuring the Gospel in her heart. She proclaims 
it, celebrates it, lives it, and she transmits it in catechesis to all those who have 
decided to follow Jesus Christ. 

in order to 

put people not only in touch, but also in communion and intimacy, with Jesus 
Christ (Congregation for the Clergy, 1998, No. 78, 80).

 Etymologically, the term “consists of two words: the prefix kata and 
the verb ēcheõ. By combining both words, we obtain katēchei, which 
lite rally means resound” (Murawski, 2011, p. 26). Based on the etymolo-
gy of the term, John Paul II explained that 

since its birth in Jerusalem at Pentecost, the Church has continued in the teach-
ings of the Apostles, and such a continuance means meeting, in the faith, those 
who teach and those who are taught. This is catechesis, according to the Greek 
word “katecheõ”. This word originally meant calling from above (ex alto), also 
producing an echo (kata – from above, echeo – to sound, to speak). Later, it 
came to mean to instruct (when the teacher’s voice is a conscious echo of the 
student’s question, and the student’s answer is the teacher’s echo). This last ex-
planation is important because it indicates that instruction, which is catechesis, 
is not only done in a one-sided way as a lecture, but also through conversation, 
through questions and answers (John Paul II, 1987, p. 13–14). 

Catechetics 

Catechetics is a sub-discipline of pastoral theology, a scientific reflec-
tion on catechesis and of a Christian upbringing to faith. Catechetics is 
a theological science that deals with the realization of the Church and 
the fulfilment of its mission in the world through catechesis in concrete 
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situations of human life. It is a part of practical pastoral theology. The 
task of catechetics is to study the current state of upbringing in faith, to 
make choices, to assign content and faith, and to set the aims and ob-
jectives that support the process of upbringing in faith. These activities 
are supposed to support a person in making personal decisions about 
faith and in cooperating within the community of the Church, and, in-
spired by the Gospel, to encourage the person’s involvement in the pro-
cessing of the world (Charytański, 1974). 
 Catechetics conducts scientific reflection on the state of the Church’s 
catechesis in both its ideal and its practical aspects. The ideal aspect 
deals with the theological basis for the transmission of the content of 
faith; the practical aspect verifies concrete acts with catechetical theo-
ries. Catechetics verifies the theological correctness of the processes 
that lead man to believe in God and to accept Jesus Christ and His sal-
vific mission in the Church. It fulfils this task of defining the content and 
aims by referring to the criteria used in both the theological and anthro-
pological disciplines. Based on this, catechetics formulates decisions of 
a normative nature, thus laying the theoretical foundations for the pos-
sible full union of man with Jesus Christ. It also inspires catechetical 
processes called upbringing to faith or upbringing in faith (Marek, 2013, 
p. 98).
 The research subject of catechetics is the mystery of God and His re-
lationship with man. This discipline seeks to shape man as a believer. It 
poses questions about the chances of developing life based on religious 
faith and about the ability to receive God’s salvific message. A characte-
ristic feature of the research conducted within catechetics is the search 
for effective influences that will enable man to join the life of the commu-
nity of the Church (Charytański, 1974). Another characteristic of cate-
chetics is its interdisciplinarity, which allows it to use the methods and 
achievements of theological and non-theological sciences (Bagrowicz, 
2005; Krysztofik and Walulik, 2016b). 

religious pedagogy

Religious pedagogy, related to theological and pedagogical sciences, is 
considered a scientific discipline that produces basic humanistic, social, 
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and applied knowledge. It is a normative, empirical, and proactive dis-
cipline that seeks to teach an individual how to reflect religiously on 
his existence and to equip him with the ability to process religious con-
tents subjectively, affirmatively, and critically, and to relate them to his 
own life. Religious pedagogy also develops the competences neces-
sary to understand the socio-cultural context of human functioning and 
leads to a rational perception of oneself and the world in the context of 
tradition and religion (Marek, 2013). Its subject covers the processes 
of religious education and religious socialization that take place within 
the Church, the family, and society. Thus, the Church can be seen as 
a community that realizes not only evangelizing and missionary tasks 
but also educational ones (Milerski, 2010).

religious education 

The term “religious education” describes teaching and learning pro-
cesses that are based on religious sources. It denotes “all influences” 
that lead to acquiring the competences necessary to interpret everyday 
life in relation to religious contents. Religious contents and their interpre-
tation are determined by the religious community. Religious education 
is a practice of social and individual influences. It is assumed that edu-
cation, religion, and acquired competences are understood in a broad 
sense, and religious education is incorporated into lifelong learning. Re-
ligious education is considered an important field of education and 

the research subject of general pedagogy and upbringing theory. Today, reli-
gious education is of interest to the following scientific sub-disciplines: Christian 
pedagogy, religious pedagogy, and catechetics. These are closely connected 
with one another, not only through their basic sources or history but also by their 
subject of interest (Bagrowicz, 2012, p. 29). 

These processes take place within the socio-cultural and religious space. 
Religious education is characterised by relationality, which allows it to 
take the form of formal, non-formal, or informal education (Krysztofik 
and Walulik, 2016a).
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Historical analysis of the term 
Reflection on the essence and significance of religious pedagogy re-
quires an explanation of its origins and its relationship with catechetics. 
Catechetics is the original term from which “religious pedagogy” is de-
rived. The term was first used by Saint Augustine in De cathechisandis 
rudibus in the context of life connected with the liturgical function of the 
Church. In this context, catechetics should be understood as a scientific 
discipline. Its characteristic feature is its unbroken connection with the 
Church (Charity, 1974). 
 It is believed that catechetics was first recognised as a research dis-
cipline in 1744. Since then its scientific status has been evolving. At 
times, it was treated as part of practical pastoral theology while at other 
times as an independent theological discipline. In the first half of the 19th 
century, representatives of the kerygmatic renewal made a great con-
tribution to the understanding of catechetics as a theological discipline. 
The movement promoted catechetics as a theological science devoted 
to the actualization of the Church which fulfils three basic tasks: initia-
tion, instruction, and education in faith. The source of these activities is 
the gift of baptism, and the subject is the whole community of believ-
ers. These approaches led to a re-evaluation thanks to which cateche-
tics (due to the subject matter of its research) is perceived as a theo-
logical science dealing with the historic-salvific realization of the Church 
which is internally connected with the cult of a community of believers 
(Charytański, 1974). 
 Catechetics as a science is interested in all dimensions of cateche-
sis: biblical, liturgical, dogmatic, and moral. For this reason, as a practi-
cal discipline of science (the theory of catechesis) it is directed at study-
ing the essence of catechesis as well as its history, functions, goals, 
tasks, determinants, requirements, and the criteria applied for conduct-
ing it. As the theory of catechesis, it reflects primarily on the content of 
catechesis and the procedures involved in organizing and conducting it. 
Catechetics also examines the practical activities used within cateche-
sis. In its research, catechetics uses the achievements of disciplines 
such as anthropology, pedagogy, psychology, sociology, and logic.
 The first significant shifts in defining catechetics can be found in 
the Enlightenment. After the introduction of compulsory schooling, new 
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school subjects appeared, of which religious education was one. This 
new situation triggered the need to reflect scientifically on the content 
of religious education, its goals, and its methods of teaching (Mette, 
1994). These trends were encouraged by the introduction of the Jo-
sephine reforms of higher education in the Austrian Monarchy of the 
time. Franz Stephan Rautenstrauch was the leading figure in introduc-
ing reforms in theology and inspired Heinrich Braun to introduce simi-
lar reforms in Bavaria. As a result of these reforms, homiletics, cate-
chetics, and liturgics were separated out from pastoral theology, all of 
which gained the status of autonomous sciences. The reformers not 
only understood cateche tics as a reflection on the transmission of reli-
gious contents (kerygma), but also focused on the very methodolo gy of 
teaching religion, which was additionally subordinated to the inte rests 
of the state. According to the spirit of the time, all teaching, including 
the teaching of religion, was focused on the education of a good, loyal 
citizen of the state. Following such thinking, the Enlightenment treat-
ed catechetics as a branch of pastoral theology (this theology was 
devoted to pastoral ministry). Cate chetics was perceived through its 
mission to teach, and thus investigated methods of teaching and up-
bringing, with an emphasis on moral development in the spirit of En-
lightenment. Such an approach to catechetics in practice separated 
it from theological sciences and directed it towards pedagogy and di-
dactics (Charytański, 1974). The reforms, and the resulting emphasis 
on moral upbringing in catechesis, facilitated the emergence of a new 
discipline called religious pedagogy. 
 According to Bogusław Milerski, the beginnings of religious peda-
gogy as a scientific discipline date back to the turn of the 20th centu-
ry. This concept originally appeared in the German tradition (Religion-
aspädagogik) in the works of Friedrich Schleiermacher, who promoted 
two equal perspectives of teaching religion: pedagogical and theologi-
cal. The equivalent of this concept in the Anglo-Saxon tradition is the 
term “religious education”, which describes the broadly understood 
practice of religious instruction and its scientific elaboration (Milerski, 
2010). The movement of the method triggered the creation of religious 
pedagogy, which aimed to provide religious instruction in schools at the 
highest possible level. Thus, it was recommended that instruction be 
based on the achievements of developmental psychology, didactics, and 
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pedagogy. The movement of the method and herbatism  1 gave rise to 
the Munich method  2, which was developed in German-speaking coun-
tries and adapted to meet the needs of religious instruction in schools. 
These trends led to equating didactics with methodology, and cateche-
tics with the didactics of religious education, which resulted in the crys-
tallization of the catechetical movement and placed the emphasis on re-
ligious education and religious upbringing. All this led to the emergence 
of religious pedagogy as a new scientific discipline which was originally 
equated with catechetics (Charytański, 1974; Mette, 1994).
 The debate on the educational tasks faced by catechesis from 
the perspective of religious pedagogy was primarily inspired by Otto 
Baumgarten, Richard Kabisch, and Otto Eberhard, who were Protes-
tant theologians from Germany, and also by William R. Harper and 
George A. Coe from the United States, who were members of the Reli-
gious Education Association (REA), which was founded in 1903 (Miler-
ski, 2010). The term “religious pedagogy” was introduced to Catholic lit-
erature by Joseph Göttler (1913), who called catechetics “religious and 
moral pedagogy” (Mette, 1994). According to J. Göttler, Christian-eccle-
sial religiousness and morality defined the goals for Catholic pedago-
gy. He used the term “religious pedagogy” in order to acknowledge the 
relationship between religious upbringing and moral pedagogy. Similar 
ideas in Polish catechetical literature can be found in the studies of Zyg-
munt Bielawski, who described catechetics as a science of religious and 
moral Christian upbringing (Charytański, 1974).
 The emergence of religious pedagogy 

was a consequence of the confrontation of religion with modernism. The En-
lightenment accelerated the development of these tendencies. The reception of 
Enlightenment ideas resulted in critical reflection in certain areas of theology in 
the 19th century, especially in the history of religious ideas, dogmas, and studies 
on the biblical texts and the culture of the biblical world. The beginning of 20th 
century witnessed a clash between religion and the challenges of modernism in 
the area of social life and the psychology of the individual. Changing social and 
religious awareness, including increasingly widespread criticism of religion, cre-
ated fertile ground on which religious pedagogy could be built. In this sense, in 

1  Herbatism in catechesis can be seen in the use of the achievements of psychology, 
didactics, and pedagogy in religious instruction in schools.

2  The Munich method dominated catechetical theory and practice for more than half 
a century; it provided a holistic overview of human life.
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its genesis, this discipline was not dogmatic and authoritative as such, but  rather 
a critical and dialogical reception of the processes of religious education and re-
ligious socialization in modernity (Milerski, 2010, p. 47).

 The development of religious pedagogy and the fact that it gained au-
tonomy from the pedagogical sciences was inspired by the Christia nity 
found within Western European culture. Therefore, it is not surprising that 
this subject matter is taken up primarily in the Protestant and Catho lic 
circles of Western and Central Europe. It can be said that this discipline 
emerged as an answer to the problems they faced. This does not mean, 
of course, that this area has not been of interest to the representatives of 
other religions, whose achievements will also be presented in this volume.
 Another issue that needs to be clarified here is the status of religious 
pedagogy as a discipline/sub-discipline of pedagogy, as it is not listed in 
the Poland’s Regulation of the Minister of Science and Higher Education 
of 20 September 2018 on the fields of science and scientific disciplines 
and artistic disciplines, nor in the new classification of fields of science 
and scientific disciplines and artistic disciplines of 26 February 2019. In 
this classification, pedagogy was assigned to the field of social scien-
ces. Thus, a question arises as to the legitimacy of treating religious 
peda gogy as a sub-discipline. Professor Bogusław Śliwerski’s explana-
tion seems significant in solving this issue. He points out that 

pedagogy and education science diversified in the course of their development 
and divided into a number of specialized areas of activity and separate disci-
plines. Since then, they have no longer been linked by any general issues, and 
the name they share is their only tenuous connection. In addition, the name 
‘edu cation science’ is now increasingly used in the plural: “education sciences” 
include not only various specialised and local pedagogies, but also other equally 
heterogeneous scientific disciplines with the word “pedagogy” or “pedagogical” 
in their name. Thus, we can talk about professional and occupational pedago-
gy, the pedagogy of free time, art pedagogy, moral pedagogy, music pedagogy, 
sport pedagogy, religious pedagogy, preschool pedagogy, school pedagogy, so-
cial pedagogy, economic pedagogy, pedagogy of adult education, pedagogical 
psychology, pedagogical sociology, and pedagogy of the economics of educa-
tion, to name but a few (Benner, 2006, p. 117). 

Religious pedagogy, defined in the literature as a sub-discipline of edu-
cation sciences, is a science that from a religious perspective investi-
gates man, his good, and his development.
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discussion of the term
The term “religious pedagogy” has diverse meanings. Some authors 
use it interchangeably with catechetics and treat both as synonyms 
describing the same discipline. This is done in German-speaking 
countries, where this term has virtually replaced the term cateche-
tics since the Second Vatican Council. In other approaches, religious 
pedagogy is treated as an area within pastoral theology or as an 
applied science within education sciences. Nowadays, many people 
consider religious pedagogy an empirical and autonomous science 
which uses not only theological but also anthropological sources in 
its research. 
 Based on the assumption that the term “religious pedagogy” is 
identical to the term “catechetics” and that they can be used inter-
changeably, religious pedagogy is inscribed in the pastoral activi-
ty of the Church; however, this is not observed in practice. Nowa-
days, cate chetics is seen as a theological science, i.e. a component 
of pastoral theology, the research subject of which is the mystery of 
God and His relationship with man. Hence, the task of catechetics 
is to investigate the possibilities of awakening religious faith, which 
will  allow a person to accept God’s salvific message and to search 
for effective ways to become involved in the life of the community of 
the Church. However, it is also necessary to remember that – as with 
 other theological scien ces – catechetics does not have absolute au-
tonomy regarding its research because the Magisterium of the Catho-
lic Church is allowed to interfere in theological research. For these 
reasons, the interchangeable use of the terms “catechetics” and “reli-
gious pedagogy” seems unjustified due to the specific nature of cate-
chetics, which is embedded in the Church’s activity, while religious 
pedagogy is not. The research subject of catechetics is the eccle-
sial (communal) proclamation of the salvific message and the faith-
based relationship between God and man, and it deals primarily with 
the theological correctness of the processes that lead man to faith in 
Jesus Christ and His salvific mission in the Church. This gives the 
research conducted within cate chetics a virtual direction, although it 
does not mean that the horizontal dimension is neglected, as exem-
plified by the development of an existential, anthropological model 
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of catechesis   3. The research subject of religious pedagogy gives it 
a horizontal dimension: man and his relationships with other people 
and his environment. The aim of religious pedagogy is to shape in 
a person the ability to conduct religious reflection on his existence 
and the ability to process religious contents subjectively, affirmative-
ly, and critically, and relate them to his existence and development. 
 Over recent years, the status of religious pedagogy has been analy-
sed with a view to deciding whether it should be attributed to pastoral 
theology or to education sciences. If it is a theological science, it must 
follow the rigours of theological research, whereas if it is an education 
science, its theological content is subordinated to the approaches used 
in the humanities and social sciences, which deprives theological scien-
ces of their autonomy. Today, the prevailing tendency is to assign reli-
gious pedagogy the status of an autonomous scientific discipline, “the 
subject of which is the educational potential of various forms of religion, 
and the processes of religious education (teaching and upbringing) and 
religious socialization within the religious community (the Church), the 
family, school, and society” (Milerski, 2010, p. 56). Thus, it is a matter of 
developing the theory and practice of pedagogical, catechetical, and di-
dactic religious accompaniment, which is offered at school, in the fami-
ly, or in ecclesial-religious communities and groups (Bagrowicz, 2005). 
It is expected that this discipline will inspire action and develop man’s 
cognitive competences, which will facilitate his understanding and criti-
cal thinking and develop his ability to explain his existence in its socio-
cultural and religious contexts. These qualities make it possible to inves-
tigate the ways of supporting man to achieve natural and supernatural 
(religious) maturity and to develop the correlations between his life and 
his faith (Mette, 1994). 
 The fact that religious pedagogy is an autonomous discipline gives it 
an opportunity to use various research sources – both theological (re-
ligious) and non-theological (achievements of social sciences and hu-
manities). By using religious sources (Divine Revelation), it becomes 
a normative science closely connected with the theological sciences, 

3  It is a matter of emphasizing that catechetics is a science of the Church’s realization 
in a concrete human situation through catechesis, which is the Church’s mission in 
the world.
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and by using the sources that are available to the humanities (psycholo-
gy, sociology, pedagogy), it becomes an empirical science (Bagrowicz, 
2005). All this makes religious pedagogy a scientific discipline that is 
able to research and formulate the principles and theories of its own 
functioning, and to interpret empirically investigated aspects of human 
life in the light of the explanations provided by religion (religious sour-
ces). By using the achievements of education sciences and other dis-
ciplines, including theology, it develops theories of religious education 
and religious socialization within the Church, family, school, and society 
and becomes a normative-empirical discipline. Understanding religious 
pedagogy as an independent discipline of science justifies the claim that 
the scope of its interests includes human spirituality from a pedagogi-
cal perspective. Spirituality is understood as a way of life that man di-
rects to Transcendence/God, which gives meaning to his life. Although 
spirituality does not exist as a physical entity and is a simple and un-
definable term, it does have a richer and nobler life in itself that is spiri-
tual and is achieved thanks to cognition and love. Spirituality is a multi-
dimensional concept. It encompasses both a deeply religious life and 
different worldviews, and it refers to the cognitive competence to un-
derstand oneself and the world and to possess a consciously shaped 
moral dimension; thus, it appears as a dynamic rather than static reali-
ty. In short, it expresses the community of a sense of values, which is 
the sense that governs certain structures. These can be the senses of 
individual life, situational senses, but also corporate, national, and re-
ligious senses. Therefore, spirituality promoted by religious pedagogy 
can help to explain the existence of man and his aspirations regarding 
life, happiness, and love. It also teaches him how to make specific de-
cisions and  choices, fulfil commitments, and engage in the service of 
good (Marek, 2017). 
 The areas of research undertaken within religious pedagogy indicate 
that it aims to create a theory of the process of teaching and upbringing 
based on religious contents, thus becoming a discipline of “the modern 
humanities and modern theology, which uses a hermeneutical perspec-
tive to describe the educational reality. These explanations allow us to 
consider religious pedagogy as a scientific sub-discipline situated on the 
borderline between pedagogy and practical theology” (Milerski, 2011, 
p. 207; cf. Hilger, Leimgruber and Ziebertz, 2001). As an independent 
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discipline, it deals with studying and formulating the principles and the 
theory of its own functioning, and it determines its own subject, aim, 
scope, and research methods. As a sub-discipline of science, it does 
not claim to replace either general pedagogy or theology. It uses Divine 
Revelation and anthropological-philosophical-theological assumptions, 
from which Christian personalism emerges. Therefore, it can be said 
that religious pedagogy fits in with both the Divine and human reality.

systematic reflection with conclusions 
and recommendations
With its scope of influences, religious pedagogy focuses on education 
which is not limited to the mere transmission of knowledge but aims at 
formation and spiritual development. Thanks to religious-pedagogical 
reflection on his existence, man’s understanding of the horizons of his 
integral development is expanded. This happens when religious peda-
gogy reveals a new meaning of life to man. It supports his cognitive 
sphere, explains and shows him concrete life goals, values, aspirations, 
and possibilities of referring to Transcendence/God, and shapes his 
emotional and volitional spheres, which facilitates the development of 
desired attitudes. These processes create an opportunity to learn more 
about the meanings of events not only in the context of interpersonal re-
lationships but also in the context of human relationships with God. On 
this path, man can learn the essence of the “actions” with which God 
helps people in their efforts to become more fully human and thus to 
reach maturity, measured in the light of God’s revelation by the person 
of Jesus Christ (Ephesians 4:20–24) (Boschki, 2017). This is because 
the longing for the spiritual cannot be suppressed in a person who is 
constantly seeking something outside of himself that will give meaning 
to his life. 
 Meeting these expectations is possible thanks to educational pro-
cesses in which religious pedagogy supports the person in develop-
ing his humanity and achieving religious maturity. On this path, he also 
reaches a higher degree of maturity which is expressed in three di-
mensions: instinctive, psychological, and spiritual. In these processes, 
the latter dimension proves particularly important since it facilitates the 
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discovery of the meaning of life and directs the person towards trans-
cendence. In this way, the process of education gains a religious dimen-
sion. It is not about 

imposing or borrowing patterns of understanding reality and action in the world; 
above all, it is about discovering and internalising them and, consequently, 
shaping a mature personality understood in terms of a spiritual structure. In this 
sense, religious education is a form of general education (Milerski, 2010, p. 58). 

In these activities, representatives of religious pedagogy use methods 
developed by the representatives of various disciplines of social scien-
ces: theology, sociology, psychology, and pedagogy. Qualitative re-
search methods are particularly important in their studies. 
 Developing educational theories based on religious sources, which 
should be considered the basic function of religious pedagogy, may 
be done in different ways. The historical analysis of the very concept 
of “religious pedagogy” presented above reveals that it was treated 
as a scien tific discipline within certain paradigms understood both as 
a  scientific community and as a model of the development of science 
(Kuhn, 2001). Contemporary paradigmatic thinking within religious ped-
agogy is insepar ably connected with an understanding of the scope, di-
rection, and implementation of upbringing reforms that account for re-
ligious sour ces. This is aided by embracing the ideas of the Second 
Vatican Council (1962–1965), which, according to Pope Benedict XVI, 
are expressed in thinking based on a hermeneutic of continuity or rup-
ture (Address of His Holiness Benedict XVI to the Roman Curia offering 
them his Christmas greetings, 22 December 2005). The Pope is an ar-
dent advocate for a hermeneutic of continuity, which – aware of the po-
tential of tradition – is based on continuous attempts to formulate new 
questions, new answers, and new forms of expression matched to the 
development of mankind, with its problems and expectations. 
 New pedagogical theories are adapted to man living in the world. This, 
in turn, means adaptation to his constant becoming but without break-
ing with the tradition of sources, purpose, and priority. Two similar mo-
dels are inscribed in such theories: accompanying pedagogy and peda-
gogy of testimony. They assume that education or upbringing cannot 
be reduced to the “breeding” or “training” of a religious person. Instead, 
they should be aimed at teaching him to treat as his own everything that 
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serves both his development and finding the truth. Thus, Christian ac-
companiment is possible, and in the Ignatian tradition this assumes the 
form of service and is associated with two terms taken from the Spiritu
al Exercises of Ignatius of Loyola: cura personalis and magis. The for-
mer is about discovering the uniqueness of man and his relationships 
with other people, while the latter indicates what man should strive for 
in life: to give himself “more” and “better”. By introducing these terms 
into religious pedagogy, we keep in mind the need to exclude every-
thing that is foolish or unrealistic from the educational process, and to 
reject all mediocrity and averageness, along with laziness and the line 
of least resistance (Marek, 2017). Individual tasks – activities performed 
by the participants of educational processes – seem important in this 
form of cooperation between them. Thus, the person who directs these 
processes should bear in mind the need to create opportunities for stu-
dents to develop an ability to reflect on their experiences. It is a ques-
tion of using cognitive abilities, which should not be limited to natural 
(sensual -empirical) cognition but should embrace supernatural (i.e. re-
ligious) cognition, which covers the content and the explanations of the 
reality provided by religion.
 The next step in these processes is to decide on the direction of the 
specific actions to be taken. This stage consists in engaging – along-
side his cognitive abilities – man’s emotional and volitional spheres. It is 
about engaging with intellect, imagination, and feelings in order to better 
grasp the essence of what is being studied and, finally, to make respon-
sible decisions on this basis. A chain of activities designed in this way 
ends the assessment of the results achieved by an educator and a stu-
dent. From the perspective of religious pedagogy, it can be said that the 
aim of such an accompaniment is the full growth of the person leading 
to action, especially one that is filled with the spirit and presence of Je-
sus Christ, the Son of God, and Man for Others (Mark, 2017). Another 
feature of pedagogical accompaniment in the course of religious educa-
tion is the possibility of sharing one’s experiences, which can be called 
the pedagogy of testimony (Marek and Walulik, 2019). This pedagogy 
stems from the conviction that both place and time create a space in 
which individuals, and the entire community, testify, or become partici-
pants in, educational situations. It enables us to open up more fully to 
transcendence if we acknowledge our dependence on it. 
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 Theocentrism, which is embodied within religious pedagogy, is never 
directed against man or his true good, and Transcendence/God is the 
highest ultimate value for man. Christian thought adds that God offers 
Himself to man, invites him to participate in His life, His love, His hap-
piness. Thanks to this discovery of Transcendence/God as the highest 
value, man not only experiences safety but also seeks this value. From 
the perspective of the pedagogy of testimony, religious education deve-
lops the ability to share with others one’s peace, happiness, goodness, 
and other internalized values. This sharing is not a project or a plan. It 
teaches the way of life in an educational environment, and consequently 
those involved in educational processes take responsibility for their de-
cisions in the area of moral education. The pedagogy of testimony also 
enriches the processes of religious education as each participant can 
bear his own witness, regardless of his age, knowledge, or skills. Thus, 
this pedagogy assumes not only multiple subjects but also diverse sub-
jects, and does not put them in a hierarchical structure: it assigns to  every 
subject a place based on his dignity, according to the accepted concept 
of man. This does not mean, however, that it does not diffe rentiate the 
possibilities of influence: it does differentiate them but does not evalu-
ate them. All participants of an educational situation share their experi-
ences according to their competences. On this path,  interpersonal rela-
tionships are also established, and skills are developed that are based 
on choosing a certain system of values or on formulating expectations 
expressed in the synergy that creates a new quality of life. The synergic 
character of religious pedagogy, which is based on accompaniment and 
transmission of testimony, is expressed in the fact that each participant 
of the educational situation obtains new “capital” for the interpretation of 
his experiences and becomes an authority. Thus, he becomes a person 
who, in his attitudes, relies on the truth, and, through his acts, manifests 
what he knows, thinks, and feels. For this reason, pedagogy based on 
these principles aims to shape a person both spiritually and intellectually 
so that – through a chain of activities that  develop human cognition and 
the emotional and volitional spheres – it can help the person to reach 
natural (human) and supernatural (religious) maturity. 
 The results of studies conducted within religious pedagogy justify 
the claim that they contribute to the pedagogical search for the possibi-
lity of supporting a person in his development and his search for good, 
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happiness, and the meaning in life. Religion offers man these new pos-
sibilities and not only shows him transcendent values but also supports 
him in discovering new motives for his care for the development of his 
own life and service to other people.
 The aim of the article was to show the relationship between cate che-
tics/catechesis and religious pedagogy/religious education. Catechesis 
and religious education reflect a certain pedagogy that originated in and 
was based on the assumptions of catechetics or religious pedagogy. 
Catechetics and religious pedagogy are considered autonomous scien-
tific disciplines; catechetics has a much longer history and gave rise to 
religious pedagogy during the Enlightenment. Although both disciplines 
are ultimately directed towards man, each of them expresses its service 
in a different way. Catechetics undertakes scientific reflection on how 
to bring man into a communion of life with God, and these are usually 
vertical studies, whereas religious pedagogy researches diverse forms 
of religious support in man’s development and his understanding of the 
world, and these are horizontal studies. Thus, although both disciplines 
are autonomous, both – in different ways – serve man in discover ing the 
meaning of his life by opening him to transcendence.
 The authors of the articles in this volume offer further reflection on 
the specificity of religious pedagogy both from the perspective of the 
Christian denominations and other religions present in Poland, as well 
as from philosophical, theological, psychological, sociological, anthro-
pological, and cultural angles. 
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religious pedagogy in Poland

summary
DEFINITION OF THE TERM: every Christian denomination in Poland 
places a slightly different emphasis on its definition of the term “religious 
pedagogy”. It can be assumed, however, that all of them treat it as a scien
tific discipline of a theoretical, normative, and actionoriented nature. 
the research subject of religious pedagogy covers the processes of reli
gious teaching and upbringing, i.e. a religious formation oriented towards 
a life in which an individual follows Christian principles. Its aim is to de
velop a theory of religious education.

HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE TERM: Although the representatives 
of various Christian denominations in Poland became interested in the 
properties and importance of religious pedagogy in the middle of the 20th 
century, it does not mean that this concept was previously unknown. 
nowadays, scientific research on the role and participation of religion in 
the integral development of human beings is conducted in academic cen
tres that investigate the significance of religion for human life.

DISCUSSION OF THE TERM: religious pedagogy interprets human exis
tence from the perspective of a supernatural, transcendent reality. such 
an interpretation of reality takes on an interconfessional form, which 
makes it possible to interpret the meaning of religion in the context of 
the requirements of a particular religion. the centre of attention is al
ways man, who discovers the ultimate meaning of his existence in tran
scendence – personal god. 
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SYSTEMATIC REFLECTION WITH CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM-
MENDATIONS: religious pedagogy approaches the issues of religious 
education and religious socialization very broadly within social, cultur
al, and political contexts. It examines a human life from the perspective 
of both interpersonal relationships and social structures, as well as the 
mechanisms within which interpersonal educational relationships oc
cur. It aims to expand the scope of studies conducted by its representa
tives on educational and socialization issues that take place in educational 
environments.

Keywords: religious pedagogy, Catholic religious pedagogy, 
Protestant religious pedagogy, Orthodox religious 
pedagogy
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The article describes the origins and contemporary understanding of the 
term “religious pedagogy” from the perspectives of three Christian tradi-
tions in Poland: Catholic, Orthodox, and Protestant. It also presents the 
origins, development, and application of the assumptions of religious 
pedagogy in contemporary educational systems in the light of Christian 
traditions in Poland.

definition of the term
Religious pedagogy is a new discipline of science and it is difficult or 
even impossible to provide an unambiguous definition of the term.  Jerzy 
Bagrowicz explains that in the Christian understanding religious pedago-
gy is considered the theory of “the process of religious teaching and reli-
gious upbringing, oriented towards the practice of Christian life” (Bagro-
wicz, 2005, p. 37). Research conducted within this discipline produce 
new theological, humanistic, and social knowledge, both theoretical and 
applied. It also takes into account the normative aspects of education-
al theory and practice (Milerski, 2010). This approach makes religious 
pedagogy a theoretical, normative, and action-oriented scientific disci-
pline that focuses on “all the processes of religious teaching, upbring-
ing, and formation, understood as a whole, and oriented towards life ac-
cording to the principles of Christian religion” (Bagrowicz, 2005, p. 36). 
In other words, studies undertaken within religious education investigate 
the processes of religious education and religious socialization that take 
place in the Church, family, and society. 
 The origins of religious pedagogy as a scientific discipline can be 
found in the Protestant tradition. Protestantism is a conglomeration of 
different traditions originating from the Reformation in the 16th century 
and from later movements of the so-called “religious awakening”. The 
Evangelical Churches include the Lutheran (Evangelical-Augsburg) 
Church, the Reformed Church, and the Methodist Church, which, follow-
ing the Leuenberg Concord (1973), recognized the unity in preaching 
the word, administering the sacraments, and performing pastoral duties. 
There are many other churches and communities of an Evangelican 
Protestant nature. Protestant religious pedagogy in Poland is practiced 
mainly within Lutheran (mainline Protestant tradition) and Pentecostal 
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(Evangelican Protestant tradition) environments and is based on under-
standings of this discipline practiced in German-speaking and Anglo-
-Saxon areas, where its numerous definitions (determined by different 
theoretical assumptions) have been proposed. 
 From a Protestant perspective, religious pedagogy is a scientific dis-
cipline which aims to develop the theory of religious education (religious 
teaching and religious upbringing) and religious socialization within 
 various social environments such as family, church, school, subcul-
tures, peer groups (children, adolescents, adults, seniors), professio nal 
work, and voluntary work (Milerski, 2010; Milerski, 2019c). Protestant 
religious pedagogy distinguishes between the theory (religious peda-
gogy as a scientific discipline) and the practice of religious education 
and religious socialization. As a discipline of science, it offers scientifi-
cally based insight into the practice of education and its determinants 
by providing 1) theological and philosophical justifications, 2) empiri cal 
descriptions and explanations, 3) hermeneutical interpretations, 4) phe-
nomenological descriptions, 5) ideological and critical interpretations, 
and also by 6) systematizing and comparing pedagogical -religious the-
ories, and by 7) developing normative and evaluative justifications. 
Therefore, religious pedagogy in the Protestant perspective is an inter-
disciplinary science that integrates both the knowledge and methodo-
logy of the theological, humanistic, and social sciences. It is guided by 
the principle of double responsibility and normativity – theological and 
pedagogical.
 The Catholic perspective offers three approaches to religious pe-
dagogy: religious education within catechetics, religious education 
 within the theoretical foundations of pedagogy, and religious educa-
tion in a comparative context. In recent times, it has been increasingly 
consider ed a discipline that offers religious reflection on human exis-
tence from the perspective of both natural and supernatural cognition, 
which contributes to developing human competences within the socio-
-cultural understanding of the rules of functioning in everyday life (Mi-
chalski, 2004; Marek, 2013). Therefore, the contemporary definition 
of religious peda gogy in Catholicism resembles the Protestant under-
standing of this pedagogy as a theory of education, which – thanks to 
the religious perspective (theological interpretation of everyday life) – 
broadens the under standing of people’s aspirations and tasks. 
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 From an Orthodox perspective, both in Poland and around the world, 
scientific reflection within religious pedagogy exists on the borderline 
between theology and pedagogy, and its theological-ecclesial com-
ponent is more prominent than the pedagogical-psychological-social 
one. The most important objective of Orthodox religious pedagogy is 
to shape and support the development of man on a path that leads him 
to the whole of his personal existence. This aim is achieved by acquir-
ing and producing theoretical knowledge in the area of religious forma-
tion and then implementing it in life. This takes place through developing 
and implementing strategies of pedagogical influence that are directed 
at fostering a reflection of a being as an individual and as a member of 
a community, all within the context of the ultimate goal, which is theosis/
deification (in Greek: theosis) (Aleksiejuk, A., 2020).
 Orthodox pedagogical-religious reflection places at its centre the 
human being, understood as a spiritual-psycho-bodily compositum. 
This attitude is based on Orthodox anthropology and its corresponding 
axiolo gy, both of which are based on the biblical science of human crea-
tion (which is the science of open, free, and transcendent human nature 
(in Greek: epektasis)), and the theology of theosis. The assumption of 
the hierarchical structure of a human being (spirit–soul–body) and the 
relational nature of its existence as a person (in Greek: prosopon) is 
also important in the understanding of man as a subject of education 
and in the development of a strategy of religious education and religious 
socialization (Aleksiejuk, A., 2018b).
 The Orthodox Church recognizes the primacy of person over nature. 
It is not nature that determines the person, but the person that should 
determine nature (Łosski, 1989). Thus, religious pedagogy covers theo-
retical reflection that assumes taking practical steps to support a person 
on the path to overcoming anthropocentric uniqueness and egoism. In 
this sense, Orthodox pedagogy is not sum but sursum – and also edu
care in the original meaning of this word. Its aim is to “bring the human 
being out of the human being”, first in the vertical dimension (towards 
God), and then in the horizontal dimension (towards other people and 
towards the world). It is in this way that religious pedagogy understands 
the ontic dimension of education, the aim of which is to shape the ways 
of existence and to change the quality of human life (Milerski, 2019c). 
Therefore, the scientific and empirical character of Orthodox religious 
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pedagogy does not depend on a specific research method or a  method 
of systematization and analysis of its content. Identification, group-
ing, describing, and interpreting pedagogical-religious phenomena and 
facts, the relationship between them, the search for empirical and valu-
able theoretical justifications, and rational scientific-research criticism 
are important but not the most important aspects. The key aspect of this 
pedagogy is “spiritual insight and the living experience of faith that leads 
to direct knowledge, the source of which is God Himself in the Trinity” 
(Aleksiejuk, A., 2019).

Historical analysis of the term 
The term “religious pedagogy” came into use in each denomination 
discussed in the article under different circumstances. Protestant re-
ligious pedagogy was established in Poland in the late 1990s, but its 
historical roots go deeper. In 1932, K. Banszel, an Evangelical mili-
tary chaplain, pedagogue, and propagator of Komeński’s pedagogical 
ideas, published a small book O nowoczesne podstawy religijnego wy
chowania ewangelickiego [For modern foundations of Evangelical re
ligious education]. This book was the manifesto of a new approach to 
teaching religion at school, in which Banszel analysed the actual state 
of religious instruction in schools, reported his own empirical studies, 
critically evaluated the practice and curriculum of Evangelical religion, 
compared the status of education in Europe, and – as a conclusion – 
formulated a project of reforming religious instruction in schools. He 
postulated a total change of the curriculum and teaching aids, the ap-
pointment of competent inspectors (professors of practical theology or 
pedagogy and psychology), the establishment of a specialist “centre of 
scientific work” with its own journal, and the creation of a department 
of pedagogy and psychology at the Faculty of Evangelical Theology 
of the University of Warsaw (Banszel, 1932, pp. 76–80). The historical 
analysis of the issue cannot omit the accomplishments of A. Wantuła, 
a practical theologian and Lutheran bishop. At the end of the 1960s, 
Wantuła published articles on teaching religion, which, although pri-
marily related to catechetics, took into account pedagogical and psy-
chological issues. 
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 Contemporary Protestant religious pedagogy began with the publi-
cation of a monograph analysing the status of religious instruction in 
schools, including theoretical conceptualisations, school practice, le-
gal solutions, and idealisational typology (Milerski, 1998). Since then, 
a school of religious pedagogy has been developed at the Christian 
Academy of Theology in Warsaw (ChAT), which is represented at an in-
stitutional level by the Department of Pedagogy of Religion and Culture. 
Thanks to its contacts with foreign centres, it managed not only to popu-
larise European pedagogical and religious discourse, but also to devel-
op its own original studies. As a religious minority, we were aware of the 
limitations of the reception of these studies on the domestic theological 
‘market’. Therefore, in addition to the addressees in our own Churches, 
we have turned to the pedagogical environment, which has resulted in 
numerous research programmes and publications. 
 Religious pedagogy is a science that integrates theological and peda-
gogical discourse. Pedagogical-religious research covers fundamental 
humanistic and pedagogical issues. The representatives of Protestant 
religious pedagogy have prepared an encyclopaedia of this discipline 
(Milerski, 2010; Milerski, 2019c), and one of its main areas is hermeneu-
tics, which analyses the foundations of the ontology of human existence 
and education in the context of existential and historical understand-
ing. Religious pedagogy provides numerous hermeneutical conceptuali-
sations that contribute to pedagogical hermeneutics and the theory of 
general education (Milerski, 2011), while semiotic religious pedagogy 
continues these hermeneutical considerations (Milerski, 2020). ChAT 
realized a research programme funded with an NCN grant (OPUS) de-
voted to the rationality of school education (Milerski and Karwowski, 
2016). This programme also verified the rationalities attributed to re-
ligious instruction in schools. The results obtained in the study were 
also used in our analysis of anti-Semitism. The dominance of praxeo-
logical and utilitarian rationality in school education correlates with the 
theses of the critical theory explaining anti-Semitism (Milerski, 2019a). 
Other studies were undertaken within ecumenical religious pedagogy, 
and their results were presented in the dissertations of J. Koleff-Pracka 
(pedagogical analysis of theological ideas) and I. Lukas (pedagogical 
analysis of the documents of the Lutheran World Federation), amongst 
others. M. Patalon, who also comes from the Protestant environment, 
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in his works analysed the pedagogical implications of theology and pro-
cess philosophy (Patalon, 2007). 
 Protestant religious pedagogy conducts comparative studies into 
the historical, organizational, legal, and didactic determinants of educa-
tional solutions (Różańska, 2015), including studies on confirmation in 
various European countries (Byrtek, 2015). The main focus of religious 
pedagogy is the analysis of the subject and the students’ subjective ex-
periences in various contexts. Such an approach implies not only the 
investigation of so-called subject orientation, but also its juxtaposition 
with and application to contemporary educational challenges (Milerski, 
2019b; Milerski, 2019d). This orientation has given rise to inclusive re-
ligious education and inclusive religious pedagogy, which deal not only 
with multiculturalism, but also with the integration of people with disabili-
ties. The theory of religious education must take into account the reali-
ty of people with disabilities as members of their churches. Therefore, 
inclusion, not separation, should become the dominant feature of the 
theo ry and practice of religious education (Bednarz, 2017).
 Slightly different reasons contributed to the spread of the term “reli-
gious pedagogy” in Catholic communities. Originally, the term meant the 
teaching of religion. Attempts to replace catechesis with religious peda-
gogy in Poland were made following the observation that the transmis-
sion of religious knowledge in the process of religious instruction (cate-
chizing) was insufficient. Thus, it was postulated that apart from learning 
about religious and moral truths, students should also be offered reli-
gious and moral upbringing. This approach appeared at the turn of the 
20th century and led to the emergence of independent theological scien-
ces: homiletics, catechetics, liturgy, and pastoral theology, all of which 
were previously part of pastoral theology. Catechetics was reduced to 
the methodology of religious instruction. This approach was called the 
“movement of the method”. It focused on teaching religion in the same 
manner as other school subjects (Charytański, 1974), and was based 
on the findings of psychological and pedagogical studies. It was postu-
lated that catechetics, which is primarily based on theological sources, 
should not ignore the achievements of the social sciences and humani-
ties. As a result, the term “catechetics” was replaced by the term “reli-
gious pedagogy” (Marek, 2017). In Poland, this approach was advocat-
ed by such Catholic thinkers as Józef Boczar, Walenty Gadowski, and 
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Zygmunt Bielawski. Bielawski defined catechetics as a science of Chris-
tian upbringing that was oriented towards didactics or pedagogy, and as 
a result, catechetics ceased to be a theological science (Charytański, 
1974). 
 New impulses for Catholic reflection on the importance of religious 
pedagogy were provided by the documents of the Second Vatican 
Council, in particular the Declaration on Christian Education, Gravissi
mum educationis. This discussion returned in the late 1980s and early 
1990s, when catechesis began to be taught in school. It was pointed out 
that the aim of catechesis was to provide religious knowledge and en-
courage the adoption of certain principles, but also to inspire an open-
ness to God’s salvific acts. It can be said that for a Catholic, religious 
pedagogy was not about developing and accepting ethical, religious, so-
cial, or pedagogical concepts, but about belief in Jesus Christ and the 
bond established with Him personally at baptism. Religious pedagogy 
was thus aimed at the realization of one’s own humanity, which, sup-
ported by the bond with God, would make it possible to overcome one’s 
own limitations (Bagrowicz, 2005). In this sense, it was a sub-discipline 
closely related to the theological sciences. 
 Contemporary religious pedagogy is moving away from the teach-
ing of religion (catechesis) towards integral thinking about man: his de-
velopment, the meaning of life, choosing and following certain values, 
motivation, etc. Contemporary religious pedagogy is interested in the 
possibilities of supporting the development of a person through religion 
(Marek, 2014; Marek, 2017; Marek and Walulik, 2019), which is also im-
portant in the Protestant understanding of religious pedagogy. This per-
spective was primarily developed by academics from the Catholic Uni-
versity of Lublin and Jesuit University Ignatianum in Krakow, but also by 
numerous other educators.
 Orthodox religious pedagogy had similar beginnings. The beginnings 
of its present form in Poland reach back to the early 1990s. However, 
earlier attempts in this area had already been made in the interwar pe-
riod as part of the scientific activities of the Study Centre of Orthodox 
Theology at the University of Warsaw (Baczyński and Sawicki, 2018). 
The articles written by Mikołaj Arseniew (Arsen’ev, 1935) are worth 
mentioning here. In his theological and philosophical-religious reflec-
tions, he frequently addressed issues that are currently of interest to 
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religious pedagogy. His epistemological, cultural, and religious analy-
ses, which include those relating to the importance of spiritual forma-
tion in human life, are particularly noteworthy. Before the outbreak of the 
Second World War, however, there were no scientific publications de-
voted exclusively to pedagogical-religious issues.
 The period after the war was extremely unfavourable for the devel-
opment of Orthodox theological thought. It was only in 1957, thanks to 
the efforts of Metropolitan Makary (Oksijuk), that the Section of Ortho-
dox Theology was established at the Christian Academy of Theology in 
Warsaw, which had been opened three years earlier. In the years be-
tween 1957 and 1991, before the changes in the political system al-
lowed the unrestricted development of theological thought, pedagogical 
and religious issues were addressed in the theological considerations 
and articles on Orthodox liturgy written by Jerzy Klinger (Klinger, 1965) 
and Rościsław Kozłowski, who analysed Orthodox moral theology and 
ecclesiology (Kozłowski, 1988). Although they did not formulate a defi-
nition or research subject of religious pedagogy from an Orthodox per-
spective, they appreciated the role played by religious education in the 
spiritual and moral formation of man, which, in their opinion, took place 
primarily in the community of the Church, which is an ideal upbringing 
environment.
 An important event in the history of the development of Orthodox 
pedagogical-religious reflection was the establishment in 1991 of the 
Ecumenical Pedagogical-Catechetical Institute as part of the Christian 
Academy of Theology in Warsaw. This year can be considered the sym-
bolic date of the birth of Orthodox religious pedagogy as it is represent-
ed today. Seven years later, due to a merger with the Department of So-
cial Work, it was renamed the Ecumenical Pedagogical Institute. 
 Taking into account all the achievements and accomplishments of Or-
thodox pedagogy after 1991, we can talk about two trends within it: peda-
gogical and pedagogical-religious. Since the beginning of the 1990s, 
a dominant role in reflection on religious education has been played 
by ecclesial pedagogy, understood as a strategy of upbringing in which 
theological and ecclesial factors influence the use of pedagogical and 
psychosocial ones (Milerski, 2019c). Largely based on biographical ex-
perience, ecclesiastical pedagogy’s strictly practical character does not 
mean it is unscientific. Being an educational practice, it is also grounded 
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in scientific knowledge (Śliwerski, 2011) as a discovery or an intellectual 
effort of the educator, who realizes the educational process conscious-
ly and substantially (Starnawski, 2008). Orthodox religious pedagogy, 
which focuses on the practical implementation of catechetical, evange-
lization-missionary, pastoral, and supportive tasks of the Church, is of 
a scientific nature. Researchers investigating this area focus primarily 
on providing applied knowledge, which is useful in the substantive and 
practical preparation of catechists and social workers. The most impor-
tant scientific paper in this area so far is Lilla Busłowska’s dissertation 
devoted to analysis of the axiom of faith in the school system of teach-
ing Orthodox religion in Poland after 1990 (Busłowska, 2012).
 Accounting for the boundaries between pedagogy and education 
studies, Orthodox religious pedagogy in Poland focuses on the mean-
ing of spirituality and religiousness in the existence of the human per-
son as a subject of education. It also investigates the acquisition and 
develop ment of theoretical knowledge for practical use within the edu-
cational process, and it explores the anthropological-axiological basis of 
human religious formation. The Christian Theological Academy in War-
saw is the only academic centre in Poland where scientific studies in this 
field are conducted. Academics conducting research in this area include 
 Jerzy Pańkowski (Faculty of Theology), who investigates the Orthodox 
theology of spirituality and pastoral theology and points to various issues 
of pedagogical and religious importance (Pańkowski, 2016), and Artur 
Aleksiejuk and Elżbieta Aleksiejuk (Faculty of Social  Sciences), who are 
interested in religious pedagogy in the Orthodox context. Their studies 
are aimed at the synergy of the theological and pedagogical views on 
the process of human religious education in its historical and compara-
tive aspects (Aleksiejuk, A., 2020a; Aleksiejuk, A., 2018a; Aleksiejuk, E., 
2016), with particular emphasis on the Orthodox anthropology of free-
dom and creativity (Aleksiejuk, E., 2019; Aleksiejuk, A., 2017). Currently, 
they are working on a theoretical model of Christocentric-humanistic re-
ligious education for children in early primary education (Aleksiejuk, A., 
2020b; Aleksiejuk, A. and Aleksiejuk, E., 2020).
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discussion of the term

Religious pedagogy interprets human existence from the perspective of 
supernatural, transcendent reality. This interpretation takes on an inter-
confessional form which allows the requirements of a particular religion 
to be focused on (Milerski, 2011). A characteristic feature inscribed in 
such an explanation of the essence of religious pedagogy is its Christian 
character. This essence centres on man discovering the ultimate mean-
ing of his existence in Transcendence – personal God. 
 The knowledge drawn from faith – from God’s Revelation – is sup-
posed to be helpful in achieving one’s goals. This knowledge is oriented 
towards practice, i.e. particular activities, and it is based on both natu-
ral and religious cognition (Marek, 2014). This, in turn, enables those 
who use both forms of cognition to discover the meaning of life, which 
they find beyond the limits set by intelligence and the cognitive capabili-
ties of reason. The complementarity of both forms of cognition makes it 
possible to justify the norms that originate from divine Revelation (Sala-
mucha, 2010). It also gives a specific character to the Christian under-
standing of religious pedagogy. This results from the fact that Christiani-
ty should not be equated 

with the science of truth or the art of explaining the essence of life. The essence 
of Christianity is Jesus of Nazareth, His concrete being, work, fate – in a word, 
a concrete historical figure. Teaching is Christian if it comes out of His mouth. 
Life is Christian if its development is determined by Christ. In everything that is 
Christian, He must be present. The person of Jesus Christ with His historical 
uniqueness and eternal glory is in itself the category that defines Christian be-
ing, acting, and teaching. This is a paradox 

– as M. Nowak puts it, quoting R. Guardini.
 He also emphasises that Christian pedagogy needs

upbringing that is directed at Christian universalism in its worldview as a whole, 
both theoretical and practical, both in theory – thought and practice – and in life 
(Nowak, 2010, p. 32). 

 All of this encourages a person to discover the broadest possible 
meaning of his own life beyond the limits set by his intelligence and the 
cognitive capabilities of his reason. This is possible thanks to the fact 
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that human cognitive abilities relate to two realities: the divine and the 
human (Marek, 2014). 
 The subject and scope of research determined within religious peda-
gogy provides new opportunities for interpreting empirically learned 
matters of human life and studying them in the context of religious prin-
ciples and contents. Not without significance is also the fact that 

Christian universalism opens up human spirituality completely, bringing it to 
the fullness of a perfect personality and realizing the universalism of a compre-
hensively developed person. This way, Christian universal]ism, as a goal to be 
achieved through upbringing, creates a distinctive outline of the human person-
ality, in which a set of dynamic and immune features offers a broad agenda for 
educators (Nowak, 2010, p. 33). 

systematic reflection with conclusions 
and recommendations
Religious pedagogy addresses religious education both in terms of in-
terpersonal (parent – child, clergyman – student, teacher – student) 
and social (community – individual) relationships, as well as from the 
perspective of the social structures and mechanisms in which interper-
sonal educational relationships take place. Religious pedagogy under-
takes research within religious education and religious socialization in 
a broad perspective, i.e. not only as an interpersonal interaction, but 
in the context of social, cultural, and political determinants. As a disci-
pline of science, it is more than a theory of catechesis in the commu-
nity of the Church. It encompasses different environments of religious 
education and socialization: family, church, school, subcultures, and 
peer groups (in different age categories, from children to seniors), pro-
fessional work, and voluntary work. Religious pedagogy has creative-
ly developed original didactic theories. In the field of the didactics of 
religious instruction, it has developed many concepts that are based 
on the achievements of general and specific didactics. In our  opinion, 
the future development of religious pedagogy will be  connected, first-
ly, with further analyses of the processes of religious instruction in 
schools, the family, and the religious community, and secondly, it will 
be connected with general pedagogical and social reflection on the 
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social structures conditioning religious education, and more broadly, 
humanistic education. 
 In our opinion, religious pedagogy will expand the spectrum of its re-
search to include issues related to the educational and socializing po-
tential of diverse educational environments, thus going beyond the anal-
ysis of traditional environments: family, church, and school. Sui generis 
religious pedagogy is the theory of religious instruction. Nevertheless, 
the future areas of analysis undertaken within its scope will probably 
cover the following: children’s religious education, including research 
on religious development (children’s theology), religious education of 
adults and seniors, interreligious education, gender religious pedagogy, 
political and cultural determinants of religious education, inclusive reli-
gious education, civic and pro-democratic education in the context of 
religious education, and the workplace as a potential place for interreli-
gious education.
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summary
DEFINITION OF THE TERM: religious instruction in schools is a didac
tic process (covering both teaching and upbringing) that supports the de
velopment of students’ personal, social, and religious identity, their dis
covery of the meaning of religion in culture, and their contribution to 
culture from a Christian point of view.

HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE TERM: the history of religious instruc
tion, which began with the educational reforms of the enlightenment, re
veals both its significance for upbringing and the conflict regarding the 
authority of the state and the Church in this area. the development of 
religious instruction can be seen as an attempt to define its essence by 
highlighting the similarities and differences between religious instruction 
in schools and parish catechesis. 

DISCUSSION OF THE TERM: european countries offer various forms of 
religious instruction in schools, including denominational, supradenomi
national, nondenominational, and mixed. the nature of religious instruc
tion is expressed in the full and integral transmission of religious knowl
edge, in the personalistic nature of upbringing, and in its relationship with 
culture. the aim of the cultural orientation of religious instruction is to 
show Christianity as the foundation of european culture. 

SYSTEMATIC REFLECTION WITH CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM-
MENDATIONS: In view of europe’s civilizational crisis, it seems neces
sary to place greater emphasis on the role of upbringing, both in schools 
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and within religious instruction, and to pay attention to developing the 
professional competences of teachers of religion. 

Keywords: religious instruction, teachers of religion, Christian 
upbringing, professional competences, religion and 
culture
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definition of the term

Religious instruction in schools is a process of teaching and upbring-
ing that aims to provide students with complete and integral information 
about Christianity and to show them the role and importance of religion 
in their personal and social maturation. In other words, the religious con-
tents transmitted in religious instruction is intended to support and com-
plete the process by which students acquire personal, social, and Chris-
tian identity. In this way, religious instruction focuses on the didactic and 
pedagogical dimension rather than on the strictly catechetical one; this 
is done in accordance with the basic functions of school, which is an 
edu cational and formative institution. Religious instruction has a cultural 
dimension, which means that a student is not only brought up to live in 
a particular culture, but also to discover the creative influence religion 
exerts on that culture and to participate in the creation and development 
of culture. Religious instruction in schools also provides him with the 
appropriate methods and tools necessary to analyse Christian sources 
and documents in order to gain in-depth knowledge and discover the 
specific language required for the proper understanding of religion. 

Historical analysis of the term 

Religious instruction in schools was introduced in Europe as a result of 
changes brought about by the Enlightenment. This period was called the 
age of pedagogy, as it sought to spread knowledge to a wider audience, 
which aroused great interest in the issues of education and upbringing. 
At that time, it was believed that teaching and upbringing could change 
both the world and man and give a new direction to the development 
of mankind. This would no longer be based on the moral assumptions 
of Christianity but on a new, natural morality (Murawski, 2010, p. 43). 
During the Enlightenment period, rationalism became a prevailing idea, 
which found its reflection in science, art, and everyday life.

It required monarchs to spread the ideas of the Enlightenment among their sub-
jects, hence the shift in education, characteristic of that era, from the Church’s 
dominant position in favour of secular, state power. Thus, from the 18th century 
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onwards, education embarked on the path towards secularisation (Kielian, 2010, 
p. 43). 

This is clearly visible in the French Constitution of 1791, which “strongly 
bound society to the state rather than to the Church. The revolution took 
up (...) the slogan of secularisation and the nationalisation of education. 
Various political groups began to create their own plans for organiz-
ing French education” (Kielian, 2010, p. 47). Moreover, the criticism of 
 Jesuit education and the subsequent suppression of the Society of Je-
sus mobilised the state authorities to accelerate educational reforms, as 
was evident in Prussia, Austria, and Portugal. In addition, the develop-
ment of industry and new technologies, accompanied by the postulates 
of some educators, contributed to the spread of state education, which 
was mainly vocational. Thus, it was no longer the church but the state 
that directed the development of education. However, religious instruc-
tion was still provided in schools due to the need for moral upbringing 
(Kielian, 2010, pp. 44–49).
 The beginnings of religious instruction in schools can be traced to 
the educational reforms introduced in Austria in 1773 by Empress Maria 
Theresa. She was encouraged by the educational reforms implement-
ed in Prussia by Johann Ignaz Felbiger (1724–1788), an Augustinian 
abbot in Sagan, and Prior B. Strauch. They proposed a new system of 
teaching that would include religious instruction in schools. To this end, 
teacher seminars preparing teachers of religion were established, de-
tailed curricula of religious instruction were developed, and the number 
of hours, the tasks of the teachers of religion, and their relationships with 
the parish priests were clearly defined. In Austrian folk schools, religion 
was taught once a week.

In the countryside, one hour was sufficient, in bigger schools that had their own 
catechists – 2 hours. Moreover, in normal and primary schools, an additional 
hour of biblical history, moral teaching, and a Gospel lesson were added. Up to 
and including grade II, all teaching material was based on religious texts, and it 
was only from grade III or IV that secular subjects entered the school curriculum 
(Murawski, 2010, p. 43). 

Thus, religious instruction took a central place in the school system, 
and religious upbringing came to the fore. After these changes were 
introduced, all children who attended school also obligatorily attended 
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religion instruction, and the didactics and methods of teaching were im-
proved. Therefore, in place of the previous method of learning cate-
chism formulas by heart, new pedagogical and didactic achievements 
were introduced which were of great interest to the Enlightenment era. 
The new teaching, which was adapted to students’ cognitive abilities, 
was focused on their understanding of the content of the lessons. 
 However, it proved impossible to avoid the direct interference of the 
state (educational authorities) in religious instruction, therefore teaching 
programmes, plans, and curricula were imposed.

Through schools, the state wanted not only to influence children and young peo-
ple, to shape them into loyal and dedicated citizens, but also to achieve certain 
political goals, especially to strengthen the reforms undertaken. (...) In some 
countries, the monopoly of school sometimes went so far as to impose cate-
chism texts, interfere with the programmes of religious instruction, and approve 
teachers of religion, which caused tensions between the Church and the state 
(Murawski, 2010, p. 44). 

This state policy of intervention led the Church’s hierarchy to repeatedly 
object to it, as is exemplified by the relationship between Pope Pius IX 
and the liberal government in Piedmont. The Pope severely criticized 
the Piedmontese government, not hesitating to use strong words that 
called the government’s actions “diabolical” and “criminal”, and the libe-
ral doctrine “perverse” and full of deceit, which provoked a similar re-
sponse from the Piedmontese government. It should be added, how-
ever, that while the school authorities were striving to reform teaching, 
the Church did not develop new reflections or proposals on how to im-
prove religious instruction in schools. The Holy See emphasized the ex-
clusive right of the Church to be responsible for religious instruction and 
religious upbringing and defended the doctrinal fidelity of this instruc-
tion in schools (Misiaszek, 1999, pp. 52–53). It was only with time, un-
der Pope Leo XIII, that a more positive attitude to religious instruction 
in schools emerged that was based on pedagogical knowledge and ac-
counted for the positive educational influence a teacher can exert on 
a student’s developing personality (Misiaszek, 1999, p. 56).
 Since the introduction of educational reforms, the term “religious in-
struction” has become widely used as an equivalent to “catechesis”. The 
intellectual (cognitive) dimension was thus emphasized as being more 
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in line with both the spirit of the Enlightenment, which favoured a ratio-
nal approach to investigations and debates on reality, and the  character 
of schools. In this way, religious instruction was no longer based on 
a catechetical transmission of the truths of faith but on the preaching of 
religious issues (Murawski, 2010, p. 45). This terminology has remained 
in use until the present day; in all official documents of the Church and 
state (concordats, directories, acts, and regulations), the terms “Catho-
lic religious instruction in schools” or “religious education” are consis-
tently used. Still in use today, the term “school catechesis” came into 
use in Poland when religious instruction was introduced into schools 
due to the intention of those in the Church hierarchy and catechists who 
wished religious instruction in schools to be a continuation of parish 
cate chesis. However, the debates, symposia, conferences, and forma-
tion meetings for teachers of religion demonstrated that it was impossi-
ble to realise the objectives of parish catechesis in schools (Misiaszek, 
2010, pp. 194–225).
 The introduction of religious instruction in schools also triggered 
a change in the approach to the previous practice of cooperation be-
tween the three basic upbringing environments: family, the Church 
( parish), and school. As Roman Murawski writes, 

introducing catechesis into schools initiated a slow process of distancing the 
family and parish from their catechetical duties. The view spread that religious 
instruction in schools was not only capable of taking over the catechetical func-
tions of the family and the parish but was also capable of fulfilling them more ef-
fectively and better. (...) Similarly, parishes began to transfer their catechetical 
responsibility to schools and ceased organizing parish catechesis, leaving only 
short preparatory courses for children before First Communion. In this way, the 
slow process of the disintegration of family catechesis, parish catechesis, and 
adult catechesis began (Murawski, 2010, p. 45). 

Thus, it can be said that today’s problems related to parish catechesis 
and religious instruction in schools have their roots in the Enlightenment.

discussion of the term

The issue of religious instruction in schools has now taken on new mean-
ing. Religious instruction is no longer simple instruction on religious 
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issues (as it was during the Enlightenment), but instead aims to respond 
to contemporary problems that have emerged in education. Primarily, it 
addresses students’ existential problems, which Christianity attempts to 
understand; it also wants to motivate students to ask questions about 
the meaning of life, as such questions should be attended to by both reli-
gion and school. Students who are believers do not always have sufficient 
knowledge of religion and Christianity, so religious instruction in schools 
offers in-depth explanations that demonstrate to them how important re-
ligion is and how it affects their personal and social problems. In other 
words, a student, through the acquisition of religious competence by par-
ticipating in religious instruction in schools, is expected to become a ma-
ture human being. In this sense, he is humanising his own life and acquir-
ing increasingly conscious freedom and responsibility towards the values 
and meanings of existence that religion offers (Annicchiarico, 2009, p. 10). 
 Furthermore, religious instruction in schools is intended to  develop 
critical thinking skills in relation to the important elements of culture 
and life, such as religion, especially Christian religion. This is not only 
about religious maturity, which is manifested in conscious participation 
in Church life, full commitment to the practices of religious life, or giv-
ing personal Christian testimony in daily life, etc., which are the goals of 
parish catechesis (Annicchiarico, 2009, pp. 10–11). If it is to be consis-
tent with the objectives of school, religious instruction in schools should 
realise basic educational assumptions that lead to a students’ compre-
hensive and holistic development. The doctrine should support upbring-
ing. This thesis was clearly expressed, for example, in the statement 
of the Presidium of the Italian Episcopal Conference, in which it was 
recom mended that Catholic religious instruction should be based on the 
educational and developmental aspects of Christian truths (Presidenza 
della Conferenza Episcopale Italiana, 1984, pp. 230–236). In another 
document, the Italian bishops wrote directly:

Catholic religious instruction in schools is an upbringing service directed at new 
generations, aimed at the formation of young personalities so that they are in-
ternally rich, morally strong, open to the values of justice, solidarity, and peace, 
and able to exercise their freedom properly. It seeks to provide answers to a per-
son’s questions and offers an opportunity to discover the values that are fun-
damental to his holistic formation (Conferenza Episcopale Italiana, 1986, p. 12; 
Misiaszek, 1999, p. 277). 
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 At present, students are faced with the progressing processes of de-
christianisation and laicisation, as well as with postmodern tendencies 
in culture, all of which bring about the relativisation of the fundamen-
tal truths. Thus Christian religious instruction offered in schools aims to 
present itself as integral and places particular emphasis on the centrality 
of the human person and a holistic approach to treating the human per-
son. In fact, by referring to its roots in the incarnation of the Word and in 
human rights, Christianity offers the concept of the human person as an 
agent created in the image of God and incorporated into the communio 
of the Trinity, which opposes anthropological reductions, excessive sub-
jectivity, and relativism. This concept, which is related to the processes 
of evangelisation and inculturation, entails the maturing of the person 
‘from within’, in both a personal and a social sense (Zani, 2008, p. 17). 
 Religious instruction in schools is integrally linked to culture, as is all 
education. School is, in a fundamental sense, a cultural institution in-
tended to prepare students for their creative and responsible participa-
tion in culture. This aspect is strongly emphasized in the General Direc
tory for Catechesis, which states that the cultural element is a special 
feature of religious instruction in schools which “is called to penetrate 
a particular area of culture and to relate with other areas of knowledge” 
(Directory, point 73). Its task is to transmit the dynamic leaven of the 
Gospel and to relate to other school subjects so that “the Gospel will im-
pregnate the mentality of the students in the field of their learning, and 
the harmonization of their culture will be achieved in the light of faith” 
(Directory, point 73). It is a necessary element of the interdisciplinary 
dialogue that is held in education and in culture and which contributes 
to shaping a student’s personality. As a result, religious instruction be-
comes the basis for strengthening, developing, and supplementing the 
educational activity of schools (Directory, point 73). 
 The cultural orientation of religious instruction in schools, which is at 
its most conspicuous in Italian education, is a necessary and even de-
sired feature of this instruction. By its very nature, culture is a place and 
a way of maturation. However, culture is not always perceived in this 
way, especially nowadays, when the process of its degeneration can be 
observed. Pope John Paul II pointed to this problem: 
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Perhaps one of the most glaring weaknesses of the present civilization is the in-
adequate vision of man. Our era is undoubtedly the era in which much has been 
written and said about man, it is an era of humanisms and anthropocentrism. 
Yet, paradoxically, it is also the era of the unprecedented degradation of man, 
concerning his identity and his destiny, the era in which human values are being 
trampled on as never before (John Paul II, 1985, p. 196). 

 That is why culture needs religion, as religion reveals the essential 
truth about man, showing him from a transcendental perspective. It in-
troduces the student to a vision of the world and man and guards the 
personalistic character of culture, especially by pointing to God-Person, 
who is a community of Persons bound together by bonds of love. Cul-
ture also “proposes goals-values, the realization of which is intended to 
give meaning to human life and to all human cultural activity, and to en-
sure human happiness. (...) In this way, it completes the vision of human 
life” (Zdybicka, 1986, p. 16). 
 Generally, it can be said that religion fulfils the following roles in 
culture: 

• cognitive-motivating: by revealing the ultimate perspectives, the full (perso-
nal) context of human life, and the infinite value and dignity of man; 

• exemplary: it provides models of life which are necessary for shaping per-
sonal life and for the process of “cultivation” of man himself, aimed at the full 
realization of the human person whose humanisation becomes spiritualisa-
tion and even divinisation: “Be perfect, therefore, as your heavenly Father is 
perfect” (Matthew 5:48). In Christianity, the model of the most perfect human 
life is Christ God-Man, who – with his own life – showed us the value and 
dignity of the human person (...);

• supportive: every religion provides support that comes from heaven (grace, 
prayer, sacraments, rites, and rituals). These are the means that are used to 
strengthen the forces of the human spirit in deliverance from evil (that threat-
ens man from all sides, inspires fear, and weakens his creative forces) and 
to help in the realization of those aspirations and goals that exceed man’s 
natural capabilities (Zdybicka, 1986, pp. 24–25). 

 In the context of religious instruction in schools, this cultural and his-
torical dimension draws attention to facts and events in the history of the 
Church, the relationship between faith and culture, language, art, lite-
rature, social life, and the development of human thought and philoso-
phy, etc. This is intended to make students fully aware of the influence 
of Christianity in these areas of human activity. They should also realise 
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that Christianity, through its values, helps one to understand the mean-
ing of human life and should remain critical of all ideological systems 
and of an unjustified belief in science (Anniccchiarico, 2009, p. 14).
 An important task of religious instruction in schools is to familiarise 
students with language and the role it plays: it is not only a simple tool of 
verbal communication, but also a meeting point of life, its meaning, and 
the internal reasons that justify it. In other words, language is a way of 
expressing oneself, whether in a rational, volitional, or emotional sense. 
As Hubertus Halbfas explains, 

the world is assigned to the child in language. For this reason, the way of man 
in the world is the way of language. Any teaching that opens a new reality and 
allows the child to find his world is fundamentally the teaching of language. Lan-
guage allows all beings to become man’s reality or world. Only language gives 
reality. (...) And reality is guaranteed in language. Where there is absolute silen-
ce, the world is no more (Halbfas, 1970, pp. 75–76).

It is thanks to language, which makes not only grammatical but also 
pragmatic sense, that one can use sensible arguments to define  proper 
behaviour. It can be argued that it is only thanks to language that com-
munication, understood as a dialogue and as a common search for truth, 
is possible (Ambrosio, 1992, pp. 32–33). Communication is all the more 
important because, as language experts say, “all studies reveal that stu-
dents in our schools do not properly understand what they are taught” 
(Pawłowska, 2008, p. 182).
 This incomprehension also relates to religious communication, so it 
concerns religious language, which has its own specificity (Bajerowa, 
1994, pp. 11–17). Admittedly, a religious language in a strict sense does 
not exist, but it should be observed that this is the language spoken in 
religious situations. This does not mean, however, that it is not the sub-
ject of investigation and analyses and that its meanings are not looked 
for. A religious situation, which is a kind of mediation between God and 
man through another man and through books, words, symbols, and ges-
tures, indicates “a consciousness intentionally oriented towards God, 
who exists absolutely and is holy, and who gives the light of revelation to 
man” (Kłoczowski, 1995, p. 5). It is not only a subjective state or a purely 
cognitive attitude, but also above all it is knowledge that is born in man 
through adoration. Language serves as a means to communicate with 
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God, mainly through prayer. Religious language is primarily verbal com-
munication, but it can also be pictorial (symbolic). The two means of ex-
pression are very strongly intertwined with each other, they explain each 
other, and in a religious situation they are perceived by man as the “in-
carnated” word of God because only in the human word can reve lation 
reach man’s ears and mind (Kloczowski, 1995, p. 6). This revelation is 
communicated in the stories of God’s deeds (for man) and demands 
that man respond to God’s message. It is communicated in many di-
verse languages in the Bible: for example, the language of rites and 
symbols, which is the most typical of religious communication, the lan-
guage of historical narration, of poetry, and also, analogously, sapien-
tial, prophetic, and epistolary language. Moreover, in Christianity one 
can find doctrinal language, theological language, the language of the 
Church’s documents, the language of Christianity experienced on a dai-
ly basis, the language of a teacher of religion or the language of a stu-
dent. A teacher of religion should know and use all them correctly based 
on the appropriate rules of interpretation.
 Since the teaching of religion is in line with the goals of education, 
it helps students to acquire the skills of analytical and synthetical think-
ing so that they become the permanent intellectual disposition support-
ing both their life choices and development in general. This is visible in 
religious instruction in schools within the Italian education system, for 
example, in the statement of Cardinal Ugo Poletti, who wrote that reli-
gious instruction follows the principles of didactics so that a student who 
is critical of religion and thus more religiously mature is able to make 
the free, conscious, and responsible choice of his path in life (Dichiara-
zione del Presidente della CEI, 1985). This choice primarily consists in 
introducing students (especially within the humanities) to the principles 
of analysis and synthesis of Christian documents and sources. These 
include the Bible, the documents of the Magisterium of the Church, cer-
tain works of the Fathers of the Church that might prove helpful in un-
derstanding the doctrine, as well as historical documents which make 
it easier to discover the meaning of events and facts, both past and 
 present. It is important to direct 

a student towards acquiring the ability to confront his own views with other re-
ligious positions or choices and attitudes of respect and reverence. They result 
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from the Christian ethical principles, and above all from the principle of love for 
another human being, regardless of his faith (Misiaszek, 1999, p. 203).

It is also obvious that the didactic goals, understood in this way, will be 
differentiated and adapted to the type of school and the students’ cogni-
tive abilities.
 When defining religious instruction in schools, parish catechesis should 
be mentioned in order to avoid misunderstandings about the distinct na-
tures of the former and the latter. As stated in the General Directory for 
Catechesis, “The relationship between religious instruction in schools and 
catechesis is one of distinction and complementarity” (Directory, 1998, 
point 73). Although the Directory does not explicitly mention this, one of 
the differences concerns the function of Christian initiation, which can only 
be obtained within parish catechesis. Because initiation requires the exis-
tence of an ecclesial community and liturgy for its functioning, it is impos-
sible in a school setting. Another differentiating element regards attitudes 
to faith. While catechesis places emphasis on faith education or educa-
tion in faith and a person’s public and perso nal declaration of his faith, re-
ligious instruction in schools is meant to be “evangelical preparation”, in 
which students are not required to make personal declarations of faith. 
Religious instruction helps students who are believers

to understand better the Christian message by relating it to the great existen-
tial concerns common to all religions and to every human being, to the various 
visions of life particularly evident in culture and to those major moral questions 
which confront humanity today. Those students who are searching, or who have 
religious doubts, can also find in religious instruction the possibility of discov-
ering what exactly faith in Jesus Christ is, what response the Church makes to 
their questions, and gives them the opportunity to examine their own choice 
more deeply. In the case of students who are non-believers, religious instruc-
tion assumes the character of a missionary proclamation of the Gospel and is 
ordered to a decision of faith, which catechesis, in its turn, will nurture and ma-
ture (Directory, point 75). 

 Another difference between parish catechesis and religious instruc-
tion in schools is the place where it is provided. Parish catechesis is by 
nature an ecclesial act: it is realized in the ecclesial community, while re-
ligious instruction in schools is available to all those who are  interested 
in it. A school or a classroom does not form a community of believers 
but is an environment that is diverse in terms of ideology, worldview, 
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and religion. The General Directory for Catechesis even postulates that 
“where the civil authorities or other circumstances impose the teach-
ing of religion common to both Catholics and non-Catholics (227), it 
will have a more ecumenical character and have a more inter-religious 
awareness” (Directory, point 74).
 Religious instruction in schools is a complex matter and consists 
of such elements as: the legal basis for the presence of religious in-
struction in schools, the confessional character of religious instruction 
in schools, a possibility to choose whether to participate in religious in-
struction or not, religious instruction being an obligatory or optional sub-
ject, the competences of the Church and the state educational authori-
ties, and the status of a teacher of religion. 
 Some countries have introduced Catholic religious instruction into 
schools based on appropriate agreements (concordats) between the 
country concerned and the Holy See. Its place in education is also de-
termined by constitutions and the relevant educational legal regulations. 
Precise legal regulations are determined by the relevant legal acts, laws, 
or regulations that stem from concordats signed in particular countries. 
In Europe, religious instruction in schools was introduced on the basis 
of concordats in Austria, Croatia, Spain, Poland, Portugal, and Italy. The 
constitutional protection of religious instruction can be found in Croatia, 
Germany (except in Berlin, Brandenburg, and Bremen), Spain, and Po-
land. In Lithuania, Slovakia, and Ireland, religious instruction in schools 
is guaranteed by the relevant education acts. Hungary is an exception, 
as religious instruction in this country is provided by legal church enti-
ties. In France, only the departments of Alsace, Lorraine, and Meuse of-
fer religious instruction in schools. It should also be added that in coun-
tries traditionally referred to as Protestant, Anglican, or Muslim, religious 
instruction is guaranteed by educational acts, for example, in England, 
Scotland, Wales, Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Czech Repub-
lic, Denmark, Finland, Greece, the Netherlands, Iceland, Norway, Swe-
den, Latvia, and Ukraine. Only in Belarus, Moldova, and Bulgaria is re-
ligious instruction not provided within the school system (Conferenza 
Episcopale Italiana, 2008, pp. 65–297; Kiciński, 2012, pp. 6–12; Toma-
sik, 2010, pp. 48–54). 
 Religious instruction in state schools is linked with its confession-
al character. In countries that have signed concordats, this instruction 
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transmits knowledge, truth, and the values of the Catholic Church in 
an exhaustive and integral manner. The confessional character of re-
ligious instruction in schools can be analysed from three perspectives: 
the students, the teachers, and the subject matter. Thus, the students 
are Catholic, the teachers, who receive a canonical mission from the 
Bishop, are Catholic, and the subject matter transmitted is faithful to the 
doctrine of the Church. The primary sources for religious instruction are 
Revelation, Tradition, the liturgy, and the teaching of the Church. These 
are the same as the sources used in parish catechesis, as is dictated 
by the confessional character of religious instruction offered in both en-
vironments. The General Directory for Catechesis clearly states that the 
aim of religious instruction is to transmit the Christian salvific message 
in its entirety (Directory, point 74). The declaration from the Agreement 
between the Italian Episcopate and the Italian government serves as an 
example: “the teaching of the Catholic religion is given with respect for 
the freedom of the students, according to programs that adhere to the 
doctrine of the Church” (Intesa, 1985). A similar declaration can also be 
found in the Catechetical Directory of the Catholic Church in Poland, 
which states that religious instruction in schools fulfils the tasks set by 
the Church (Catechetical Directory, 2001, p. 65).
 Catholic religious instruction in schools has also been introduced 
into those countries that have not signed concordats (Kielian, 2010, 
pp. 206–207). In Germany, the constitution and the relevant education 
laws guarantee the existence of religious instruction in schools, and as 
stated in the bishops’ statement, “Catholic religious instruction presents 
man and the world in relation to Jesus Christ in the light of ecclesiastical 
faith and life” (Chałupniak, 2005, p. 191). The Church in Germany is res-
ponsible for the education and formation of teachers of religion who re-
ceive a canonical mission from the bishop (Tomasik, 2010, p. 48). Under 
educational law, religious instruction is also present in Austria, Croatia, 
Ireland, and Lithuania (Conferenza Episcopale Italiana, 2008, pp. 67–
71; 105–111; 163–167; 184–187). It should be noted, however, that in 
nearly all European countries each denomination or religion has the 
right to provide its own religious instruction or to conduct non-confes-
sional instruction (Conferenza Episcopale Italiana, 2008, pp. 67–297). 
This type of instruction can be found in Belgium (Conferenza Episcopale 
Italiana, 2008, pp. 77–79), Scotland (Conferenza Episcopale Italiana, 
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2008, pp. 226–228), and Denmark, where it is called Christian upbring-
ing (Conferenza Episcopale Italiana, 2008, pp. 113–114). 
 The responsibility for religious instruction in schools, especially Ca-
tholic instruction, is usually shared between the Church and the state. 
The Church is responsible for the programs, textbooks, and the pro-
fessional preparation of teachers of religion, while the state (or strict-
ly speaking the relevant ministries of education) provides pedagogical 
and didactic supervision. The supervision of the Catholic Church results 
from both the Code of Canon Law and the General Directory for Cate
chesis. Such legal solutions are present mainly in countries where re-
ligious instruction is provided in schools through concordats, although 
there are also countries and regions where it is based on the relevant 
educational laws, (Kielian, 2010, pp. 204–205). In Poland, the Episcopal 
Conference decided that “the agentive character of religious instruction 
in schools is maintained by the Church and the school. Therefore, reli-
gious instruction in schools should fulfil both the tasks set by the Church 
and the selected objectives set by the school” (Catechetical Directory, 
2001, p. 65; Mezglewski, 2009, pp. 139–158). 
 Religious instruction in schools can be obligatory, optional, or mixed. 
If religious instruction is mandatory in a state school, it means that it 
is an ordinary school subject which is obligatory for all students in this 
school. It is then subject to the same regulations as other subjects and 
given equal status; it is included in the timetable and can be attended 
by representatives of other religions (Kielian, 2010, p. 180). Exceptions 
may be made in situations in which parents or adult students declare 
that they do not want to participate in religious instruction. These stu-
dents have to attend a non-religious lesson such as ethics or, in Italy, 
“educazione civica” (civic education). As a rule, however, religious in-
struction in European schools is optional, for example in Croatia, the 
Czech Republic, Spain, Poland, and Italy (Kielian, 2010, p. 183). Once 
a student chooses to participate in religious instruction, it becomes an 
obligatory subject for him, as, for example, in Poland or Italy.
 The right to choose religious instruction or ethics/civic education is 
motivated by a citizens’ right to freedom of conscience in matters of re-
ligion, the equality of all citizens, the constitutional system of the state, 
the cooperation of the school with religious denominations, and the up-
bringing of children and young people in the spirit of tolerance (Kielian, 
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2010, p. 183). However, some objections are voiced, for example in 
 Italy, where critics of this solution observe that – since the influence of 
Christianity (the Church) on the formation of culture is widely accepted, 
and since it is part of the historical heritage of the Italian nation – reli-
gious instruction, which is related to objective values whose knowledge, 
understanding, and interpretation would seem to be a requirement for 
all citizens, should be obligatory (Giannatelli, 1985, p. 258). The argu-
ment they put forward is that a student who opts out of this education is 
deprived of the opportunity to learn about universal values and is placed 
in the situation of choosing between good and ignorance (Prenna, 1984, 
p. 7). Such arguments, doubts, and questions can also be raised in rela-
tion to optional religious instruction available in other countries. 
 Mixed solutions can be found in some European countries and regions, 
such as Switzerland or the French departments of Alsace and Lorraine, 
which search for a kind of a compromise to accommodate the religious 
pluralism of their societies. In Switzerland, where differen ces between 
the cantons are significant, religious instruction is given various names. 
In addition to Catholic or Protestant religious instruction, Swiss schools 
offer other variants, such as confessional-cooperative instruction, biblical 
history, religious studies, religious studies and philosophy, religious stu-
dies and ethics, world religions, religious know ledge, ethics, Christian cul-
ture, religion and humanistic culture, history and knowledge of religion, or 
integrated teaching within a group of subjects called man and the envi-
ronment (Kielian, 2010, pp. 192–193). Alongside this structural diversity, 
there is a tendency to make religious instruction non-confessional. Reli-
gion is obligatory in France in the departments of Haut-Rhin, Bas-Rhin, 
and Moselle, but schools also offer joint lessons for Catholics and Protes-
tants. In the Moselle department, schools that were religious schools be-
fore 1962 were transformed into interdenominational schools and have 
a friendly attitude towards other religions. In secondary schools religious 
instruction is non-confessional (Kielian, 2010, pp. 192–193). 
 The Church is responsible for the professional preparation of  teachers 
of religion and their formation. To obtain full qualification, they also 
need a canonical mission issued by the diocesan bishop. This applies 
to countries in which religious instruction was introduced into schools 
with concordats. However, in some countries and regions, the Church 
is either responsible for the appropriate formation of teachers of religion 
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or coope rates with the state in this respect, for example in Germany 
(Chałupniak, 2005, pp. 97–98). As a teacher of religion is also a school-
teacher, he is paid by the state and has to have suitable teaching quali-
fications. He usually acquires these at university by studying theology, 
pedagogy, or religious studies and supplements them by catechetical, 
psychological, and pedagogical preparation and teaching practices. The 
detailed requirements are defined in the relevant agreements between 
the ministries of education and Episcopal Conferences. In addition, in 
Protestant countries teachers of religion are required to have appropri-
ate professional qualifications obtained at higher-education institutions 
( usually pedagogical) (Conferenza Episcopale Italiana, 2008, pp. 67–
297; Misiaszek, 2010, pp. 54–62; Szpet, 2010, pp. 244–249; Mezglew-
ski, 2009, pp. 191–227). In Catholic countries, a teacher of religion is ex-
pected to take an active part in the life of the local Church, thus setting 
an example by his personal life, which is guided by faith (Kielian, 2010, 
pp. 246–247; Szewczyk, 2010, pp. 224–227; Panuś, 2010, pp. 252–265). 

systematic reflection with conclusions 
and recommendations
Catholic religious instruction in schools is characterized by its fixed le-
gal aspects. Largely as a result of political arrangements (concordats), 
the solutions adopted are extremely difficult to challenge or even modi-
fy. Changes are possible only after negotiations between the Holy See 
and the governments of individual countries. However, no such changes 
have been introduced in Europe so far. Some adaptation of religious in-
struction to new social, cultural, or religious determinants is possible in 
the area of didactics by looking for new methods and means of teaching, 
especially those related to the rapidly changing reality of media com-
munication (Drzewiecki, 2013). It is also noteworthy that greater dyna-
mics of change or adaptations to social, cultural, and religious deter-
minants can be also observed outside Catholic countries, especially in 
Protestant countries. These changes, however, are moving away from 
denominational religious instruction towards supra-denominational or 
non-denominational models and are the result of the secularization and 
de-Christianization that is rapidly progressing in Europe.
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 Regardless of the model of religious instruction in schools, all of them 
share certain educational problems. The young generation today is more 
exposed to the risk of living within a social and cultural context in which 
the Christian tradition seems to be disappearing and remains alive only 
within ecclesial communities. The general weakening of the educational 
function of schools means that religious instruction is unable to reme-
dy the signs of weakening religious life. Therefore, new tasks and even 
challenges should be based on educational methods that are capable of 
embracing students’ comprehensive development: cognitive, affective, 
relational, bodily, aesthetic, ethical, spiritual, and religious. This is par-
ticularly important when a student who is subject to the fragmentation 
of life (mainly through social media) is unable to obtain a sense of unity 
and cohesion. Therefore, the task of religious instruction in schools is to 
provide him with the foundations of Christian anthropology. In the face 
of an increasingly diverse culture, this anthropology should allow for his 
search for meaning so that in religion he can discover the true source of 
his dignity and remain a conscious co-creator of his life and culture. In 
other words, religious instruction should take an active part in the stu-
dent’s creation of his personal project of life, in which there is room for 
individual, social, and Christian development. In the face of overly indi-
vidualistic theories, a student should discover the rich meaning of his 
own life within the community and in its social and ecclesiastical under-
standing (Annicchiarico, 2009, pp. 20–30).
 Contemporary culture has witnessed a loss of traditional values and 
previously acknowledged symbols. Students no longer recognise them, 
and this is particularly true of religious signs and symbols, which have 
lost their ability to indicate a supernatural reality. It is therefore neces-
sary to help students rediscover the Christian signs that are still mean-
ingful for life. 
 It would seem that the position occupied by a teacher of religion 
nowadays is not clearly defined. He is “always between the State and 
the Church, between the Gospel and the school as an institution (with 
its own laws and norms), between preaching and offering life support, 
between ecclesiastical or educational control and signs of professio-
nal burnout” (Chałupniak, 2005, p. 277; Misiaszek, 1999, pp. 187–189). 
Moreover, he is burdened by the excessive expectations of parents, stu-
dents, the state, school, and the Church. Parents would like the teacher 
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to take care of the complete religious development of their children, 
without their involvement in the process. They treat the principles of 
Christian morality liberally and willingly transfer the responsibility for the 
upbringing of their children to professional educators, including teachers 
of religion. In education, however, the expected upbringing results will 
not be achieved without cooperation between a teacher of religion and 
his students’ parents. This is frequently a source of misunderstandings 
and conflicts (Chałupniak, 2005, pp. 278–280) and hinders the develop-
ment of a shared attitude towards upbringing. 
 Students’ expectations towards a teacher of religion are varied. Those 
who are believers would like to see the teacher as a committed person 
with extensive life and teaching experience, professional competences, 
and clearly declared religious testimony. Those who are non-believers 
expect from him factual information, openness, and acceptance of dif-
ferent views. Others are negative towards teachers of religion. Religious 
instruction is something alien to them, detached from real life, and the 
teaching content is burdensome and arouses aversion, which can also 
result in open attacks on the Church. In this situation, the teacher re-
mains in a conflictive situation (Chałupniak, 2005, pp. 283–285). 
 The state generally expects the thorough preparation for lessons, the 
efficient conducting of these lessons, adequate didactic skills (an ability 
to teach, an ability to show the student how to learn), maintaining of disci-
pline, and consistent implementation of school goals and tasks. Particular 
emphasis is placed on the requirement to acquire professional compe-
tences related to knowledge not only of one’s own religion but also of its 
broadly understood links with other religions and denominations and with 
contemporary culture. This competence results from comprehensive ac-
tivities and leads to interactions between a person, his environment, and 
a broadly understood social life, as well as between personal and social 
meanings. Currently, it is also recommended that upbringing should take 
place not only on school premises but also within a “network” of con-
nections in the sense of human, cultural, professional, and ecclesias-
tical  values that pave the way for a teacher and his students. A teacher 
should be a professional as well as an authentic and coherent witness 
(Chałupniak, 2005, pp. 283–285; Annichiarrico, 2009, pp. 24, 31).
 The Church expects a teacher of religion to possess a basic orienta-
tion in theology, pedagogical and didactic skills, and personal reference 
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to the contents being taught. Furthermore, he should have a personal 
relationship with the Christian community and a positive attitude to stu-
dents, and he should set a personal example (Chałupniak, 2005, p. 285). 
These are certainly right and rational requirements as long as a teacher 
is not required to engage in evangelising activities in schools that he is 
not able to undertake. Religious instruction should remain closely corre-
lated with the goals of the school, which, however, is not always clearly 
articulated in some countries. In Poland, for example, education is not 
treated as a source of the objectives of religious instruction. Therefore, 
religious instruction in schools should approach upbringing from the 
point of view of the school (Misiaszek, 2010, pp. 246–247, 254–255). To 
sum up, it can be said that all the aforementioned expectations should 
be considered from the perspective of a rational approach to the subject 
being taught. In other words, one should not expect (from religious in-
struction in schools or from a teacher of religion) what a school is simply 
unable to provide. As an educational institution, school places emphasis 
on knowledge and upbringing. However, in the formation of a religious 
attitude, knowledge is only one factor, and in face of the contemporary 
upbringing crisis, knowledge is unable to respond effectively to all pos-
tulates and expectations that are directed towards religious instruction 
in schools. Thus, it is necessary to return to the cooperation between 
the basic subjects of upbringing: family, school, and the Church. 
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Aims and objectives of religious pedagogy

summary
DEFINITION OF THE TERM: religious pedagogy is a scientific discipline 
and research area that investigates the practice and theory of the pro
cesses of religious upbringing and religious socialization. Its aim is to de
velop the theories of religious education and religious upbringing within 
various educational environments.

HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE TERM: religious pedagogy was estab
lished at the beginning of the 20th century due to disputes and reflections 
on the reliable analysis of religious education and religious socialization. 
the development of modern teaching methods in didactics and findings 
within developmental psychology led to the unilateral link between reli
gious pedagogy and its theological orientation being broken. As a result of 
these processes, pedagogical knowledge was enriched, and religious peda
gogy changed into an indepth analysis of religious upbringing and religious 
socialization that takes into account the diversity of views in this area.

DISCUSSION OF THE TERM: It should be remembered that religious 
pedagogy is a scientific discipline and research area that investigates the 
practice and theory of the processes of religious education and religious 
socialization. today the Polish subject literature is divided into three cat
egories, in each of which it is treated differently:

• as an auxiliary science to theology producing applied knowledge;
• as a theological and pedagogical science producing applied and ba

sic knowledge;
• as a pedagogical science producing applied and basic knowledge.
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SYSTEMATIC REFLECTION WITH CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM-
MENDATIONS: rather than approach religious pedagogy as a clearly de
fined scientific discipline, it should be understood as a specific research 
subject that covers the processes of broadly defined religious education 
and religious socialization. Its research objectives are determined by the 
assumed vision of man, society, and the Church, from which neither ped
agogy nor theology can depart. At the same time, as evidenced by its de
velopmental trends, religious pedagogy does not want to limit itself to the 
theory of a particular practice (to the status of applied science). Its aim is 
to develop general theories of all phenomena related to religious educa
tion and its determinants, drawing upon both the empirical and the theo
logical sciences to do so. 

Keywords: religious pedagogy, religious education, religion, religious 
socialization
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definition of the term

Religious pedagogy (in Polish: pedagogika religii; in German: Religion
spaedagogik; in French: pedagogie religieuse) is a scientific discipline 
and research area that investigates the practice and theory of the pro-
cesses of religious education and religious socialization. Today the 
 Polish subject literature is divided into three categories, in each of which 
it is treated differently:

• as an auxiliary science to theology producing applied knowledge;
• as a theological and pedagogical science producing applied and 

basic knowledge;
• as a pedagogical science producing applied and basic knowledge.

THE MAIN MODELS OF 
CONTEMPORARY RELIGIOUS 

PEDAGOGY

PEDAGOGY        
(CONNECTED WITH THE 

HUMANITIES)

THEOLOGY AND 
PEDAGOGY

THEOLOGY

The scientific status and the research subject of religious pedagogy 

As a branch of theology, religious pedagogy is understood as an area 
of research within theology and an accompaniment to catechetics. It 
provides applied knowledge, i.e. it develops specific activities that are 
nece ssary to achieve the assumed goals as expressed, for example, in 
the doctrine.
 In this understanding, the subject of religious pedagogy is a specific 
religious pedagogy, i.e. the educational doctrine and its practice in the 
Church or within a religious community. The extent to which pedagogical 
and psychosocial factors are accounted for within it is determined mainly 
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by theological and ecclesiastical decisions. Therefore, religious pedagogy 
can be said to be a sub-discipline of theology that is investi gated mainly 
within theological faculties. Religious pedagogy, understood as a branch 
of theology and pedagogy, is a research area and scientific discipline that 
is theological and pedagogical in nature. It emphasizes the necessity of 
interdisciplinary research into the processes of religious education.
 The research subject covers all the processes of religious educa-
tion and religious socialization that take place within the Church, family, 
and society. It particularly emphasises the educational task faced by re-
ligious communities. It does not abandon the theological premises that 
define its normative references but confronts them with other scientif-
ic disciplines. This approach to religious pedagogy is also investigated 
mainly within theological faculties.
 Religious pedagogy treated as a branch of pedagogy (an interdisci-
plinary approach) is a research area that is not practised within theology 
but within education sciences. Religious instruction as a school subject 
requires the same theoretical foundations as other subjects or groups 
of subjects. It is realised as didactics in the field of religious education 
that aims to describe, analyse, and understand the determinants of re-
ligious education as well as formulate specific guidelines necessary for 
the implementation of curricula. It is treated as a science that provides 
both basic and applied knowledge. Its point of reference includes peda-
gogy, religious studies, philosophy, psychology, and, finally, theology. It 
is based on the assumption that religion is a universal phenomenon and 
that at least some of its forms may be important for shaping the fullness 
of humanity and democratic life forms. This approach to religious peda-
gogy is followed mainly within humanities faculties (Milerski, 2019).
 These three ways of defining the scientific status of religious peda-
gogy and its research subject should be treated as idealizations, which 
in practice means that they can assume different forms. Nevertheless, 
in contemporary religious pedagogy, the first two have gained in im-
portance. Catholic circles are more inclined towards the former, while 
Protes tant ones incline more towards the latter (although this is not 
a rule). Religious pedagogy treated merely as a sub-discipline of peda-
gogy (model three) has relatively few supporters.
 Rather than approach religious pedagogy as a clearly defined scien-
tific discipline, it should be understood as a specific research subject 
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that covers the processes of broadly defined religious education and 
religious socialization. Its research objectives are determined by the 
assumed vision of man, society, and the Church, from which neither 
peda gogy nor theology can depart. At the same time, however, religious 
pedagogy, as evidenced by its developmental trends, does not want to 
limit itself to the theory of a particular practice (to the status of applied 
science); instead, it aims to develop general theories of all phenome-
na associated with religious education and its determinants by drawing 
upon empirical and theological sciences. Its scientific accomplishments 
attest to the identity of religious pedagogy as a theoretical area and 
pedagogical discipline that is based on an interdisciplinary approach 
(Ziebertz, 1994). 

Historical analysis of the term
Reflecting on the essence and role of religious pedagogy requires know-
ledge of its origins and its links with catechetics. Moreover, it should be 
remembered that the term “religious pedagogy” has been in place for 
quite a long time and at times has been accompanied by heated dis-
cussions about its justification and role. First, this term competed with 
the older concept of “catechesis”, which has been in use since the very 
beginnings of Christianity (Gabriel, 1992). It would seem that the broad 
term “religious pedagogy” indicates that this scientific discipline is part 
(sub-discipline) of general pedagogy. If so, it can be claimed that peda-
gogy provides the research perspective and methods, while religion is 
the research subject. Consequently, catechetics would be a theologi-
cal science and pedagogy would be a pedagogical science. They would 
have their own goals, contents, tasks, and methods, and the relation-
ship between them would be clearly defined. However, most educa-
tors – for various reasons – treat religious pedagogy as a theological 
science. Thus, religious pedagogy is one of the youngest branches of 
scientific theology, although religious educators themselves are still de-
bating the issue of its foundations and links with catechetics and theolo-
gy (Boschki, 2017). 
 Religious pedagogy cannot be understood without being familiar 
with the historical determinants that influenced its development. The 
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variations of religious pedagogy that developed in the German-speak-
ing areas have exerted the greatest influence on the development of 
this discipline. Its history began with concepts or perspectives; how-
ever, even within a single concept, very divergent understandings and 
applications were possible, as evidenced by, for example, the herme-
neutical perspective developed by the evangelical theologian M. Stall-
mann, within which the contrasting ideas put forward by G. Stachel and 
H. Halb fas can be found. The same problem of diverse views can be ob-
served in religious-information studies, within which many authors de-
fine both preaching and information unilaterally and incompletely. Some 
authors (e.g. A. Exeler) argue that pure information without a mission-
ary dimension is a utopia and defend the traditions of the Church, while 
 others (G. Otto and especially E. Fischer) claim that religion is a fos-
sil from a previous era, and, although it has lasted into modern times, 
should be abolished. Similar problems of contrasting opinions relate to 
the problem area and curriculum theory. A significant attempt to demon-
strate the similarities and differences between religious pedagogy and 
catechetics was undertaken by Prof. J. Bagrowicz and Prof. C. Rogow-
ski, who conducted a comparative analysis of this issue in Poland. Their 
study devoted to the history of religious pedagogy and its links with cate-
chetics was based on the ideas of G. Stachel, A. Exeler, and M. Majew-
ski (Michalski, 1994).
 For a number of reasons, it is still not easy to clearly present the 
links between religious pedagogy and catechetics outside of German-
speaking regions. Firstly, the documents of the Magisterium of the uni-
versal Church do not list this science among other theological sciences. 
The following documents do not include the term “religious pedagogy” 
but do include the terms “catechetics” and “catechesis”: Declaration on 
Christian Education “Gravissimum educationis” of the Second Vatican 
Council (1965), the apostolic exhortation Evangelii nuntiandi issued by 
Paul VI (1975), Directorium Catechisticum Generale (1971), The Code 
of Canon Law (1983), the apostolic exhortation Catechesi tradendae 
issued by John Paul II (1979), the General Directory for Catechesis 
(1997), the Second Polish Plenary Synod (1991–1999), the Principles 
of Priestly Formation in Poland (1999), and the Directory for Cateche
sis of the Catholic Church in Poland (2001). Secondly, it should be ob-
served that outside of German-speaking areas the presence of religious 
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pedagogy in university study programmes is fragmented. Therefore, it is 
also essential to analyse religious pedagogy in the context of contem-
porary social issues and problems. The practicality of religious pedago-
gy lies in the fact that it meets certain conditions: describing, explaining, 
and helping specific ethical phenomena to be understood. A young per-
son asks many questions to which he is not always able to obtain an an-
swer. Therefore, religious pedagogy is supposed to help him in finding 
answers to them, and it formulates its aims and objectives accordingly.

discussion of the term

The aims and objectives of modern religious pedagogy are closely relat-
ed to the determinants of religious education. The teaching and upbring-
ing of a person is always done in a specific social, cultural, and religious 
context. This contextuality is particularly significant in the education of 
the young (including their religious education), especially in view of the 
contemporary acceleration of changes to which the modern world and 
modern man are subjected. It is vital to capture these transformations 
adequately, to anticipate their consequences for religious pedagogy, 
and to define its aims and objectives.
 In consideration of the above, it is necessary to indicate the main 
 areas of change that influence the formulation of the aims and objec-
tives of contemporary religious pedagogy. 
 These are:
 A) civilizational and social transformations
 B) cultural changes
 C) changes in religiousness 
 D) changes in education

A) Civilizational and social transformations
The turn of the 21st century was a typical breakthrough time. The 20th 
century brought many changes in almost all areas of life. The develop-
ment of science and technology offered an opportunity to define new 
aspirations and achievements for humanity. This was also accompa-
nied by a certain dehumanisation of man that was related to an increas-
ing appreciation of material values. The second half of the 20th century 
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witnessed the decline of the epoch now called modernism, which was 
followed by what is now called postmodernism. While modernist socie-
ty valued rationality, universalism, planning, unity, and unambiguity, the 
characteristic features of postmodernism include pluralism, diversity, 
fragmentation, randomness, and ambivalence. 
 The development of modern means of communication that was so 
conspicuous at the end of the 20th century in the field of information 
transfer did not prevent the great breakdown that contemporary civiliza-
tion is experiencing. This breakdown has been caused not only by injus-
tice and economic inequality but also by increasingly pronounced politi-
cal, ideological, and religious antagonism (Bagrowicz, 2008). 
 The second half of the 20th century and the beginning of the 21st cen-
tury thus became a time of transition from a monolithic social order to-
wards a structure that is characterized by the existence of many forms 
of otherness, diversity, and even towards the ambivalence of social life. 
Total pluralism and deconstructive liberalism have grown into a new 
dogma. Twentieth-century liberalism treats society as nothing more than 
the sum total of individuals that do not form a community; it therefore 
considers man as an individual but neglects his personal dimension.

B) Cultural changes
Postmodernism can be called a period of scepticism, because while ma-
ture reason used to give meaning to everything, nothing makes sense to 
the undecided thought of postmodernism. 

It is a time of breakdown and fall, darkness and night, a time of poverty in which 
indifference becomes a fatal disease and the morally just rejection of hard-line 
and totalitarian ideologies has led to the abandonment of the question of mean-
ing, to the loss of the desire to seek the fundamental rationale of human life and 
death (Forte, 2004). 

 Thus, the postmodern optimistic vision of man shaping his history in 
total freedom is overshadowed by problems related to the meaning – or 
meaninglessness – of life. 
 All this is indicative of the awakening of a longing to restore the mean-
ing of life. The rediscovery of the “Other” is one of the most important 
forms this search might take. By the very fact of his existence, a neigh-
bour seems to be sufficient raison d’être for our existence and sharing 
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our life with others; he is the motivation to go beyond ourselves and take 
up a commitment for others. The growing awareness of the need for 
soli darity on all levels – interpersonal, social, and international – seems 
to reveal itself as a sign of the search for lost meaning (Mette, 1994).
 As Forte observes, many people experience a certain longing for the 
“Other”, for rediscovering fundamental questions, and for defining the 
ultimate perspective (Forte, 2004). The desire for personal meaning to 
the return to sacrum seems to have been revived.

C) Changes in religiousness 
Today, religion is a choice and not an imposed necessity. Even if some-
one is a member of a church, his understanding of God is often different 
from the official doctrine of the church; this is a manifestation of what is 
known as the privatisation of faith. However, the opposite phenomena 
can also be observed. Some people even talk about the deprivatisation 
of religion, about the spectacular departure of religion from the private 
sphere, about its active public role, or even about a certain retaliation of 
sacrum at present. After decades of humiliation and marginalisation, re-
ligion today frequently rearises in the form of religious fundamentalism 
which has nothing to do with religion. Moreover, an important pheno-
menon of our time is the revival of interest in spirituality. This amazes 
sociologists, who not long ago predicted the disappearance of religion. 
However, this hunger for spirituality does not have to mean a return to 
traditional religious practices. 
 The position of the Church has also changed. A visible, characteristic 
feature of this change is the weakening of the ties people have with faith 
and the Church, and the increasingly frequent criticism of its structures 
and traditions. This change corresponds to the modernist social break-
through, which marked the end of a thousand years of tradition based 
on the fact that Christianity was deeply inscribed in the system of  power. 
This breakthrough also occurred within the Christian tradition itself and 
manifested in, for example, the liberation of political power from eccle-
siastical privileges and the liberation of culture from purely traditional 
and religious categories. Although the role the Church plays in social life 
has not ceased to be significant, it is no longer a monopolist in a market 
of competing systems of diverse lifestyles. The Church is losing many 
of the functions that can be taken over by the secular community and 
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is focusing on its strictly religious functions. New religious groups and 
sects are emerging that attempt to bring order to the chaos and spiritual 
void typical of many modern societies. This is particularly characteristic 
of many religious communities and groups. At the same time, Christian 
communities should base their activities not only on theology but also on 
mutual help, personal relationships, and a sensitivity to everyday human 
problems. There is therefore a great need to strengthen the spiritual guid-
ance offered within the Church and to help people more effectively cope 
with their emotions, fears, and frustrations. Christians should strengthen 
their involvement in non-ecclesiastical spheres in order to take the teach-
ing of Jesus outside of the Church in a creative and practical manner (that 
is, not to limit it to ecclesial communities) (Michalski, 2004).
 The Church in Poland faces similar challenges. Its situation is obvious-
ly influenced by the social, economic, and cultural transformations taking 
place in the country. The transition from totalitarianism to democracy is 
linked with an acknowledgement of pluralism, freedom, and participation, 
thus leading to a situation in which churches lose their traditional author-
ity and non-religious functions. Under the totalitarian regimes in Poland, 
the Church performed extensive (social) functions, whereas in a pluralis-
tic society it has become a specialized institution. In practice, this means 
the loss of its non-religious functions and the need to reflect on a new 
model of functioning within a pluralistic society or in a democratic state. 
Moreover, it should be remembered that religiousness in Poland func-
tions on two different levels, namely national and everyday: the former 
is expressed in the global denominations, while the latter is expressed 
mostly in religious beliefs and moral convictions, which are particularly 
sensitive to change. It is characteristic that the changes that have taken 
place on both levels are similar to those that occur in highly developed 
societies. They point to a basic trend of changes in religiousness in Po-
land that is neither atheism nor religious indifference: it is selectivity. This 
is evidenced in the conscious negation and questioning of the truths of 
faith and moral principles, and, consequently, in loosening the ties be-
tween Christians and the Church (Michalski, 2004).

D) Changes in education
The space in which educational processes take place is undergoing 
constant transformations within broadly understood political, economic, 
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social, cultural, and religious areas. The following phenomena also in-
fluence the fundamental questions that are posed today in discussions 
about education: the market economy, political and economic pluralism, 
mindset changes, changes in culture (especially the dominant position 
of mass culture), the globalization of tensions between the processes 
of globalization and regionalization, changes resulting from the post-
modernist human model, liberalism, and moral relativism. Many of these 
questions concerning pedagogy and upbringing are triggered by chal-
lenges posed by the increasingly pluralistic world (Melosik, 2007).
 Postmodernism first questioned the modernist educational project. 
Values that constituted the basis of modernist education have been re-
duced to a historical and social construct that articulates the ideology 
of power. In particular, criticism has been levied at schools for being 
a source of violence rather than nurturing and developing an individu-
al in order to mould him according to a certain ideology. In the name of 
a specifically understood freedom (understood as the right of every hu-
man being, and therefore also of a child, to make choices without any 
restrictions), it has been postulated that the development of an individ-
ual should not be interfered with, but this prevents the emergence of 
responsibility for the other because it limits human freedom (Melosik, 
2007).
 All these tendencies and transformations have also been affecting 
discussions devoted to education in Poland. The era of political trans-
formation is characterised, on the one hand, by a certain axionormative 
emptiness as the legacy of communism, and, on the other hand, by the 
“hell of pluralism”. This may lead to reaching for seemingly easy and 
simple solutions suggested by various political options and worldviews.
 The present day, although a key context of pedagogical theory and 
practice, does not have to be the ultimate criterion for educational ac-
tivity. A responsible educator should not only keep up with the changing 
situation but also be able to predict the consequences of particular atti-
tudes or choices (Michalski, 2011).
 However, the present day brings new questions focusing on the direc-
tion in which school education in Poland is heading. These questions re-
sult from the ever-changing educational reality, which is greatly  affected 
by mass culture and rapid technological progress. This progress  creates 
both opportunities and dangers, linked e.g. with the internet, which has 
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a considerable impact on the mindset of children and young people. 
Therefore, the current form of school education and the choice of set 
books, among other things, are in question (Melosik, 2007).
 Attention is also drawn to the principal – from an educational post-
modern point of view – change in the treatment of reality, a shift from 
thinking about the real nature of the world and its problems to an (occa-
sionally) obsessive preoccupation with its pseudo-problems. The great 
social problems of development and its threats, inequalities, suffering, 
and the misery of millions of people in war and in peace, the prospect 
of human ecological self-destruction, and the possibility of a final clash 
between earthly civilizations have been overshadowed by the neurotic 
torments of well-fed Euro-American consumers over their gender iden-
tity, their egotistic raking over small events in their microcosm of back-
yard intrigues, and the adventures of the protagonists of successive epi-
sodes of soap operas. That is why many people find it exciting to follow 
the relationships and love adventures of screen and political stars, more 
attractive when they are of homosexual nature. From this perspective, 
some people begin to question the validity of the tradition of education 
and upbringing, the set books, and socialization within the family and 
school (Michalski, 2011).

systematic reflection with conclusions 
and recommendations
An important element of legitimizing the presence of religious pedagogy 
in the school system is the relationship between education and religion 
and the need to treat the axiological categories within education and up-
bringing seriously. Therefore, it seems that in postmodern society, re-
ligious pedagogy and ecclesiastical and evangelistic rationale acquire 
a new meaning.
 The question of the meaning of life is asked within every form of 
teaching and within every subject taught in school. In religious peda-
gogy, this question takes on a special meaning as its task is to teach 
pupils how to create meaning in a pluralistic society. Thus, the question 
of the meaning of life is not only implied but is overtly discussed within 
religious education because “religious instruction is an anthropological 
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task of creating meaning” and of confronting this meaning with a stu-
dent’s existential situation (Michalski, 2011). In this respect, creating 
meaning is a pedagogical requirement, since a student living in a plu-
ralistic society must learn how to independently create his own meaning 
and – being a member of a community – how to join its existing struc-
tures. School should support young people in their search for identity 
and in becoming more human. In the context of human existence, this 
is the ability to answer questions such as “from where?”, “to where?”, 
and “why?”, which are asked and answered from the religious perspec-
tive. Religious instruction in schools is the most suitable and appropriate 
space to ask questions about the meaning of existence.
 In its essence and original task, Christian religious education primari-
ly addresses the question of God, who revealed Himself in Jesus Christ, 
and next moves on to questions about man. Such questions are, after 
all, the fundamental questions of Gospel pedagogy, which encourages 
man to reflect on himself. The question “who am I?” is one of the fun-
damental questions in the process of education. If it is overlooked, up-
bringing can easily become merely training and can omit the basic is-
sues of human existence. Religious education is therefore not about 
finding ready answers to questions, but it is about being able to ask 
these questions and understand oneself in their light. Thus, it is about 
posing questions of a metaphysical nature and about the will to find the 
meaning (Marek, 2017).
 Another essential issue within religious pedagogy that is particularly 
pertinent in relation to religious instruction in schools is the form this ed-
ucation takes in the context of “instant” culture and its consumerist face. 
Z. Melosik asks a significant question: “in what way should parents and 
educators react to these phenomena?” (Melosik, 2007). According to 
him, they have four options:

1. consciously attempt to block the existing cultural trends in the 
name of recognised traditional cultural values;

2. thoughtlessly drift along with the rapidly changing culture;
3. accept the euphoria of the supermarket and the uncritical “click-

ing” on reality as if it were an internet website;
4. negotiate with young people as to the shape of the reality in which 

we live together, and develop in them the habit of making con-
scious choices about the shape of the “self”.
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 In Melosik’s opinion, only the fourth option offers pedagogy and ed-
ucators the possibility of real participation in shaping young people’s 
identities and lives.
 This raises some pertinent questions from the perspective of reli-
gious education. What might the phrase “negotiate with young people 
as to the shape of the reality in which we live together” mean? There is 
no doubt that such negotiating, understood as a dialogue and an invita-
tion to co-create reality, is indispensable. Let us add that there is far too 
little of it. The aim of education is to strengthen the creative relationships 
through which the student acquires responsibility for the reality in which 
he participates. Learning is fascinating because it involves continuous 
development, a constant journey, and entering new areas that directly 
affect the participants of educational processes. Christian education is 
a dialogue whose participants include the Bible, tradition, and the stu-
dent’s experience, while the teacher is at the same time a conservative 
and a revolutionary, a scientist and an artist, a visionary rooted in history 
and a preacher preaching truth and beauty.
 However, we must know which elements of reality can be negotiated. 
In religious education, for example, the repository of faith, which is the 
content of the Gospel message and the creed of the Church, is fixed – it 
is the Kerygma and is non-negotiable. The value of life, moral principles 
and norms based on the Decalogue, and the message of the Sermon on 
the Mount are also non-negotiable. Their understanding and interpreta-
tion are being continuously developed within the life of the Church and 
are subject to what (after the Second Vatican Council) has become an 
element of “aggiornamento” – a renewal adapted to the requirements 
of the times. Here, the Magisterium of the Church in all its layers plays 
a principal role. Everything that is not the Kerygma but is an element of 
the Church’s life that is subject to change and development should be-
come an area for dialogue and negotiation. Dogmatization of what is not 
a principle of faith and moral life can easily lead to intellectual and reli-
gious fundamentalism.
 Religious education should be based on the canon, but this should 
be in constant development because only then can we avoid chang-
ing the Christian school or the Church as a whole into an open-air mu-
seum that does not meet the needs of modern man, or a centre that 
is relative and detached from tradition. The present situation of man 
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requires consideration and a dialogue between both the past and the fu-
ture (Brueggmann, 2002).
 The second cornerstone of Christian education is the acknowledge-
ment of the absolute value of every human being, treated as a neighbour. 
The point is to maintain a balance, or rather a dialogue, between these 
two guiding principles: the divine and human elements in education.
 One more important aspect that is particularly pertinent in the con-
temporary pluralism of worldviews is that narrative pedagogy is based 
on an assumption that religious education is more than a mere trans-
fer of information about possible options and solutions to problems pu-
pils encounter in their lives. A teacher, although open to diversity, should 
not limit his role to just being an expert in diversity. Responsibility must 
be an essential feature of his character. This concept falls between the 
confessional-catechumenal model and the ecumenical model. Based 
on Henning Schroer’s approach, Bogusław Milerski calls it the confes-
sional-dialogical model (Milerski, 2011). His understanding of education 
stems from the reception of the achievements of theological and peda-
gogical hermeneutics, which are expressed in the tasks faced by reli-
gious education, i.e. the renewal of students’ lives is realized by taking 
into account their elementary experiences and questions.
 Thus, it can be seen that “negotiating the shape of the reality in which 
we live with young people” can also be a creative and enriching activity 
undertaken within religious pedagogy which helps to integrate students’ 
lives and religious experiences with their faith.
In the context of religious maturity, an obvious task of religious educa-
tion is to shape a student’s ability to choose. Therefore, an important 
question is how to understand the development of young people’s abili-
ty to make choices regarding their “self”. In contemporary society, a life-
style that is based on reflection is disappearing. The very essence of 
questions about life stands in stark contrast with the philosophy of con-
sumerist society, so it is difficult to make “conscious” choices. Yet, there 
is no doubt that such an attitude is the only sensible one. However, it 
must be openly stated that making conscious choices can only be res-
ponsible and educationally effective if there exists a certain unambig-
uous criterion, a solid foundation on which to build oneself, a point of 
reference for the ad hoc decisions that a man makes. As we know, con-
temporary pedagogy avoids such references to permanent principles. 
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Participants of the process of religious education are not willing to 
make such references: they prefer a religious message that is based 
on a model of contemporary, constantly changing reality. Thus, ques-
tions arise about the nature of the religious message in a world of cul-
ture so “flickering” – a culture of “constant interruptions”. Should it adapt 
to the mindset of passionate viewers of daily TV “soap operas” who will-
ingly transfer themselves into an artificial world, or should it stick to the 
idea of creating an environment of silence, concentration, reflection, and 
prayer? Should we show the stable values of the Gospel and the tradi-
tion of the Church, or should we follow the temptation to relativize every-
thing and look for applause by pandering to passing fads?
 The task of religious pedagogy is, among other things, to help stu-
dents reach religious maturity. Mature religiousness that has the  genuine 
power to influence people must be based on the following processes: 
interiorization, i.e. personal acceptance of religious values transmitted 
by the family, absolutization, i.e. placing religious values at the centre 
of personality, and socialization, i.e. the person’s growth into and iden-
tification with his social environment. Socialization is impossible when 
the message young people receive does not offer them a clear answer 
to the questions of what should be central and what is central to their 
lives, and what value is at the forefront of all other values (Brueggmann, 
2002).
 Preparation for and assistance in making the right choices is not only 
a matter of individual counselling: it is also the responsibility of local 
Church communities. If young people could see the Church as an en-
vironment in which they can find help in responding to religious difficul-
ties, the average number of religious crises would decrease significant-
ly. In the era of postmodern deconstruction and decay, decentralization 
and pluralism, the Church again faces extremely difficult challenges. 
The Church itself is becoming increasingly pluralistic and is frequently 
a scene of internal dialogue. The need for dialogue between different 
members of the same body attests to its healthy development and can 
even be considered a necessity, as it enforces a constant revision of the 
current approaches to faith and the ways in which they are communicat-
ed. Many theologians have expanded the number of participants in this 
dialogue to include people from outside the Church and are trying to find 
areas shared by Christianity and postmodern culture.
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 The Church and its pedagogical programme has always taken into 
account (and sometimes even treated as a starting point) the current 
economic and political situation of the society of which it is part and 
which it is to serve. This is particularly important today in face of not only 
cultural pluralism but also the increasing dechristianization of Western 
societies (Hilger, Leimgruber and Ziebertz, 2001).
 The Church’s current situation could be compared to the situation be-
fore the Constantinian shift, when neither the state nor culture could be 
described as Christian. The clash of different cultural traditions can be 
a source of hope for the Church and should motivate followers of Christ 
to reveal their faith more openly. The confrontation of cultures should 
awaken the traditionally Christian West from lethargy and spiritual de-
pression and halt its self-destruction. The clash of cultures is an oppor-
tunity for Christians to influence the world more effectively through ac-
tive participation in political or professional life. 
 The situation of Christianity and the particular Churches outlined 
above sets a concrete task for religious education, which must primarily 
aim to build the modern foundations of Christianity and show how sig-
nificant and valuable being a Christian is for today’s man. 
 In this context, religious pedagogy cannot be understood as mere 
preparation for concrete religious practices. Rather, it should lead to 
making a decision regarding faith: a student, confronted with a Christian 
answer, should be encouraged to determine his own path and to give 
meaning to his life. J. Michalski emphasizes another important aspect 
of religious education. The Christian mission is an offer and an invita-
tion: you may either accept or reject it, but this is your independent deci-
sion and is not imposed on you by anyone. As far as faith is concerned, 
for this reason an educator must not coerce a pupil. On the contrary, he 
must be guided by the fact that man makes free decisions. In this re-
spect, religious education, like any other school subject, must respect 
a student’s dignity while teaching him to act independently in the face 
of freedom and responsibility. The aim of teaching religion is to shape 
a student in such a way that he is ready and mature enough to make life 
choices so that he can undertake life tasks motivated by the Gospel (Mi-
chalski, 2004).
 This will be possible when the truths of faith transmitted to him have 
a clear reference to life, when they are not abstract, and when the 
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preaching of the Gospel and theological reflection are close to man and 
his problems. Thus, this anthropological inclination, which was initiated 
in the West at the turn of the 1970s, is still valid in religious education. 
The contemporary task of religious education is man with his concrete 
life references. The proper subject of religious teaching is thus the life of 
students and teachers, their real worlds, and their real everyday expe-
riences. This is not about an anthropological shortening of theology but 
a theological understanding of basic human phenomena. Faith should 
be realized in the context of life, and life should be understood in the 
light of faith. This is done, on the one hand, by drawing attention to the 
issues of uncertainty in life and, on the other hand, by opening everyday 
secular experiences to the promises made by faith. The signals of trans-
cendence should be received among everyday life events. The trans-
mission of faith is also achieved by means of basic experiences and ex-
treme situations, during which a person does not ask questions about 
meaning but receives them (Marek, 1999).
 In transmitting the faith, one should discover the compatibility be-
tween the experiences of faith received in tradition and in one’s own 
life. In other words, it is necessary to find the “God of life” in the reali-
ty of this life. This kind of teaching has a twofold openness: to the real-
life experien ces of people participating in it and to the Christian faith as 
a possible explanation of meaning and orientation in life.
 This message places the teacher in a special situation: he has to 
treat his own religious experience seriously, be ready to accept it, and 
speak openly about the religious explanation of his own life (Michalski, 
2011). It requires from him a testimony of faith in which he appears be-
fore students as someone who is not indifferent to their lives and reli-
gious experiences, but together with them formulates questions about 
the meaning of life. He must be authentic in this, depart from the daily 
routine, and be open to other people (especially those he encounters) 
and broadly understood life.
 In conclusion, it should be emphasized that the pace of change in 
civilizational, socio-cultural, and religious life is so rapid today that it 
forces us to constantly review the educational solutions adopted so far 
in the field of religious communication, and the goals and tasks of reli-
gious pedagogy. Capturing what is unchanging and important and point-
ing to new interpretations of the signs of the times are important tasks in 
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religious pedagogy. The correct way of conveying the message, the re-
lationship between educators and pupils, and sensitization to the ability 
to understand the needs of the young generation will largely depend on 
keeping up with the times. The proposals presented in this article should 
not be treated as a set of ready-made solutions, but rather as a contribu-
tion to further in-depth reflection on the aims and objectives of contem-
porary religious pedagogy. 
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Methodology of religious pedagogy

summary
DEFINITION OF THE TERM: religious pedagogy is a scientific discipline 
that aims to develop the theory of religious education (embracing both re
ligious teaching and religious upbringing) and religious socialization with
in various social environments including family, church, school, subcul
tures, peer groups (children, youth, adults, senior citizens), workplace, 
and voluntary work. research conducted within this discipline covers 
theoretical systematic, historical, comparative, theologicalphilosophical, 
and empirical studies of a quantitative and a qualitative nature. the reli
ability of religious pedagogy as a science is determined by its methodo
logy, i.e. knowledge of how to conduct scientific research.

HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE TERM: numerous concepts have been 
developed within religious pedagogy; depending on their theoretical as
sumptions, these concepts employ research methods appropriate for 
a chosen trend, both in terms of data collection and data analysis. Metho
dology cannot be reduced to research methods, as it covers all aspects of 
the research process. 

DISCUSSION OF THE TERM: the research subjects of studies conduct
ed within religious pedagogy include the processes of religious education 
and religious socialization, both in the context of interpersonal relation
ships and the social mechanisms conditioning these relationships. reli
gious teaching and religious upbringing are directly related to 1) inter
personal interactions, 2) social, cultural, and political determinants, and 
3) the intervention of the supernatural factor (revelation). research 
methodology can be divided into objective and interpretive approaches.
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SYSTEMATIC REFLECTION WITH CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM-
MENDATIONS: religious pedagogy as a scientific discipline is concerned 
with the processes of religious education and religious socialization in 
various environments and diverse cultural and social contexts. It employs 
methods typical of theological, humanistic, and social studies because 
they are all based on similar theoretically complex research methods.

Keywords: religious pedagogy, research methodology
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Religious pedagogy as a scientific discipline conducts research based 
on the methodology used in theological, humanistic, and social scien-
ces. Accounting for the differences between these fields of knowledge, 
it develops its own methodological modus vivendi and applies methodo-
logical triangulation research techniques.
 Methodology is the systematic analysis of the methods used while 
conducting scientific research. The results obtained in particular stud-
ies are treated as true or at least credibly justified and can be presented 
as 1) theoretical justifications of a source, comparative, and systematic 
nature, 2) empirical descriptions and explanations, 3) hermeneutical in-
terpretations, 4) phenomenological descriptions, and 5) ideological and 
critical interpretations. The axiological-normative dimension of peda-
gogical-religious research related to the evaluation of the studied phe-
nomena is a separate issue. Although, as within theological research, 
it is indelible, its significance depends on the theoretical perspective or 
confessional tradition.
 The methodology of religious pedagogy cannot be reduced solely to 
the methodology of scientific research. It encompasses several main is-
sues: 1) the definition (concept) of religious pedagogy as a scientific dis-
cipline, 2) the research subject, including its cognitive status in the con-
text of the relationship between the subject (researcher) and the object 
(the reality studied), 3) research methods in terms of data collection, 
and 4) research methods in terms of data analysis. In this sense, the 
general determinants of the methodology of religious pedagogy do not 
differ from the methodologies of other scientific disciplines.

definition of the term
Religious pedagogy was first developed at the beginning of the 20th 
century, mainly in German-speaking countries and the USA. The fac-
tors that contributed to its development included the modernization pro-
cesses that were taking place in the Catholic Church and Evangelical 
Churches, as well as the scientification of theological research. They 
were accompanied by an acknowledgement of religion as an important 
psychological, social, cultural, and political phenomenon that requires 
independent scientific investigation. During the last two decades of the 
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20th century, religious pedagogy developed in other countries, including 
Poland (Bagrowicz, 2000; Rogowski, 2011). From both a theoretical and 
a methodological perspective, the modernization processes turned out 
to be an important determinant of its development, as they shaped its 
open and dialogical character (Schweitzer and Simojoki, 2005).
 Religious pedagogy is a scientific discipline whose aim is to develop 
the theory of religious education (religious teaching and religious up-
bringing) and religious socialization in various social environments in-
cluding the family, church, school, subcultures, peer groups (children, 
youth, adults, senior citizens), workplace, and voluntary work. 
 Firstly, religious pedagogy analyses religious upbringing and edu-
cation in terms of the following interpersonal relationships: 1) parent – 
child, 2) religion teacher – student, 3) clergyman – member of a religious 
community (child, adult, senior citizen), and 4) within peer, cultural, or 
professional groups.
 Secondly, religious pedagogy analyses socialization mechanisms 
and social structures in which a religious upbringing and religious edu-
cation take place. Referring to E. Fromm’s maxim, according to which 
a “healthy” personality is forged in a “healthy” society, religious peda-
gogy deals not only with religious education in terms of interpersonal 
relationships, but also with their broad social context. The subject of its 
analysis includes socialization and cultural, social, and political mecha-
nisms that determine religious education, which are all investigated from 
the perspective of interpersonal relationships. Such a broad approach is 
reflected in the concept of pedagogical-religious research methodology.
 Pedagogical-religious research can be placed either within the scope 
of practical theology and catechetics, or within the problem areas of phi-
losophy and the theory of education, general pedagogy, social pedago-
gy, cultural pedagogy, andragogy, and special needs education. This is 
why religious pedagogy is of an interdisciplinary character (Rothgangel, 
2014; Schweitzer, 2006). 
 From the perspective of science studies, religious pedagogy can be 
understood as 1) a sub-discipline of theology (a modern form of cate-
chetics), 2) a sub-discipline of pedagogy (e.g. cultural pedagogy), 
or 3) a discipline integrating the theological and pedagogical tradition 
within research on religious education and religious socialization. At 
present, this last approach prevails (Milerski, 2019). 
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 Religious pedagogy as a scientific discipline relates to research con-
ducted within the area of pedagogy, with particular emphasis on reli-
gious education, religious socialization, as well as theology and cate-
chetics. The researcher decides on the particular scientific affiliation of 
his studies within religious pedagogy. 
 In the eyes of its main representatives, contemporary religious peda-
gogy is an interdisciplinary science, an integrating discipline, a binding 
discipline, and a discipline with two affiliations and dual normativity: theo-
logical and pedagogical, or, more broadly, theological and humanistic-
-social. Such an approach has methodological consequences which re-
late to both the concept of scientific cognition (the cognitive statute of 
the research subject), as well as to the methods of data collection and 
data analysis, taking into account the synergy of theological and peda-
gogical research. 
 An illustration of this approach is an appeal to acknowledge the 
peda gogical-theological convergence voiced by K.E. Nipkow, a classi-
cal thinker in the field of religious pedagogy and its co-creator. Accep-
tance of the equal cognitive statuses of pedagogical and theological re-
search is a determinant of contemporary religious pedagogy. 

Religious pedagogy, dealing with both theology and pedagogy at the same time, 
has to be based on various, equitable approaches in methodology (...). The re-
quirement to use a multiplicity of approaches has become something obvious 
in contemporary education sciences. It is important to treat all methods equally. 
Considering the usefulness of a factual approach to the problem, one cannot, in 
principle, depreciate any way of asking questions (socio-political, pedagogical, 
psychological, sociological, and theological). (...) The methodical lack of bias in 
the approach to the research subject means that a critical interpretation of tasks 
and their premises must take into account various criteria. Nothing justifies un-
equal treatment of the criteria used in research conducted in different disciplines 
that serve as a reference point for religious pedagogy. If a concept of religious 
pedagogy that relates to, e.g. religious education, holy masses for children, or 
educating for prayer, is pedagogically unacceptable, it should be assumed that 
it also affects the theological perspective, as it reveals the inadequacy of the 
concept from a pedagogical perspective. Pedagogical adequacy must be veri-
fied from the theological point of view together with theologians; likewise, theo-
logical adequacy must be verified pedagogically by educators (Nipkow, 1975, 
pp. 177–178). 

 R. Boschki, a representative of contemporary Catholic religious 
peda gogy, writes in a similar spirit. He argues that the interdisciplinary 
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approach is a feature of religious pedagogy, regardless of the confes-
sional tradition from which it originated: 

The scientific theory formulated by religious pedagogy deals with the “ency-
clopaedic definition” of this trend in the context of other scientific disciplines 
(...). Religious pedagogy relates to both theological disciplines and social scien-
ces, with both perspectives amending and complementing each other. Religious 
pedagogy is not so much an applied science that implements the results of theo-
logical cognition or an intermediary mediating in the transmission of religious 
concepts; primarily, it is a science with its own cognitive potential. It not only 
translates what other scientific disciplines have found important and correct into 
practice, but also – based on its own methodology – it creates its own research 
logic. Thus, the results of pedagogical-religious research are not only important 
for the practice of religious education, but they also affect other theological and 
social scientific disciplines (Boschki, 2008, p. 86–87). 

Historical analysis of the term 

Religious pedagogy is one of the most creative areas in pedagogy 
and theology (Milerski, 2011). This chapter omits the early-twentieth-
-century concepts that relate to the achievements of theology, empiri-
cal pedagogi cal, sociological, or psychological research, and, in theo-
retical terms, to pragmatic traditions. Many concepts developed within 
religious pedagogy used research methods appropriate to their theo-
retical foundations, both in terms of the methods of data collection and 
the methods used in their analysis. Methodology should distinguish be-
tween the methods of data collection and the methods of their analysis.

Hermeneutical religious pedagogy and symbol didactics 

Both approaches, hermeneutical religious pedagogy and symbol di-
dactics, fit into the problem areas of classical theological-philosophical 
hermeneutics and humanistic pedagogy, whose didactic and methodi-
cal maxim is “from the text (the Bible, cultural message, symbol) to the 
person (the analysis of existence)”. 
 Hermeneutical religious pedagogy was created in the second half 
of the 1950s (Martin Stallmann, Hans Stock, Gert Otto). It was the first 
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trend that postulated the transformation of previous humanistic pedago-
gy (cultural pedagogy) into hermeneutical pedagogy. Its main points of 
reference included W. Dilthey’s hermeneutics of history, M. Heidegger’s 
ontological hermeneutics, R. Bultmann’s theological hermeneutics (the 
concept of demythologizing the biblical message in terms of its existen-
tial interpretation) and hermeneutically oriented humanistic pedagogy. 
Hermeneutics, which is considered a methodological and didactic basis 
of hermeneutical religious pedagogy, is a theory of understanding not 
only in terms of establishing the rules of understanding (special herme-
neutics), but also in terms of describing the process and structure of un-
derstanding (general hermeneutics).
 Biblical texts and, more broadly, cultural texts and institutionalized 
socio-cultural phenomena (understood in terms of cultural texts) consti-
tute the research material for hermeneutical-existential analyses. Their 
aim is to reveal not only the logic of historical processes, but also, above 
all, the basic existential structures based on hermeneutical understand-
ing, i.e. the hermeneutical interpretation of cultural texts. The research 
subject of hermeneutical religious pedagogy is both the understanding 
and evaluation of existential projects and the educational functions per-
formed by schools. Research in this area covers the analysis of religious 
education with regard to the historical dimension of human existence 
and the authentic understanding and shaping of existence (Stallmann, 
1958).
 Symbol didactics (G. Baudler, P. Biehl, H. Halbfas, J. Heumann) is 
a continuation of hermeneutical religious pedagogy. The research sub-
ject of this pedagogy is the existential and pedagogical influence of sym-
bols, which are treated as a mirror and a code used to decipher the truth 
of human existence, especially in the context of experiencing the am-
biguity of the world. Cultural texts of symbolic significance constitute its 
research material. Symbol didactics was the first pedagogical-religious 
concept created jointly by Catholics and Protestants (Biehl and Baudler, 
1980). 
 The hermeneutics of history and the ontological hermeneutics of 
exis tence are the methods of data collection and analysis used in her-
meneutical religious pedagogy. 
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semiotic and narrative religious pedagogy, discourse 
analysis, and the analysis of identity construction

In the 1990s, M. Meyer-Blanck created semiotic religious pedagogy. He 
revised traditional symbol didactics from the perspective of semiotics 
and communication. In religious education the point of reference is not 
so much the ontological, semantic potential of symbols but the decod-
ing of the meanings during communication processes. Students’ agen-
cy is created by the critical reading of the meanings of discourses in the 
course of school communication processes. The study of such process-
es is interpretive in nature; it can be based on the analyses of theoreti-
cal discourse, or on the analyses of actually recorded discourses con-
ducted during real or arranged educational processes (Meyer-Blanck, 
2002). 
 Performative religious pedagogy is a continuation of semiotic reli-
gious pedagogy. It embraces religious education not only in terms of 
communication processes, but also in terms of performing existential 
experiences. As such, performative didactics is rooted in experience 
and communication. Religious education is a form of creating and me-
diating experiences and working on them in a communicative manner. 
In this sense, experiences that constitute an existential reference point 
for the teaching process in religious education are created. The study 
of those educational processes is based on qualitative source materials 
and on the analyses of educational discourses of an interpretive nature 
(Klie and Silke, 2006). 
 Another area is narrative religious pedagogy, which was inspired, on 
the one hand, by the narrative character of the biblical message, and, 
on the other hand, by the narrative way in which human personality and 
identity is shaped. Religious beliefs are not built on the basis of ratio-
nal logic and a closed system of knowledge. Religious knowledge goes 
beyond systemic unambiguity; it is transmitted in the form of narratives, 
the stories of individuals and groups, parables and allegories. Narrative 
messages are not only a medium for the transmission of religious know-
ledge, but they are also a way of shaping the structure of individual iden-
tity. Individual identity is understood not so much as the inner identity 
of an individual, but as a developmental process that shapes the inner 
cohesion, unity, and continuity of the human personality (the concept 
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of narrative identity: I. Baldermann, E. McIsaac Bruce, S. Miedema, 
J.H. Stone). 
 Pedagogical-religious research in this area is based on the analysis 
of narrative discourses and their influence on the formation of individual 
human identity; it is a method of qualitative analysis, and discourses are 
the bases of source materials (Stone, 1995). 
 Constructivist religious pedagogy is an interesting approach and re-
lates to the assumptions of pedagogical constructivism; it focuses on 
the processes of constructing knowledge and consciousness, as well 
as on their determinants. Research in this field is both theoretical and 
empirical, and analysis of the results is based mainly on interpretive 
 methods (Mendl, 2005).

Phenomenological religious pedagogy and 
phenomenological description of experiences

Phenomenology in its original version (E. Husserl) aimed to gain the 
status of the first pure science that went beyond existential, psychologi-
cal, social, or cultural determinants. It strived for a “pure”, objective and 
certain description of perceived reality, independent of adopted forms 
of interpretation. It focused not on reality itself, but on the contents that 
appear in the elementary perception of that reality. Classic thinkers of 
the phenomenology of religion (R. Otto, G. van der Leeuw) challenged 
science studies’ hope to achieve this “pure” and objective description of 
the world. In this sense, phenomenology as a method of elementary de-
scription was used by representatives of various sub-disciplines of re-
ligious pedagogy, i.e. not only its purely phenomenological orientation, 
but also hermeneutical, existential, or dialogical. 
 The phenomenological tradition was the basis of the concept of multi-
faith religious education developed by R. Jackson. This concept is a pro-
posal regarding the teaching of religion in multicultural environments 
which goes beyond the transmission of religious knowledge. Jackson 
developed a teaching concept that is based not so much on objective 
religious knowledge as on students’ religious experiences. Expressing, 
confronting, and reworking these elementary experiences (phenome-
nological diagnosis) is the centre of religious education. Elementary 
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religious experiences are the research subject, and their phenomeno-
logical description and hermeneutic interpretation are the methods used 
(Jackson, 1997). 

religious pedagogy from the perspective of theological 
and philosophical trends and the traditions of spirituality 

The points of reference in hermeneutical, phenomenological, and se-
miotic perspectives are theological-philosophical issues and, most im-
portantly, methodological criteria. The main points of reference in the 
concepts of religious pedagogy discussed in this section are ontological 
assumptions of a theological and philosophical nature. 
 One of these concepts is dialogical religious pedagogy (Boschki, 
2008), which is grounded in theology and philosophy of dialogue. In the 
dialogical perspective, the process of religious education is described in 
relational categories; this tradition is rooted in Polish pedagogical and 
philosophical thought (F. Adamski, T. Gadacz). The subject of pedagogi-
cal-religious research is the relationality of human existence: the re-
lationship between one human being and another, the external world, 
himself, God, and temporality. The analyses are of a phenomenological 
and hermeneutical nature. 
 Personalistic religious pedagogy is a trend related to the pedagogy 
of dialogue. In contrast to dialogical religious pedagogy, which is rooted 
in the existential tradition and philosophy of dialogue, personalistic re-
ligious pedagogy relates to the Neo-Thomistic and metaphysical con-
cept of man (Horowski, 2015). One of its determinants is the concept 
of upbringing, implied by the assumptions of personalistic metaphy-
sics (J. Maritain, E. Mounier, K. Wojtyła). Its research is mainly theo-
retical and consists of the interpretation of educational concepts based 
on theological, philosophical, and pedagogical source materials (M. Go-
gacz, M. Nowak, A. Rynio). 
 Other areas of religious education not mentioned above, e.g. process 
theology and process philosophy (M. Patalon), are based on research 
conducted in a similar manner.
 A pedagogical analysis of the spirituality of specific religious com-
munities and an analysis of the educational work done by these 
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communities is another interesting area of pedagogical-religious re-
search, which is not only theoretical but also empirical. It is based on the 
analysis of concrete, empirically available manifestations of religious-
ness (Marek, 2017): either analysis of source materials and the ideas 
contained therein (contextual genesis), or the study of historical or em-
pirical factography. 

Critical religious pedagogy

From theoretical and methodological perspectives, critical religious pe-
dagogy can be regarded as a distinct area of research (e.g. T. Groom, 
D. Schipani, D. Stood, S. Vierzig, D. Zilleßen). Although it could be dis-
cussed in the previous section, due to its specific content (connected 
with the left-liberal philosophical and theological tradition) and metho-
dological characteristics, it deserves to be discussed separately. Its 
sources relate to the socio-political assumptions of the critical theory of 
the Frankfurt School. Critical religious pedagogy claims that theories in 
social sciences, educational institutions, and practices are not neutral 
and objective but express the particular interests of the social groups 
that developed them. The aim of religious education is the emancipa-
tion and maturity of each individual (an emancipatory interest). This goal 
can be achieved by empowering individuals to participate in social dis-
course devoted to the norms and patterns of social life, as implemented 
in a given society. 
 The Gospels are an existential, social and political emancipatory 
challenge. In this sense, religious pedagogy cannot be limited to the 
study of upbringing in terms of interpersonal relationships but must be-
come politically engaged in the process of ideological-critical analysis 
and the transformation of social structures. The political and practical 
aim of critical religious pedagogy is the religious and civic emancipation 
of individuals through their participation in communication processes 
that are essential for society. The hermeneutical-political interpretation 
of the ideological and socio-cultural determinants of religious upbringing 
and education from the perspective of an emancipatory interest is an in-
dicator of this pedagogy (Vierzig, 1975). Critical religious pedagogy has 
evolved from adhering to left-liberal assumptions to focusing on the idea 
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of religious education as a form of civic and democratic education in the 
modern world (Schlag, 2010). 
 Critical religious pedagogy uses both quantitative and qualitative em-
pirical methods to collect and analyse data. The analysis of the results 
is qualitative and interpretive.

empirical religious pedagogy

Empirical religious pedagogy was created in the late 1960s. In the first 
phase, it was focused on developing a curriculum of religious education. 
The aim of the empirical research was to identify elementary (the most 
basic) existential and social issues (topics) important from the students’ 
perspective. Empirical religious pedagogy continues today and covers 
numerous studies related to the identification of religious experiences, 
ways of understanding religion, and the organization of religious educa-
tion at different stages of development (Gennerich, 2010; Schweitzer et 
al., 2015; Walulik, 2011). Research is based on empirical operational-
ization of educational reality using methods of empirical data collection 
and their quantitative and qualitative analysis. 

discussion of the term
Research subjects in religious pedagogy include the processes of reli-
gious education and religious socialization, both analysed in the context 
of interpersonal relations and the social mechanisms conditioning these 
relations. Religious upbringing and religious education directly relate to 
1) interpersonal interactions, 2) social, cultural, and political determi-
nants, and 3) the intervention of the supernatural factor (Revelation).
 Religious pedagogy as a science does not claim to be able to define 
supernatural influences, as these are the exclusive domain of God and 
from a temporal perspective they are something expected but not de-
pendent on the researcher. Religious pedagogy as a science deals only 
with what can be rationally, interpretively, and empirically explored, i.e. 
the issues of religious education and socialization concerning 1) inter-
personal interactions and 2) social, cultural, and political determinants. 
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Its cognitive status can be determined based on this approach to the re-
search subject.
 The methodology of scientific research distinguishes between an ob-
jective approach in which the research subject is outside the researcher, 
who can remain neutral towards it (empirical research), and a descriptive 
and interpretive approach, in which the research subject is inside the re-
searcher and is inscribed in his cognitive horizon (the  researcher’s “lived 
life” or the melting of his existential and historical cognitive horizons).
 The subject of empirical religious pedagogy is empirically opera-
tionalized and can be expressed by empirically measurable indicators 
defined by the researcher (defining empirical indicators of the exami-
ned phenomenon is in itself a process of interpretation). In such an ap-
proach, the agent (researcher) and the subject (investigated reality) are 
distinct from each other, and research is supposed to be objective. 
 The subject of descriptive and interpretive religious pedagogy is criti-
cally examined, but it is not independent of the researcher’s conscious-
ness. Descriptive and interpretive religious pedagogy does not exami-
ne educational reality in terms of empirical facts that are empirically 
measurable. Its research subject is the examination of significant facts 
that can be described, interpreted, and evaluated. Human life is always 
a “lived life”, experienced existentially and conditioned historically, both 
on the side of the agent and on the side of the subject of research. De-
scription and interpretation are not abstract mental processes, but are 
always rooted in the “lived life” and the historical character of human 
consciousness. In this sense, the agent and subject of research in reli-
gious pedagogy (as in practical theology and humanistic pedagogy) are 
to some extent interrelated. In humanistic and theological pedagogical-
-religious research, the researcher will always be involved in the exis-
tential and historical process of the integration of cognitive horizons. 
This is the spirit in which H.G. Gadamer ends his opus magnum: 

In our deliberations, it turned out that the certainty provided by scientific meth-
ods is not enough to guarantee the truth. This is particularly true of humanities, 
but it does not depreciate their scientificity; on the contrary, it legitimizes their 
long-standing claims to be of particular importance to man. The fact that the hu-
manistic cognition also involves the cognitive entity’s own existence sets the li-
mits of the “method” but not of science. What cannot be achieved by the  method 
must and can be achieved thanks to inquiry and research that carry the truth 
(Gadamer, 2004, pp. 656–657). 
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Research conducted within religious education, especially with the use of 
hermeneutical methods, is included in the sequence of existential and his-
torical interrelationships between the subject and the object of this study. 
However, this does not mean any extreme subjectivization of the analy-
ses. Being aware of the indelible connection between the subject and the 
object is a methodological challenge. It is an appeal to maintain criticism in 
the analysis of research results and the necessity for their constant legiti-
mization. It requires taking into account the determinants of both existen-
tial nature (“lived life” in the context of existential pre-understanding) and 
historical nature (“lived life” in the context of traditions and pre-opinions, 
encoded in the processes of the historical formation of consciousness). 

systematic reflection with conclusions and 
recommendations 

Religious pedagogy is a scientific discipline that relates to methods that 
are traditionally used in theological, humanistic, and social research to 
analyse the processes of religious education and religious socialization in 
various cultural and social environments and contexts. It should be noted 
here that the theological, humanistic, and social sciences use similar and 
theoretically complex research methods. Thus, we should ask about the 
methods used when searching for, obtaining, and analysing pedagogical-
religious data from the perspective of science studies. The main metho-
dological question regards the relationship between theory and practice. 
Many works have been devoted to this problem (e.g. J. Habermas), and 
here we will refer to the still-valid interpretation of F.D.E. Schleiermach-
er. In the introduction to his pedagogical lectures published in 1826, en-
titled Outlines of the Art of Education, this outstanding theologian, phi-
losopher, and educator defined the relationship between pedagogical 
theory and upbringing practice in the following way: theory and practice 
are distinct dimensions, which means that from the perspective of scien-
ce studies, theory can be formulated without reference to practice, and 
upbringing practice can be realized without theory. Nevertheless, peda-
gogy must combine theory with practice; it must be the theory of upbring-
ing practice. The category that links scientific theory to upbringing prac-
tice is conscientization, along with hermeneutical insight. The basic task 
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of pedagogical theory is not to improve or increase the effectiveness of 
upbringing practice (e.g. the practice of religious education), but to make 
this practice more conscious: “Thanks to theory, practice becomes more 
conscious” (Schleiermacher, 2000, p. 11).
 Pedagogical theory does not automatically translate into increased 
effectiveness of upbringing (I omit here reasonable doubts concerning 
the very notion of “effectiveness of upbringing”). The relationship be-
tween theory and practice is not praxeological. The essence of theory, 
according to Schleiermacher, is the hermeneutical insight and aware-
ness of various aspects of practice, processes, determinants, mean-
ings, and values.
 However, the category of conscientization is not only linked to the re-
lationship between the theory and practice of religious education, but 
also translates into methodological issues. The methodology of peda-
gogical-religious research is based, on the one hand, on the methodolo-
gy of theological research, and, on the other hand, on the methodolo-
gy of humanistic and social research. The interdisciplinary convergence 
of the following methodological concepts should be noticed: 1) biblio-
logy and exegesis – literature studies, philology, and culture studies; 
2) historical theology – historical sciences; 3) systematic theology – phi-
losophy and humanities; 4) practical theology – pedagogy, sociology, 
psychology, culture, and communication studies. Modern science wit-
nesses the convergence of the methods used in theological sciences, 
humanities, and social sciences. 
 From the perspective of contemporary religious pedagogy, it can be 
said that conscientization of the practice of religious education lies in 
its 1) theological and philosophical justification, 2) empirical description 
and explanation, 3) hermeneutical understanding, 4) phenomenological 
description, and 5) ideological and critical interpretation. These catego-
ries are of a methodological and scientific nature. 

theologicalphilosophical justification of the practice 
of religious education and religious upbringing 

This justification consists in formulating ontological, epistemological, and 
axiological premises of the educational reality. The following methods 
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are all used as the basis for reconstructing the theoretical premises of 
religious education that are actually taught, regardless of whether edu-
cators are aware of them: the method of textual genesis (the analy-
sis of theological, philosophical and pedagogical texts), the exegetical 
method of doctrinal texts (the analysis of the Bible, Torah, and Quran), 
the critical -historical method (the analysis of ideas, institutions and so-
cial memory), and the methods used in critical comparative studies (the 
comparative analysis of educational ideas and practices). 

empirical description and explanation of the practice 
of religious education, religious upbringing and religious 
socialization

This approach consists of two stages: in the first stage, the actual opi-
nions, attitudes and behaviours of the respondents are described and 
reconstructed, while in the second stage, the factors that allow differen-
ces between respondents to be explained are identified. 
 The stages of the analysis are preceded by the empirical operation-
alization of the examined phenomenon. The researcher determines em-
pirically measurable factors, which become indicators of the examined 
reality. If we are to study religiousness, we must define its understand-
ing adopted for the purpose of our study, and then indicate measur-
able phenomena that will prove this religiousness (e.g. acceptance of 
the doctrine, involvement in the Church’s charity work, etc.). If we study 
the level of tolerance towards other religions, we must define the under-
standing of tolerance, and then indicate measurable phenomena that 
will prove the tested tolerance (e.g. the acceptance of one’s child mar-
rying a person of a different religion). In other words, empirical research 
cannot avoid interpretation. Based on his own convictions and the re-
sults of the scientific discourse, the researcher decides which measur-
able phenomena will be empirical indicators of the reality under investi-
gation in his study. 
 Empirical religious pedagogy, following the methodology of social 
sciences, uses both quantitative methods of collecting data, e.g. tests 
and questionnaires, and qualitative methods, e.g. various types of in-
terviews (standardized interviews, open interviews, in-depth interviews, 
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and focus group interviews), discourses, biographical materials, or par-
ticipatory observations. Empirical religious pedagogy also uses various 
methods of interpreting the collected data, including quantitative (statis-
tical analyses) and qualitative (semantic, semiotic, hermeneutical and 
phenomenological interpretations) methods. However, it should be re-
membered that a quantitative questionnaire may contain open-ended 
questions requiring qualitative interpretation, and a qualitative interview 
may be subject to a quantification procedure.
 As we have already mentioned, in empirical research we ask ques-
tions not only about the actual state of the educational reality we inves-
tigate (e.g. opinions, attitudes, and behaviours regarding religion or reli-
gious upbringing, or the opinions, attitudes, and behaviours of religious 
persons regarding social, ethical or political matters), but also about the 
quantitative and qualitative factors that allow the differences in peoples’ 
opinions, attitudes, and behaviours to be explained. 
 In quantitative interpretations, the following methods of statistical 
analyses are used: factor analysis (the strength of factorial saturation of 
the respondents’ answers), correlation analysis (the strength of associa-
tion between variables), and the statistical significance of the differen-
ces (various significance tests and variance analyses). 
 What we study is treated as a dependent variable. Whatever de-
termines the examined phenomenon is treated as an independent 
 variable. The aim of empirical research is, among other things, to prove 
the relationship between the examined phenomenon (dependent vari-
able) and the factors that condition this phenomenon (independent vari-
ables).  Using methodological language, the aim of empirical research 
is to identi fy the independent variables (e.g. gender, school achieve-
ment, standard of living, international contacts, etc.) that would explain 
the variability of the dependent variable (e.g. the level of religiousness, 
views on religious instruction in schools, etc.). 
 Qualitative interpretations of empirical data employ various methods 
of interpretation, including semantic compensation of meanings (also 
using relevant computer programs), or ethnographic, phenomenologi-
cal, and hermeneutical interpretations, which are used in other theoreti-
cal areas of religious pedagogy.
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Hermeneutical understanding of the practice of religious 
education and religious upbringing

Hermeneutics is both a theory and the art of understanding and inter-
preting (hermeneutikie techne, ars interpretandi). Its research ma terials 
include cultural texts, historical processes, and cultural-social phenome-
na. From a pedagogical perspective, it investigates the formation of cul-
tural personality and is an authentic reference to one’s own existential 
projects. Religious pedagogy within humanistic and hermeneutical peda-
gogy emphasizes that man and upbringing are not only empirical but 
also meaningful facts which should be hermeneutically understood (in-
terpreted) and evaluated. Understanding is a specific mental act that 
goes beyond logical and rational thinking. Understanding has both didac-
tic (existential understanding as a didactic category) and methodological 
(hermeneutical understanding as a didactic category) dimensions. 
 At this point, we are primarily interested in understanding as a metho-
dological category. In the most general sense, understanding is a cog-
nitive process of coding/decoding the meanings of cultural messages 
and reality as such. The problem revealed by the humanistic pedagogy 
of culture and hermeneutical religious pedagogy lies in the fact that un-
derstanding cannot be limited to reading the meanings of single signs 
(I see or hear a phonetic or graphic sign “table”, and I assign a meaning 
to this sign by linking it to the reality to which it relates). Human reality 
is expressed and determined not by single characters but by elaborate 
expressions and discourses. The understanding of cultural texts is not 
the sum of the understanding of individual signs, but the understanding 
of the whole message. From the perspective of contemporary herme-
neutics, hermeneutical understanding consists in identifying meanings 
and values thanks to which the interpreted reality (a cultural text, a so-
cial phenomenon, a personality) becomes a significant whole. 

Phenomenological description of the practice 
of religious education and religious upbringing 

Phenomenology is a research method derived from the idea of philoso-
phia perennis, which was an attempt to develop scientific knowledge 
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independent of any psychological, social, or cultural determinants. Such 
“pure” and determinant-free knowledge has proved unrealistic. Pheno-
menology is a trend that strives to describe reality as it appears in its ele-
mentary form on the horizon of the cognition (experience) of the agent, 
possibly before attempting to interpret this reality. Phenomenology fo-
cuses not so much on reality as such but on its elementary percep tion 
that precedes interpretation. Therefore, it is often called a perception 
science.
 Our world is an interpreted world. The interpretations we hastily make 
help us to make decisions that avoid intellectual dilemmas but often fal-
sify reality. This is why we need a science that asks the most basic 
question: what is reality like beyond its existing interpretations? Science 
has to question these existing interpretations, it has to suspend them 
for a moment, and it has to, as Husserl wrote, give them an indicator 
of cognitive nullity in order to capture things as they are in themselves. 
Phenomenology wants to reduce the description of reality to such an 
ele mentary form that omitting any feature of the described reality would 
make reality itself cease to be. In other words, we remove accidents and 
reveal what is constitutive. In religious pedagogy, phenomenological re-
search is mainly conducted within the philosophical approach (e.g. what 
makes a given interaction part of religious education and not political 
marketing?), and the biographical approach (what experiences are cru-
cial for a person’s religious identity?).

Ideologicalcritical interpretation of the practice 
of religious education and religious teaching

Religious pedagogy not only analyses educational relations in terms of 
interpersonal interactions, but it also examines their social and political 
contexts. Educational practices are not socially, culturally, and politically 
neutral. Critical religious pedagogy claims that religious emancipation 
can be achieved through the participation of an individual in social com-
munication concerning social life patterns aimed at creating left-liberal, 
inclusive, just, and pluralistic democratic society. Thus, this pedagogy 
should investigate not only interpersonal educational relations but also 
various social mechanisms from the perspective of an emancipatory 
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interest. Although it refers to the results of empirical research, the es-
sence of critical religious pedagogy lies in its ideological-critical interpre-
tation. In this sense, critical religious pedagogy is currently treated as 
part of hermeneutical pedagogy. 
 To conclude, it can be said that contemporary religious pedagogy 
is a discipline with two affiliations and dual normativity: theological and 
pedagogical. As a discipline, it integrates and unites theological, huma-
nistic, and social achievements, and contributes to methodological trian-
gulation. Such an approach allows reliable exploration of the processes 
of religious education and religious socialization. 
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Cultural determinants of religious pedagogy

summary
DEFINITION OF THE TERM: religion is a manifestation of the social na
ture of man. It is always expressed in and through culture, but it can nei
ther be equated with nor reduced to culture. this means that the re
lationships between religion and culture are something obvious, and 
investigating them is a necessity.

HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE TERM: the dispute over the rela
tionship between religion (religions) and culture has been taking place 
throughout history. Among many theories explaining the relationship be
tween these spheres, the one worth mentioning is the universal theory. It 
identifies two basic models of the relationship between religion and cul
ture: the model of opposition and the model of complementarity (neutral 
or cooperative). opposition models (including ancient greek philosophy, 
naturalism, materialism, positivism, scientism, some representatives of 
postmodernism) emphasise the conflict between religion and rationally 
understood culture, while the model of complementarity was postulated 
by Christian thinkers (Augustine, thomas Aquinas) who acknowledged 
the complementarity of revelation and human cognition (philosophy). 
let us add to these remarks that the relationship between religion and 
culture is fluid and dynamic, and thus changeable.

DISCUSSION OF THE TERM: the contemporary transformation of cul
ture and coexistent religion have led opinionforming circles to the radi
cal rejection of the claims that the truth exists and that human reason is 
able to discover it. this poses a considerable challenge for religious peda
gogy, which is sensitive to cultural changes, and which – by referring to 
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religious (theological) sources and social and humanistic sciences – tries 
to make it easier for people to understand themselves and reality. 

SYSTEMATIC REFLECTION WITH CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM-
MENDATIONS: An important element of discovering cultural and reli
gious determinants is an attempt to develop a theory based on humanistic 
and theological sources regarding teaching (transfer of knowledge), inte
gral formation, and the spiritual development of man. this theory should 
aim to direct educational influences in such a way that they enable a per
son to discover the meaning of life in god and thus provide him with 
a kind of “instrumentarium” for his integral development. 

Keywords: culture, religion, religious pedagogy
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Analysing the relationship between religious pedagogy and the culture 
in which it is practiced (realised) first requires reflecting on the links be-
tween religion and culture, both of which are concepts that need to be 
defined. Even if we focus on Christian culture only, it is still difficult to 
define the terms “religion” and “culture” and the relationship between 
them. The results obtained will depend on the adopted definitions of 
these terms.
 The next stage is to place religious pedagogy within a cultural-religious 
context. It can be assumed that its content and form will, to a large extent, 
be a derivative of culturally determined religion or of a religious -cultural 
synthesis that has taken place in a particular community. If all cultures 
(all historically researched cultures) and the religions that appear in them 
were to be research objectives, one would have to resort to such a level 
of abstraction (generalisation) that it would not be of any cognitive value. 
Thus, it should be assumed that any reflection on the religion–culture–re-
ligious pedagogy triad will be narrowed to Christian culture, also called 
the culture of the West (although this notion is far from being precise). The 
dependence of religious pedagogy on the particular religion and culture in 
which it functions is not the only significant factor. As a result of the pro-
cesses of globalisation and computerisation, dynamic changes to which 
almost all peoples and societies are subject have undermined the sta-
bility of entire cultural systems and led traditional religious communities 
(churches) into permanent crisis. This calls into question the adequacy of 
the currently formulated (developed) religious pedagogy. 

definition of the term

religion

The contemporary understanding of religion as a socio-cultural sys-
tem is relatively young and consists of beliefs, worship, a set of mor-
al principles, and religious organisation. Until the turn of the 17th cen-
tury, the term religio was used to refer to cultic activities. For Cicero, 
religio is simply a public (state) cultus deorum (Kałuża, 2019, pp. 64–
65). Christia nity has reinterpreted this term. For St. Augustine, religion is 
above all a matter of knowing the true God (thus knowing the truth) and 
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worshipping (serving) Him. Thomas Aquinas (d. 1274) writes that reli-
gion belongs to the virtue of justice, directing man to God as the efficient 
cause and ultimate goal (ordo hominis ad Deum), and consists of wor-
shipping Him in due manner through internal and external acts. Hence, 
in theology the notion of religion (this view was discussed by A. Bronk, 
Z.J. Zdybicka, P. Moskal) means, firstly, the real, personal, and salvific 
relationship of man towards God (the Absolute), and secondly, a collec-
tion of socio-cultural “facts” or cultic and doctrinal communities, such 
as Judaism, Islam, or Christianity. This is why Karl Rahner distingui-
shes between “subjective religion” and “objective religion”. The former 
is founded within man’s spiritual nature and his openness to God’s self-
giving through grace, which is realised in religious acts directed towards 
God. The latter is a particular socio-cultural system in which the sub-
jective religion is actualised. Religion is, therefore, an expression of the 
social nature of the human person; it is always realised in and through 
culture, although it can neither be equated with nor reduced to culture. 
Thus, the relationship between religion and culture must be considered 
obvious and necessary (Kałuża, 2019, pp. 65–66). 
 Cultural anthropology claims that the very idea of defining religion 
is specific to European thought and is the fruit of its inclination towards 
a speculative, intellectual, scientific approach to all aspects of reality. By 
nature, the Judeo-Christian tradition defines religion in theistic terms, in 
which there is a dichotomy (distinction) between the transcendent divin-
ity and everything else, the Creator and His creation, the supernatural 
and the temporal, sacrum and profanum (King, 2005, p. 7692). Cultural 
anthropology and sociology are dominated by such approaches to reli-
gion which aspire to be universal and, therefore, general enough to de-
fine almost all phenomena that can be called “religion”. Melford Spiro 
describes religion as “an institution composed of culturally determined 
interactions with culturally recognised superhuman beings”, while Clif-
ford Geertz calls religion a culturally inherited system of symbols that 
“establishes” an effective, convincing, and lasting disposition and moti-
vation in people by formulating the concept of a general order of exis-
tence, and giving these concepts such a touch of reality that these dis-
positions and motivations seem to be extremely realistic. 
 The sociologist Peter Berger considers religion to be the best avail-
able way for man to legitimise and save culture from the permanent 
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anomie that threatens it (Alles, 2005, p. 7702). Władysław Piwowarski 
(2000, pp. 43–44) defines religion as:

a system of beliefs, values, and related activities, shared and fulfilled by a group 
of people, which stem from distinguishing between empirical and non-empirical 
realities and from assigning the importance of the empirical reality to the non-
-empirical reality. 

 Consequently, sociology treats religion in the Judeo-Christian tradi-
tion as a specific system of cultural values institutionalised in secular so-
cieties. It consists of three systems which permeate one another: cultu-
ral, social, and personal. The cultural system provides basic guidelines 
for human behaviour through “areas of meaning” (i.e. religion present in 
the system). The cultural system influences the social system through 
institutionalised norms of social interaction (normative cultural models), 
while the social system influences the personal system through the in-
ternalisation of cultural models. Thanks to this, members of a religious 
community form their attitudes and behaviours by relating them to God 
(the non-empirical reality). William P. Alston (1972, p. 141 ff.) enumer-
ates the following constitutive elements of religion: 1) belief in super-
natural beings; 2) a distinction between the sacred and profane spheres; 
3) ritual acts focused on sacred objects; 4) a moral code sanctioned by 
the gods; 5) characteristically religious experiences (feelings) aroused 
in the presence of gods and during the practice of rituals; 6) prayer and 
other forms of communication with the gods; 7) a specific image of reali-
ty (man and the world); 8) organisation of social life based on this image 
of the world; 9) a social group ‘bound’ by the above factors. 

Culture

Culture (usually contrasted with nature) is the entirety of mankind’s ma-
terial and spiritual output, which was achieved as a result of human 
creative activity and the set of values, norms, and principles present 
in a given community (Kawecki, 2006). Philosophy focuses on the an-
thropological-ontological and axiological dimensions of culture, while 
theology focuses on the autonomy of culture and its dependence on 
God because culture is an object of redemption and, at the same time, 
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its “mediator”. Vaticanum II (Gaudium et spes 53) defines “culture” as 
every thing that allows man to perfect and develop the qualities of his 
body and spirit, to subordinate the world to him through knowledge and 
work, and to make life “more humane” in the family and the civic com-
munity through improvement of customs and institutions. 
 A.L. Kroeber and C. Kluckhohn offer the following classification of 
the definitions of culture: descriptive-enumerative (mainly in ethnolo-
gy), historical (applied to transnational and supranational cultures), nor-
mative (focused on evaluative and ethical elements transmitted by the 
means of patterns of values, ideas, symbols), psychological (J.G. Herd-
er, B. Malinowski – culture as a response to the psychological needs 
of man), structural-systemic (emphasising the interconnection of its ele-
ments), and genetic (e.g. S. Kowalczyk – focusing on the development 
and evolution of cultures and their mechanisms). Edward Tylor’s classic 
definition of ethnology sees culture as an entity which consists of knowl-
edge, beliefs, art, morality, law, customs, and all other abilities and habits 
acquired by man as a community member. Clifford Geertz views culture 
as a system of symbols integrated with the worldview and ethos through 
which man communicates, consolidates, and develops his knowledge of 
life and his attitude towards it. Aylward Shorter (Shorter, 1988, pp. 35–
37) distinguishes the practical/material level of culture (everything that 
relates to the so-called material culture and technology) and the symbol-
ic level (the level of ideas that directs the practical order and guides hu-
man behaviour). These are based on the cognitive level, which carries 
meanings and values. This level makes each culture a specific (sepa-
rate) way of understanding the world (all of reality) and our relationship 
with it. This is why religion and its understanding of reality are the “heart” 
and centre of culture. In a world dominated by technology and produc-
tion, it is easy to exist on a material level (artificial and trivial). 
 Culture is usually contrasted with instinctive ways of behaviour and 
thinking that are not learned but inherited, e.g. genetically. However, 
this does not mean that the distinction between the biological and cul-
tural “ingredients”, although heuristically useful, is necessary in the 
understanding of human emotions, cognition, behaviour, social in-
teractions, or institutions. Culture does not exist in isolation from the 
quali ty of biologically inherited, e.g. spontaneous, behaviours and cog-
nitive dynamics. There is also a difference between culture (which is 
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“owned” by a social group) and the experience/knowledge/skills of an 
individual, which may be socially non-transferable. Thanks to culture, 
people, unlike other species, are able to adapt to many environmen-
tal and mental stimuli, cope with challenges, and pass on to others the 
knowledge they have acquired through experience. Since the 1970s, 
attention has been paid to the fluidity and imprecision of many defini-
tions of culture. It is sometimes treated as a reified abstraction – a set 
of ideas and meanings that do not take into account people’s current, 
observable behaviour or the relationships between them. When cul-
ture is perceived as an objective, holistic, coherent, homogeneous, 
and functional system of laws, customs, and traditions, it does not al-
ways take into account the significance of individual decisions, choic-
es, or improvisations; neither does it reflect the “real state of affairs”: 
the internal variation, fragmentation, disorder, opposition, and contes-
tation that take place within the “system”. The use of the term culture 
often gives the impression of an ahistorical system that “groups” and 
generalises and does not take into account constant changes taking 
place within it. Hence, some scholars postulate (cognitive anthropolo-
gy, e.g. Claudia Strauss, Naomi Quinn) the assumption that culture 
“works” in human minds as a “matrix” of perceptions of reality that 
directs perception and changes in response to experiences (stimuli). 
This allows culture to maintain both stability and the ability to change 
(Lohmann, 2005, pp. 2086–2088).
 Mieczysław A. Krąpiec (1982, pp. 103–115) offers a common-sense 
definition. Culture includes all the activities and products of a human be-
ing acting in a rational and free manner. Culture is the “rationalisation 
of nature” – its “cultivation” and improvement according to the measure 
and needs of man. Krąpiec emphasises the dynamism of a person as 
a creator of culture. According to Joseph Ratzinger, “culture is a com-
munal form of expressing the outcomes of cognition and the values that 
shape the life of a particular community that has grown in the process of 
historical development” (Kałuża, 2019, p. 70). Thus, culture has a direct 
link with the discovery of truth and morality (good), and with the indisput-
able criteria of good and evil; it is the key to understanding the world and 
man in view of his ultimate destiny. Hence, especially in traditional cul-
tures, the memory (e.g. in the form of myths) of the divine “beginning”, 
called illud tempus by Mircea Eliade, is kept. It is not man’s “invention” 
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or his search for transcendence, but the message of Revelation – the 
testimony of man’s “encounter” with the divine. 

Historical analysis of the term

The relationship between religion (religions) and culture has been dis-
cussed within analyses of political systems for a long time. Naturalist 
theories (e.g. Pascal Boyer) look for the source (genesis) of religion in 
culture, in human nature itself, and even in the biological structure of 
man. The latter supposedly possesses “religious” capabilities (general 
human tendencies towards the supernatural) which are brought to their 
full expression in culture, e.g. in the form of supernatural beings and 
powers. It is a fact that no religious system can be understood without 
reference to culture, as the “material” of every religion is cultural. There-
fore, if certain ideas of Christianity are transposed into a new culture, 
they are accordingly reinterpreted within it (Lohmann, 2005). 
 The interdependence of religion and culture is universal. There are 
two basic models of the relationship between religion and culture. The 
model of opposition (ancient Greek philosophy, naturalism, materialism, 
positivism, scientism, some representatives of postmodernism) empha-
sises the conflict between religion and rationally understood culture. The 
complementarity model (neutral or cooperative) of religion and culture 
was adopted by Christian thinkers (Augustine, Thomas Aquinas) who 
assumed the complementarity of Revelation and human cognition (phi-
losophy). Christianity in culture can be understood in an incarnationalis-
tic way (A.J. Toynbee, Ch. Dawson) because, in the process of evange-
lisation, it takes root in culture and transforms it. Or it can be understood 
in an eschatological way (J. Maritain, J. Danielou, E.  Mounier), when it 
is assumed to be a supra-cultural phenomenon which transcends and in 
some way relativizes nature and culture (Shorter, 1988, pp. 26–29). The 
culture-forming role of Christianity is realised in science and education 
(education at all levels), philosophy (anthropology, especially persona-
lism, sociology, normative ethics), art, music, and literature (Rusecki, 
2001, pp. 131–197). The culture-forming role of Christianity is visible 
in the area of ethics, where it emphasises the moral consciousness of 
man and allows him to distinguish good from evil. Acknowledging the 
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existence of natural law and the guiding role of conscience, Christianity 
shapes the moral culture of mankind. The theistic concept of a person 
and the recognition of his primacy (in relation to economy, science, and 
art) open man to the world of supernatural values (Kowalczyk, 2004; 
Rusecki, 2001). Czesław Bartnik (2004, B. Ujęcie teologiczne [Theologi
cal approach]) distinguishes four models of the relationship between cul-
ture and religion. In the monistic model (ancient religions of China, Egypt, 
Babylonia), culture and religion are one, whereas in the dualistic model 
(positivism, Marxism, postmodernism, liberalism) they have  nothing in 
common or are in opposition to each other, and sometimes religion is 
viewed as anti-culture (Rusecki, 2001). The subordination model offers 
two possibilities: subordination of culture to religion (theo cracy, radical 
Islam), or subordination of religion to culture. In the personalistic (Chal-
cedonian) model, religion and culture are autonomous but cooperate 
with each other and influence each other (evangelisation of culture and 
inculturation of religion), (Shorter, 1988, pp. 59–88). From the perspec-
tive of Catholic theology, religion is not the same as culture and is not 
a product of culture because it comes from divine Revelation. Although 
the Church of Christ is not associated with any particular culture (Gaud
ium et spes 58), culture “provides” religion with the material and means 
(the sui generis “language” of gestures, customs, symbols, ima ges, and 
associations; Gaudium et spes 44). In Catholic teaching, culture and re-
ligion perfect each other. In the encounter (coexistence) with culture, 
Christianity purifies it, revives it, fills it with meaning, and gives it a su-
pernatural direction (Gaudium et spes 58–62). Culture is determined by 
the core values that order it (Rusecki, 2001), hence it is possible to talk 
about the anthropo-forming and society -forming functions of Christia-
nity, which unite the cultural (historical) dimension with the super natural 
dimension, emphasising the primacy of the person (“to be”) over the 
broadly understood “to have”. This applies above all to the religious act, 
which is the meeting (giving) of the personal God (in Jesus Christ) with 
the human person. This encounter, which results in a real bond with God 
and in becoming like Him, enables the relational-dialogical structure of 
the human person. Contact with God contributes to the persona lisation 
of the human person and it opens him up to new horizons of existence 
and possibilities for development: to become similar to God, to partici-
pate in His life, and to find the final fulfilment. Christianity also performs 
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a community-forming function within which it inspires married life (insep-
arable monogamy) and family life (holiness of life), and orders the life of 
the parish by incarnating the ideals of the  Gospel into peoples and na-
tions. Christianity has laid the foundations of the cul tural identity of cer-
tain communities (nations and states) (Rusecki, 2001, pp. 122–131). 
 The interaction of religion and culture can be noticed not only in lo-
cal, tribal, and national cultures, but also in larger cultural complexes, 
i.e. civilisations. If we follow Felix Koneczny (2002, pp. 63–95) and as-
sume that civilisation is a “method of collective life” (i.e. family and public 
life), religion becomes one of the most important cultural factors shap-
ing it (and, at the same time, religion is shaped by culture). Nota bene, 
Koneczny considers the term “Christian civilisation” to be misguided and 
highly inadequate due to fundamental differences between its  various 
factions. He prefers to speak about the Christian-Classical (Latin) civili-
sation that embraces Catholicism and Protestantism. Catholicism, as 
a universal religion, does not identify itself exclusively with any civili-
sation. However, Koneczny acknowledges the fact that some highly 
universal religions can produce civilisations, and he believes that the 
Catholic Church has played a decisive role in the history of Poland (cul-
ture-forming, state-forming, identity-forming and civilisational) (Konecz-
ny, 2002, pp. 127–137). 
 Since the beginnings of Poland’s statehood (Mieszko I’s baptism 
in 966), Polish culture and Christianity (especially its Catholic version) 
have been living in symbiosis. Bogdan Cywiński (Ogniem próbowane, 
vol. 1, 1982) observes that if we assume that a religion is legitimised by 
a social “expression”, i.e. the expression of the human need for contact 
with sacrum, this need is “earlier”, deeper, and more primary than its 
social shape. Religious experience (contact with sacrum, Revelation) 
is the source of the socio-forming function of religion. At the same time, 
however, every word and every gesture (symbol) through which man ex-
presses and communicates his religious experience is taken from cul-
ture. It is precisely the tension between the experience of what is sa-
cred and the possibility of expressing the “inexpressible” that stimulates 
the culturally creative dynamism of religion. As long as religion remains 
“alive”, i.e. it offers believers contact with sacrum, it creates social bonds 
and participates in culture. By “providing” meaning to human life, reality, 
and the foundations of morality, the culture-forming function of religion 
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(Christianity) in society depends (as e.g. F.X. Kaufmann observes) on 
its universality (relevance). The centuries-long Christianisation of Po-
land has produced not only a specific culture, but also a society and 
a state. This identity of Poland as a Christian culture resisted oppres-
sion from invaders and totalitarian systems in the 19th and 20th centuries 
(Cywiński, 1982, pp. 46–84). 
 Although political science (as represented by Samuel Huntington, 
2004) does not treat religion and civilisation as synonymous, this disci-
pline indirectly acknowledges the important (and, in certain cases, de-
cisive) influence religion exerts on culture, and thus on the “civilisation” 
it “produces”. Huntington considers a civilisation to be the largest cul-
tural unit, the broadest layer of cultural identity. He lists the following 
civilisations: Chinese (Confucian), Japanese, Hindu (Hinduism, which 
is more than just a religion or social system: it is the “nucleus of Indian 
civilisation”), Islamic (there are many different cultures/sub-civilisations 
within the Islamic world), Orthodox, Western (consisting of the following 
elements: Europe, North America, Australia and New Zealand, and – 
according to some authors – Latin America), Latin American (includ-
ing indigenous cultures), and African (which, although fragmented into 
many cultures, is largely Christian) (Huntington, 2004, pp. 55–60). With 
refe rence to Christopher Dawson, Huntington writes that “Religion is 
the central element defining civilisation”. Out of the great religions, only 
Buddhism (due to its historical disappearance within the Indian ‘mother-
house’) did not create a separate civilisation. Francis Fukuyama, the 
author of several well-known publications about socio-political mecha-
nisms in the global dimension, purposefully omitted the religious (and 
thus cultural) dimension of human existence in them. However, he dis-
cusses it in “The Great Disruption” (Fukuyama, 2000), which analyses 
the crisis affecting liberal democracies, including the growing disinte-
gration of traditional social ties, the crisis of marriage and family, the 
collapse of the social and moral order, the culture of exuberant indi-
vidualism, and the decline of trust in society. Although Fukuyama re-
mains an apologist of liberal democracy (and Hegel’s philosophy), he 
also acknowledges that it is founded on civic virtues shaped by religion 
(Christianity) and a healthy family. The multifaceted crisis of contempo-
rary democracy has its origins in culture. Democracy itself systematical-
ly weakens culture, especially through its programmed distancing from 
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all religions. The spread of individualism, pluralism, and tolerance (cul-
tural diversity), which all result from technological, economic, and social 
transformations, is accompanied by the weakening of the moral founda-
tions of culture and the dilution of so-called civil society. While remaining 
grounded in biologically determined anthropology (culture, moral norms, 
organisation of society, etc.), Fukuyama hopes that our innate abilities 
will allow mankind to recreate the social bonds (organisation) destroyed 
by the “great disruption” (Fukuyama, 2000). Joseph Ratzinger observes 
that the potential universality of cultures and the possibility of dialogue 
between them (dialogue between religions being impossible) is based 
on anthropology, i.e. on the assumption that all people are united by the 
same (identical) human nature. This (the common “truth of humanity”) 
leads to the conclusion that every human is – despite all cultural and 
social differences – affected by truth in the depths of his being (Kałuża, 
2019, pp. 70–72).
 The relationship between religion and culture is always fluid, dynam-
ic, and thus changeable. In the 1960s, sociologists predicted the inevi-
table death of religion, which would be correlated with social and eco-
nomic development (Toft, Philpott, and Shah, 2011, pp. 1–3). However, 
this prediction of rapid and commonplace secularisation popularised by 
Peter Berger was quickly abandoned in the face of the widespread reli-
gious revival. Since the 1980s, sociologists and political scientists have 
been talking about a “return of religion” (revenge of God) as an impor-
tant (and in some cases decisive) factor, a driving force on the interna-
tional arena, in political relations, and in the lives of individuals and na-
tions (Huntington, 2004, pp. 145–159; Toft, Philpott and Shah, 2011). 
 However, the crisis of Christianity in the West, which correlated with 
the dynamics of social change (secularisation), is an undeniable fact. 
It mainly concerns the traditional churches, which are gradually losing 
their followers. Consequently, their influence on broadly understood so-
cial culture is weakening. Thinkers enumerate numerous factors which 
in post-industrial society lead relatively quickly to a crisis of organised 
religion (ecclesiastical Christianity) and thus to the atrophy of traditional 
social ties in citizens (individualism), and also to the disappearance of 
the moral values that were traditionally promoted by various Churches. 
The linear and progressive processes of the “disappearance of religion” 
or its transformation are used to explain the secularisation processes 
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occurring in Western culture. These include: the loss of the monopoly 
of ecclesiastical institutions to define what is religious; the progressive 
marginalisation of the social significance and authority of the Church-
es; the emancipation of various spheres of life from the influence of re-
ligion and its normative claims; the individualisation and privatisation of 
religiousness; and the decline of religious practices. Abandoned eccle-
siastical religiousness (Entkirchlichung) is to be transformed into vari-
ous forms of private “spirituality”, a religiously autonomous orientation, 
the individual’s construction of syncretic religiousness (religious brico
lage), or some other form of “faith without belonging” or “belonging with-
out faith” (Mariański, 2006). Religious transformations are not based on 
a simple transition from “religiousness to irreligiousness (or atheism)”, 
but transformations that go in different directions: religiousness autono-
momously “created” new religious movements and alternative spirituali-
ties (e.g. magical religiousness, spirituality without God, Spirituality of 
Seeking – Robert Wuthnow). During the transition from ecclesiastical re-
ligiousness to the deinstitutionalised community of the Church – which 
is selective, individualised (privatised), fragmented (disintegrated), and 
takes place outside the church – its influence on culture decreases sig-
nificantly. Since ecclesiastical religiousness is (or has been so far) the re-
sult of institutional socialisation processes (in the family, neighbourhood, 
school, parish, and liturgical community), the dismantling (or weakening) 
of these institutions must significantly affect its condition. The content of 
this ecclesiastical socialisation – values, norms, behavioural patterns, 
and symbols – is also subject to atrophy (shallowing). Church religious-
ness increasingly becomes “a matter of minority” in which a community 
of values no longer exists, and young people increasingly demonstrate 
“transcendent homelessness” (Mariański, 2006). The term “liquid moder-
nity”, coined by Zygmunt Bauman (Bauman, 2003), means that the old 
order (tradition) no longer works and that there is no longer a single so-
cial whole (universe) and chaos and confusion in the understanding of 
values is growing. Forced to make constant choices and face various op-
tions, an individual is confused. Dominant cultural trends lead to the inef-
ficiency of religious socialisation of the young generation of Poles, while 
most sociologists (as early as in the 1990s, including Janusz Mariański) 
predict rapid secularisation (dechristianisation) of  Polish society. Various 
studies (e.g. Baniak, 2015, p. 223) confirm these predictions: many high 
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school and university students report selective attitudes and challenge 
the truths of the Catholic faith (about one third of high school students 
and half of university students). Almost one third of young respondents 
treat religious knowledge as “useless and superfluous” in their own lives 
and development, while almost 40% consider themselves “non-practitio-
ners” (Baniak, 2015, pp. 260–261).

discussion of the term

Globalisation is one of the keys to understanding cultural changes that 
are taking place in the contemporary world and their consequences for 
religious pedagogy. In fact, as a result of the technological develop-
ment which began in the second half of the 19th century, all aspects of 
social, economic, family, and personal life have dynamically changed 
(develop ment does not automatically have to mean something “good”). 
The culture and religion coexistent with it have undergone a rapid and 
total transformation. In post-traditional societies, consumer attitudes 
towards religion (the Church) have appeared (the market of religious 
offers); the culture-forming role of the Church (and its social authori-
ty) has  weakened; and pluralism (particularly in philosophical thinking) 
and individual preferences have become fashionable. The postmodern 
mentality aims to radically reconstruct the whole of culture. It excludes 
“strong narratives” (also religious) and prefers cognitive and moral rela-
tivism (Seckler, 2002). Leading opinion-forming circles radically reject 
the claims that the truth exists and that human reason is able to discover 
it; the truth does not exist, and even if it existed, it would be impossible 
to discover it. Max Seckler even writes about the postmodernist dread of 
the truth and of one “strong” theory that explains reality, horror veritatis 
and horror unitatis. These tendencies are reinforced by the (almost to-
tal) impact that contemporary electronic media, especially the internet, 
exert on users (Zybertowicz, 2015, pp. 427–451). While attacking the 
message (a process called tradition) of family, local, and national cul-
ture, these factors make socialisation of the young generation impossi-
ble, or at least significantly hinder it. This particularly applies to religious 
socialisation within the family, parish, and school, which is delicate and 
requires a long time. Thus, the widespread impact of the media poses 
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a considerable challenge to religious pedagogy, which is sensitive to 
cultural changes. 
 The term “pedagogy” can mean the following: the philosophical study 
of man and the accompanying coherent theory of education, part of the 
humanities, the subject of academic and professional education, or an 
intellectual formation shared by a given community (Śliwerski, 2006, 
p. 79). Upbringing is the formal subject of pedagogy, while comprehen-
sive, interdisciplinary, descriptive, and normative analyses are its mate-
rial subject, which includes postulating and evaluating an optimal mod-
el. The dignity and good of the person (student) are taken into account, 
while philosophy (anthropology, ethics, axiology) and sometimes select-
ed elements of ideology and worldview are the source of value judge-
ments (Magier, 2011, p. 188). Religious pedagogy is by nature a disci-
pline situated on the borderline between pedagogy and theology, hence 
it is sometimes equated with religious education (religious upbringing) 
and catechetics (an area of pastoral and practical theology). Cateche-
tics examines upbringing in faith, selects its contents, and determines 
the objectives and forms supporting it. These activities aim to support 
a person in making a personal decision of faith in cooperation with other 
members of an ecclesial community and in Gospel-inspired processing 
of the world (Marek, 2013, p. 98). It is slightly different in the case of re-
ligious education, which can be realised through two models. The first is 
the formal or non-formal teaching of a particular religion within the fami-
ly, in places of worship, in religious institutions (e.g. religious schools), 
or, as in Poland, in public schools. Such teaching is sometimes called 
catechetics, and its tasks include introducing the faithful (or candidates 
for believers) to the truths of faith and strengthening their faith. In the 
second model, students are taught about religion (religions), i.e. this is 
a type of religious studies that aims to familiarise students with know-
ledge (usually general) about various religions, but without expecting 
them to deepen their own religious identity. By the nature of things, this 
type of religious education aims to develop in students tolerance and re-
spect for all religions, so it is desirable in liberal systems. Both models 
of religious education, although seemingly very different (and even con-
tradictory), can coexist in a “creative tension”. Teaching about religion 
“from the outside” and “from the inside” addresses the same phenome-
non that is extremely important in social life. Moreover, people who 
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know a lot about their own religion (e.g. they have attended a religious 
school) usually show respect for other religions. In the USA, various re-
ligious communities (organisations) conduct their own religious educa-
tion in schools at all levels of education and offer (usually in centres of 
worship) religious initiation for students from public schools (Halstaed, 
2005). 
 Religious pedagogy, which originated in Germany at the turn of the 
20th century as a result of the desire to ensure a high level of religious 
education in schools (by referring to research in psychology, didactics, 
and pedagogy), combines both the theological and the pedagogical 
scien ces. It is a normative, empirical, and action-oriented discipline that 
aims to develop a student’s abilities to think in a religious manner (in 
relation to himself and the world) and to understand the socio-cultural 
context in terms of his own religious tradition. Religious pedagogy also 
allows him to discover the Church as an environment in which religious 
education and socialisation take place (Milerski, 2010). If one considers 
that catechetics (as a theological science) is devoted not only to inves-
tigating and suggesting ways (methods) of awakening religious faith in 
an individual but also to the integral development of this faith, it means 
that it is a part of a broadly defined mission of the Church (proclaim-
ing the salvific message) and is under the control of the Magisterium 
Ecclesiae. On the other hand, religious pedagogy deals with man and 
his relationships with other people and with the whole existential con-
text. It aims to develop the individual’s ability to reflect on his existence 
from a religious perspective and to subjectively, affirmatively, and criti-
cally assimilate religious contents, which should then be applied to his 
own existence and development. There are grounds for recognising re-
ligious pedagogy as an autonomous scientific discipline which exam-
ines “the educational potential of different forms of religion as well as 
the processes of religious education (teaching and upbringing) and re-
ligious socialisation in the religious community (Church), family, school, 
and society” (Milerski, 2010, p. 56). Thus, religious pedagogy makes 
use of religious (theological) sources and social-humanistic sciences. 
In the former, it draws from God’s Revelation, while in the latter, as an 
empirical science, it draws from the achievements and methods of psy-
chology, sociology, and peda gogy. Therefore, as a scientific discipline, it 
can study and formulate its own specific rules and theories and interpret 
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(in the light of religious sources) the investigated aspects of life. Zbig-
niew Marek (2017) believes that religious pedagogy also covers the 
spirituality of a person, understood as a sensory, dynamic reference to 
Transcendence (God). By engaging cognition and love, such spiritual-
ity (spiritual life) implies a new (deeper) understanding of oneself, the 
whole of reality, and the conscious formation of the moral dimension in 
relation to a community. By referring to anthropological, philosophical, 
and theological assumptions (thus combining divine and human reality), 
religious pedagogy corresponds to Christian personalism. 

systematic reflection with conclusions 
and recommendations

Religious pedagogy (from the Christian or, more precisely, Catholic per-
spective) aims to create a theory that is based on humanistic and theo-
logical sources regarding teaching (transfer of knowledge), integral for-
mation, and the spiritual development of man. An important element of 
this theory is the desire for the student (the human person) to  discover 
God as the meaning of his life, and thus to receive an “instrumen tarium” 
to be used, firstly, in his intellectual, emotional, and volitional develop-
ment (through the realisation of his personal potential leading to holi-
ness), and, secondly, in proper evaluation (in light of Revelation) of rea-
lity. The realisation of the assumptions, methods, and aims of religious 
pedagogy presupposes that the person being educated will be able, by 
the act of his decision, to “take as his own” what really serves his in-
tegral development and life in the truth. He himself will take on the re-
quirements that he will recognise as the way to the fullness of huma nity 
in Christ. Zbigniew Marek (Marek, 2017) describes this approach as 
accompanying the student. Religious pedagogy, which combines hu-
manities with theology (Revelation), relates to a particular religion. In 
our case, it is Christianity (primarily its Roman Catholic form). It can 
be assumed that various religious pedagogies that are formally similar 
to Christian pedagogy are being developed for non-Christians. Variety 
may also occur in pedagogies developed within the hundreds of Chris-
tian denominations. Since its beginnings, Christian culture has reflected 
on the phenomenon of religion and asked whether it is “true” (or false); 
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arguably, such a question was an innovative one in the history of man-
kind. The religion of Christ was also critically evaluated “from within” by 
setting the criteria for distinguishing it from other religious phenomena 
(called pagan in the past). The definition of religion that was de veloped 
within Catholic theology, according to which it is a personal, free, and 
salvific relationship between man and God (the Absolute), comes from 
the theistic tradition. However, it cannot be applied to religions (religious 
traditions) that do not have a personal God (e.g. Buddhism, Hinduism). 
Even Islamic theism (although referring to the Old Testament) estab-
lishes a relationship between man and God that is significantly differ-
ent from Christianity as it does not allow real communion between God 
and man. Thus, in these religions the notions of faith, revelation, salva-
tion, religious community, and the potential perfection of man and his 
develop ment are understood differently. The moral-ethical system, and 
even human nature itself with its social references, are also seen in 
a different way. It should be remembered that in Western pedagogy (but 
also in the legal system and other dimensions of social life), anthro-
pology, that is the concept of a human being as a person, is taken for 
granted. This anthropology derives from Christian theology, which has 
synthesised biblical Revelation and classical Greek philosophy. All the 
above indicates the specificity of Christianity and the uniqueness (origi-
nality) of the pedagogy developed on its basis. The concept of human 
development in a culture founded on Islam or Hinduism is very different 
(especially in the field of anthropology). Thus, in many ways religious 
pedagogy is determined by the religion to which it relates.
 Every religion exists within a culture. That is why these reflections fo-
cus on culture and on the search for the most adequate (and universal) 
approach to it that is hidden among the multitude of its definitions (an-
thropological, philosophical, sociological). If, according to contemporary 
theology, one accepts the revelatory origins of religion (as discussed by 
the Polish theologian, Marian Rusecki), it remains a fact that every reli-
gion (including Christianity), being itself a “cultural fact”, lives and devel-
ops within culture (cultures). Hence, their mutual dependence and the 
postulate not only of the coexistence of Christianity with culture but also 
of their fruitful cooperation and convergence in many dimensions. The 
incarnational concept of the presence of Christianity in culture (Chris-
tianity is incarnated into culture, the inculturation of the Gospel – the 
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Christianisation of culture) excludes the domination of religion over cul-
ture and the subordination of religion to culture. The incarnational model 
(the paradigm of the incarnation of the Son of God) points to the cultu-
rally creative influence of Christianity (the dignity of the person, mono-
gamous marriage, education, philosophy, literature, art, etc.), which 
results from the union of the deity with humankind in Jesus Christ. In 
relation to Polish culture, we can talk about the long-term “radiation” of 
Christianity on the whole culture, which has resulted in a specific sym-
biosis that is defined as the Christian identity of the nation. 
 Culture and religion (religions) remain dynamic realities. They are 
constantly changing and evolving and, while maintaining their identi-
ty (the criterion of continuity), they undergo continuous transformation. 
Their influence on each other is also dynamic. However, while in the past 
these changes – even violent ones – almost always ended in a state of 
relative stability, nowadays we talk about a continuous and constant-
ly accelerating process. What is more, sociology, which studies the 
 mutual relations between religion and society (what is social in religion 
and what is religious in society), reports rapid changes in the “religious 
landscape” of Europe that are correlated with the transformation of all 
dimensions of social life (culture). The 1960s witnessed the beginning 
of rapid secularisation, which included the disappearance of religious 
practices and religious knowledge, the widespread adoption of a ratio-
nal (materialistic) worldview, and the leaning of society towards purely 
temporal matters. All this led to the de-traditionalisation of thinking and 
acting, “de-churching”, i.e. the de-institutionalisation of religion (aban-
doning the Church) and the individualisation (privatisation) of religion. 
In addition, those who remain within the influence of the community (the 
Church) believe “in their own way”, i.e. based on their personal prefe-
rences (Mariański, 2006). Ecclesiastical religiousness is replaced by 
 either religious indifferentism or various types of alternative spiri tuality. 
People who declare themselves Christians and remain integrated with 
the Church are a minority in Europe (and also in Poland) (Mariański, 
2006). According to a study conducted by the Pew Research Centre in 
2016, only 26% of Poles under 40 declare participation in Sunday Mass, 
and only 16% of them pray daily (Terlikowski, 2018). Researchers of the 
social dimension of religion attribute these changes to global process-
es that relativize particular identities and marginalise them, including 
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religion as a means of social communication. The expansion of the in-
ternet is an additional accelerator of changes in the “position” of religion 
in the life of individuals and society. A significant percentage of the popu-
lation is threatened not only by internet-based manipulation and disin-
formation, but also by being “seduced” (through formatting their cogni-
tive and volatile powers) by the administrators of these media. All these 
changes pose a great challenge for religious pedagogy: it is not only 
about “keeping up” with young people’s technological prowess, but also 
about the adequacy and compatibility of the proposed educational and 
formative models. 
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Anthropological determinants 
of religious pedagogy

summary
DEFINITION OF THE TERM: Human beings are both the subject and the 
object of religious education, therefore religious pedagogy must neces
sarily be based on anthropological foundations. by referring to the cogni
tive abilities that are innate to man, philosophical anthropology provides 
the answers to questions regarding the nature of man, his origins, and the 
ultimate meaning of human existence. the same answers are also provid
ed by theological anthropology, whose additional source is supernatural 
revelation. 

HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE TERM: since the dawn of the history 
of mankind, anthropological issues have been the subject of human reflec
tion. Most often, these issues have been addressed in an indirect manner 
and in various contexts: cosmoontic, pedagogical, soteriological, episte
mological, cultural, etc. 

DISCUSSION OF THE TERM: the ways in which human existence is un
derstood are always closely related to previously accepted – explicitly or 
implicitly – metaphysical assumptions (from the thomistic perspective, an
thropology is a branch of metaphysics, called metaphysics of man). the fun
damental anthropological approaches, such as naturalism, spiritualism, and 
personalism, were developed on the basis of earlier ontological findings. 
 Anthropology which originated in realistic metaphysics is in line with 
the biblical image of man, according to which man – created in god’s im
age and likeness – constitutes a spiritualcorporeal unity. In this way, man 
fulfils himself in conscious and free acts, the ultimate purpose of which is 
to achieve the fullness of truth and good in his Creator. 
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SYSTEMATIC REFLECTION WITH CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM-
MENDATIONS: Personalistic anthropology, which forms the basis of 
Christian religious pedagogy, entails numerous implications of both a the
oretical and a practical nature. It covers issues such as conversion, faith, 
and prayer, all of which are fundamental from the point of view of reli
gious education.

Keywords: anthropology, religious pedagogy, personalism, human 
person
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The need to reflect on the relationship between religious pedagogy and 
anthropology arises from the fact that every concept of upbringing is 
built, in a more or less explicit way, on numerous assumptions concern-
ing the structure of human existence, its origin, and its ultimate pur-
pose. At the very beginning, in order to formulate these assumptions, 
people referred to myths. However, although myths satisfied the natu-
ral need for knowledge, they offered an imaginary and false picture that 
was marked by fatalism and pessimism. 
 Discovering the truth about man became possible through both philo-
sophical reflection and acceptance – through faith – of the revealed 
truth; the former corresponds to philosophical anthropology (based 
on purely natural cognition), while the latter corresponds to theologi-
cal anthropolo gy (which is additionally based on assumptions obtained 
through faith). Bearing in mind the unity of truth, it should be mentioned 
here that, apart from false ways of understanding man (the so-called an-
thropological error), philosophy developed an anthropological concept 
of personalism consistent with Revelation.

definition of the term

In order to define the specific nature of a given scientific discipline, we 
refer to the following three elements: its material subject, its formal sub-
ject, and the method. 

the material subject of anthropology

The first element that defines a particular scientific discipline is the ma-
terial subject, which determines what this discipline investigates. In the 
case of both philosophical and theological anthropology, the subject is 
man, hence the name anthropology, which literally means “speaking 
about man” (from the Greek: anthropos – man; legein – to speak). 
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the formal subject of anthropology

However, other scientific disciplines are included under the heading 
of anthropology. These comprise natural anthropology, which studies 
human phenomenon from the perspective of the natural sciences and 
treats human beings as members of the animal species, and cultural an-
thropology, which deals with the cultural dimension of human life (main-
ly from a structuralist perspective), especially in so-called primitive peo-
ples (Stępień, 1995). Philosophical and theological anthropologies differ 
from natural and cultural anthropologies in their formal subject, which is 
the aspect within which they are interested in man. This aspect consists 
of the nature of existence, the manner of existence, the reason for exis-
tence and action, and the ultimate meaning of human existence.

the method of anthropology

The third element defining a scientific discipline is the method, which is 
understood as the way in which a given discipline formulates and justi-
fies its claims. This element is the basis for distinguishing between phil-
osophical and theological anthropology. The first is a branch of philos-
ophy, i.e. a science based on the cognitive abilities innate to man that 
deals with the human ontic structure, explains the fact of human exis-
tence, and indicates the ultimate goal of this existence. The second, as 
mentioned above, considers these issues using the light of supernatural 
Revelation.

Historical analysis of the term 

Although the term “anthropology” itself is a relatively new one, the is-
sues of interest to it have been addressed within various philosophical 
and theological contexts since the most distant periods in the history of 
mankind. 
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Antiquity

Philosophical reflections on man were preceded by religious beliefs re-
lating to myths. In Homer’s epic poems, human experiences are hypo-
stasized in the form of Thymos, which reflects drives and feelings, and 
Nous, which reflects reason (Krąpiec, 1991). 
 In the first stage of the development of ancient philosophy, the focus 
was primarily placed on cosmo-ontic issues, while man was generally 
treated as one of the elements of the cosmos. Attempts to establish his 
nature and place in the universe were made indirectly within philosophy 
of nature (Kamiński, 1989). 
 The turn towards human affairs in the humanistic period of Greek phi-
losophy was evidently of a practical nature and was related to education 
(sophists) and moral improvement (Socrates). Deeper anthropological 
reflections, which appeared in the great philosophical syntheses creat-
ed by Plato and Aristotle, were inscribed in epistemological, metaphysi-
cal, and ethical reflections. In the Hellenistic era, with the reorientation 
of philosophy towards evidently practical goals, anthropological issues 
were instrumentally subordinated to the search for sage “recipes for life” 
that were offered by the influential trends of the time, such as stoicism, 
Epicureanism, and scepticism. 

the Middle Ages

The theological concept of man, according to which man is a part of God’s 
affairs, dominated among Christian thinkers during the Middle Ages. At 
that time, the focus was not so much on the very nature of man as on his 
eternal salvation and the way he searched for the truth (Kamiński, 1989). 
 The fundamental contexts of the rich and insightful anthropological 
reflection of this period can be found in the writings of St. Thomas Aqui-
nas. The most important of them include the following: protological, i.e. 
reflections on the nature of man which were undertaken within studies 
on creation; soteriological, i.e. reflections on human actions found in 
considerations devoted to man’s pursuit of his ultimate goal; eschato-
logical, i.e. reflections on the soul as detached from the body and on the 
properties of human bodies after the resurrection.
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Modernity and contemporaneity 

Modern philosophy moved away from considerations of a metaphysical 
nature to focus more on epistemological issues. Epistemology was no 
longer viewed as an introduction to philosophy (or part of it) but became 
philosophy itself. Descartes, considered the father of modern philoso-
phy, described man as res cogitans, putting him in opposition to res ex
tensa. In the 18th century, the perception of philosophy as a critique of 
human cognition was strengthened by I. Kant. 
 The 19th and 20th centuries were characterized by various approach-
es to anthropological issues. The philosophy of the subject gave rise to 
the existentialization of anthropology, and human life became a funda-
mental anthropological category which primarily emphasized irrational 
and creative moments (S. Kierkegaard, H. Bergson, W. Dilthey).
 M. Scheler, the creator of philosophical anthropology as an autono-
mous discipline, formulated a program for investigating ontic human 
nature with the use of the phenomenological method. This meant that 
anthropology became the philosophical self-consciousness of man. 
K. Jaspers and G. Marcel seemed to consider the very manner of hu-
man existence (“communion with existence”) as synonymous to practic-
ing philosophical anthropology (Kamiński, 1989, p. 254). 

discussion of the term
As Aristotle states in the first sentence of Metaphysics, man is a be-
ing who by his very nature desires to know and understand the reality 
around him and, in particular, to understand himself (1984). The expres-
sion of this aspiration can be found in the words of the maxim inscribed 
in the pronaos (forecourt) of the Temple of Apollo at Delphi: “know thy-
self” (John Paul II, 1998).
 Regardless of the diverse contexts in which anthropological issues 
appeared in the history of philosophical reflection, they always as-
sumed, in more or less explicit ways, a specific metaphysical interpre-
tation of rea lity. Taking into account the way in which the structure of 
human existence is perceived, three fundamental approaches can be 
identified: naturalistic, spiritualistic, and personalistic.
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the monistic interpretation of reality 
and anthropological naturalism

Chronologically, the first scientific answers to questions about the nature 
of the world and the nature of man were given in ancient Greece. Here, 
at the turn of the 7th century BC, the characteristic transition “from myth 
to logos” took place (in Greek: mythos – logos), as a result of which an 
imaginative explanation of reality gave way to a rational one. According 
to this view, everything that exists is built of matter and is made of the 
same proto-element (in Greek: arche) or proto-elements. 
 Materialistic monism in metaphysics implies a naturalistic anthropo-
logical concept, according to which man, being only a part of nature, does 
not differ in any significant way from the world around him. This concept 
found its modern continuation in Feuerbach’s materialism, which, using 
a play on German words, states that “man is what he eats” (der Mensch 
ist, was er isst). This naturalistic anthropology exerted great cultural in-
fluence through Marxist philosophy, which in the 20th century became 
the official doctrine in some countries. What is significant today is a pe-
culiar revival of the monistic interpretation of reality and the naturalistic 
conception of man in the context of widely discussed ecological issues, 
which is expressed in the tendency to blur the difference between man 
and the world of animals (Maryniarczyk, 1999).
 From a religious perspective, materialistic monism and naturalistic 
anthropology result either in atheism (L. Feuerbach, K. Marks, S. Freud) 
or in a form of pantheism (New Age), leading to the rejection of the belief 
in eternal life and the disappearance of religious practices.

the dualistic interpretation of reality 
and anthropological spiritualism

The anthropological concept that is related to metaphysical dualism 
stands in stark contrast to the naturalistic approach. In the dualistic in-
terpretation, reality is divided into two opposing worlds: the spiritual and 
the material. When reduced to the first of these dimensions, man, in his 
essence, is a soul trapped in a body. This vision, which relates to ancient 
Orphism, was first introduced in philosophy in the 6th century BC by the 
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Pythagoreans, and two centuries later Plato (1995) became its classi-
cal proponent. 
 Plato’s spiritualistic anthropology, which was mainly expressed 
through Neoplatonism, exerted a great influence on early Christianity, 
giving rise to numerous Gnostic sects and heresies (docetism, Mani-
cheism). Questioning the value of human corporeality frequently led to 
denials of the truth regarding the actuality of Jesus Christ’s incarnation. 
 At the onset of modern philosophy, Descartes, relating to Platonic an-
thropology, defined man as merely a “thinking thing” – a being of con-
sciousness. Radical dualism triggered the question of anthropological 
interactionism, addressed by N. Malebranche and G.W. Leibniz, both of 
whom were followers of Cartesian thought, who tried to explain the pos-
sibility of interaction between the spiritual and the material elements in 
man (occasionalism and the theory of pre-established harmony). I. Kant 
consolidated this spiritualistic approach with his belief that the human 
personality, whose essence was freedom, was fully independent of the 
“animal creation”, that is the body (Granat, 2006).

the realistic interpretation of reality and personalism

The realistic interpretation of reality was initiated by Aristotle in the 4th 
cen tury BC, while in the Middle Ages it was taken up and elaborated on 
by St. Thomas Aquinas. Aquinas addressed the essential deficiencies of 
this interpretation, including the acceptance of the eternity of the world, 
the lack of explanation of the fact of its existence, and a failure to solve 
the problem of human individual immortality. While recognizing both the 
unity of the world and the diversity of beings, it gave rise to the anthro-
pological concept in which man was presented as a spiritual and corpo-
real unity that combined the world of the spirit and the world of matter. 
This concept overcomes both naturalism, which reduces man to the ma-
terial dimension, and spiritualism, which reduces a human being to the 
spiritual dimension. 
 Man exists through his soul, which – being in itself as if in a subject – 
gives existence to the body and acts through its vegetative, sensual, 
and spiritual powers. This soul is not the result of changes taking place 
in the material world: it is called into existence by God himself through 
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His direct creative act. Thanks to the soul’s spiritual faculties (reason 
and will) man bears a resemblance to the Creator and is capable of in-
tellectual cognition. He is able to make free choices, to love, and to per-
form religious acts. As a person – someone who stands apart from the 
world around him, who juxtaposes this world and himself in his cognitive 
acts, and who is conscious of his own distinct “self” – man transcends 
the natural world (Krąpiec, 2005). 
 Acknowledging that God, the creator of man, towards whom man is 
heading, is the source and ultimate goal of human existence prevents 
the dominance of the anthropocentric humanism that is so widespread 
today. This humanism leads, in theory, to giving man the power to de-
cide what is good and what is bad, and, in practice, to living as if “there 
is no God”. Widespread anthropocentric humanism is contrasted with 
theocentric, integral humanism based on the thoughts of St. Thomas 
Aquinas (Maritain, 1968). 

systematic reflection with conclusions 
and recommendations

Personalistic anthropology presented above allows the formulation of 
guidelines that are important from the point of view of Christian religious 
pedagogy concerning conversion, faith, and prayer, which are all issues 
of vital significance in religious education.

Conversion

Many difficulties and misunderstandings concerning conversion seem 
to stem from the metaphor of the heart, which is strongly rooted in mo-
dern culture. The heart is understood as synonymous with human emo-
tional life. From B. Pascal’s famous statement that “the heart has its 
reasons, which reason does not know”, to the quarrelling puppets in TV 
commercials that represent the heart and reason, we are subjected to 
a message that strengthens our conviction that the heart is a habitat 
of feelings, while reason is its antithesis. People with well-integrated 
personalities easily harmonize these two spheres, but there may be 
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situations in which people say, for example, that they “know” they have 
done something wrong, but at the same time they do not “feel” sorry for 
it. If this is the case, is it possible to receive the sacrament of Penance, 
for which the “repentant heart” is an essential condition for conversion?
 In this context, it is worth mentioning that the metaphor of the heart 
in the period when the biblical texts were written had a radically different 
meaning from that of today. The heart was the place where decisions 
were made. The heart was the subject of thinking, as evidenced by the 
motif of “thoughts of the heart” which repeatedly appears in the Psalms 
(e.g. Psalm 19:15, Psalm 35:25, Psalm 49:4, Psalm 73:7, Psalm 77:7), 
or the question that Christ the Lord himself addressed to the scribes and 
Pharisees: “What reason ye in your hearts?” (Luke 5:22). In the Bible 
the heart is synonymous with the human soul – the human interior that is 
hidden from human sight and is well known to God (Dutkiewicz, 2012). 
 Personalistic anthropology, like the revealed texts, allows the claim 
that the human soul with its faculties, reason and will, is the area of hu-
man personality in which the most important acts of conversion take 
place. When repentance is considered in its essence, it is, after all, 
 nothing more than a reconciliation of our knowledge of the truth about 
sin with the way in which God Himself sees that truth. However, when 
combined with an act of will, which precludes returning to sin in the fu-
ture, it is what is called a “contrite heart”.

Faith

In terms of faith, personalistic anthropology also helps in addressing the 
difficulties generated by the contemporary understanding of the biblical 
metaphor of the heart, which relates to the human emotional sphere. St. 
Paul’s statement that “with the heart one believes and is justified” (Ro-
mans 10:10) does not refer to any “feeling of faith” but to an attitude of 
consciously and freely assumed openness to the revealed truth.
 Since faith is a fully personal act, reason and will as man’s spiritual 
faculties must necessarily participate in this act. This fact is well reflect-
ed in the classic definition of faith given by Saint Augustine, according to 
which credere est cum assentione cogitare – “to believe is to reflect with 
consent” (Krąpiec, 1999, p. 131). In the same spirit, John Paul II stated 
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in the encyclical Fides et ratio: “the Church has always considered the 
act of entrusting oneself to God to be a moment of fundamental decision 
which engages the whole person. In that act, the intellect and the will 
display their spiritual nature, enabling the subject to act in a way which 
realizes personal freedom to the full” (1998, 13). 
 Limiting the understanding of faith to the emotional sphere remains 
a tragic legacy of the Reformation and its anti-intellectualism and fide-
ism. As J. Maritain observed, to a significant extent this reduction be-
came the source of M. Luther’s own drama, as he sought “emotional 
consolation” above all and “wanted to feel in a state of grace – as if 
grace itself could be the object of feeling” (2005, p. 34). Overstating the 
experiential dimension of faith seems to be a serious challenge for reli-
gious education even today, in an era when the Pentecostal movement 
is so strong. 

Prayer

Meditation practices inspired by Hindu and Buddhist religions pose 
 another threat to religious education, for which personalistic anthropolo-
gy can certainly serves as an effective remedy. Such practices involve 
repeating a mantra, a chosen word (e.g. Jesus, Abba, Maranatha) in 
a way that does not require reflecting on its meaning but in order to 
 empty the mind of all thoughts, both good and bad. The fact that the 
words used in this meditation are taken from the Bible and that some 
members of the Catholic clergy (e.g. the Benedictines, or J. Main and 
L. Freeman, who founded the Word Community for Christian Medita-
tion in 1975) recommend it has understandably led to considerable 
 confusion (Kiwka and Siemieniewski, 2013). 
 A more insightful reflection, however, leads to important questions in 
this area. Can we treat meditation as prayer, knowing that it is a practice 
common to religions that do not know the concept of God and, conse-
quently, do not know the concept of a personal relationship with Him – 
a relationship to which a person is invited in the revealed faith? Can the 
purpose of Christian prayer be to switch off the mind and to experience 
unity with the cosmos? Can we worship the Creator in prayer while con-
sciously omitting the gift through which man is imago Dei? The answer 
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to these questions – which are deeply rooted in personalistic anthropol-
ogy provided by the theological tradition and are based on the words of 
St. Thomas Aquinas – seems unambiguous: “because prayer is speech 
(orare idem est ac dicere), it is an activity of the intellect, it is an act of 
reason (...), it is the highest act of the intellect – the highest faculty” 
(Zdybicka, 1993, p. 201). 
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religious pedagogy in the tradition 
of Christian theology

summary
DEFINITION OF THE TERM: According to jerzy bagrowicz, religious 
pedagogy is today most frequently understood as a scientific discipline 
situated on the borderline between pedagogy and theology which analy
ses both the educational potential of religion and the theory and practice 
of applying it in various educational environments. It is also viewed as an 
area of pedagogical thought that emphasizes the importance of religion in 
holistic human upbringing.

HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE TERM: the term “religious pedagogy”, 
as a discipline combining research conducted within theology and peda
gogy, was introduced by the german theologian and philosopher Max 
reischle. Any definition of the term depends on what interpretative as
sumptions of both “religion” and “pedagogy” are adopted. Pedagogical
religious tasks are rooted not only in theory but also in practice. Apply
ing the findings of empirical research allows the analysis and evaluation of 
continuously emerging new socioreligious phenomena.

DISCUSSION OF THE TERM: distinguishing between theology and reli
gious pedagogy requires the definition of their research areas and forms 
of cooperation. religious pedagogy, which is primarily based on revealed 
and ecclesial sources, also employs other determinants, for example, the 
vision of man (the anthropological foundation), the principles governing 
the holistic development of an individual, the vision of social life, and civi
lizational and cultural phenomena.

SYSTEMATIC REFLECTIONS WITH CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM-
MENDATIONS: At present, religious pedagogy is considered a scientific 
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subdiscipline situated on the borderline between pedagogy and theology. 
In a linguistic sense, the term “religious pedagogy” consists of two parts: 
“pedagogy” and “religion”. thus, religious pedagogy searches for areas of 
commonality, which include the concepts and goals shared by pedagogy 
and theology, and the analysis of tasks this pedagogy undertakes requires 
an interdisciplinary approach. each of these scientific disciplines serves 
a very important purpose: the integral upbringing of man in the Chris
tian spirit.

Keywords: pedagogy, religion, theology, religious education, integral 
upbringing
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Religious pedagogy, understood as an area of pedagogical thought, 
emphasizes the importance of religion in holistic human upbringing. The 
tendency to combine pedagogical and theological knowledge appeared 
in the 19th century with the emergence of pedagogy as a scientific disci-
pline which aimed to directly shape the practice of upbringing and to for-
mulate the theory of this practice. Reflection on the relationship between 
theology and religious pedagogy reveals that each of them has its own 
identity and addresses the issues it investigates in its own unique way. 
Although these disciplines have much in common in terms of their histo-
ry and development, and they often rely on the same sources, there are 
also clear differences between them. Many problems, both pedagogi-
cal and theological, are currently being discussed in social or political 
debates in Poland, including various issues regarding religious schools 
or religious instruction in schools. The Church also needs to address 
 various pedagogical problems, including those relevant to pastoral care.

definition of the term

The term “religious pedagogy”, understood as a discipline that combines 
research conducted within theology and pedagogy, was introduced by the 
German theologian and philosopher Max Reischle (Dąbrowski, 2016). 

According to Jerzy Bagrowicz, religious pedagogy is today most frequently un-
derstood as a scientific discipline situated on the borderline between pedagogy 
and theology which analyses the educational potential of religion and the theory 
and practice of applying it in various educational environments; it can also be 
understood as the area of pedagogical thought that emphasizes the importance 
of religion in a holistic human upbringing. (...) The subject of religious pedagogy 
as a science is the whole process of religious teaching and upbringing – a ho-
listic religious formation oriented towards a life guided by the principles of Chris-
tian religion. Religious pedagogy is therefore a theory of the process of religious 
teaching and upbringing that is oriented towards the practice of Christian life. 
Apart from the broad humanistic dimension of this teaching, one should not lose 
sight of its religious and theological sources, the most significant of which is 
Revelation (Bagrowicz, 2005, pp. 36–37). 

Zbigniew Marek, referencing the works of H.-G. Ziebertz, emphasises 
the interdisciplinarity of religious pedagogy and observes that religious 
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pedagogy is also partly inscribed in practical theology. These assump-
tions define religious pedagogy as a discipline of contemporary humani-
ties and modern theology that uses a hermeneutical perspective to de-
scribe educational reality. Religious pedagogy research relates to both 
divine and human reality. It makes use of the achievements of not only 
education sciences but also other disciplines, while maintaining its ba-
sic attitude to interpreting human existence in the light of religious valu-
es (Marek, 2016).

Historical analysis of the term

In a linguistic sense, the term “religious pedagogy” consists of two parts: 
“pedagogy” and “religion”. As far as its definition is concerned, it de-
pends on which interpretations of the terms “religion” and “pedagogy” 
are adopted. As pedagogical-religious tasks are rooted in both theo-
ry and practice, applying the findings of empirical research allows the 
analy sis and evaluation of continuously emerging new socio-religious 
phenomena. The description of a particular phenomenon is relative 
both as the current state of affairs and as a normative interpretation 
in connection with the religious practice we assume as our intended 
goal. These two criteria are closely linked because a pedagogical-reli-
gious judgment concerning theological and pedagogical aspects is not 
possible without the transmission of religious content. Thus, religious 
pedagogy as a scien tific discipline deals with religious upbringing, re-
ligious education, and the transmission of religious contents (Hemel, 
1996; Rogowski, 2011).
 The term pedagogy first appeared in the 19th century, before which 
education studies and education were the subject of description and 
practical activities. At this time, it was associated with the process of as-
signing the status of scientific knowledge to education. 

According to Zbigniew Kwieciński, pedagogy is the science of upbringing (edu-
cation). The subject of pedagogy is also interchangeably called upbringing or 
education, because these terms are in a broad sense close enough in meaning 
to cover all the determinants, processes, and activities which support the devel-
opment of an individual to realise his full potential and which favour the develop-
ment of his attitude of kindness towards others and competence to act for the 
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benefit of his own and common good in all spheres of social life. (...) At the same 
time, pedagogy is also an opportunity to acquire wisdom and to fulfil our sensi-
tivity (Kwieciński, 2003, pp. 11–12).

 Contemporary pedagogy reveals the diversity and ambivalence of, 
amongst others, good and evil, truth and falsehood, beauty and kitschi-
ness, hope and failure, life and death, chaos and order, compulsion and 
freedom, influence and resistance, tradition and the past, as well as re-
sponsibility and irresponsibility in education. At the same time, through 
these categories it allows us to discover the history of authentic up-
bringing – the dynamics and the real threats, the tensions, situations, 
and processes that characterize it. It also promotes the participation 
of man in his own development, his discovery of the subjective I, his 
growth, his existence in society and in the changes that are taking place 
 within it. Developing societies not only bring their own needs, aspira-
tions, and goals to everyday life, but they also modify upbringing and 
thus its meaning, goals, and values (Śliwerski, 2012).
 The Christian background of European culture and civilization has 
required the presence of Christians in various sectors of life, including 
upbringing and pedagogy. This is why we are entitled to talk about the 
Christian upbringing system and Christian pedagogy. Christian peda-
gogy – which has its roots in Revelation, Christian philosophy, Christian 
theology, and the achievements of pedagogical, psychological, and so-
ciological sciences – deals with the foundations and principles of Chris-
tian education. It enters into a dialogue with numerous concepts of up-
bringing from a Christian perspective, and it also undertakes its own 
attempts to explain, for example, the aims of upbringing that are pursued 
by Christians, drawing on philosophy, axiology, theology, Biblical stud-
ies, etc. (Nowak, 1999; Bagrowicz, 2004). It is not the ethical, religious, 
social, or pedagogical concepts that are the essence of Christianity, but 
faith in Jesus Christ and a personal relationship with Him. It is only in 
relation to Him that values, doctrines, institutions, social organizations, 
and pedagogy gain a Christian character. Upbringing, understood in the 
Christian sense as the realization of one’s own humanity, is a task that 
transcends both the natural and the cultural dimensions of human de-
velopment. At the heart of the Christian educational system, therefore, 
lies a personalistic concept of man that emphasizes the  exceptional 
dignity of man, his subjectivity, and his responsibility for consciously 
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undertaken actions. This concept is deepened by a theological perspec-
tive. This is why the truths constituting the theological vision of man are 
so important in Christian pedagogy. Theology, like philosophy, is histor-
ical, systematic, hermeneutical, moralising, and edu cating, which are 
the very characteristics that it shares with pedagogy (Bagrowicz, 2005; 
Nowak, 2010). Religious pedagogy 

in its subject and research coincides in its basis with Christian pedagogy. Its ba-
sic denominations – Catholic, Evangelical, and Orthodox – entitle us to use the 
terms Catholic pedagogy, Evangelical pedagogy, and Orthodox pedagogy. The 
adjective “Christian” in its denominational versions not only indicates the bibli-
cal sources on which they are based, but also more clearly defines the ecclesial 
traditions of practicing this discipline within particular Churches. Thus, each of 
these confessional versions of religious pedagogy draws its originality and iden-
tity from their ecclesial, denominational source. It has its own face and one can 
even say that it shapes its own spirituality, resulting from the spirituality of a par-
ticular denomination (Bagrowicz, 2005, pp. 50–51). 

 As Zofia J. Zdybicka states, religious pedagogy

is the theory of man’s adaptation to religion, and specifically a scientific reflec-
tion on the subject, purpose, means, and methods of religious education. Since 
religious pedagogy is usually connected with a particular religion, the problem 
of the essence of religion, i.e. its definition, is not the subject of its particular in-
terest; it frequently adopts the definition of religion from psychology of religion or 
sociology of religion (Zdybicka, 1993, pp. 109). 

 The educational potential of religion becomes particularly important 
in a pluralistic society.

discussion of the term

The relationship between pedagogy and religion (such as theology in 
dialogue with pedagogy, or the role played by religion or Christian faith 
in education) requires an answer to the following question: what or how 
can religion contribute to pedagogy? The answer lies in three areas: 
1) faith (Christian) as the foundation and medium of education (the first 
type of dialogue between theology and pedagogy); 2) the vision of man 
as the common point of reference (the second type of dialogue between 
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theology and pedagogy); and 3) “liberation” as a common not-yet-com-
pleted project (the third type of dialogue between theology and peda-
gogy) (Mette, 2004; Słotwińska, 2016). Moreover, postmodern decon-
struction, decentralization, and pluralism pose a challenge of cultural 
dynamics that the Church has to face. New theological concepts that 
also have an impact on religious pedagogy are being developed; one of 
them is the dynamic development of process theology and the theology 
of religions which search for answers to questions about the attitude of 
Christianity to other religious systems, especially in the context of the 
possibility of salvation and the truth about reality (Patalon, 2007). For 
religious pedagogy,

apart from revealed and ecclesial sources, other determinants are important, 
which include: the vision of man, i.e. the anthropological foundations, the prin-
ciples governing the holistic development of the individual, the vision of social 
life, as well as civilizational and cultural phenomena. (...) The subject of inter-
est to religious pedagogy is not so much the proclamation of a kerygma about 
God’s plan of salvation and the salvific presence of God in the world (this is what 
practical theology deals with), but above all the processes of religious education 
(religious upbringing and religious education) in the Church, family, and society. 
This does not mean (...) the elimination of the kerygma, but its presentation from 
a different perspective as the reality containing a specific educational potential 
(Bagrowicz, 2005, p. 47).

 According to Bogusław Milerski, religious pedagogy can be seen as: 
 1. An area of research within theology and, at the same time, an auxi-
liary science to theology. As such, it complements catechetics and is 
a part of pastoral (practical) theology, which offers applied knowledge, 
i.e. develops specific activities aimed at achieving the assumed goals 
that are expressed, for example, in the doctrine. Being a part of pastoral 
theology, religious pedagogy is conditioned by confessional premises 
(hence Catholic religious pedagogy or Protestant religious pedagogy). 
Its basic task is to help improve man’s religious formation by incorporat-
ing the achievements of pedagogy into catechetical reflection, especially 
the concepts of learning and teaching, psychological and social determi-
nants of catechization, or alternative teaching methods. The subject of 
religious pedagogy is primarily specific religious pedagogy, i.e. the edu-
cational doctrine and its practice in the Church or the religious communi-
ty, and the scope of pedagogical and psychosocial factors is determined 
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mainly by theological and ecclesiastical decisions. It is thus recognised 
that the normative premises for religious transmission and religious ed-
ucation are provided by theology, while religious pedagogy – by analys-
ing the didactic and psychosocial context of educational practice – is 
its auxiliary science and as such acquires the character of a normative 
science. 
 2. An area of research and a scientific discipline of a theological and 
pedagogical nature that produces basic humanistic, social, and applied 
knowledge. In this understanding, religious pedagogy takes into ac-
count both cognitive perspectives (theological and pedagogical) whilst 
emphasizing the necessity of conducting interdisciplinary studies into 
the processes of religious education. All processes that occur in reli-
gious education and religious socialization in the Church, family, and 
society become the subject of religious pedagogy. From the perspective 
of religion, the Church is not only a sacramental community, it is also 
a community of people learning and striving for maturity and responsible 
action in the world. Therefore, the Church and theology have a specific 
educational responsibility that requires openness and dialogue, includ-
ing dialogue between theology and pedagogy. Religious pedagogy em-
phasizes that the Church fulfils its educational responsibilities directly 
through parish catechesis, parish counselling, the work of Church com-
munities, groups, and institutions of an educational character; this is 
also done indirectly within the family and society. Therefore, the task of 
religious pedagogy is to describe, analyse, and understand the various 
areas of religious education. 
 3. A pedagogical science that produces applied and basic knowl-
edge. Religious pedagogy broadens the research area of pedagogy it-
self. Pedagogy, which is continuously divided into sub-disciplines that 
address new issues, should not exclude religious education from its 
area of investigation. Pedagogy aims to understand the educatio nal 
reali ty and must account for senses and meanings of a religious na-
ture. Thus, religious pedagogy searches for areas of commonality, i.e. 
concepts and tasks shared by pedagogy and theology, and their analy-
sis requires an interdisciplinary approach. It is assumed that religion 
is a universal phenomenon and that at least some of its forms may be 
important in shaping humanity and its democratic forms of social life 
(Miler ski and Śliwerski, 2000; Milerski, 2003).
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systematic reflections with conclusions 
and recommendations

Theology and religious pedagogy are interdependent: there are areas 
that they share and areas that are different between them. Distinguish-
ing between theology and religious pedagogy requires defining their re-
search areas and forms of cooperation. Divine Revelation is the source 
of theology. Following the spirit and content of the doctrine of the Se-
cond Vatican Council, theology was defined as a Christian’s reflection 
on his faith and his personal Christian experience at a given time and 
in a given culture. Y.M. Congar did not hesitate to call theology not only 
authentic “knowledge” but also true “wisdom” in the life of a Christian, 
as it allows him to look deeper into the world and the whole created real-
ity and to explain various empirical facts in the light of Revelation, which 
was given once and for all but which is still alive and life-giving (Balter, 
2002; Nowak, 2007; Szymik, 2013). In this context 

all theological disciplines are focused on the centre of theology that is Jesus 
Christ, who is at the same time the source of competences of all the theological 
branches. (...) Theology is a reflection on the critical responsibility of faith and is 
fundamentally oriented towards witnessing and prophesying. Theology as such 
is necessarily kerygmatic in nature and, as a science regarding faith, also has 
a practical dimension. Hence, the theoretical cognitive dimension of religious 
pedagogy is complemented and realized by the fact that in its research it also 
takes the practical dimension into account (Rogowski, 2011, p. 277).

 Through its use of religious sources (Divine Revelation), religious 
pedagogy becomes a normative science that is closely related to theo-
logical sciences. Because it also uses sources from the humanities 
(psychology, sociology, pedagogy), it becomes an empirical science. As 
the autonomy of theological and pedagogical sciences is respected, it 
is possible to link theology with pedagogy. In this case, education scien-
ces are not subject to theology but remain open to the contents of faith 
(as noted by Z. Marek in his description of the analyses conducted by 
A. Exeler). This assumes the autonomy of research into the formation of 
a man’s mature personality and on the possibility of theological scien-
ces and education sciences to offer support to man. Thanks to this au-
tonomy, education sciences (pedagogical sciences) respect the results 
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of theological research due to rational reasons and remain open to the 
conclusions drawn from theological sciences and questions posed by 
faith and theology. Juxtaposing natural cognition (which is the basis of 
empirical sciences – education sciences), and religious cognition (which 
is based on theology) helps to formulate the questions to which man 
seeks answers. It is important for man to be able to see the multiplicity of 
possible answers to the questions he asks and to be able to choose be-
tween them as a free person. Putting the studies conducted within theo-
logical and education sciences on an equal footing does not mean that 
the various positions they advocate are compatible with and accepted 
by Christianity. The essence of this autonomy is that it allows a mutual 
discussion and mutual explanation of the positions adopted by pedago-
gy and theology. In this sense, religious pedagogy as an independent 
discipline deals with studying and formulating the principles and theory 
of its functioning, and also determines its own specific subjects, objec-
tives, areas, and research methods (Marek, 2013).
 The popularization of religious pedagogy within theological scienc-
es has been influenced by the works of O. Baumgarten, R. Kabisch, 
and O. Eberhard (Marek, 2016). B. Milerski observes that the prevail-
ing contemporary tendencies are to avoid declaring the primacy of one 
research perspective over another and to avoid attempts to ascribe re-
ligious pedagogy to one discipline only. In its analyses of the processes 
of religious education, religious pedagogy takes into account both per-
spectives: pedagogical and theological. Pointing to studies by J. Kunst-
mann (2004) and C. Grethlein (2005), Milerski claims that both theology 
and pedagogy should be taken into account in the reflection on religious 
education. He emphasises that the most recent Protestant and Catho-
lic approaches to religious pedagogy are heading in this direction. This 
is confirmed by studies conducted by A.A. Bucher (2004) and N. Mette 
(2004), among others. Bucher writes directly about religious pedagogy 
as an integrative combined discipline and about the necessity of ac-
knowledging the same rank of theological and pedagogical perspec-
tives. Mette indicates common ideas that constitute the identity of theo-
logical and pedagogical reflection, while F. Schweitzer’s (1995) view 
that that religious pedagogy inevitably is part of both theology and ped-
agogy seems representative of contemporary approaches to religious 
pedagogy (Milerski, 2010). 
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Religious pedagogy reduced to a purely pedagogical discipline is not able to 
generate the criteria for the analysis of religious pluralism or a religion lived and 
subjectively experienced, while religious pedagogy treated only in theological 
categories is not able to provide criteria for the analysis of developmental or cul-
tural and social diversity. For this reason, theology and pedagogy must be in-
cluded in reflection on and responsibility for religious education to the same ex-
tent (Milerski, 2011, p. 140).

 The postulate to treat religious pedagogy as a field combining 
theo logy and pedagogy has particular consequences. Whilst its origi-
nal research horizon has broadened, the methodological foundations 
of both fields are also enriched. In theology, the pedagogical perspec-
tive offers a broader view on, for example, the presence of religion 
in the space of contemporary society, the relationality of the family in 
religious, local, and social groups, the form and role of religious edu-
cation in schools and various church institutions, and the individual 
development of faith within the educational perspective. When peda-
gogy is enriched with the theological perspective, it obtains well-estab-
lished axiological content and opens up to understanding and shap-
ing all forms of social life, including human religious life (Dąbrowski, 
2016). Thus, religious pedagogy investigates the reality of the Church 
and society in order to gain an accurate understanding of them. Tak-
ing into account the entire content of theology and faith from the per-
spective of religious pedagogy, a number of questions can be posed. 
These questions will differ depending on their practical dimension, 
especially if they are considered in the context of the specific deter-
minants presented here and now. From a didactic perspective, it is 
necessary to ask how the truth of the faith that is given in Revelation 
should be communicated to a person so that he may believe in it and, 
if he believes it, may understand it. In this context, practical theolo-
gy should also reflect on how the concrete truth of faith can become 
a promising alternative in everyday life and pay attention to the pros-
pects this opens up for an authentic life. Therefore, religious pedago-
gy should:

• take into account all the places where faith is transmitted, espe-
cially schools and parishes;

• focus on the lifestyle of modern man and the style of religious 
communication;
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• address education from the perspective of religious educa-
tion of children and youth and the religious lifestyle of educators 
(Rogowski, 2011). 

 There is no doubt that religious pedagogy maintains its autonomy 
while cooperating with all theological disciplines. If religious pedagogy 
is to fulfil its function and aims properly – both theoretically and practi-
cally – none of these dimensions can be excluded. Despite its diversity, 
theology remains a unity as it will always be a reflection on Divine Reve-
lation, which is born in the Church as a result of the need to proclaim the 
Good News and the desire to remain faithful to the word of God in a di-
verse and constantly changing world (Zuberbier, 1989). The experience 
of faith indicates a connection between concrete life circumstances. 

This mutual reference – learning to believe and learning to live – can only be de-
scribed in a meaningful way as a process of mutual interaction. (...) It is there-
fore clear that the theory of religious education cannot be limited to the transmis-
sion of knowledge through teaching alone but should cover the whole process 
of personal development. Bearing in mind the analysed concepts and the trans-
mission of faith as the task of future catechesis, it can be said (...) that dogmat-
ics is dependent on practical theology. The relationship between dogmatics and 
religious pedagogy can provide valuable services both for religious instruction 
in schools and for parish catechesis. However, it is also necessary to point to 
the indirect transmission of faith, i.e. the testimony of a Christian life. A strong 
correlation between elementary theology and religious pedagogy can have an 
equally positive influence on the process of the transmission of faith, and theo-
logy, resulting from experience, should address the relationship between faith 
and life (Rogowski, 2011, pp. 330–331). 

 Each of these scientific disciplines serves a very important cause: 
the integral upbringing of man in the Christian spirit. Pedagogy, as a sci-
ence of comprehensive educational support for human development, is 
both a theoretical and a practical science. In theoretical terms it explains 
the process of holistic human development, while in practical terms it 
provides guidelines for the proper organization of effective education-
al activities that support this development. In this context, Christian up-
bringing should educate towards Christian universalism, both in theory 
(thought) and in practice (life) (Nowak, 2010). Religious education is the 
perfect space for asking questions about the meaning of existence. 
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religious pedagogy in the judaic tradition

summary
DEFINITION OF THE TERM: A jewish upbringing at home is aimed at 
conveying traditions to children and shaping their personal relationship 
with god. In orthodox jewish communities, children are brought up 
within the three institutions of social life: the home, the synagogue, and 
school. 

HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE TERM: religious upbringing in jewish 
families takes place in the family home, the synagogue, and in school. In all 
these places, upbringing is based on the religious history of Israel, which is 
investigated by various ‘schools’ in which the talmud and rabbinic litera
ture are studied. believing jews continue to study these sources through
out their entire lives.

DISCUSSION OF THE TERM: religious upbringing takes on a differ
ent form depending on each particular school, with lessons usually 
held in synagogues or in buildings hired by the community. the func
tioning of schools is based on the religious requirement that teaching 
should be universal. education in the jewish community is organized 
on three levels: cheder, yeshiva, and beth midrash, all of which are su
pervised by rabbis. education enjoys high prestige in the jewish com
munity, and many jews conduct systematic studies all their lives. the 
same didactic techniques and teaching methods are used in public and 
private cheders. 

DISCUSSION OF THE TERM: religious education in judaism is a long
term, de facto, lifelong process. Its aim is to prepare people for life 
in  the world that will come after death. Its essence cannot be dis
covered without understanding the essence of judaic ritual and jew
ish holidays, as well as the religious education system. In an era of 
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secularization, the jewish community around the world has become 
highly polarized.

Keywords: Jewish house, synagogue, Jewish holidays, Jewish 
religious education
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definition of the term 
In Orthodox Jewish communities, children are brought up in three insti-
tutions of social life: the home, the synagogue, and the school. The edu-
cation of boys and girls differs, but in both cases it is conducted in the 
context of a Judaic ritual. Boys are prepared to fulfil the role of hus-
bands and fathers and to be active participants in the life of the commu-
nity, while girls are to be primarily wives and mothers who rarely leave 
the house. In conservative and reformed communities, the influence of 
the synagogue and school on religious upbringing is generally greater 
than in orthodox communities.
 A home upbringing (which differs for sons and daughters) is aimed at 
passing the Jewish tradition on to children. In this way, it aims to shape 
in them a personal relationship with God through the rhythm of the day, 
which is marked by religion, cultivating the Sabbath, and participation in 
Jewish holidays. All these activities are connected with the catechesis 
(transmission of faith) given to the child by his parents. 
 As far as upbringing in the context of the Jewish religious community 
is concerned, this process is mainly directed at boys (as future heads 
of the family) through daily participation in synagogue prayer, week-
ly Shabbat prayer (with accompanying studies of religious texts), and 
prayer dictated by the Jewish calendar, which is done in a festive ritual. 
When they turn 13, they enter the adult community, at which time boys 
are introduced into the daily observance of religious law. 
 Girls are not obliged to attend a synagogue. They do so depending 
on their individual religious needs and the will of their parents or the tra-
dition of the community. However, starting with their first menstruation, 
on the seventh day after each menstruation ends they must undergo 
the mikvah (a ritual bath), like adult women. This bath is the basis of 
a  woman’s sacrum experience (in married life it is the basis for sexual in-
tercourse with her husband, including the end of the postpartum period). 
A ritual bath is also customary for the bride on the eve of her marriage. 
Some Jewish women immerse their kitchen utensils in a mikvah before 
using them for the first time.
 For centuries, religious school has been one of the basic institutions – 
alongside the synagogue and the qahal – in every Jewish community. 
As a rule, education in the Jewish community is organized on three 
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levels. At the elementary level there is a cheder (in Hebrew – cheder 
‘room’, ‘chamber’; in Yiddish – chejder, chajder), which can be private 
or run by a social organization. Originally, only boys attended the ched-
er, beginning at the age of three, four, or five (depending on the cus-
tom in the community) until they reached religious maturity, i.e. the age 
of 13, which was marked by the bar mitzvah ceremony (in Hebrew: bar 
mitzvah ‘son of the commandment’). Since the 19th century, girls have 
been allowed to attend school thanks to the reforms introduced during 
the Haskalah (Jewish Enlightenment). Teaching in the cheder was fo-
cused on studying the basic books of the Judaic canon, i.e. the Torah 
(Pentateuch) and the Halakha (religious laws). The cheder also offered 
a gene ral understanding of what the Talmud was. The next school lev-
el is yeshiva (in Hebrew: yeshiva, yeshyva; yeshibot ‘meeting’, ‘stay-
ing’, ‘sitting’; in Yiddish: yeshyve), which is a strictly Talmudic school. 
Talmudic school students were boys from the age of 13–14 up to twen-
ty-something (unmarried men), and the yeshiva prepared them for an 
independent scientific life. Individual studies were usually conducted 
in a beth midrash (in Hebrew – be(j)t (ha-)midrasz ‘house of science, 
‘house of research’, ‘house of search’; in Yiddish – besmedresz, besme
drosz), and many people continue these studies throughout their lives, 
usually alongside their professional careers.
 The importance of education in the Jewish community is shown by 
the topos of the Academy (Yeshiva) on High (in Hebrew: yeshiva szel-
maala) (PSJ, vol. 1, pp. 56–57), which is widespread among followers 
of Mosaism, according to which the image of an educational institution 
reflects the happiness of remaining in unity with God forever.

Historical analysis and discussion of the term 

religious upbringing at home

The Jewish home (in its traditional understanding) is a place that, from 
the point of view of religious law, should be marked by the presence of 
God. This is done by rituals intended to pass the faith on to future gene-
rations (according to the precept written in the Torah. See the Book of 
Deuteronomy 6,4–9; 11,13–21 and the Book of Numbers 15,37–41). The 
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weekly celebration of Shabbat is the most obvious example. It begins on 
Friday evening with the lighting of sabbatical candles (eighteen minu tes 
before sunset, which means that the exact hour changes) and the recit-
ing of prayers. The ritual is performed by a woman, usually a mother, who 
covers her eyes with her hands (according to many spoken and written 
testimonies, this gesture was first and foremost permanently inscribed in 
the child’s memory as being connected with the Sabbath ritual). While 
saying the second part of the blessing, the woman uncovers her eyes 
and stares at the light of candles, asking God for mercy and salvation for 
her husband, sons, daughters, and parents, as well as for all her other 
relatives, and for a good and long life. She establishes a spiritual connec-
tion with the eminent women of previous generations (Sarah, Rebekah, 
Rachel, and Leah) and expresses a wish for the religious education of 
her children and grandchildren. It is the woman’s responsibility to light 
the candles (in Hebrew: micwot). This tradition shows the role of feminini-
ty (Israel as the bride) in relation to masculinity (in Hebrew: Ha-Sheem as 
the bridegroom). After lighting the candles, the father and the sons (and 
other men) are obliged to go to the synagogue to attend the communal 
liturgy. After their return from the synagogue, the head of the family takes 
over the leadership of the home liturgy: he blesses his wife, children, 
and the other household members, and then they sit down together at 
the table. Over a chalice of wine, he then recites the kiddush (in Hebrew: 
kidusz ‘sanctification’), which is a special prayer; he washes his hands, 
recites the blessing over the challah, breaks a piece off, immerses it in 
salt and eats it, and then hands pieces of the challah to every body. After 
these blessings, all dishes prepared according to halachic instructions 
are consumed. The meal is interspersed with comments on the Torah 
and the singing of Shabbat hymns.
 The process of “catechization” also takes place when the family cele-
brates other Jewish festivals, most of which happen in the autumn. 
These include Chag ha-Sukkot (in Hebrew: Chag ha-Sukkot ‘Festival of 
Booths’), when Jews build booths called sukkahs (in Hebrew: suka ‘hut’, 
‘tent’), in which they sleep, eat, and pray for seven days and nights. Liv-
ing in such a booth is a manifestation of a belief in the protection of gen-
erous and benevolent God who looked after Israel in the desert. 
 An important winter family holiday is the eight-day Hanukkah (in He-
brew: chanuka – ‘Festival of Lights’), which was established in 164 BC 
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to commemorate the victorious uprising of the Jews led by the Mac-
cabees family against their Greek occupants. After defeating the over-
whelming forces of the enemy, the insurgents ended the idolatry of the 
Hellenistic rulers, removing the signs of pagan worship from the  Temple 
of Jerusalem. “The Talmud says that only one jug of oil, with the in-
tact high priest’s seal, was found in the temple at that time; it contained 
enough oil to keep the flame in the eternal lamp (in Hebrew: ner tamid) 
for just one day. But a miracle occurred, and the oil sufficed for eight 
days” (PSJ, vol. 1, p. 272). Hanukkah celebrates these two events that 
demonstrate God’s interference: the victory of a small partisan Jewish 
army over the regular Greek army, and the inexhaustibility of a small 
supply of oil needed for temple worship. The Hanukkah ritual consists 
in lighting candles in a special candlestick (one every day), first in the 
synagogue and then at home. The Hanukkah Festival is very joyful not 
only in its message but also in its attitude towards children, which mani-
fests in the evenings when “(...) children and adults play cards, dice, 
lotto games, and necessarily dreidel (in Yiddish: drejdł). They also play 
with riddles, tell jokes, called chanuka katowes, and listen to fairy tales 
and stories” (Kamerez-Kos, 2008, pp. 82–83).
 The period of winter holidays ends with Purim (in Hebrew, purim – 
from the Persian ‘drawing lots’, from the Akkadian pur – ‘lot, destiny’; 
in Yiddish, purim, purym). The first mention of the celebration of this 
holiday dates back to the 5th century BC (see Goldberger, 1998), since 
when the Purim festival has commemorated the prevention of the de-
struction of the Jewish nation. The main message of this holiday is to 
remind people that human existence is determined not by chance but 
by Providence, and it commemorates the facts described in the Bibli-
cal Book of Esther (which also shows the role of Jewess Esther in 
the destruction). The story of her saving her brothers and sisters from 
a shameful plan is read on that day from a hand-written and beautiful-
ly illustrated scroll (in Hebrew: megilla ‘scroll’). Apart from the Book of 
Esther, other scrolls contain the Song of Songs, the Book of Ruth, the 
Book of Lamentation, and the Book of Ecclesiastes. These scrolls are 
read during the Jewish holidays that they commemorate (Miłosz, 1984, 
p. 9). What is characteristic of Purim is its carnival character because, 
apart from praying, it is also a time when delicacies are eaten and peo-
ple enjoy themselves during a festival, the main element of which is 
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a costume parade (Kameraz-Kos, 2008, p. 87). Directing this “madness” 
towards children (and their active participation in it) transmits to them 
the message of God’s immanent presence in history. The Purim com-
mandments are to participate in a celebratory meal (in Hebrew: seudat 
purim), to exchange gifts of food with relatives and friends (in Hebrew: 
mishloach manot ‘sending out portions’), and to be charitable to the poor 
(in Hebrew: matanot leanim ‘gifts for the poor’). The holiday has a trans-
gressive character as it demands excess in several areas. First, during 
the main meal one should eat and drink much more than normal (this 
abundance commemorates the victory of the Jews over the conspiring 
Haman and the feast of King Ahasuerus, which marked their salvation; 
Book of Esther 1, 3–8). Second, the form and structure of the Book of 
Esther that is read at this time is very different from the norms estab-
lished in Judaism for holy texts as it is the only one that can be illustrat-
ed. Third, it is read not at home or in a synagogue but (for example) in 
the street (“From this book you can learn how God directs the world and 
how he takes care of each of his creatures individually”, Bramy Halachy, 
2005, p. 363). This “going out” opens Judaism and its followers to the 
cultural experience of meeting the Other. Fourth, the fact that  women 
read the book and participate in synagogue prayers is something extra-
ordinary because they are not allowed to do it on almost all other oc-
casions. One other occasion when women are allowed to participate is 
on the Sabbath preceding Purim, referred to as Shabbat Zachor (in He-
brew: zachor ‘remember’), when “in the opinion of some experts in Hala-
cha, women are also obliged to listen to parashot (in Hebrew: parasza 
means ‘a fragment of the Torah’ intended to be read in the synagogue 
during the Sabbath, as well as on various holidays), Zachor [Deutero-
nomy 25, 17–19 – S.J.Ż.] and Megillah”. “The micwot of Purim are posi-
tive commandments whose fulfilment is limited in time. Nevertheless, 
women are obliged to fulfil these micwot because they were also af-
fected by Haman’s order to destroy the  Jewish nation, as well as the 
miracu lous deliverance that followed” (Bramy Halachy, 2005, pp. 361, 
363). The Purim plays (in Yiddish: purimshpile) have a very important 
function in this holiday. To this day, both children and adults dress up 
in fancy dresses and stage performances about the events described 
in the Book of Esther; they burn Haman’s effigy, tell jokes about rab-
bis, wear masks, and even dress up in the clothes of the opposite sex 
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(Abrahams, 1996, p. 180). Purim spiels (Purim plays) symbolize the hid-
den presence of God in the history of Israel. Watching over the nation, 
He remains invisible (like the actors, whose faces are obscured by cos-
tumes and masks). Purim also reminds people of the problem of anti-
-Semitism by emphasizing the fact that opponents of the Jews and ene-
mies of Judaism are paradoxically necessary in the history of salvation 
so that Israel can be given help by the Supreme One, who loves and 
protects his people. On the other hand, this holiday emphasises that the 
enemies of this people will be condemned and rejected by God.
 Pesach (Passover) is a Jewish holiday that is celebrated almost en-
tirely at home and has a profound impact on the religious education of 
children. This takes place in the spring in the month of Nissan (which 
falls between the end of March and the beginning of April) and com-
memorates the end of the centuries-old oppression of Jews in  Egyptian 
 slavery. Pesach, like Sabbath, has “a fundamental meaning (...) for 
 Jewish identity” (Bramy Halachy, 2005, p. 368). Pesach is celebrated 
at night, i.e. at the time when the Jews, headed by Moses, left Egypt. 
This vigil has a certain pattern (in Hebrew: seder ‘order’) (the biblical 
description of Pesach can be found in the following Books: Exodus 12; 
Leviticus 23, 5–8; Numbers 9, 2–3. 10–14; 28, 16–25; Deuteronomy 16, 
1–8), which is followed during the long Passover Seder dinner. At this 
time, God’s miraculous interventions on the way to the Promised Land 
are remembered, confirming that He is the Master of life and death. His 
power can be seen, for example, in the following: He allowed the Israeli-
tes to cross the sea on dry ground after Moses held out his staff and 
God parted the Red Sea; He fed people in the desert with the miracle of 
the manna and the quail; He provided them with water from a rock; He 
gave them victories in battles against mighty nations they encountered 
on their way. The whole story of salvation is enacted before the eyes of 
the participants of the “holy dinner”, including children, who are its most 
important participants. This is done by reading aloud the relevant frag-
ments of the Haggadah (in Hebrew: haggadah ‘story’), a book containing 
the story of the Jewish liberation from slavery in Egypt. During the Pass-
over Seder, with the help of the Haggadah, children make a  spiritual 
journey from Egypt, which symbolises the slavery of the Jews (Egypt 
is a micrajim in Hebrew and can also be translated as a noun mean-
ing ‘restriction’, ‘obstruction’, ‘obstacle’), to Israel, which – together with 
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Jerusalem – is a symbol of freedom. On this night, children ask adults 
four questions, the first of which is “How is this night different from other 
nights?”, which provoke explanations as to why you don’t sleep on this 
night, why you fast before it, why you wait for something, and why every-
one gathers together. The answers are usually given by the parents or 
the teacher who is present at the Seder (in Yiddish mełamed) during 
a traditional chat, which is a shortened story of the history of salvation. 
 Apart from the story itself, there are many other elements that cate-
chise children, starting with the chametz that precedes Pesach (in He-
brew: chamec ‘search for sourdough’): the father, accompanied by chil-
dren and with a candle in his hand, collects the leftovers of bread (in the 
form of crumbs or crusts) from around the house in order to burn them 
(Hagada, 1927, p. 4). This bread is a symbol of all that is old, static, con-
nected with human attachment, and of what separates man from God, 
who introduces something new into life. During the Seder itself, children 
are catechised by the dishes on the table: matzah (in Hebrew: maca 
‘unleavened bread, without yeast’) symbolises bread baked from dough 
which did not rise properly because it was made just before the hurried 
escape of the Jews into the desert; charoset (in Hebrew: cheres ‘clay’) 
is a dish made from fruit, nuts, almonds, and spices mixed with red wine, 
and its colour represents the colour of the bricks Jews had to make from 
clay and straw for the Egyptians during their hard, devastating work; 
bitter herbs (in Hebrew: maror), lettuce, chicory or parsley, and horse-
radish symbolise captivity; eggs (in Hebrew: bejca) symbolise a sign of 
new life; wine (in Hebrew: jajin) is a symbol of life and freedom; roasted 
meat (in Hebrew: zeroa, literally ‘arm’ – ‘roast leg of lamb’) reminds us of 
the eating of lamb on that historic night before leaving Egypt. Important 
gestures are also made: whenever there is talk of the freedom that God 
calls for, the matzah is covered and the chalice of wine is uncovered, 
whereas when the slavery that is the result of human sins is mentioned, 
the matzah is uncovered and the wine is covered.
 During the Pesach, the Prophet Elijah, who in the Jewish tradition is 
considered the Messianic Herald, is expected to bring the final redemp-
tion to Israel. Hence, on that night the doors of Jewish homes are always 
ajar (so that he can visit all the celebrating families), and  children await 
his arrival at the door. He is called the “guardian of children” (and is be-
lieved to assist in the circumcision of Jewish boys, which is associated 
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with the tradition of the Elijah Chair) and is identified with the Judaic an-
gel of prayer named Sandalphon (the Greek ‘confrerere’); he can take 
various forms (he was also often identified with the poor and with beg-
gars). There is a special chalice of wine (the fifth, following the four pre-
scribed by the Law) called Elijah’s cup, which is placed for him on the 
Seder table. Filling it and leaving it untouched is a symbol of hope for his 
imminent arrival. Pesach finishes with games and plays for children, and 
finally the children sing Chad gadya (in Aramaic: ‘one kid’). According 
to tradition, a kid (i.e. a young goat) represents the people of Israel per-
secuted by various nations. These nations are eventually punished by 
falling victim to other oppressors before the angel of death finally anni-
hilates them all, reminding us of the providential interference of God in 
history. 

religious upbringing in a synagogue 

Jewish boys, like adult men, are obliged to go to the synagogue at least 
twice a day. They go there with their father for morning prayer (in He-
brew: shacharit), and with their teacher after school for evening prayer 
(in Hebrew: maariv). Every week, on Friday evening, they take part 
in the Kabbalat Shabbat (in Hebrew: Kabalath Shabbat ‘receiving the 
Shabbat’); on Saturday, together with other men, they go to the syna-
gogue twice. First for morning prayer, during which, wearing a prayer 
shawl, they recite hymns and psalms chosen for that day, sing verses 
recalling important moments of God’s interference in the history of Is-
rael, and listen to seven fragments of the Torah read from scrolls taken 
out of the holy ark (in Hebrew: Aron ha-kodesh). They pray for the inten-
tion of the sick, read passages for this particular Shabbat from the books 
of prophets, referring to previously read fragments of the Pentateuch, 
and then read various commentaries. In the afternoon, they come to the 
syna gogue once again for a prayer service called mincha (in Hebrew: 
mincha ‘sacrifice’; Yiddish: minche). The religious activities of the Shab-
bat prepare Jewish boys for life in relation to transcendence. 
 Jewish holidays have a similar function. They begin with the New 
Year (in Hebrew: Rosh Ha-Shana ‘head of the year’, ‘beginning of the 
year’) in autumn. At this time, the attention of followers of Judaism 
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focuses on reflections on the past and their own behaviour from an es-
chatological and ethical perspective. Rosh Ha-Shanah marks the begin-
ning of “ten days of penance, examination of conscience, and conver-
sion” (Gal-Ed, 2005, p. 108), which ends with Yom Kippur (in Hebrew: 
‘the Day of Atonement [Penance, Atonement]’). This sensitizes people 
to interpersonal and family relationships, and therefore the feast com-
memorates two biblical figures in the liturgy, Abraham and his son Isaac, 
and the most important divine attribute, mercy. “The Jews believed that 
when they heard the sounds of the shofar, God was changing from the 
throne of justice to the throne of mercy, and in this way punishment was 
transformed into grace. The sound of the shofar was therefore a cry for 
mercy, a plea for mercy and forbearance” Kameraz-Kos, 2008, p. 43). In 
this way, children are introduced into the axiological area of the most im-
portant values (love, sacrifice, mercy, and forgiveness). Boys, together 
with men, take part in ablution (washing in water), accompanied by the 
Tashlich prayer (in Hebrew: tashlikh ‘thou shalt cast, throw away), ex-
pressing their desire to wash away all sins, to return to God, and to live 
lives unspoiled by sin (Kameraz-Kos, 2008, p. 43). This prayer is cus-
tomarily said near to a body of water (sea, river, well, etc.). During Yom 
Kippur, young Jews learn abstinence (on this day they do not consume 
even the smallest amount of food or drink), practice humility (it is neces-
sary to ask for God’s forgiveness – the only time in the year when peo-
ple kneel while praying; it is also necessary to ask neighbours for for-
giveness if we feel we have wronged them), and become accustomed 
to death. Men wear a kittel, i.e. a loose, white robe put on over normal 
clothes that is associated with the shroud in which they will be buried, 
and in the evening they visit the graves of their loved ones, friends, rela-
tives, and acquaintances. This time confirms the existence of another 
world beyond earth and of a life that lasts forever.
 Simchat Torah is celebrated during the three days that crown the cycle 
of the autumn holidays. On this day, the holy texts of Torah, which are of 
particular importance in the history of Israel and the history of salvation, 
are celebrated. As Halakha instructs, “it is a custom to commemo rate 
the granting of the Torah by decorating houses and synagogues with 
greenery and plants” (Bramy Halachy, 2005, p. 396), which symbolis-
es the fact that during Divine Revelation the desert mountain Sinai was 
covered with flowers (see Unterman, 1994, p. 266). Children decorate 
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the synagogue, and men dance around its central point carrying the To-
rah scrolls dressed in mantle cloth, like women. Little boys carry flags 
with a candle stuck into an apple on top; these flags have movable win-
dows which, when opened, reveal the Ten Commandments (“The flags 
have various inscriptions, e.g. ‘the banner of Judah’s camp’, ‘the banner 
of Asher’s camp’ and others. These ideas were taken from biblical tales 
dating back to the time of the conquest of the land of Canaan by the Is-
raeli tribes in the 13th century BC”; Kameraz-Kos, 2008, p. 77). This day 
marks the end of the annual cycle of the Torah reading. All men present 
in the synagogue (including the boys) gather around the bima and recite 
(melodeclamation) blessings over the scroll. When  finished, the boys 
are blessed with words from the Book of Genesis (48, 16). 
 The Torah is studied on the night before the Shavuot holiday, which 
is a pilgrimage and an agricultural holiday. According to Bramy Halamu, 
“the name of this holiday is linked with the seven weeks of the sefirat ha-
omer, whose days are counted from Pesach to Shavuot. The Hebrew 
word Shavuot means weeks” (Bramy Halamu, 2005, p. 395), which also 
reminds us that God gave Moses the Ten Commandments on Mount Si-
nai. During this festival, Jewish men and boys, whilst fighting sleep, pre-
pare to renew the covenant that God made with Israel through Moses. 
 Lag ba-Omer (in Hebrew: lag baomer, thirty-third [LaG = lamed = 30 + 
gimel = 3], celebrated on the 33rd day of the Counting of the Omer (in Yid-
dish: łag bojmer, łegbojmer; Unterman, 1994, p. 266), is a lesser holi-
day (no longer celebrated) which is worth mentioning here because of 
its additional meaning: this day was also commonly known as Students’ 
Day. On this holiday, melameds’ wives traditionally offered dumplings 
with cheese and sweets to their students. After the meal, the children and 
their teachers went for a walk to the meadows or the forest. There, armed 
with wooden swords and bows, they fought battles to commemorate an 
event described in the Talmud. In 586 BC, during the siege of Jerusalem 
by Nebuchadnezzar, a little Jewish boy shot in the direction of one of the 
commanders of the hostile army. This caused such panic that Nebuchad-
nezzar withdrew the siege for a month (Kameraz-Kos, 2008, pp. 67–68). 
 The summer months are marked by holidays that teach young peo-
ple to actively relate to history by cultivating the memory of tragic times 
(interestingly, the Jewish tradition treats summer not as a period of rest 
but of struggle because “the longest days and the brightest sunlight are 
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associated with blindness, and the shortening days are associated with 
disastrous consequences for Jewish history. This is the time when man 
is most susceptible to the fall”, Gal-Ed, 2005, p. 208). These holidays in-
clude the Fast of Shiva Asar B’Tammuz (in Hebrew: Shiva asar be-tamu, 
the 17th day of the month Tammuz), when the destruction of the First and 
Second Temples is commemorated, and the fast of Tisha B’Av (in He-
brew: tisha be-av, ninth day of the month av), which commemorates the 
enormity of the catastrophes that have befallen the Jewish nation over 
the centuries. During the latter, Jews only wear shoes made of felt or 
fabric, do not sit on chairs until noon, do not put tefillin on until afternoon 
prayers, do not wash their bodies, and do not study the Torah. On the 
night following that day, they sleep on a hard bed and some put a stone 
under their heads instead of a pillow. In the synagogue, during prayers, 
the light is dimmed and the Lamentations of Jeremiah, the Book of Job, 
and paragraphs from the Book of Jeremiah are read; special mourning 
hymns called kinnot (in Hebrew: kina ‘dirge’ ‘elegy’ ‘lament’) are chanted 
to the accompaniment of sighs and cries. In the Jewish tradition, Tisha 
B’Av symbolizes the loss of the main centre of religious, political, and 
cultural independence, the beginning of the diaspora, and all the suffer-
ing of the nation due to persecution. 

discussion of the term

religious upbringing at school

Cheder

The term ‘cheder’ was introduced in the 13th century by the Ashkenazi 
(see here and hereafter: PSJ, vol. 1, pp. 281–283). The name was as-
sociated with the place where education was conducted, i.e. a room 
that was usually in a melamed’s apartment (in Yiddish: mełamed ‘teach-
er’; in Hebrew: melamed, and in Yiddish, dardeke mełamed, in Hebrew: 
mełamed dardeke(j) ‘teacher of small children’; in Hebrew: dardak ‘small 
child’, ‘a pupil starting school’). 
 Despite the important role they played in the life of the community, Jew-
ish teachers did not enjoy high social status (PSJ, vol. 2, pp. 128–129). 
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Their income was usually low. Teaching was based on mnemonic tech-
niques used to memorise texts and on mechanical mastery of the mate-
rial. Jewish teachers did not know and did not use modern pedagogical 
methods, and they resorted to corporal punishment. Newspapers (es-
pecially at the turn of the 20th century) presented melameds as a sym-
bol of a civilization lagging behind. However, in the memoirs of cheder 
graduates and in fiction, they are presented in a positive light as people 
who devoted their entire lives to the education of Jewish children, thus 
strengthening their Jewish identity. 
 Jewish children first learned to read and write in the cheder. Fur-
ther educational activities at this level of education focused on mem-
orizing fragments of the Torah (by jointly repeating whole chunks of 
the text aloud) and, less frequently, on some parts of the Writings and 
Prophets. The students also translated excerpts from the Hebrew Bi-
ble into the language of Ashkenazi Jews or Yiddish. The main object 
of the studies was the Book of Leviticus (in Hebrew: wa-jikra “And He 
[God] called”; in Yiddish: Wajikro), which contains the most important 
provisions of the Mosaic Law. While getting to know the various parts 
of the Pentateuch, students also learned the comments of Rashi (Szlo-
mo ben  Icchak), a learned rabbi who lived at the turn of the 12th century. 
The most common method of teaching was a homiletic lecture, usually 
without exegesis of the biblical text. Older students (between the ages 
of seven and nine) mastered the basic rules of the Babylonian Talmud 
and rabbinic literature. In some cheders, teachers taught elements of 
secular subjects that were necessary for everyday life, but this usually 
met with resistance from many members of the community. The class in 
the cheder was large (up to 40 pupils), so melamed was helped by one 
or even two assistant teachers called belfers. At a higher level, when 
students started studying the Talmud, the number of pupils in a class 
was reduced. The school day started shortly after sunrise, immediately 
after the  morning prayer in the synagogue. Lunch was served around 
10 or 11 a.m., and at around 2 p.m. students went home for a longer 
break and an afternoon snack. In the afternoon, they once again re-
turned to the  cheder to continue their studies until evening prayer, when 
they went to the synagogue with their teachers. On Shabbat or other 
Jewish holidays there were no classes, and on Friday classes ended at 
noon. In many Euro pean countries, state authorities registered cheders 
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and introduced exams in order to have some control over Jewish reli-
gious education. However, these attempts met with resistance from or-
thodox Jewish communities. At the turn of the 19th century, under the in-
fluence of the Haskalah, the Enlightenment Jewish movement, cheders 
were criticized for their anachronistic teaching methods and low levels 
of hygiene. In the middle of the 19th century, the first elementary Jewish 
schools were opened, in which (depending on the geographical loca-
tion) the basics of secular subjects and various non-Jewish languages 
were taught. At the end of the 19th century, cheders with Hebrew as the 
language of instruction appeared in Central and Eastern Europe, grad-
ually spreading under the influence of the growing Zionist movement. 
During this period, the first cheders for girls were also created.
 Jewish children did not have a holiday as such, and the only longer 
break in school took place during religious holidays in the autumn (at 
the turn of October). In the 20th century, in countries where compulsory 
education was introduced for all citizens, Jewish children from religious 
families either attended two schools (a secular one in the morning and 
a religious one in the afternoon), or attended Jewish schools with secu-
lar subjects that were opened thanks to efforts of activists from various 
Jewish organizations. As a rule, secular subjects in these schools con-
stituted only 30% of the school curriculum. As secularization progressed 
in many parts of Europe and North America, the number of students in 
cheders fell to about 50% of the Jewish population, and reached 30% 
just before World War II. During the Shoah, there were secret cheders in 
ghettos established by the Germans. Today, these schools function only 
in areas inhabited by Orthodox Jews, mainly in Israel and the  United 
States.
 A school called a Talmud-Torah (in Hebrew – Talmud-Torah ‘teach-
ing the Torah’; in Yiddish – talmetojre) (see PSJ, vol. 2, pp. 688–690) 
was also a special type of cheder. It was an elementary religious school 
for students from the poorest families or orphans who could not afford 
to pay for their studies in a private cheder. Such schools usually op-
erated at synagogues or in premises rented by the community. They 
were, in a way, public cheders as studying in them was free of charge, 
and the melameds were paid from community funds or various Jewish 
 charity organizations. Rabbis supervised the educational content taught 
in these schools, and the didactic techniques and teaching methods 
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used in them were the same as those used in private cheders. The ba-
sis of the functioning of these institutions was the religious requirement 
to provide education for everybody.
 It should be mentioned here that free teaching was introduced in 
some Jewish communities as early as in the end of the 3rd century BC, 
and in the 1st century BC community education became widespread in 
the world of Mosaism. From the 12th century onwards, the communities 
paid salaries to teachers, and later religious fraternities (established for 
this purpose) took over these duties.

Yeshiva

Most cheder students continued their education in a yeshiva (PSJ, 
vol. 1, pp. 678–679). Its curriculum included, above all, further studies 
of the Talmud and the rabbinical literature commenting on it and codify-
ing it. The main method of scientific research was pilpul (in Hebrew – pil
pul ‘debate’, from pilpel; in Hebrew – ‘pepper’; in Yiddish – piłpł), which 
consisted of heated discussions whose core consisted of dialectical 
conside ration of the fragments of analysed texts, emphasizing the dif-
ferences between them (in Hebrew: chil(l)ukim). The debate was based 
on meticulous reasoning which led to the reconciliation of two conflict-
ing positions. Pilpul developed in two forms, the first of which, drasha, 
consisted in showing the logical relationships between various halach-
ic  topics; the second, chiluk, divided different statements on the same 
to pic into small elements from which a new semantic construction was 
 later built. Both of them were treated as excellent “mind gymnastics”, 
and in some yeshivas pilpul is still used as a teaching method today.
 In the Middle Ages and later, a yeshiva was an institutional continua-
tion of the ancient tradition of Talmudic academies that existed during 
the Second Temple of Jerusalem and operated in areas inhabited by 
Jews in the Middle East and Babylonia. After the Second Temple’s de-
struction in the year 70 AD, the main task of the Jewish intellectual elite 
was to preserve Jewish religion and identity. This task was undertaken 
by the Tannaim (in Aramaic: tannā ‘teacher’, ‘scholar’) – Jewish scho-
lars who commented on and explained the meaning of the Torah. When 
the Jewish academy in Yavneh was founded by Johanan ben Zakkai, 
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this brought together scholars and their students with the intention of or-
dering the entire ancient literary legacy of the Jews. They established 
the canon of the Hebrew Bible and prayer patterns for particular times 
of day, Shabbat, and holidays. Moreover, the Babylonian and Jerusalem 
versions of the Talmud were codified in the ancient Jewish academies. 
The first medieval yeshivas appeared in the 8th century in North Africa 
and on the Iberian Peninsula. From the 11th century onwards, their fur-
ther development was connected with the migration of Jews to Germa-
ny, Bohemia, and Poland. The oldest Jewish academy in Poland was 
the yeshiva in Kraków, founded in 1509 by Jakub Polak, but the most fa-
mous yeshiva in the whole of Europe was founded in Lublin by Shalom 
Szachna nine years later (1518). In 1567 King Sigismund II Augustus 
granted this university privileges similar to those enjoyed by the Chris-
tian academies, and Salomon Luria, who headed it, was granted the 
title of rector (in Hebrew: Rosh-Yeshiva ‘head of the yeshiva’); his suc-
cessors kept the right to use this title. The yeshiva in Lviv, established 
in 1592 by Yoshua ben Aleksander ha-Kohen Falk, was also very well 
known in Poland. At the beginning of the 19th century, students of Rabbi 
Gaon from Vilnius created a yeshiva in Volhynia, in which the tradition of 
using the pilpul method was broken. In the 19th and 20th centuries, small 
yeshivas were established by Hasidic Jews. At the turn of the 20th centu-
ry, Hebrew studies and biblical and secular subjects were introduced into 
the curriculum, thus creating the so-called reformed yeshivas. In 1930, 
Lublin opened the highly regarded Chachmei Lublin Yeshiva (Academy 
of the Sages of Lublin) (PSJ, vol. 1, pp. 678–679), which only functioned 
until the outbreak of World War II. Its first rector was Meir Shapiro, who 
held this function from 1930 to 1934, and after his death in 1934 the po-
sition was taken over by Shlomo Ajger (1935–1939). The creators of 
this academy wanted education to combine rationality with Jewish mys-
ticism. The didactic method used was a joint search (by both students 
and teacher) for the main meaning hidden in a given text. Classes took 
place in the library, lecture halls, and the synagogue located inside the 
yeshiva building. This place also served as the auditorium, as it was big 
enough to house all students of the academy.
 Today, yeshivas exist only in the largest Jewish population centres in 
Israel and the United States. 
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Beth midrash 

A graduate of a yeshiva continued his individual studies all his life. This 
could be done in a house of learning called beit ha-midrash (in Hebrew) 
or besmedrash (in Yiddish) (see PSJ, vol. 1, pp. 160–161), which was 
usually located in a synagogue (in Hebrew: beit ha-kneset ‘house of as-
sembly’). The Hebrew term for this place was already in use at the be-
ginning of the second century BC (for example, it can be found in the 
ancient Book of the Wisdom of Syrach 51,3), although historical sources 
quote it a hundred years later. The Jewish tradition tells us that houses 
of learning were established in the times of the Biblical patriarchs (Abra-
ham, Isaac, and Jacob) and that they were places where adult men 
spent every free moment studying holy books. They also prayed there, 
hence the place was used as a synagogue in many communities. Re-
ligious Jews often spent time there before or after morning or evening 
prayer, thus this institution was not only a place of learning but also the 
centre of life of the community. The community’s book collection was lo-
cated there (it was usually not catalogued, and access to it was free). 
The houses of learning were open 24 hours a day for all Jewish men, 
and this principle became law over time (many people came to study 
there only at night), and in some periods of the liturgical year this was 
even recommended. 

Systematic reflection with conclusions 
and recommendations 

Religious upbringing in Judaism is a long-term, de facto, life-long pro-
cess. Its aim is to prepare man for life in the world that will come  after 
death (in Hebrew: olam ha-ba ‘the world to come’). Its essence  cannot 
be discovered without understanding the essence of Judaic rituals, 
 Jewish holidays, and the system of religious education. In an era of 
secu larization, the Jewish community around the world has become 
strongly polarized. On the one hand, it increasingly adopts modernist 
trends resembling various secular pedagogical models; on the other 
hand, closed Jewish enclaves are created in which the traditional model 
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of human upbringing is cultivated. The former draws certain elements 
from tradition but does not rigorously stick to them. Jewish upbringing 
can be analysed from different angles, but it is always necessary to 
take into account the religious perspective that guided the upbringing 
process until the time of the Jewish Haskalah, i.e. the beginning of the 
19th century.
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summary
DEFINITION OF THE TERM: Islamic religious pedagogy derives directly 
from the sources of religious tradition, which present Prophet Muham
mad as an exemplary model to be followed and the highest authority on 
upbringing. 

HISTORICAL ANALISIS OF THE TERM: this section presents the ori
gins of the tatar settlement and the specificity of their religiousness. It 
discusses the main assumptions of traditional religious education; these 
were first conducted by Imams and, after 1918, were institutionalized 
and incorporated into the state education system. Post 1945, religious 
instruction was conducted in an informal way and limited to just a few 
centres. At the beginning of the 1990s, religious instruction on a larger 
scale was revived as administrative restrictions were abandoned and co
operation with the new Polish Muslims (who were mostly Arabs) was 
established.

DISCUSSION OF THE TERM: the article describes the model of reli
gious education of young Muslims in Poland and the subject matter of this 
education. 

sYsteMAtIC reFleCtIon wItH ConClusIons And reCoM
MendAtIons: the article ends with a summary that outlines the prob
able future of Muslim education in Poland.

Keywords: Muslim religious education, Polish Tatars, New Polish 
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definition of the term
Islamic religious pedagogy is based on the sources of Muslim religious 
tradition that present Prophet Muhammad as an exemplary model of be-
haviour and the highest educational authority. This tradition includes nu-
merous examples through which the faithful are encouraged to acquire 
knowledge – both in the Quran (cf. Surah 2: 26, 4:162, 39:9, 58:11) and 
in Sunnah (cf. Kozłowska, 1999: 23, 49, 71; Danecki, 2000, pp. 87–91). 
References to knowledge are also found in the collection of writings and 
sayings entitled Nahj al-Balagha, attributed to Ali Ibn Abi Talib (cf. Talib, 
2012, pp. 242, 249–250, 259–260, 286–287). 
 Language and poetry are all that remain of the pre-Muslim period 
known as Jahiliyyah, a period of which the followers of Islam are very 
critical. The foundations of Arab-Muslim civilization were laid by Islam, 
Hellenistic philosophy and science, and the Judeo-Christian and Per-
sian Zoroastrian religions. The first centuries of the Arab-Muslim Empire 
were also a time of significant development in science, which was en-
abled due to the Caliphate’s support of the translation of foreign litera-
ture. Nestorian Christians were the first to translate Greek writings into 
Aramaic and Persian languages, and Neoplatonic philosophy, which 
was particularly appreciated at that time, was interpreted anew in the 
context of the revelations given in the Quran (Pachniak, 2010, pp. 41–
59; Dean, 2008, pp. 240–244). 
 The “golden age” of Muslim civilisation lasted for several centuries. 
During this time, their achievements radiated through Europe and in-
spired Renaissance humanism, but this golden age was followed by an 
inevitable end when the death of Averroes (1198) symbolically ended 
the era of flourishing Muslim philosophy. Arab thinkers, mostly referring 
to al-Ghazali’s dogmatic teachings, criticized the Neoplatonic concept of 
causality, linking it to the strict, even fatalistic, subordination of man to 
the will of God. This led to the closure of the gates of ijtihad, i.e. people 
were no longer allowed to make independent enquiries into reality nor 
formulate their own judgements, as only the Quran and Sunnah could 
guarantee the truthfulness of cognition based on God’s guidelines. Mus-
lims’ sentiment towards the idealised times of the Prophet meant that 
they wanted to turn back the course of history and return, after a few 
hundred years, to square one – to the period when the foundations of 
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Islam as a new religion were formed. This was supported by the ambi-
guity in many passages of the Quran. Instead of encouraging the search 
for knowledge, the religious authorities of the time – referring to the rele-
vant passages of the Quran (cf. 17:36, 5:101) – recommended that the 
faithful be cautious in their search for knowledge, pointing to the Quran 
as a holistic system of knowledge, to the flaws in human nature, and to 
the threat to the sacred order that comes from innovation (bid’ah). 
 Religious pedagogy in the Islamic tradition is definitely theocentric 
as it relates primarily to the religious sphere and is directly linked with 
the truths of faith. This stems from the fact that the Muslim concept of 
the world and all of reality, both of which are the work of God, is sancti-
fied and interpreted from the perspective of the presence of the absolute 
in it. In Islam there was (and still formally is) no division into the sphere 
of sacrum and profanum, although the Muslim Reformists preach such 
a distinction. The most orthodox Muslim circles (the Salafists) believe in 
creationism and in the miracles of the Quran, which exceed the catego-
ry of holiness. Supporters of the return to the times of the Prophet seek 
confirmation of the achievements of modern science in passages of the 
Quran regarding, for example, human physiology, the biology of plants 
and animals, the geological structure of the Earth, and even astronomy. 
 The classical Muslim education system divided knowledge into two 
basic categories: Muslim knowledge and foreign knowledge. The first 
category included classes conducted in religious schools. The Muslim 
sciences included theology (investigation of the doctrine and religious 
principles), which had a foundation in the sources of faith (the verifi-
cation of hadith and the analysis of the Quran with recitation and cal-
ligraphy), and jurisprudence as a regulator of all spheres of life (fiqh). 
This group also included studies of Arabic (e.g. various linguistic issues, 
espe cially grammar), because it is in this language that the Quran is re-
vealed. The second category was based on sensual observation and 
deduction. The foreign sciences included all borrowed knowledge (i.e. 
knowledge originating from outside Arab-Muslim culture) which had to 
meet the criterion of non-contradiction with Islam. It was incorporat-
ed, along with the achievements of Neoplatonic philosophy and logic, 
into the canon of knowledge in the first centuries of Islam. The foreign 
scien ces mainly included practical knowledge of medicine, alchemy, as-
tronomy, mathematics, architecture, applied arts, and crafts. However, 
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rather than within institutionalised education, teaching in these fields 
took place individually, e.g. in workshops and hospitals (Pachniak, 2011, 
pp. 47–52). 
 In the Muslim world, education was considered a basic element of 
religious upbringing thanks to which it was possible to follow the path 
set by God to salvation. The teaching process was based on the tradi-
tional pedagogical method in which the greatest emphasis was placed 
on learning to read, frequent repetition, and memorising selected texts. 
Attachment to this form of education was undoubtedly influenced by the 
history of the revelation of the Quran and the prophetic mission of Mu-
hammad. Since the founder of this religion was an illiterate person with 
no formal education, perfecting one’s memory was a necessary skill to 
ensure his message remained unchanged. Learning the Quran by heart 
was the main element of the curriculum in Muslim schools, usually held 
in mosques (mektebes). The principles of faith – the prayers and ritu-
als – were taught on the basis of this knowledge. Elementary schools 
taught knowledge based on theology, Arabic, and mathema tics (the only 
foreign science at this level of education). Universities (madrasas) sup-
plemented and expanded education, and teaching in them was also 
dominated by rote learning, although discussions were sometimes held. 
These were, however, quite limited due to the high prestige of teach-
ers and the social norms shaping relationships in schools based on 
a strict principle of superiority and subordination (master-student). Dis-
cussions were most popular during religious law classes, during which 
various interpretations of legal regulations were analysed, analo gies 
were looked for (qijas), and attention was paid to the process of reach-
ing consensus (ijma). University studies were aimed at discussing de-
tailed issues based on the teacher’s knowledge and library resour ces. 
The students’ scientific qualifications were confirmed by copying and 
discussing the books written by their teachers. Education at mektebes 
and madrasas was free of charge thanks to individual donations and 
the financial support of the religious community and – in the case of uni-
versities – the caliph’s patronage (Pachniak, 2010, pp. 59–64; Dziekan, 
2008, pp. 244–255).
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Historical analysis of the term
The origins of Muslim religious pedagogy in Poland are inevitably as-
sociated with the evolution of the education system in the Polish Tatar 
community. The process of adaptation, which lasted for several centu-
ries, means that the Polish Tatar community has fully integrated with its 
Christian environment. With time, Polish Tatars abandoned their nation-
al identity and indigenous dialects and revealed patriotic attitudes and 
dedication to military service to protect their new homeland. Only follow-
ing Islam could guarantee the Tatars the preservation of their ethnic dis-
tinctiveness and could prevent their complete assimilation in the face of 
the weakening Tatar heritage, the disruption of transmission of tradition-
al cultural values and a significant level of Polonisation. The religious-
ness of this community, however, became selective (due to weakened 
Quranic orthodoxy) and syncretic (combining various elements of Mus-
lim traditions with elements of Christian traditions). One of the problems 
faced by the Tatar Muslims described in this article was linked to their 
peripheral location in relation to the main centres of Muslim theological 
thought. The Polish Tatars, under the influence of their environment, are 
also affected by secularization, which has resulted in abandoning their 
holistic approach to reality (a characteristic feature of traditional Quranic 
orthodoxy) and adopting the European model, founded on the Reforma-
tion and the Enlightenment division of the world into the sacred (sacrum) 
and the temporal (profanum) spheres.
 In Poland, before the interwar years, a traditional model of religious 
education dominated among the followers of Islam, i.e. they obtained re-
ligious knowledge through the intergenerational transmission of family 
values, traditional manuscripts, the teachings of old Imams (who were 
religious authorities), and studying in madrasas abroad. This model as-
sumed that the transmission of Islamic knowledge in municipalities was 
handled by Imams or their assistants (muezzins), who organized group 
learning based on the local availability of religious manuscripts. In sev-
eral cases (mainly in towns and in places without Muslim communities), 
religious education took place on an individual basis. The Tatar elite, 
however, were of the opinion that the knowledge transmitted in the tra-
ditional way was not sufficient because it was limited to learning the ba-
sics of the Arabic language (the alphabet, reading, and writing letters), 
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reading the Quran, and praying (ablution, daytime prayer arrangement, 
occasional duas (prayers)) (Wróblewska, 2012, pp. 49–56).
 After Poland regained its independence and regulated the legal sta-
tus of Muslims in Poland, religious pedagogy was institutionalized, in-
cluded in public funding, and the Muslim Religious Union took steps to 
unify education, which until then had been provided by individual reli-
gious communities. The catechetical activity of the followers of Islam, 
as well as other non-Roman Catholic denominations, was regulated by 
the Ministry of Religious Denominations and Public Enlightenment [Min
isterstwo Wyznań Religijnych i Oświecenia Publicznego] and was cov-
ered by state funding (Journal of Laws Min. WRiOP No. 2 of 1927, item 
32; Journal of Laws Min. WRiOP No. 12 of 1928, item 196). This was 
reflected by the provisions in the Act on the Relationship between the 
State and the Muslim Religious Union in the Republic of Poland (Jour-
nal of Laws No. 72 of 1936, item 517). In schools of the Second Polish 
Republic, two hours of religious instruction per week was mandatory, 
and grades were included on the school certificate. However, the orga-
nization of the school year and the choice of teaching contents were left 
within the responsibility of the Muslim Religious Union. Religious class-
es were held on Sundays in buildings belonging to religious communi-
ties or, in case of their absence, in selected schools. The formalisation 
of Muslim religious pedagogy resulted from the state reforms of public 
education and from the fact that the Tatars’ intellectual elite was con-
vinced that this was a necessary step in order to preserve the identity of 
the community. The institutionalization of education was aimed at sup-
porting the activities undertaken by families who were responsible for 
raising children in the spirit of Islam (Wróblewska, 2012, pp. 61–68).
 When two Polish Tatars and one convert were sent to Cairo to study 
Arabic-Islamic knowledge in the 1930s, it was hoped that this would in-
crease the number of people able to teach the Muslim religion and Ara-
bic language. The Eastern Institute in Warsaw negotiated their scholar-
ship with Al-Azhar University, and the students’ stay was paid for by the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs with a view to their future work in diploma-
cy. M. Aleksandrowicz and S. Korwin Pawłowski took up their profes-
sional duties abroad, while A. Woronowicz returned to Poland in 1936 
and supported the educational activities of the Muslim Religious Union. 
Thanks to the efforts of Mufti J. Szynkiewicz, who was supported by the 
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Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, four Muslims (one Tatar from the Vol-
ga Region and three Polish Tatars) began their education in 1934–1935 
at the Gazi Husrev Begova Medrasa in Sarajevo (Wróblewska, 2012, 
pp. 68–81).
 After the Second World War, the Muslim Religious Union was rein-
stated as early as 1947, although its activities were limited. The reasons 
for this state of affairs included a) the religious and nationality policy im-
plemented by the then state authorities; b) a decrease in the size of the 
group (from five to six thousand in 1939 to just over three thousand); 
c) a change of the state borders after World War II (traditional settle-
ment centres, i.e. the Vilnius and Grodno regions, were incorporated 
into the USSR); d) the dispersion of this small community (two thousand 
people moved from the Eastern Borderlands to new settlements in the 
Regained Lands).
 In the Polish People’s Republic, Muslim religious education was con-
ducted informally. The only classes were held in the several centres 
in which pre-war Tatar Imams lived, for example in Gorzów Wielkopol-
ski (Bekir Rodkiewicz), Gdańsk (Ali Smajkiewicz), and Białystok (Lut 
 Muchla). Regular religious instruction, conducted under the auspices of 
the Muslim Religious Union, began in the 1960s and took place in private 
homes rather than in mosques (the mosques in Bohoniki and Kruszynia-
ny were on the periphery of the country). It was not until the 1980s 
that the authorities agreed to establish catechetical points (among oth-
ers in Białystok, Sokółka, Suchowola, and Dąbrowa Białostocka). In the 
 period of the Polish People’s Republic, the transfer of religious knowl-
edge was difficult because a) there were few Imams educated before 
the war; b) during the occupation many religious manuscripts were de-
stroyed; c) no Polish Islamic and Arabic literature was available; d) ac-
cess to foreign literature devoted to Islam was limited. As a result, the 
Tatar Imams prepared teaching materials for the internal use of the Mus-
lim Religious Union, which were then typed, unofficially printed, and dis-
tributed within the community (Łyszczarz, 2013, pp. 237–238).
 Political transformation in Poland in the early 1990s led to a break-
through for Muslim religious education. As a result, all administrative 
restrictions on religious activity ceased to apply and the borders were 
opened, thanks to which a small number of Tatars and converts were 
given the opportunity to learn Arabic and study Islam in madrasas in 
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Sarajevo and Saudi Arabia (including muftis T. Miśkiewicz, J. Aleksan-
drowicz, A. Bazarewicz, and J. Banasiak). During this period, there 
was also a clear revival of cultural and educational activities that was 
associa ted with the influx of Arabic students to Poland. 
 For several years, the Tatars from Białystok provided religious edu-
cation together with Arabs, taking advantage of their knowledge of the 
Arabic language and Islamic doctrinal assumptions. Classes were con-
ducted in the prayer house of the Muslim Students Society in Poland, 
located on Hetmańska Street. However, in the mid-1990s, as a result 
of growing misunderstandings, the Tatars transferred their religious les-
sons to the Islamic Centre on Pomorska Street, which was then being 
built by the Muslim Religious Union (the building was not finished due 
to a lack of funds). It was a temporary solution, which was a manifesta-
tion of the Tatars’ separateness and an expression of their aversion to 
the attempts of the Arabs to re-Islamise them in the spirit of Middle East-
ern Orthodoxy. At that time, the Tatars protested against the imposition 
of foreign cultural patterns which aimed to undermine their own religious 
heritage (especially religious rituals), to loosen social and cultural ties 
with Poles, and to become more closely associated with the communi-
ty of believers (the ummah). The Tatars’ reluctance was caused by the 
Salafist interpretation of the doctrine of Islam, as proclaimed by some 
of the newcomers from the Middle East, which assumed a literal adher-
ence to the indications of the Quran and Sunnah and a strict following of 
Prophet Muhammad, without taking into account the historical and cul-
tural context. After terminating their cooperation with the Arabs, the Ta-
tars decided to use the potential of the state educational institutions with 
which members of this community were associated. First, they used 
classrooms in High School No. 5 on Wierzbowa Street, where H. Shahi-
dewicz worked, and in 1997 they moved to Primary School No. 28 on 
Warmińska Street, where R. Bogdanowicz was deputy head. The move 
to the new facility was motivated by the housing conditions (which were 
very good) and the proximity of both the Białystok prayer house belong-
ing to the Muslim Religious Union on Piastowska Street and the building 
plot with the ruins of the Islamic Centre on Pomorska Street (Łyszczarz, 
2013, p. 238).
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discussion of the term 

the spiritual development of the young generation 
of Muslims in Poland 

Religiousness in the younger generation of Muslims in Poland can be 
traced back to the Polish Tatars, for whom attitudes to Islam are large-
ly related to ethnic identity. The transmission of religious values with-
in the family is of particular importance, as it determines the nature of 
young people’s religious involvement. Among the younger generation 
of the Polish Tatars, a certain recurrent process of evolution of identi-
ty formation is clearly visible, which is expressed in a varying intensity 
of religiousness and an ambiguous attitude to tradition. Identity forma-
tion is accompanied by transition from rebellion in early adolescence 
to the discovery of cultural traditions and then Islam (in young adults) 
(Łyszczarz, 2013, pp. 265–269).
 The processes observed among Polish Tatars are, to some extent, 
also observed in Muslim children born into families from the new milieu 
of followers of Islam, the majority of which consist of one parent who 
is an immigrant, whilst the other is a convert (usually a Polish woman 
and a male newcomer from a Muslim country). The problems shared by 
these families and Tatar families include difficulties in the religious up-
bringing of children from families of religious minorities, who are often 
confessionally mixed (endogamous marriages), and adolescent rebel-
lion, which is directed against the authority of parents and their values. 
There are also problems that are absent in Tatar families but are likely to 
be experienced by young Muslims from immigrant or converted families, 
which can have an impact on their religiousness and the dynamics of 
the identity processes. These are 1) the fact that their parents are usu-
ally very attached to Quranic orthodoxy; 2) the distinctiveness of family 
traditions in relation to Polish cultural norms; 3) the experience of mul-
ticulturalism and bilingualism; and 4) the physical stigma of having an 
“Arabic appearance”, which increases the risk of discrimination motivat-
ed by racism and Islamophobia.
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Catechetical activities of Muslims in Poland 

The community of the followers of Islam in Poland is so small that Mus-
lim religious education in Poland is provided by only two main (Sun-
ni) religious associations, i.e. the Muslim Religious Union and the Mus-
lim League in Poland. At present, religious education for Tatar children 
takes place in Podlasie (Białystok, Suchowola, Sokółka) and Gdańsk. 
The New Polish Muslims (i.e. immigrants, mainly from Arab countries, 
those with children born in Poland, and Polish converts) were educated 
in the 1980s by Arab students who had decided to stay in Poland and 
had started families here. This community is diverse and about ten times 
larger than the community of the Polish Tatars. The Muslim League con-
ducts more or less formalised religious education in the  largest Polish 
 cities (Warsaw, Poznań, Wrocław, Cracow, Katowice, Lublin, Łódź), 
where its branches are located. Over the last few years, as the heated 
dispute that divided the Tatars and the New Polish Muslims in the sec-
ond half of the 1990s has de-escalated, joint lessons have been organi-
sed for all Muslim children, regardless of their institutional affiliation, 
in cities where both organizations have branches. Therefore, children 
of New Muslims participate in classes conducted by the Muslim Reli-
gious Union in the mosques in Białystok and Gdańsk and by the Muslim 
League in the Muslim Cultural Centre in the Ochota district in Warsaw.
 Polish Muslims usually have religious education once a week, on 
a Saturday or Sunday. It is still a challenge to find qualified teachers. 
In the past, this was the role of Tatar Imams or muezzins, but nowa-
days this duty is taken up by young Tatars (the outstanding students of 
Arab teachers from the 1990s) and visiting Imams (from Bosnia, Turkey, 
Russia, and countries of the former USSR). Within the Muslim League, 
religious education is conducted by Arab Imams and Polish converts. 
The teachers of Muslim religious education are usually employed by 
schools on the same basis as other catechists. They are paid for their 
teaching work, and their status is regulated by educational law. Due to 
the small number of Muslim children, teaching is conducted in groups 
of students of various ages or is divided according to their level of ad-
vancement (this is the case, for example, with adult classes for con-
verts provided by the Muslim League). In the largest centre of the Mus-
lim Religious Union in Białystok, religious instruction is offered in four 
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groups: 1) students from grades I–III of primary school; 2) students from 
grades IV–VI of primary school; 3) students from former middle high 
school and present grades VII–VIII of primary school; and 4) students 
from secondary schools. One teacher teaches one or more groups, but 
this is not enough to be employed full-time, thus teachers are employed 
by schools on a part-time basis. 
 The process of teaching Muslim religious education used to be 
a spontaneous one in which teachers passed on to students the know-
ledge they themselves had learnt from their parents at home and had 
acquired while reading religious literature. In the case of pre-war Imams, 
religious education also meant studying in foreign centres; in the 20th 
century it was formalised, and now the religious education of the Po lish 
Tatars is based on two documents that were issued in August 2009 by 
the Supreme College of the Muslim Religious Union: The core curriculum 
of Muslim religious education (cf. Bogdanowicz, Banasiak, Sulkie wicz, 
Półtorzycki and Aleksandrowicz (co-p.), 2009a) and The programme 
of Muslim religious education (cf. Bogdanowicz, Banasiak, Sulkiewicz, 
Półtorzycki and Aleksandrowicz, 2009b). The curriculum lists the follow-
ing sections of Muslim religious education: 1) the Quran and other sour-
ces of knowledge concerning Islam (including memorizing the surahs 
and learning the principles of recitation in Arabic); 2) Muslim rituals and 
worship (e.g. the principles of the Five Pillars of Islam, with particular 
emphasis on prayer, the Muslim calendar, and the rules governing the 
rituals of the Adhan, weddings, and funerals); 3) learning the Arabic lan-
guage (grammar and lexical issues); 4) Muslim dogmas based on Isla-
mic sources (faith in God, angels, the Holy Books, prophets, the Day of 
Judgment, destiny); 5) the history of Islam (the life and work of Proph-
et Muhammad and the four Rightly Guided Caliphs, the development 
of Islamic civilisation, the history of Islam in Europe and Poland); and 
6) Muslim ethics (attitude to God, neighbours, oneself, the natural envi-
ronment, and to contemporary issues). The above curriculum is further 
expanded on in The programme of Muslim religious education, which 
lists the goals to be achieved through the educational process, including 
the acquisition of religious knowledge, awareness of belonging to the 
Muslim community, the ability to discover the presence of God, the en-
couragement of active and conscious participation in prayers, the acqui-
sition of Arabic to a level that enables one to practice religion and read 
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the Quran, the acquisition of the necessary knowledge of the Islamic 
civilization, and the formation of a proper moral attitude based on the 
values of Islam (Łyszczarz, 2013, pp. 238–239).
 Muslim religious instruction follows a certain pattern. Teachers dis-
cuss numerous issues that familiarize students with the specificity of 
Islam, using methods and content appropriate to a students’ age and 
abilities. Teaching begins with explaining the most basic elements of the 
Muslim religious doctrine and with learning the Arabic alphabet. This in-
volves discussing the principles of religion and the elements of the doc-
trine contained, among others, in the Five Pillars of faith. Apart from 
passing on knowledge, teachers also use activating methods (games, 
didactic games, plays, stories, descriptions, and artwork). Students’ 
achievements are evidenced by exhibitions of their muhirs and by plays 
celebrating the feast of Mevlid Bayram, during which students stage 
scenes from Prophet Muhammad’s life. An important but especially diffi-
cult part of the program is learning the basics of Arabic in order to en-
able students to read the Quran and to pray. To begin with, students are 
familiarised with the Arabic alphabet and begin by writing simple words 
in Arabic. Next, they start reading and writing the most important surahs 
of the Holy Book of Islam. The studying of the Quran is complemented 
with an introduction to the traditions and achievements of Prophet Mu-
hammad (a selection of hadiths forming the Sunnah), and a presenta-
tion of the socio-political context of the revelations within lessons that 
are devoted to the history of Muslim civilization. Teaching the youngest 
students is not only about passing knowledge onto them but also about 
arousing their interest in the issues being discussed. Older students ex-
tend and systematise their knowledge about Islam; they are encouraged 
to think independently and to hold constructive discussions (Łyszczarz, 
2013, pp. 239–240).
 Religious instruction among the Polish Tatars also aims to support 
the process of upbringing children and young people in a way that pro-
motes the Tatar traditions and develops their awareness of belonging 
to an ethnic group. Aside from the lessons devoted to Islam, other les-
sons familiarize students with their cultural heritage and the history of 
their own community. At the end of the 1990s, H. Shahidevich decid-
ed to take advantage of the break time between classes and used this 
time to help develop young people’s creative passions, which led to the 
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creation of numerous extra-curricular activities for children and young 
people. In one of these groups, young people were encouraged by their 
teacher, A. Konopacki, to recite oriental poetry. These included Oriental 
poems by A. Mickiewicz and J. Słowacki, works by Tatar poets (includ-
ing S. Kryczyński and S. Chazbijewicz), as well as their own poems (in-
cluding those written by M. Adamowicz). These classes, together with 
dance workshops, became the basis of a youth song and dance group 
“Buńczuk”, which has been performing since 1999 (Łyszczarz, 2013, 
p. 165).

the Lahi ceremony

The Lahi was a traditional celebration practiced by Polish Tatars that 
commemorated the end of the religious education of a student who had 
completed reading the whole of the Quran (from then on he was called 
a kurandżej). The ceremony was a form of honouring children who had 
not so much mastered the principles of Islam as showed good knowl-
edge of the alphabet, the basics of the Arabic language and calligra-
phy, and perfectly recited the Quran. The ceremony was religious and 
was accompanied by prayers led by a teacher (hodża). The name of the 
cere mony was taken from the initial words of the formula for the Muslim 
faith (Shahada): “la ilaha illallah Llah” (“There is no God except  Allah”), 
but its character indicates numerous analogies to the ceremony of bar 
mitzvah / bat mitzvah in Judaism, which introduces Jewish boys and 
girls into religious maturity.
 The Lahi ceremony was usually held on a Thursday. All the students 
formed a parade at the place where they studied (either a mosque or 
special religious instruction rooms set up by municipalities) and, headed 
by a kurandżej who was holding the Quran wrapped in white canvas, in 
pairs went towards his home. The boy’s family greeted them with bread, 
salt, and water, and then invited them inside the house, which was dec-
orated with flowers. Upon arrival, the teacher began reciting selected 
verses of the Quran, which was taken over by a kurandżej reciting one 
of its surahs. The other children prayed and recited passages from the 
Quran. The teacher congratulated the children’s parents, especially the 
kurandżej’s parents. As a token of gratitude, the family invited everybody 
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for a meal and the children received gifts. The Lahi ceremony was al-
ready disappearing before World War II, and information about its rare 
occurrences after 1945 has not been confirmed in sources (Kryczyński, 
2000, pp. 187–189; Wróblewska, 2012, pp. 56–61; Pawlic-Miśkiewicz, 
2018, pp. 164–168).
 Traces of the former Lahi ritual can be found in the annual cele-
brations of the end of the school year for students who have attended 
Muslim religious education. They are organized in Białystok and other 
towns in Podlasie inhabited by Tatar communities (including Sokółka, 
Bohoniki, and Suchowola) and take place at the end of June. Students 
can present their knowledge publicly by participating in competitions in 
which they recite the Quran and answer questions regarding the prin-
ciples of religion and Prophet Muhammad’s biography. However, unlike 
the Lahi, this is a social and cultural event rather than a religious cere-
mony. Detailed reports of these events are published in the Tatar press 
(“Tatar Review”) and broadcast in “Tatar News”, a TV programme aired 
by TVP3 Bialystok. Unlimited access to these reports is possible thanks 
to their digital archivization on the internet.

tatar manuscripts and catechetical publications 

For a long period of Tatar settlement in the lands of the Grand Duchy of 
Lithuania, the religious knowledge of this community was recorded in 
the form of manuscripts handed down in the traditional way from genera-
tion to generation. The Tatars highly valued the ability to compile sourc-
es and copy texts. The significance of manuscripts for their religious 
life was partly due to 1) the limited access to Arabic fonts and the lack 
of native Muslim printing, 2) multilingualism and the use of a modified 
Arabic alphabet to record texts in the Slavic languages, 3) the low eco-
nomic and demographic potential of the Tatar community, which made 
it difficult to buy oriental religious books, and 4) the sacred and artistic 
dimensions of handwritten calligraphy, and pious attitudes to the Arabic 
language (Łyszczarz, 2016, p. 90).
 Many manuscripts of religious texts were destroyed or lost during 
World War II, or remained within the areas incorporated into the USSR. 
After 1945, there were only one or two people left in Poland who were 
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able to produce such materials. This substantially increased the  value 
of the manuscripts, which were treated as monuments of Tatar culture. 
The manuscripts written by the Polish Tatars were of diverse types and 
contents. After World War II, the most popular materials preserved in 
private collections were intended for personal everyday use. Those that 
have survived up to the present day include mainly 1) prayer books 
(chamaiły), 2) protective charms in the form of a scroll to be worn about 
oneself (hramotki), 3) prayer scrolls to be put inside a deceased’s grave 
(daławary), and 4) magical or healing prayers (nuski). The rarest and 
most valuable manuscript monuments that are currently in the posses-
sion of museums, a few individual Tatar families, and archives in Po-
land and abroad include 5) manuals for learning how to recite the Quran 
(tedżwidy), 6) Quranic commentaries (tefsiry), and 7) catechisms of Is-
lamic religious doctrine, with literary elements (kitaby). These materi-
als have ceased to play a useful role in religious practice and religious 
education because the Polish Tatars, due to the gradual disappear-
ance of their own traditions, have lost the ability to read old documents. 
A chance to change this and reintegrate these materials into Muslim re-
ligious education came about with the development of kitabistic studies 
and with plans to exhibit these monuments to a wider audience through 
digital archiving (Łyszczarz, 2016, pp. 90–91).
 After World War II, the religious manuscripts of the Polish Tatars 
were replaced with leaflets. These materials were dominated by texts 
in  Polish but also contained passages in Arabic transcribed in the Latin 
alphabet. In comparison with historical monuments, these did not con-
tain texts written in the borderlands’ dialects or the Arabic alphabet. Due 
to progressive assimilation with Polish culture and the weakening of 
traditional religious knowledge, the texts were further simplified, which 
was reflected in the introduction of Latin notation and then its quantita-
tive domination in relation to the parts written in Arabic. Teaching ma-
terials most often took the form of prayer books, largely in line with the 
layout of the old chamaiły. They contained a list of the most important 
prayers, grouped into sections depending on when they were to be re-
cited. These brochures also provided instructions on how to perform 
ablutions, how to pray after ablutions (on weekdays and on holidays), 
and how to celebrate holidays (especially fasting during the month of 
Ramadan and the giving of alms – zakat al-Fitr), and they contained 
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general information about Islam (the principles of faith and the main 
doctrinal assumptions). Sometimes suforki were used as teaching ma-
terials. These were textbooks which taught how to recite the Quran, 
how to write and read Arabic letters, how to combine them into words, 
and how to pronounce words correctly. These brochures also contained 
Quranic surahs (usually the Opening surah and a selection of short fi-
nal surahs) transcribed in the Latin alphabet with a Polish translation, 
and sometimes with the original Arabic notation. The religious literature 
of the  Polish Tatars in the period of the Polish People’s Republic was 
intended for internal use, so it was not registered in the ISBN database 
or covered by copyright regulations. These brochures were unofficially 
printed and distributed within their community by members of the Mus-
lim Religious Union. Due to the dispersion of the Tatar community af-
ter the war, the impact of these materials was limited to the local area. 
Popu lar scientific articles on Islam were published on the initiative of 
Polish scholars, but these were not of a catechetical nature and were 
scarce (Łyszczarz, 2016, pp. 91–92).
 Due to the political transformation and democratization of public life 
in Poland, and in order to improve the teaching process, Muslims start-
ed to publish their own materials. The Muslim Religious Union and two 
student organisations (the Muslim Students Society in Poland and the 
Muslim Association for Education and Culture) which currently oper-
ate within the Muslim League intended to create their own textbook for 
Muslim religious education. After 30 years, this goal has not been fully 
achieved, which is particularly important for the Muslim Religious Union, 
which planned to prepare a textbook that would respect the specific 
model of Tatar religiousness and contain elements of cultural heritage 
once present in manuscript monuments. Such a textbook has yet to be 
created.
 At present, the most recent publications of the past few years are now 
being used for religious instruction within the Tatar community. Of these, 
the most important is the four-volume series of textbooks entitled My 
Magnificent Religion [Moja wspaniała religia], prepared and published 
in Turkey thanks to the support of Erkam publishing house (cf. Salman, 
Yilmaz, Özdirek, 2018). These books are meticulously edited (A4 for-
mat, large font) and have a rich graphic design. They contain numer-
ous references to the Quran and Sunnah, stories, reading texts, apply 
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the principles of modern teaching methods (e.g. summarising the most 
important parts of the material through diagrams and tables); they also 
contain discussion questions and exercises, as well as a wide range of 
theoretical (referring to doctrinal issues) and practical (describing rit-
uals) issues. The textbooks address the following areas: worshipping 
God, the duties and responsibilities of a Muslim, ritual chastity, prayer 
(Volume I), Ramadan and fasting, obligatory almsgiving, the pilgrimage 
to Mecca, qurbani (ritual animal sacrifice) (Volume II), Islam as a reli-
gion, the meaning of faith in God, angels (Volume III), Holy Books, eter-
nal life and destiny, the essence of the Quran (Volume IV). My Mag
nificent Religion [Moja wspaniała religia] is a standard textbook which 
presents the Muslim religion in its global dimension. Bearing in mind the 
undoubted advantages of this publication, it should be observed that it 
does not contain all the issues listed in the core curriculum of Muslim re-
ligious instruction prepared by the Muslim Religious Union. 
 Therefore, as a complement to this publication, teachers now use 
various materials of varying degrees of detail published in recent years 
by the Muslim Religious Union. These include books and brochures fi-
nanced by foreign entities, published in cooperation with Erkam, the 
Turkish Ministry of Religious Affairs, the Emir of Abu Dhabi’s family foun-
dation from the United Arab Emirates (Zayed House for Islamic Culture), 
and the international organisation Al-Kitabat al-Islamijja. The Union’s 
own publications are also used. The Muslim community in Warsaw pub-
lished several useful textbooks with a large number of exercises that ac-
tivate younger students. However, these are not comprehensive as they 
only focus on two (although undoubtedly important) issues: the pilgrim-
age to Mecca and Prophet Muhammad.
 Teachers also use the archival materials that were published in the 
1990s by the Muslim Religious Union in cooperation with international 
Muslim organisations, such as the World Assembly of Muslim Youth. 
Sentimental considerations and the memory of lessons in which they 
participated in their youth play an important role here. Among the most 
frequently mentioned textbooks was the book How to read the Quran 
and on daily prayers in Islam [Jak czytać Kur’an i o dziennych mod
litwach w islamie] (cf. Demirović, Silajdžić, Trebinjac and Hadžyabdić, 
1992). This was the first tedżwid published after the war that supported 
learning Arabic as a liturgical language. The publication entitled Islam 
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for the youngest [Islam dla najmłodszych] (cf. Sarwar, 1990) also played 
an important role as it was the first textbook whose graphic design, ap-
propriate font size, and accessible form of presenting the teaching con-
tent allowed it to be used in the teaching process from the very begin-
ning of education. 
 A special place in Muslim pedagogy is occupied by guidebooks that 
discuss many issues related to prayer in Islam, as they are a useful 
teaching aid for learning the practical aspects of religion. Their small 
format, layout, and content resemble handwritten chamaiły and post-
war leaflets. Contemporary prayer books, however, are printed in Polish 
(with surahs in Arabic and a transcription of prayers in the Latin alpha-
bet, in a way that reflects the specific pronunciation of the Polish lan-
guage) and contain illustrations showing, e.g. the activities that should 
be performed before praying (ritual ablution: small – wudu and large – 
ghusl) and the manner in which prayers should be conducted (body po-
sitions assumed during rakats). The first prayer book was published in 
1990 as a supplement to “Życie Muzułmańskie” [“Muslim Life”], and in 
subsequent years further materials of this type were published on the 
initiative of M. Czachorowski, as well as suforki and phonetic transcrip-
tions of the Quran and its particular surahs. 
 One of the most important elements of Muslim religious instruction 
is learning to read the Quran in Arabic, as this is understood as an ac-
tivity of a sacred nature. However, the doctrinal assumptions are taught 
by reading the texts in Polish and then analysing them. The philologi-
cal translation of the Quran by J. Bielawski (1986) is the most popular 
among the Polish Tatars, and a new literary translation by M. Czach-
orowski was published in 2018. New Muslims use J. Bielawski’s transla-
tion and the translation by A. Ünal, edited in Polish by J. Surdel (2013). It 
is worth mentioning that the Muslim League published al-Bukhari’s large 
selection of 2,230 traditions of the Sunnah (2018).
 The large number of publications devoted to Islam and Muslim reli-
gious education that have recently appeared on the market (on the ini-
tiative of the Muslim Religious Union) is a relatively new phenomenon. 
From the early 1990s to the beginning of the second decade of the pres-
ent century, the Polish Tatars mainly published titles devoted to the his-
tory of their settlement, their traditions, and their cultural heritage. This 
revival was prompted by Mufti T. Miśkiewicz, and by M. Czachorowski. 
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The long-standing lack of publications related to religious issues was 
a net result of several factors: 1) the Tatars did not have a great publish-
ing tradition in the field of Muslim literature and Muslim religious peda-
gogy (in the interwar period they managed to publish only three small 
brochures, and none after World War II); 2) the 1990s saw a period of re-
vival of pride in ethnicity and in one’s origins, which had often been hid-
den during the communist era; and 3) after 1989 there was a revival of 
Tatar religiousness, which was largely due to the lively missionary activi-
ty of the New Muslims, who taught the basics of Islam to Tatar children 
and young people and prepared numerous publications popularizing the 
Muslim faith according to the model of Middle Eastern Orthodoxy. 
 All texts published by the Muslim Religious Union over the last  dozen 
or so years have been digitised and placed in two digital archives. 
The first (bibliotekatarska.pl) contains books, magazines, brochures, 
and other materials devoted to Tatar ethnicity, the history of their settle-
ment, and their cultural heritage, while the second are the aforemen-
tioned publications on Islam (biblotekamuzulmanska.pl). 
 Until recently, the New Muslims who are members of the Muslim 
League used a six-volume script, translated into Polish by the Muslim 
Students Society in Poland, entitled Basics of Islamic Education [Pod
stawy wychowania islamskiego], which was based on traditional teach-
ing methods (cf. Małlałi, 2000–2001). The material presented here was 
divided into individual lesson units and followed a simple pattern: class-
es started with reading a short story (which illustrated a chosen theologi-
cal problem) or a simple explanation of the activities related to religious 
practice, then several questions were discussed, and finally, verses of 
the Quran, hadiths, or prayers were memorised. Thus, these mate rials 
contained theoretical and practical information regarding the sources of 
faith and rituals. However, the acquisition of knowledge – quite compli-
cated for primary level education – was not accompanied by any exer-
cises that would consolidate it. This was particularly burdensome in 
cate chising the youngest pupils.
 A modern textbook written by the Polish convert I. Abi Issa (cf. Abi 
Issa, 2011; Abi Issa, 2012), which was to replace F. Małalali’s scripts, is 
completely different. Like My Magnificent Religion (cf. Salman, Yilmaz 
and Özdirek, 2018), the two volumes of this textbook (entitled Islam. 
The children’s handbook [Islam. Podręcznik dla dzieci] (levels 0 and 1)) 
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are adapted to the cognitive abilities of the youngest children in terms 
of editing, graphics, and content (exercises in the form of plays, games, 
pictures to be coloured). It focuses on the Muslim concept of God, the 
role played by Muhammad, his life, the characteristics of the Quran, se-
lected surahs (the Opening, the Sincerity, the Abundance), the Five Pil-
lars of faith, the basics of prayer and ablution, the role of the mosque 
in the life of a Muslim, the characteristics of places associated with pil-
grimage, as well as the basics of ethics (such as respect for parents, 
help for the elderly, care for the weak, pity for animals, care for one’s ap-
pearance, and table manners). The material in both parts of Islam. The 
children’s handbook is basically the same, but the difference lies in the 
level of detail and the type of exercises. What undoubtedly  distinguishes 
this handbook is the direct reference to elements of civic education, in-
cluding the protection of animal rights, and the links between chastity 
(exemplified by ritual ablution) and concern for order in public spaces. 
In the chapter entitled “My Homeland”, Polish national symbols are in-
dicated as the foundation for patriotic attitudes. The drawings from this 
handbook were the basis for the accompanying colouring book. The 
first and only story that was supposed to start the cycle Omar’s Adven
tures, which presents the ethical message of Islam, can also be helpful 
in teaching religion to the youngest children.
 A lack of further parts of I. Abi Issa’s textbook makes it difficult for 
teachers working in the Muslim League to find appropriate teaching 
materials for older children and young adults. Therefore, they use the 
aforementioned publications of the Muslim League and the Muslim Reli-
gious Union, textbooks addressed to converts, and numerous texts pub-
lished since the early 1990s by Muslim student organisations in Poland. 
The books and brochures, which – thanks to the support of the govern-
ments of the Arab states in the Persian Gulf – were published in large 
numbers (several thousand copies), were aimed at popularising reli-
gion in Polish society, promoting the spread of information about Islam, 
and shaping public opinion. These publications, however, present Islam 
in its orthodox form, close to the Salafist movement, and their authors 
 include radical conservative theologians such as S. Kutb, H. al-Banna, 
S.A.A. al-Maudui, and A. al-Tantawi. These books were not intended to 
be school textbooks, and they should not serve as such. They are theo-
logical in nature and are apologetic, agitational, and polemic literature 
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in relation to other religions (especially Christianity, e.g. the status of Je-
sus), thus are suitable in missionary activity (dawah) aimed at converts. 

systematic reflection with conclusions 
and recommendations
The analysis of Muslim religious pedagogy presented in this article, 
based on the example of the Polish followers of Islam, focuses on the 
two largest and undeniably dominant Sunni communities: the Polish Ta-
tars (members and supporters of the Muslim Religious Union) and immi-
grants from Muslim countries and converts (members and supporters of 
the Muslim League). The analysis does not include Shiites belonging to 
the Association of Muslim Unity and the Ahl-ul-Bayt Islamic Assembly of 
Poland for the following reasons: 1) the small size of this group of Mus-
lims (about 150 people in total); 2) their insignificant publishing activity in 
the field of theological publications that could be used for teaching pur-
poses; and 3) their lack of formalised catechetical activity. 
 The article does not describe the Ahmadiyya movement. It was al-
ready present in Poland in the interwar period, was unofficially active 
after 1975, and was registered as the Ahmadiyya Muslim Community 
in 1990. However, this controversial cult goes beyond canonical Islam, 
so it should be treated as a new religious movement. Ahmadiyya’s rep-
resentatives consider themselves a community of reformed Muslims, 
which provokes resistance and even repression from orthodox Mus-
lims, who treat this movement as a prohibited innovation (bida).
 The perspective of Muslim education that fits into contemporary 
trends of Muslim religious pedagogy has been developed by Fethul-
lah Gülen, whose supporters and collaborators act globally, including 
in Poland, through the Danube Dialogue Institute Foundation. F. Gülen 
has combined Muslim spirituality that is inspired by Sufi mysticism with 
numerous values that contribute to the proper education of the young-
er generation. The pedagogical programme of this charismatic Turkish 
intellectual is oriented towards the promotion of civic activity, which en-
ables peaceful coexistence, prosperity, and harmony, and lays the foun-
dations for social order. F. Gülen is very strongly committed to interreli-
gious dialogue, which resulted in his meeting with John Paul II in 1998. 
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According to this Turkish thinker, rapprochement between Judaism, 
Christianity, and Islam is possible through the search for what People 
of the Book have in common. With its emphasis on the common origin 
of the religions that grew out of the heritage of Abraham, F. Gülen’s con-
cept is an interesting answer to the challenges of the modern world. His 
explicit opposition to moral crises, conflicts, and violence is particularly 
noteworthy. Unfortunately, this undoubtedly innovative concept, which 
corresponds to the spirit of our times, has been drawn into the vortex 
of bigger politics. Although F. Gülen’s political views were close to Neo-
-Ottomanism, the trend of organising the masses into a social move-
ment (with a partially hidden structure) was considered as a dangerous 
one (a Muslim form of freemasonry) by the Turkish authorities, and has 
been subject to repression since 2016. As a result of these actions, the 
movement has reduced its activity, which can be clearly seen in Poland 
(cf. Sakowicz, 2014).
 With technological and civilizational progress, which affects all 
spheres of life, the forms of Muslim religious pedagogy began to change. 
These global trends increasingly affect the education of the Polish fol-
lowers of Islam. After many years of shortages of teaching materials, 
Muslims in Poland finally have access to various textbooks with plu-
ralised content, which, consequently, offer an increasingly diverse pic-
ture of religion. There is also a clear shift away from merely memorising 
texts towards modern methods of teaching and learning based on image 
manipulation, artwork, and musical activities. Religious instruction is in-
creasingly complemented by cultural and educational workshops that 
activate students. There has also been a change in religious pedago-
gy oriented towards adults, especially Polish converts. Annual conven-
tions and thematic conferences prepared by Muslim League activists 
are an important source of knowledge about Islam for this group of Mus-
lims. Computerisation has enabled easy access to information about 
Islam (through, e.g. Muslim profiles on social media and the thematic 
channels of internet preachers) available to those converts who do not 
have direct contact with Muslims and the local centres of Muslim organi-
sations. Unfortunately, acquiring knowledge about Islam through Face-
book and the opinions expressed by “lecturers” on YouTube, although 
undoubtedly easier, faster, and more enjoyable than traditional religious 
education and studying subject literature, carries risks connected with 
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the quality of this information. Through IT algorithms, the most popular 
channels of internet celebrities are offered to uninformed users, includ-
ing radical (mainly Salafic) and fake news content. Instead of educat-
ing, they manipulate people and lead them to adopt a biased view of 
religion. By using instrumentally applied ideological and fundamenta-
list  premises, such messages frequently offer a distorted image of the 
world.
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Philosophical foundations of religious pedagogy

summary
DEFINITION OF THE TERM: the diversity of phenomena that are con
sidered religious and the multitude of ways of practicing philosophy make 
it impossible to call philosophy of religion a clearcut discipline of scien
ce. Assuming a theistic concept of god, philosophy of religion focuses 
on the reality of the religious ‘object’, i.e. god, and examines the reality 
of the religious subject, i.e. the man who seeks religious meaning. 

HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE TERM: Philosophy of religion, with 
roots reaching back to antiquity, did not emerge as a branch of philosophy 
until the 17th century. since the moment when greek philosophy came 
into contact with judaism and Christianity (up to and including the Mid
dle Ages), philosophical reflection on religion attempted to express the 
revealed truth through the language of philosophy and in a philosophical 
way. In the renaissance the relationship between philosophy of religion 
and theology weakened considerably. the development of historical, psy
chological, and sociological sciences at the turn of the 20th century con
tributed to new research on religion. nowadays philosophical reflection 
on religion is practiced mainly within the framework of the continental 
(phenomenological, transcendental, hermeneutic), analytical (pragmatic, 
linguistic), and thomistic (realistic) philosophy of religion.

DISCUSSION OF THE TERM: the reality of man searching for the mean
ing of his existence in religion, which is studied within both religious peda
gogy and philosophy of religion, suggests the possibility of interdiscipli
nary investigations within this area.

SYSTEMATIC REFLECTION WITH CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM-
MENDATIONS: the important concern of religious pedagogy is to 
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support man in his conscious discovering and processing of religious con
tents. Philosophical reflection on religion and man – as a being relating to 
himself and the world through religious meaning – can play an important 
role in the planning of educational processes. It also seems that the prob
lems faced by contemporary religious man, which, thanks to educational 
practices, are addressed by religious pedagogy, may become the subject 
of indepth analysis grounded within philosophy of religion.

Keywords: philosophy of religion, religious pedagogy, religion, 
religious person
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Religion, understood as a (material) subject of human cognition, is what 
links religious pedagogy and philosophy of religion. However, it is impor-
tant to look at the particular aspects of religion these disciplines investi-
gate. In other words, we should identify the formal subject of religious 
pedagogy and of philosophy of religion, which will determine the re-
search objectives and methods used in both. These distinctions will be 
a starting point for (fundamental in these considerations) reflection on 
the possibility and validity of interdisciplinary research.
 Due to the fact that religious pedagogy and its methodological sta-
tus are described in detail in other articles in this volume (Marek, Walu-
lik; Milerski), the following analysis will focus on philosophy of religion, 
specifically on those areas that seem useful in studies undertaken with-
in reli gious pedagogy. All data concerning religious pedagogy itself are 
taken from the aforementioned articles.

definition of the term

The diversity of phenomena considered to be religious and the multitude 
of ways of practising philosophy makes the term “philosophy of religion” 
ambiguous (Bronk, 2010, Moskal, 2008). As Andrzej Bronk observes, 

there is no philosophy of religion simply in the sense of a generally accepted, 
single, and uniform concept, but there are many types of this philosophy, at least 
in declarations of the “philosophical” ways of studying religious phenomena. 
Without specifying what type of philosophy of religion is analysed, the term func-
tions as a general expression of internally very diverse studies on religion which 
cover various research subjects and methods (Bronk, 2010, p. 164).

 Bronk points out that today there is a fundamental difference be-
tween continental (phenomenological, transcendental, hermeneutic), 
analytical (pragmatic, linguistic), and Thomistic (realistic) philosophy of 
religion resulting from the different questions they raise and the different 
approaches they adopt. Thus, philosophy of religion is not an unambigu-
ously constituted discipline (Bronk, 2010). 
 The research subject is the basic problem. The analyses  conducted 
by Bronk reveal that philosophers practicing different types of philos-
ophy use differing concepts of religion that sometimes do not have 
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a common denominator. There are many definitions of religion, but none 
of them is general enough to cover all phenomena considered to be reli-
gious and at the same time clearly differentiate them from non-religious 
pheno mena (Bronk, 2003). This, of course, is due to the extremely rich 
world of religions, which is made up of significant cultural facts such 
as Christia nity, Judaism, Islam (the so-called religions of the Book), 
 Taoism, Confucianism (native religions of China), Buddhism, Hinduism, 
traditions and rituals of primitive peoples (ethnic religions), the extinct 
religions of antiquity (the religions of the Greeks and Romans), and the 
early Middle Ages (the religions of the Sumerians, Celts, and Slavs), but 
also the less known, continuously emerging new religious movements. 
Thus, a world marked by the term “religion” is truly diverse.
 Despite the richness of the aforementioned phenomena that are de-
fined today as religious, many researchers assume that various reli-
gions form a family of similar (although not identical) phenomena. The 
definitions of family resemblance they propose are possible thanks to 
the existence of numerous typical features shared by many but not all 
religions. Other philosophers of religion claim that the term “religion” is 
clear and unambiguous. This theory is based on the assumption that all 
religions share something that constitutes the content of the term “reli-
gion”. In Poland, such a view is advocated by Zofia Zdybicka (Zdybicka, 
1977), however, this approach to religion is not very common. Although 
similarities exist between religions, most philosophers of religion seem 
convinced that it is difficult to indicate what is common to all religions. As 
Ugo Bianchi argues, particular religions are not species within the genus 
that is religion (Moskal, 2008). Peter Moskal, commenting on this claim, 
writes that 

in the light of empirical knowledge of different religions, there is no such thing 
as a common structure that would be realized in all concrete historical religious 
forms. Thus, philosophy of religion treated simply as a religion is impossible. 
The realistic philosophy of something is possible only if this something exists, 
and there are specific ways of life proper to Christianity, Buddhism, etc. There-
fore, it is only possible to undertake philosophical reflection regarding specific 
religions (Moskal, 2008, p. 229).

This view is shared by philosophers who believe that there is no religion 
(singularis) but only religions (pluralis), i.e. diverse religious traditions 
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(Kłoczowski, 1994; Bronk, 2003). In this context, Andrzej Bronk’s claim 
that expecting a definition of religion that is generally satisfying would be 
utopian (Bronk, 2003) seems legitimate.
 However, the authors who remain convinced that it is impossible 
and unreasonable to define religion in a clear-cut way do see a need 
to distinguish between religious and non-religious phenomena. Such 
a distinction is not easy. After analysing the selected religions of the 
world (primitive religions, Chinese religions, Hinduism, Buddhism, Ju-
daism and Islam), Teresa Obolevitch and Stanisław Wszołek came to 
the conclusion that it is possible to pinpoint a certain defining feature 
of all these religions. It is the tension between the two dimensions of 
rea lity within these religions: sacrum and profanum. This tension is ex-
pressed by  various popular or more sophisticated terms: heaven/earth, 
eternity/time, infinite/finite (Wszołek, 2004). Andrzej Bronk believes that 
it is possible and justified to consider a given phenomenon as religious 
by indicating within it where the sphere of sacrum is clearly contrasted 
with the sphere of profanum: “when the existence of a separate sphere 
of sacrum is denied or when it merges with the sphere of profanum in 
such a way that everything somehow becomes religious, the use of the 
term religion loses its distinctive meaning” (Bronk, 2010, p. 155). Many 
researchers object to this view, especially those according to whom the 
distinction between the sphere of sacrum and the sphere of profanum 
does not apply to all religions and who believe that religions that are 
characterised by this tension strive to extend the sphere of the sacred to 
all dimensions of social life and culture.
 Faced with the risk of certain simplifications, in this article we  consider 
the distinction between sacrum and profanum as a diagnostic feature of 
religious phenomena. Similarly, we assume that an important plane on 
which most religions meet is the plane of existential experience which 
is, on the one hand, the experience of one’s own fragility and insuffi-
ciency, and, on the other hand, the desire to transcend such existential 
limitations (Wszołek, 2004). At the same time, we take one of the two 
basic understandings of religion as the point of reference (Kłoczowski, 
1994). The first comes from Cicero and emphasises the wisdom (trans-
mitted by tradition) that gives salvation and that should be treated with 
reverence. This is how the religious tradition was understood both in an-
cient Rome and in various tribal communities of the Neolithic period, as 
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well in the ancient powers (Egypt, China) and some parts of India. The 
second understanding of religion comes from the Christian writer, Lac-
tantius, according to whom religion is not fidelity to tradition, but a bond 
and a personal relationship between man and God. Of course, this as-
sumes a theistic concept of God. According to J.A. Kłoczowski, Lactan-
tius’ view is still present today in the most common understanding of re-
ligion as communication between man and Transcendence – Sacrum, 
God (Kłoczowski, 1994). This understanding of religion will be the point 
of reference for the following sections of this article. Philosophy of reli-
gion, which is based on this understanding, focuses on the reality of the 
religious “object”, i.e. God, whilst it examines the reality of the religious 
subject, i.e. the man seeking religious meaning. Bearing in mind the re-
search subject of religious pedagogy, in the remaining part of article we 
focus on the philosophical inquiries of man as a subjective determinant 
of religion.

Historical analysis of the term

In addition to the distinctions made above, certain data from the history 
of philosophical reflection on religion will also be useful in reflecting on 
the (possible) relationship between religious pedagogy and philosophy 
of religion. This is particularly true of the twentieth-century philosophical 
perspectives in which reflection on religion was undertaken.
 As Zofia Zdybicka observes, philosophy of religion as a branch of 
philosophy which emerged in the 17th century, although European philo-
sophical reflection on religion dates back to antiquity. The clash between 
religious life at that time (polytheistic beliefs, Orphic religion), and philo-
sophical reflection which searched for the nature and the ultimate rai-
son d’être of the world (cosmos), led to the development of the concept 
of the divine being as the most important and necessary factor of the 
cosmos. Philosophical reflection on religion changed in the first cen-
tury AD as a result of the encounter of Greek philosophy with Judaism 
and Christianity. Following on from then, up to and including the Middle 
Ages, attempts were made to express the revealed truths through the 
language of philosophy and in a philosophical way (Zdybicka, 1977). 
Andrzej Bronk notes that for a long time religion was understood as 
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a monotheistic religion that was modelled on Christianity or Judaism. 
Moreover, with time, the belief that Christianity is the only truly orthodox 
religion led to the interchangeable use of the terms religion and Christia-
nity (Bronk, 2010).
 The Renaissance began to question the legitimacy of applying phi-
losophy to solve theological problems. It was only at the turn of the 20th 
century, however, that reflection on religion ceased to be so closely in-
terwoven with theology. The then-developing historical, psychological, 
and sociological sciences contributed to new research on religion. It 
was at that time that the history of religion, the ethnology of religion, the 
psycholo gy of religion, and the sociology of religion were created. Philo-
sophy of religion itself began to be treated either as a sub-discipline com-
plementary to the humanities, or as an attempt to synthesise and explain 
their assumptions, while philosophy of culture gave rise to a new form of 
reflection on religion understood as a branch of culture (Zdybicka, 1977).
 Many reductionist simplifications appeared in studies on religion at 
that time (Kłoczowski, 1994). Religion was treated as “unhappy con-
sciousness” (G.W.F. Hegel) or “false consciousness” (L. Feuerbach, 
K. Marks, F. Nietzsche, S. Freud). In the 20th century, in response to the 
reductionist approach to religion, the phenomenology of religion was 
born (especially M. Scheler’s philosophy of religion). The analyses of 
the foundations of religion conducted within existentialism or in its spirit 
(J.P. Sartre, K. Jaspers, G. Marcel) and the Judaic reflection on religion 
developed within philosophy of dialogue were also a significant trans-
gression of reductionism (F. Rosenzweig, M. Buber, E. Lévinas). 

discussion of the term

As mentioned at the beginning of the article, the basic problem ad-
dressed here is the relationship between religious pedagogy and phi-
losophy of religion and the possibility of interdisciplinary research based 
upon the two. Using the data presented in the previous two sections 
concerning the notions of “religion” and “philosophy of religion”, as well 
as selected threads from the history of religion, we will try to identify 
those specific problems that form the basis of the systematic reflection 
on the topic discussed in the article. 
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 The very analysis of the concepts “religion” and “philosophy of re-
ligion” indicates their ambiguity and raises the question of whether 
 religious pedagogy as a scientific discipline can clarify the above dis-
tinctions. More precisely, it is a question of whether religious pedagogy 
views itself as religious pedagogy in general or as pedagogy focused on 
the educational potential of particular religions. We leave this question 
to the researchers of this discipline. 
 One problem that is likely to appear in potential interdisciplinary in-
vestigations is related to the reality of a religious subject (a human be-
ing) being studied by both religious pedagogy and philosophy of religion. 
From the point of view of a philosophical reflection on religion conducted 
within existentialism or in its spirit, the religious subject is homo religio
sus – a man in search of religious meaning. This meaning is supposed 
to permeate all dimensions of his life. Can detailed reflections made 
within philosophical inquiries concerning religion and religious man con-
stitute an enriching point of reference for religious pedagogy? If so, to 
what extent? It is also worth considering whether philosophical reflec-
tion on the essence of religion and on man as a religious being can  offer 
religious educators useful knowledge. It might be beneficial to recom-
mend certain philosophical ideas to subjects of religious pedagogy for 
consideration (Marek, Walulik). These problems are discussed in the 
next section.

systematic reflection with conclusions 
and recommendations

Is philosophy of religion of use to religious pedagogy, and if so, to what 
extent? Is it important because of man and for man as the focus of inter-
est of religious pedagogy? How does it ‘explain’ man?
 In the opinion of philosophers of religion, sociologists of religion, and 
philosophers of culture, contemporary man, whilst wanting to keep up 
with the rhythm of everyday life, has lost the dimension of depth which 
is important for his life (Tillich, 1987): he has lost his spiritual roots and 
thus the ability to discover and give meaning to his existence. However, 
this does not change the fact that the search for meaning is still with-
in his reach. As Max Scheler puts it, there exists a destiny of the soul 
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which points infinitely beyond this life – some kind of primary “partici-
pation of the soul in the extrasensory field of being and value, whose 
contents and objects cannot come from the experience of finite things” 
(Scheler, 1995, p. 231). The existential experience of one’s own fra-
gility (experienced in the deepest way in borderline situations such as 
suffering or death) can arouse in man the desire to transcend his own 
limitations towards another dimension of existence. Then, in the midst 
of more or less meaningful everyday concerns, a religious faith is born 
which is a state of supreme and ultimate concern (Tillich, 1987). Abra-
ham  Joshua Heschel insists that religion is more than a credo. Religion 

reveals itself in the moments when a soul trembles because of its immeasurable 
concern for the meaning of all meanings, concern for some ultimate obligation 
which is part of the very existence of the soul; it reveals itself in the moments 
when all preordained matters, all the trivialities that overwhelm life are in limbo, 
in which the soul is hungry for the concept of eternal reality; it reveals itself in 
the moment of distinguishing what is permanently unexpected within an easily 
disintegrating whole (Heschel, 2008, pp. 51–52). 

Religion is therefore primarily demanded not by tradition passed down 
from generation to generation, but by an innate openness in man to 
the “other dimension” of his existence. This openness expresses an un-
flinching desire to seek the meaning of the world and of one’s exis-
tence. According to Paul Tillich, to be religious is to ask constantly about 
the meaning of one’s life (Tillich, 1994). When a person who seeks the 
meaning of life refers to God, and God becomes an essential factor in 
determining human behaviour, we can speak of the full, original mean-
ing of religion (Welte, 1996).
 When religion is understood in this way, what place does it have in 
a person’s life? Philosophers of religion offer two different answers to 
this question (Kłoczowski, 2017). In one of them, religion is treated as 
a sphere evidently excluded from the whole of human life. Man constant-
ly experiences two opposing realities: sacrum and profanum. A harmoni-
ous combination of sacred and secular values is not possible – the choice 
of one requires giving up the other. For a religious person this means an 
inevitable inner conflict, seen as a split of existence. In the second an-
swer, sacrum is not the opposite of profanum, but an aspect through 
which a religious person looks at the whole of reality. Religion is not 
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a sphere excluded from the whole of human life but the total dimension of 
his existence. It is not a specific function of the human spirit, but a dimen-
sion of depth that gives meaning to all the functions of the human spirit 
(Tillich, 1987). As Louis Dupré writes: “Religious activity is never limited 
to particular values or points of view. It constitutes the total value of life 
and its ultimate meaning” (Dupré, 2003, p. 21). This is possible thanks 
to sacrum, which has the ability to reconcile opposites. According to this 
philosopher, “religion can change all its concepts, but it will die when it 
loses its ability to integrate” (Dupré, 2003, p. 21). Of course, one should 
not confuse this ability of religion with the temptation of religious people 
to take shortcuts and attempt to eliminate rather than reconcile oppo-
sites. This leads to opposing everything that appears as secular.
 Although Western culture today is more secular than ever before, 
contemporary man, perhaps more than ever, yearns for another,  deeper 
dimension to reality which religion has always revealed to him. Even 
though religion has ceased to integrate social or political life, for a be-
liever it can still be a life force that integrates everything, perhaps in 
a different way to before (Dupré, 2003). It seems that such a role cannot 
be fulfilled by a religion devoid of understanding.
 The pursuit of self-understanding is part of the religious act itself, 
but religious faith needs to be explained in a world where religion is no 
longer taken for granted. As Bernhard Welte observes, this is where 
the importance of philosophical reflection on religion is revealed. In his 
 opinion, “religion itself understands that man must be critical of it. This 
very moment of criticism belongs to the essence of religious life, as well 
as to the competence of philosophy, since philosophy conceptually cap-
tures and interprets our understanding of ourselves and being” (Welte, 
1996, p. 36). Philosophical reflection gives the religious act an increased 
self-awareness (Dupré, 2003). Thus, it leads man to understand himself 
in the religious way of being. Thus, it seems that for religious pedago-
gy, whose important concern is to shape the subjective, affirmative, and 
critical processing of religious contents in the reflection on one’s own 
existence (Marek, Walulik), philosophical reflection on religion and re-
ligious man can be valuable. It also seems that the problems faced by 
a contemporary religious person – problems that are addressed by reli-
gious pedagogy through educational practices – may become the sub-
ject of an in-depth analysis grounded within philosophy of religion.
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Axiological foundations of religious pedagogy

summary
DEFINITION OF THE TERM: Axiology is a branch of science devel-
oped within philosophy that deals with values; sometimes the terms 
“value theory” or “the theory of value” are used as synonyms for axi-
ology. The Greek word aksios means what is important, worthy, valu-
able, right, and worth the effort. Thus, axiology is a science that stud-
ies this particular dimension of human experience within different 
areas of life. Although it is primarily a philosophical science, axiologi-
cal studies can be conducted within the humanities (literature studies, 
art theory and history, cultural history, theology) and social sciences 
(sociology, economics, psychology, pedagogy). The term axiology is 
also used in everyday contexts to denote a group of values that orga-
nise a particular living space.

HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE TERM: Ancient and medieval con-
siderations were based on the categories of goodness and beauty, 
and the transcendental qualities of being (transcendentalia). The no-
tion of value is a modern one; it was originally used within the frame-
work of political economy (Adam Smith) and was later transferred to 
philosophy (Immanuel Kant, Friedrich Nietzsche). Axiology as a value 
theory emerged within neo-Kantianism (the Baden school), which at-
tempted to establish the foundations of duty detached from being (the 
seinsollen problem). However, it was the phenomenologists (Edmund 
Husserl, Max Scheler, Nicolai Hartmann, Dietrich von Hildebrand, 
and Roman Ingarden) who gave the most coherent form to axiology 
by embedding the existence of values in a specific axiological expe-
rience. The phenomenological value theory relates to experiences in 
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which consciousness reveals values, constitutes them, and exposes 
their “duty” aspect, which obliges us to act. Thanks to this, “value” be-
comes not only an ontological or epistemological category, but also 
an existential one which is incorporated into ethics, aesthetics, and 
pedagogy.

DISCUSSION OF THE TERM: the current philosophical discussions on 
axiology concern its validity and methodological status. Following recent 
20thcentury criticism of the term “value” (Martin Heidegger, existentia
lism, neopositivism, etc.), many thinkers do not see any grounds for using 
this category in ethics, aesthetics, etc. It seems, however, that this term 
carries considerable theoretical and practical potential, which is clearly 
visible in the field of pedagogical science. Axiology appears to be an im
portant and largely inalienable reflection on values from the point of view 
of many sciences.

SYSTEMATIC REFLECTION WITH CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM-
MENDATIONS: As a branch of philosophy, axiology has many implica
tions for research conducted within both the humanities (theology, lit
erature studies, art theory and history) and social sciences (sociology, 
psychology, pedagogy, catechetics). In some philosophical perspectives, it 
works both ways, i.e. axiological research adopts findings regarding val
ues obtained in studies conducted within the aforementioned sciences. It 
seems that many phenomena discussed within religious pedagogy can be 
creatively interpreted only when they are analysed in close cooperation 
with axiology. this results from the inalienable existence of values in the 
religious sphere. the results of studies conducted within axiology (un
derstood as the general value theory) appear to be a convenient starting 
point for developing a theory of religious values. such a theory is part of 
the theoretical foundations of religious pedagogy.

Keywords: axiology, values, philosophy, ethics, religious pedagogy
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Studies devoted to the relationship between axiology and religious peda-
gogy seem to be a theoretical necessity. After all, it is difficult to describe 
religious experiences and the problems related to religious education 
and upbringing – or to teaching the skills of the religious interpretation of 
one’s life – without placing them within the context of widely understood 
values. Moreover, in order to speak responsibly about values, it is neces-
sary to refer to a science that has been dealing with them for over a cen-
tury, i.e. axiology. The methodological problem that arises here stems 
from the fact that philosophical science and pedagogy, which belongs to 
the social sciences, meet at this very point. This requires a large amount 
of metatheoretical caution and a great dose of methodological culture. 

definition of the term

The category of value is an ambiguous one. It is used in various con-
texts, not only within the framework of philosophical or humanistic dis-
course, but also in everyday speech; hence, it seems necessary to clari-
fy its meaning within axiology as a science of values. Depending on the 
understanding of value, axiology will take on a different shape that is not 
only methodological but also content-related. After all, the research sub-
ject defines a science both formally and materially.

Value

The term “value” is rooted in the Greek word aksia, which means price 
and inscribes this term eo ipso into economic discourse. The Polish 
noun “wartość” comes from the Latin verb valere (to be well, to be able 
to) or the adjective validus (strong, effective, powerful) and means that 
a thing is worth something. The Polish adjective “wart” (worthy) was 
borrowed directly from the German verb Werte. However, when we talk 
about moral values, we refer to the Greek word arete, meaning virtue, 
moral efficiency, courage, goodness. Something has value as long as 
it has an objective or subjective meaning for a human being and some-
how fits not only into his bodily or mental needs but also into his spiri-
tual desires.
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 Dietrich von Hildebrand, one of the creators of the material ethics 
of values (materiale Wertethik) in the Christian spirit, saw values as 
a quality given to man experimentally; this quality was undefined, pre-
phenomenon, and pre-data, which he described as significant in itself – 
something important regardless of the person’s subjective perception. 
According to Hildebrand, values are only understandable through intu-
ition of an emotional and a priori nature. Values appeal for an appropri-
ate answer (Wertantwort) – for an adequate realisation of their essence 
in life. Values have their qualitative worth (matter), which can be anal-
ysed and described, and their content can be explicated. The philoso-
phy of values finds it challenging to define terms such as faithfulness, 
responsibility, righteousness, or valour (Hildebrand, 1973, 1982b). Phe-
nomenologists also drew attention to the objective hierarchy of values, 
which a man can discover but not establish by himself. In Max Scheler’s 
hierarchy, hedonic values (pleasure-pain) were placed at the very bot-
tom, above which were (in order) vital values (health-illness), utilitarian 
values (useful-useless), cultural values (legal values – ordered/forbid-
den; cognitive values – truth/falsehood, aesthetic values – beauty/ugli-
ness), with sacral values at the very top. The position of a value is given 
to man in the act of preference (Vorziehen) and obliges him to respect 
those values in his attitude and conduct. Acting in a particular situation 
according to a higher value (at the cost of a lower value) gives rise to 
a morally positive value – a moral good. Moral values are created “on 
the shoulders of an act” that realises a higher value; thus, in Scheler’s 
opinion, they are not chosen directly. Fidelity in love or friendship stems 
from an attitude that respects the value of a friend or spouse and which 
connects these people in a relationship. If I am faithful because I want to 
be faithful, I fall into a form of pharisaism. Phenomenologists also point-
ed to numerous applications of the concept of value in the sciences re-
lated to education and upbringing. After all, to a great extent a good life 
is conditioned by man’s proper reference to the world of values. Sen-
sitising students to values is, therefore, the basic task of a teacher-ed-
ucator. Of course, problems arise with the nature of values, their char-
acter, and the validity of any objectivistic hierarchies; these issues are 
addressed within axiology.
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Axiology 

Axiology (aksios, logos) is the branch of philosophy that deals with 
scien tific, methodologically controlled reflection on values and their role 
in human life. It also deals with the problem of the realisation of values 
in existential tangibility. Axiology is the philosophical study of values that 
aims to develop a general value theory. Depending on the philosophi-
cal concept, either it will be an autonomous philosophical science, or it 
will allow convergence with non-philosophical sciences that also deal 
with values, and it will analyse them from a broadly understood empiri-
cal perspective.
 Axiology poses questions regarding the way in which values exist: 
Are they real, ideal, or intentional? What is their nature and essence? 
What are their kinds, types, and hierarchy? What are their criteria of 
valuation? What is their form and matter (ontology of values)? How can 
they be discovered (sensually, a priori, intuitively, emotionally)? What 
are the ways in which they are given to man? What are the determi-
nants of the cognitive act of recognising them? What is the essence of 
the axio logical experience (epistemology of values)? What is their role 
in human life? What is the way of linking humanity with values, i.e. man 
as an axiological being? What are the ways and types of valuation (an-
thropology of values)? 
 Value education and proper value choices (pedagogical axiology) are 
important axiological issues. In some approaches, ethics (as a theory 
of moral values) and aesthetics (as a theory of aesthetic values) are 
treated as branches of axiology (thus determining their research pur-
poses) and constitute particular sub-axiologies, as happens in classical 
phenomenological perspectives. However, certain thinkers point to the 
dangers of using the language of values in ethics (Stachewicz, 2016, 
pp. 73–98).
 The term axiology is also used in everyday speech to describe values 
characteristic of a particular worldview, a social or professional group, 
etc. This term is also used in humanistic or socio-political discourse 
to describe a set of values forming a specific ethos. The real moment 
comes to the fore here, although it is not devoid of normative threads.
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Axiological education 

The term “axiological education” covers the processes of value edu-
cation and the stimulation of cognitive value-oriented processes. It de-
scribes the acquisition of competence in interpreting various life situa-
tions in the context of values, the ability to make conscious judgments, 
as well as the acquisition of skills needed to act according to an ob-
jective value hierarchy. This is done within both individual and social 
inter actions. We can talk about axiological education in the family and 
in social institutions, such as school, media, mass culture, etc. Self-
upbringing and care for internal self-development should also be men-
tioned in this context (Żuk, 2016, pp. 157–262). Scientific reflection on 
the issues related to axiological education is conducted within the peda-
gogical sciences (general human values) and catechetics (religious val-
ues related to a specific denomination, see Bronk, 1998, pp. 179–202).
 Values are useful in determining upbringing and educational goals, 
which demonstrates the connections between pedagogy and axiology. 
After all, it would be difficult to think of an educational and upbringing 
goal that would be axiologically neutral. Thus, it can be claimed that re-
ligious pedagogy cannot avoid cooperating with axiology.

Historical analysis of the term 

In classical metaphysics, goodness, and beauty (which in ancient Greece 
were understood as being one and the same thing and called kaloka
gathia) were transcendental properties of being. Adam Smith, who pio-
neered political economics in the 18th century and developed the theory 
of interchangeable value, introduced this notion of value to the scientific 
discourse (Smith, 1927). The trend was continued by Karl Marx in the 
theory of surplus value developed in Capital, Volume IV. The first phi-
losopher to reach for the concept of value was Immanuel Kant. For him, 
objects had relative value and a man endowed with dignity had an ab-
solute, unconditional value. Friedrich Nietzsche later used the notion of 
value to speak of ressentiment and predicted the nihilist era in which 
“values lose their value”; the slogan “revaluation of all values” became 
a signpost that helped him to leave nihilism behind. However, it was 
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not until the anti-metaphysical attitude of the 19th century eliminated the 
concept of “being”, when axiology was born. Value became a substitute 
for being and was thus transformed into a compensatory concept. Her-
mann Lotze is considered the father of the modern philosophy of  values 
(Brugger, 1967, p. 442). At the beginning, epistemologically and cultu-
rally oriented Wertphilosophie was created in the Neo-Kantian Baden 
school (Wilhelm Windelband, Heinrich Rickert), and then ontological 
and objective materiale Wertethik was developed in phenomenology. 
 The origins of philosophical value theory can be traced to Christian 
von Ehrenfels’ work System der Werttheorie (volumes 1–2, 1897–1898), 
in which he developed a general concept of value as a function of hu-
man desires; this value theory was built within psychologism. The term 
axiology was first used by Paul Lapie with reference to moral  values 
(Logique de la volonte, 1902) and by Eduard von Hartmann with refe-
rence to all values (Grundriss der Axiologie oder Wertwägungslehre, 
1908). From the outset, axiology claimed to be the theoretical founda-
tion of most social sciences and humanities.
 Phenomenology, a new branch of philosophy developed at the begin-
ning of the 20th century by Edmund Husserl, referred to experience as 
the only justification of philosophical concepts and theories and strongly 
opposed the psychologisation of philosophical issues. Value appeared 
to be a correlate of experiences of what is important and what is bind-
ing. Edmund Husserl (Husserl, 1988), followed by Max Scheler (Sche-
ler, 1921), Nicolai Hartmann (Hartmann, 1926), and Dietrich von Hil-
debrand (Hildebrand, 1973) created the framework of value ethics. The 
Polish phenomenologist Roman Ingarden (Ingarden, 1989) also fol-
lowed this path. These thinkers advocated the objective existence of 
hierarchical values to which man has access through a priori cognitive 
intuition, which includes a call for their realisation and for an adequate 
response to their claims. Scheler emphasised the role of love as a kind 
of pre-feeling in the discovery of values. In his treatise entitled What We 
Don’t Know about Values, Ingarden summarised the achievements of 
studies devoted to values and pointed to areas that still posed challeng-
es for axiology (Ingarden, 1970). The map of white spaces he sketched 
still seems valid today.
 In the 20th century, many approaches criticised both the very concept 
of values as a philosophical category and axiology as a study of values. 
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It is worth mentioning here that Heidegger treated values as the sur-
rogate of being which obscures the proper object of thinking: “Evalua-
tive thinking constitutes, here and everywhere, the greatest blasphemy 
imaginable against being” (Heidegger, 1999, p. 300). He criticised Carl 
Schmitt’s language of values, which he termed the tyranny of values, 
and pointed to economics as the only legitimate space for applying the 
logic of values (Schmitt, 2008, p. 40). 
 The notion of value was also radically questioned both by Vien-
nese neopositivism (Moritz Schlick, Hans Reichenbach), which reduced 
 values to pleasure only, and by traditional Thomism. A representative 
of Thomism, Mieczysław Gogacz, pointed to the fact that axiology does 
a lot of harm in ethics and pedagogy because it confronts man not with 
real people but with values as intellectual constructs (Gogacz, 1993, 
p. 37 ff.). In contemporary philosophical thought, it is difficult to find crea-
tive developments of axiological theories. However, those developed so 
far are often mentioned in ethics, aesthetics, and social sciences, with 
particular emphasis on pedagogical sciences. One can also find thin-
kers who point to the obsolete nature of axiological research (Schnädel-
bach, 1992, p. 249). It seems, however, that the language of values has 
become a permanent feature of humanistic and social discourse, and it 
is difficult to dismiss it by abandoning the concept of values. Therefore, 
the relationship between axiology and religious pedagogy is not acci-
dental and arbitrary, but seems to result from the very structure of reli-
gious pedagogy.

discussion of the term

In the subject literature the term axiology is used interchangeably with 
the terms “value theory”, “the theory of value”, and “the philosophy of 
values”. It frequently appears in German (Werttheorie) and English 
(philoso phy of values). The status of axiology is discussed by metho-
dologists (Kamiński, 1989, pp. 293–306), philosophers who deal with 
values, and representatives of social sciences and the humanities who 
use the term. One problem that is often discussed regards the very na-
ture of axio logy: should it remain a philosophical science or should it be 
practiced within sociology, psychology, literature studies, or pedagogy? 
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However, it is doubtful whether it is possible to solve the key problems 
of value, or even to develop a coherent meaning of “value” within the 
framework of social sciences. It seems that these sciences must “bor-
row” the findings of philosophical axiology, which somewhat compli-
cates the issue of their scientific autonomy. This obviously also relates 
to the areas of religious pedagogy discussed here. Nevertheless, hav-
ing a strong principle of autonomy does not deny the possibility of using 
research data obtained by other disciplines. Therefore, we can speak 
of close ties between religious pedagogy and philosophical axiology, 
which are strengthened on theological grounds.
 The relationship between axiology and religious pedagogy has en-
abled the latter to develop its own theories of religious education and 
upbringing. In practice, these processes will endow man with the com-
petence to interpret his life and experiences from the perspective of re-
ligious values. Values give pedagogical theories a normative aspect, 
which does not result directly from the description of social and edu-
cational reality. Thanks to values in the field of religious pedagogy, the 
gap between the actual (“is”) and the normative (“should be”) is bridged. 
Understanding life, its logic, and reality from the perspective of not only 
strictly moral but also religious values is the core of man’s spiritual-reli-
gious life. To bring up and educate people to possess this attitude is 
a fundamental task of the upbringing and educational processes that 
take place within religious institutions. With regard to the moral dimen-
sion (which is, after all, an integral part of religious life), values and their 
hierarchy appear to be primary and inalienable elements of both ethical 
theory and life practice.
 The thesis that all research areas within religious pedagogy are en-
tangled in axiological issues seems justified. After all, those values 
which we consider true and objective and which constitute the religious 
universe of life will determine the objectives of activities undertaken 
within teaching, education, and upbringing. Axiology has developed not 
only notions and methods, but also many interesting theories explain-
ing the ontological status of values, their content, their position in life, 
ways of discovering values and their binding power, the connection of 
life with the world of values, etc. Religious axiology as a sub-discipline 
of axiology aims at studying those values that function in a specific man-
ner within religion. To a large extent, the world of religious values will 
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overlap with the world of human values, but it is possible to demonstrate 
the existence of values characteristic of a particular religious tradition. 
Values such as repentance, humility, trust in God, and mercy appear to 
be particularly important for a Christian who is aiming to be transformed 
in Christ (Hildebrand, 1982a).

systematic reflection with conclusions 
and recommendations

Axiology is a theoretical science with numerous practical implications. 
Religious pedagogy is focused not only on teaching and education, but 
also on formation in order to accompany a person on the path of his per-
sonal development. It offers the hermeneutical keys to understanding 
oneself and one’s existence, and it provides the tools needed for spiri-
tual development. It also helps in the understanding of morally correct 
attitudes, decisions, and behaviours. If, from an axiological point of view, 
man is not only who he really is but also who he wants to be and even 
who he should be (Stróżewski, 2002, pp. 59–60), then normative analy-
sis becomes open to scientific investigation. Values appear to be pe-
culiar regulatory ideas in the process of education and upbringing. The 
pedagogical management of this space seems obvious and somehow 
necessary.
 Axiology, in a colloquial sense, means the adoption by certain so-
cial groups of values that create the normative environment of human 
life (ethos). We talk about the axiology of given professions (e.g. axiol-
ogy of a teacher, catechist, doctor), axiology of marital and family life, 
political axiology, etc. Furthermore, because they are rooted in a given 
worldview, we can talk about religious, secular, atheistic axiology, etc. 
The references to Christian axiology will be particularly important and 
relevant from the perspective of religious pedagogy, especially those 
references that analyse values that specifically relate to the fullness of 
being a Christian (evangelical axiology, axiology of the Sermon on the 
Mount, etc.). Christian axiology is a subset of moral and sacred values 
which is analysed within the material axiology of the universe of values.
 The types of values and their hierarchy deserve special attention 
within the contexts addressed in this article. The physical, mental, and 
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spiritual spheres are related to particular types of values, such as vi-
tal, hedonic, utilitarian, cultural, moral, or sacral. Axiology sensitises us 
to the fact that all values are important for human life, and realisation 
of the lower values enables realisation of the higher ones. In his law of 
strength, Hartmann observed that low values are strong and high values 
are weak. The lowest values demand to be realised with great strength 
and are difficult to resist, while the highest ones subtly appeal to our 
freedom and are weaker than strong needs and instincts. Discovering 
values and living by them seem to involve the intellectual sphere as well 
as the emotional or voluntary spheres, indicating the integral unity of 
the human person in relation to the world of values. In cooperation with 
axio logy, religious pedagogy should analyse such issues for the benefit 
of its own research and findings.
 The above considerations demonstrate the relationship between reli-
gious pedagogy and axiology, especially in terms of the theory of religio-
us values. Both scientific disciplines are autonomous, but together they 
reveal an important aspect of man’s life, i.e. his essential leaning to-
wards values. Human existence is the same as being towards values. 
Axiology analyses this aspect of human nature, and pedagogy incorpo-
rates into its research areas those moments of being human towards 
values that are subject to upbringing and educational processes.
 Religious pedagogy reaches for axiological terminology in order to 
develop its own theory of education and to interpret human life from the 
perspective of content drawn from religious cognition. Its characteristic 
feature is cognition resulting not only from the use of intelligence, rea-
son, and empirical (i.e. conducted within natural sciences) research, but 
also from supernatural cognition (John Paul II, 1998). The difference 
in cognition promoted by each of these forms results from their diffe-
rent sources and scope. For this reason, both these forms should com-
plement rather than exclude each other. While natural cognition results 
from the human search for the truth in which intelligence, intellect, or na-
ture studies are involved, religious cognition reveals the truth transmit-
ted by God in His Revelation and the authority of God behind this truth. 
This means that through religious cognition, man is able to discover, at 
least partially, the reality that is unattainable by his intellect and relates, 
in the first instance, to the knowledge that explains human existence, 
especially the questions regarding the beginnings of human life, the 
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world, destiny, the meaning of existence, etc. Following this path of cog-
nition also allows man to discover non-transient, transcendent values. 
 A question that is particularly important for pedagogy, including reli-
gious pedagogy, regards the educational activities that enable a person to 
follow the world of values. It seems that only one answer is possible. It is 
necessary to engage the “faculties of the soul”, i.e. reason, feelings, and 
will, as with their help a person should be able to recognise the meaning 
of a specific value both for his own life and development and for others. 
The second step that needs to be taken concerns one’s own emotional 
attitude towards values, which are expressed by the motives for action 
that are considered necessary for the holistic development of the person 
and cover a set of factors that trigger intentional actions directed at the 
development of a person. They give a person satisfaction in life and play 
an important role in maintaining mental health. This results in the need 
for educators to undertake pedagogical initiatives that will encourage stu-
dents to care about their own development and work for a harmonious life 
within a larger community. In this context, the third step is to accompany 
and support a person in making his personal decision to consider a given 
value his own, and to want to nurture it in his life. The process of making 
such a decision is accompanied by the processes of value absolutisation, 
that is the selection of values from among those internally accepted and 
in arranging them according to a certain hierarchy. In such a hierarchy, 
primacy is given to those  values that determine the direction of a person’s 
actions and indicate their meaning. At this level, religious pedagogy has 
great possibilities related to broadening the perspectives of looking at the 
world and human life through the prism of values, especially existential 
ones, that are offered by religion (Marek, 2005). 
 With such a brief presentation of the process of value education, it 
should be remembered that in real life we deal with a long process in 
which a person takes a certain moral attitude towards the values that fa-
cilitate the achievement of his life goals. Also, in this respect religion can 
broaden the horizons of the human perception of life with elements that 
indicate the existence of another dimension of life. In this case, Christian 
religious pedagogy references man’s destiny and the purpose of life us-
ing the terms “life with God” and “immortality”. 
 A person’s conscience is taken as a measure of moral behaviour. 
Many definitions of conscience emphasise that it is an intrinsic feature 
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that enables a person to consciously and independently give a concrete 
shape to his own life and facilitates making decisions about specific ac-
tions. Conscience is thus a kind of authority given to man – an organ 
sensitive to moral values – which makes him aware that good must 
be done, and evil must be opposed. It expresses a human judgement 
about the moral good/evil of one’s own intentional action, which will be 
a source of inner approval or guilt – a conviction that one is a good or 
a bad person. 
 By transferring these remarks to the field of pedagogy and religious 
pedagogy, attempts should be made to shape human conscience in the 
proper way. This process begins at the earliest stage of human life and 
continues in the stages that follow. It should also be remembered that 
although every human being is born with conscience, at the moment of 
birth he cannot be regarded as a “miniature adult” as far as his spiritual 
development is concerned. Moreover, he is neither able to accept nor 
be guided by binding moral norms, which makes us aware of the neces-
sity to support the processes of his formation. Due to the uniqueness of 
each person, uniform prescriptions for these processes cannot be giv-
en. It can only be assumed that they should be guided by the principle 
that upbringing – which also refers to human conscience – is achieved 
not by what we say but by what we do and, most importantly, by what we 
are like towards ourselves, towards each other and towards God – Tran-
scendence. This principle applies at every stage of a person’s develop-
ment (Marek, 2005). 
 Accompanying pedagogy is the inspiration for reflection on the pro-
cesses of moral education based on axiology and on the formation of 
conscience. This pedagogy is based on four pillars: experience, reflec-
tion, action, and evaluation (Marek, 2017). Experience, understood as 
particular events in a person’s life, covers the area of life that includes 
the sensual, spiritual, external, or internal reality. It always takes on the 
form of a unique and individual concrete reality, which makes it the prop-
erty of one person only. It always leaves a certain “trace” in the per-
son, but does not preclude others from having similar experiences. Ex-
perience cannot be “forced” either on oneself or on others. It can only 
be accumulated. No experience is definitive. It triggers questions about 
the course, meaning, and significance of events. In religious pedago-
gy, we also use the term “religious experience”. This opens a man to 
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Transcendence (God) and to the ultimate meaning of his own existence. 
With its help, it is easier for a man to notice and respect the consequenc-
es resulting from relations established with God. In particular, it is about 
showing trust, love, and fidelity to Him, including in situations that, in hu-
man terms, seem to be an obvious failure (e.g. death). It gives a per-
son new motivation to take responsibility and engage in the service of 
good. The experiences a person gathers trigger his cognitive activities 
and facilitate the discovery and acceptance of certain values, including 
personal and moral values. These experiences are enriched by religious 
pedagogy, which in one’s interpretation allows one to use not only natu-
ral cognition but also supernatural cognition, i.e. religious cognition. The 
need to refer to knowledge in education (which was mentioned above) 
also applies to the next stage of the process of moral education and 
the formation of conscience. During this stage, a person reflects on the 
meaning of his experiences, and this reflection leads to his inner growth 
(development), which is achieved by analysing the meanings of particu-
lar experiences and by learning how to answer questions that appear on 
the way. Thanks to this, a person learns how to make objective assess-
ments, how to interiorise, select, and absolutise the values discovered 
in these experiences. Knowledge derived from religious cognition con-
siderably contributes to these processes. It is assumed that reflection 
will provide the person collecting experiences with impulses to under-
take actions governed by responsibility for himself and his community. 
These actions involve discovering the need to accept a specific world of 
values and developing attitudes that should be followed when making 
one’s own choices. These activities should be treated as supportive in 
creating a vision of a person’s life. There is also a place in them for reli-
gious pedagogy, which creates a new outlook on life through references 
to supernatural cognition. This is done by providing both natural and re-
ligious motives. Among them, the motive of living with God for eternity 
may gain importance (Marek, 2017).
 Another pillar supporting the acquisition of moral competence is 
called “evaluation”. The student and the teacher should take joint ac-
tion based on trust and respect to evaluate everything that has hap-
pened during the accumulation of experiences, to reflect on them, and 
to take action inspired by their outcomes. The aim is to draw attention 
to accomplishments and successes as well as shortcomings or even 
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failures. This step is intended to contribute to developing the ability to 
assess one’s competence to function responsibly in one’s personal and 
social life. It is also supposed to help one notice the effects of one’s own 
development (growth), both intellectual and moral. Undertaking this kind 
of assessment is undoubtedly conductive to the processes of moral de-
velopment and the formation of conscience, mostly because it requires 
knowledge of moral values, moral norms, and moral models. All this also 
makes us aware that religious pedagogy, understood as a social, hu-
manistic, and practically oriented science, reaches for the achievements 
of other sciences.
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ethical foundations of religious pedagogy

summary
DEFINITION OF THE TERM: the ethics of religious pedagogy is the area 
of religious pedagogy that investigates ethical issues. 

HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE TERM: the presence of ethical issues 
in religious pedagogy is related to the way in which it is understood: as 
religious studies, as theology, as catechetics (catechetical pedagogy), or 
as one of the pedagogical sciences (Christian pedagogy, Catholic peda
gogy, open pedagogy).

DISCUSSION OF THE TERM: regardless of differences in the under
standing of the notion of religious pedagogy, the ethical issues it raises 
are often related to the educational ideas of Christocentrism, Christian 
mora lism, personalism, and Christian humanism.

SYSTEMATIC REFLECTION WITH CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM-
MENDATIONS: like ethics, religious pedagogy addresses the metaethi
cal issues within its foundations (its normative or empirical character); it 
also presents its own ethical issues in a similar way (within the following 
approaches: nomological, axiological, aretological, and exemplarist).

Keywords: religious pedagogy, Christian pedagogy, ethics, 
catechetics, normativity
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definition of the term

The ethics of religious pedagogy is the area of religious pedagogy that 
investigates ethical issues. Different understandings of ethics and reli-
gious pedagogy determine a particular approach to the ethical issues in-
vestigated within religious pedagogy.
 Ethics can be understood in four ways: 1) as a branch of philosophy 
(different from metaethics); 2) as a specific moral system; 3) as a set of 
moral judgments and norms recognized by a specific community; and 
even 4) as a theory describing a set of individuals’ or communities’ mor-
al beliefs and behaviours that are subject to moral evaluation and are 
explained through the prism of historical, psychological or socio-cultural 
determinants (Stępień, 1995).
 Religious pedagogy can also be understood in four ways: 1) as a reli-
gious study, investigating widely understood educational activities within 
various religions; 2) as a theological science, focused on teaching reli-
gion within the Christian denominations (often referring to the specific 
structure of the education system in a given country); 3) as catechetics, 
which analyses broadly understood catechesis based on the theological 
assumptions of ecclesiastical teaching, especially in the field of dogma 
and morality. Catechetics also takes into account the psychopedagogi-
cal characteristics of individuals, groups, and entire communities as well 
as methodological postulates regarding the transmission of the contents 
of faith, with particular emphasis on the vertical dimension of the rela-
tionship between God and man; and 4) as a pedagogical science, ana-
lysing various systems of religious education (especially Christian, i.e. 
Catholic, Orthodox, and Protestant), and indicating close ties between 
religious pedagogy and Christian pedagogy, Catholic pedagogy, Ortho-
dox pedagogy, or Protestant pedagogy.
 The ways in which the concept of ethics is understood are related to 
linguistic conventions associated with its various popular and scientific 
approaches. Religious pedagogy relates to a specific range of scientific 
knowledge with its own metatheoretical foundations, often more or less 
consciously accepted by particular researchers and determined by par-
ticular ways of conducting scientific analyses throughout various histori-
cal periods.
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 Taking these differences into account, it can be noticed that ethical 
issues in religious pedagogy relate to several areas: 1) moral education 
inspired by a particular religion (its sources, aims, methods, techniques, 
and its institutional and non-institutional forms); 2) the educational as-
pects of particular moral systems (especially in terms of identifying the 
source and essence of moral obligation, and the search for the origins 
of moral evil and ways of overcoming it); 3) the role of moral educa-
tion in the context of the overall process of education (including the role 
of  ethics in shaping religious attitudes, and the role of the institutional 
teaching of ethics in conveying the contents of faith in different educa-
tion systems).
 Religious pedagogy addresses ethical issues through normative re-
flections (especially those stemming from the assumptions of a given 
religion, from Revelation, and from the doctrinal system built upon it) 
and descriptive reflections (which relate to experiences of a metaphysi-
cal nature based on phenomenological concepts of survival and to re-
ports from the ethical dimensions of educational activities offered to indi-
viduals, groups, and communities, conducted in accordance with the 
assumptions of an appropriate ethical system).

Historical analysis of the term

Several authors, e.g. Bronk (2003), treat religious pedagogy as a reli-
gious study (the 1st understanding of religious pedagogy). Ethics within 
religious pedagogies of particular denominations is understood primari-
ly as a specific moral system (the 3rd meaning of ethics) or as a set of 
moral judgments and norms recognized by a given religious community 
(the 4th meaning of ethics). However, it should be noted that treating re-
ligious pedagogy as a religious study is projective in nature (by analogy, 
for example, to sociology of religion). In reality, it would be difficult to in-
dicate clear factual and institutional elements of this understanding of 
pedagogical sub-disciplines.
 Max Reischle (1858–1905), the Protestant philosopher and theolo-
gian, was the person who used the term religious pedagogy for the first 
time. He saw it as a theological science focused on teaching religion 
within the Christian denominations (the 2nd understanding). Reischle 
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described the concept of Religionspädagogik in his work The question 
of the essence of religion: Foundation for a methodology of the philoso
phy of religion [Die Frage nach dem Wesen der Religion. Grundlegung 
zu einer Methodologie der Religionsphilosophie], published in Freiburg 
in 1889 (Milerski, 1998a).
 In this understanding of religious pedagogy, ethics is treated primari-
ly as a specific moral system (the 2nd meaning of ethics) or as a set of 
moral judgments and norms recognized by a particular community (the 
3rd meaning of ethics), which are taught in the course of religious educa-
tion, usually conditioned by specific Christian denominations.
 In European religious education, the teaching of ethics and the teach-
ing of the truths of faith and morals became particularly important in the 
16th century, both in Catholicism and in Protestantism. This transmission 
was characterized by adhering to orthodoxy within particular denomina-
tions; in the 17th century it took the form of doctrinarism, which aimed to 
define theological and ethical issues as precisely as possible.
 It is believed that this approach to teaching religion and ethical issues 
was one of the reasons for the cultural, religious, and educational con-
fusion observed after the Thirty Years’ War. This situation led to peda-
gogical reforms and the emergence of the seventeenth-century pedago-
gical utopias postulated by Johannes Valentinus Andreae (1586–1654), 
Wolfgang Ratke (1571–1635), and John Amos Comenius (1592–1670). 
During that period, the category of explanation (explicatio) was restored 
and the category of application (aplicatio) was introduced in accordance 
with social demands for the need to educate not just theoreticians but 
also Christian practitioners who were to be guided by a specific ethical 
system in social life. 
 The institutionalization of religious and ethical teaching, particularly 
in education, triggered a reaction in the form of pietism. Its representa-
tives, August Hermann Francke (1663–1727) and Nikolaus Ludwig von 
Zinzendorf (1700–1760), believed that the Christian faith belongs not 
to doctrine and theoretical teaching, but primarily to the domain of the 
heart, and is realized in piety practiced within a community of believers. 
The emphasis was placed on spreading and living the Word, which led 
to conversion and a pious life. Paradoxically, in the area of ethical edu-
cation, pietism was accompanied by dogmatization and literally under-
stood interpretations of the Bible, which led to religious and moral rigor.
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 Friedrich Daniel Ernst Schleieiermacher (1768–1834), who treated 
religion as a feeling and taste of the Infinite and as a view of the Uni-
verse, claimed that it was impossible to get to know the Infinite and 
that there were no methodical means leading to religion. He advocated 
the cultivation of a religious feeling and the revival of the religious prin-
ciple through a process that is customarily called a religious upbring-
ing. The development of religiosity was to take place within a religious 
community, but the exact place of this revival should be within the fam-
ily. Teaching religion in schools and in the church was only a substitute 
for a religious upbringing within the family. F.D.E. Schleieiermacher did 
not limit religion to the sphere of emotions, but emphasized its ethical, 
social, and cultural aspects. The aim of religious education was to lead 
pupils into religious autonomy, i.e. to enable individuals to join the life of 
a particular religious community in a creative manner.
 The recognition of God as the centre of all practical ideas is clearly 
visible in the pedagogical system developed by Johann Friedrich Her-
bart (1776–1841). Moritz Wilhelm Drobisch (1802–1896) and Tuiskon 
Ziller (1817–1882), representatives of the Herbart school, regarded 
God not only as a divine being but also as an ethical being. In practice, 
religious education was identified with moral education, which occu-
pied a central position in all education in the Restoration period, dur-
ing which there was an intensification of the discussions started by 
F.D.E. Schleiermacher on the teaching of faith and ethics in a system 
in which religion was included in education. The teaching of faith that 
was provided by religious communities was separate from religious 
education, which was a compulsory school subject. Religious educa-
tion was a tool used for subordinating social life to the state, based on 
the ethical principles of Christian faith. This can be seen in Germany, 
where – following the politicisation of the educational system in the 
second half of the 19th century – the concepts of education and reli-
gion were assimilated, and ethical issues became the keystone of this 
assimilation. 
 The emergence of the kerygmatic concept of catechesis, represent-
ed by Karl Barth (1886–1968), was an attempt to restore the importance 
of the vertical dimension of religion, which ultimately led to the juxtaposi-
tion of theology and humanistic education, as the former was interested 
only in ethical issues (Milerski, 1998a).
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 The separation of theological and ethical issues (in practice most 
often manifested by the teaching of the contents of faith by religious 
communities, as separate from the humanistic education provided by 
the state) was not always consistently implemented. The main reason 
for the attempts to combine these areas of education can be seen in 
the postulates of an integral approach to human development, advo-
cated by the Roman Catholic Church, amongst others, and expressed 
most openly in Pius XI’s encyclical Divini illius Magistri of 1929, the Se-
cond Vatican Council’s declaration Gravissimum educationis of 1965, 
the General Catechetical Directory of 1971, John Paul II’s Apostolic 
Exhor tation Catechesi Tradendae on catechesis in our time of 1979, 
the Cate chism of the Catholic Church of 1992, the General Directory for 
Cateche sis of 1997, and in many documents regarding canon law.
 This gave rise to catechetical pedagogy (the 3rd understanding of re-
ligious pedagogy). Within its various metatheoretical foundations, it fo-
cused on religious education and formation based on this education. It is 
easy to notice that in this form of religious pedagogy the concept of “reli-
gion” is frequently identified with those of “Christianity” or “Catholicism”, 
but its starting point is primarily based on didactic issues. Today, these 
discussions are focused on the various models of religious education, 
beginning with the model of didactic catechesis, carrying on through the 
model of kerygmatic catechesis to the model of integral catechesis (Ku-
nowski, 1958, 1963, and Bagrowicz, 2000).
 The ethical issues analysed in this understanding of religious peda-
gogy are closely linked with moral theology, which combines ethical is-
sues (the 1st meaning of ethics) with Revelation (the Bible), tradition, 
and the teachings of the Magisterium of the Catholic Church. The spe-
cific theological, moral, and ethical issues embodied in this approach 
are the subject of teaching and are instrumental in the formation of indi-
viduals, groups, and communities (cf. Kunowski, 1959, Milerski, 1998b).
 The growing interest in the various disciplines of science and the rec-
ognition of their role in the preparation of catechists and priests were 
factors that contributed to the transformation of religious pedagogy into 
a scientific discipline (the 4th understanding of religious pedagogy). The 
following documents of the Holy See triggered the “pedagogization” of 
catechetical pedagogy (or even catechetics itself): Pius XI’s Apostolic 
Constitution Deus Scientiarum Dominus of 24 May 1931 and On the 
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significance of the study of pedagogy in seminaries issued by the Sa-
cred Congregation of Seminaries and Universities of Studies in 1945. 
These documents stated that when religious instruction in schools faces 
difficulties, it places new and high demands on catechists, which should 
motivate them to continuously expand their pedagogical knowledge, es-
pecially in the area of didactics (Ceglarek, 2014).
 The premises for such an approach to pedagogical-religious issues 
were also provided by the works of such philosophers of religion as Ro-
mano Guardini (1885–1968) and Martin Buber (1878–1965), who of-
fered a look at religious education in relation to the processes of humani-
zation, liberation, and the realization of one’s own humanity (Nowak, 
2000).
 Historically, the ethical considerations within religious pedagogy as 
a pedagogical science focused mainly on presenting the ethical aspects 
of various educational systems, paying particular attention to religious 
and moral aspects (the 4th meaning of ethics). Taking into consideration 
similarities and differences between particular Christian denomina-
tions, the research subject of religious pedagogy in this understanding 
is Christian upbringing in general, and Catholic, Orthodox, and Evangel-
ical upbringings in particular. 
 Additionally, Christian pedagogy developed within the framework of 
religious pedagogy is understood as a pedagogical science. However, 
a subtle difference in the subject matter and methodological assump-
tions of religious pedagogy and Christian pedagogy should be men-
tioned here: according to Marian Nowak (2001), due to the historical 
manner of conducting scientific reflection, religious pedagogy focuses 
on education (Bildung), whereas Christian pedagogy focuses on up-
bringing (Erziehung).
 Christian inspirations within Christian pedagogy can be of a stat-
ic nature (Catholic pedagogy is practiced within this perspective), or 
a dynamic nature (for example, open pedagogy). In Catholic pedago-
gy,  ethics is treated primarily as a specific moral system (the 2nd mean-
ing of ethics). The presentation of ethical issues gives the analysis con-
ducted within Catholic pedagogy a normative character. Such pedagogy 
was practiced by Jadwiga Zamojska (1831–1923), Jacek Woroniecki 
(1878–1949), Ludwika Jeleńska (1885–1961), and Helena Łubieńska 
de Lenval (1895–1972), and their reflections focused on comparative 
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analyses of various moral systems and apologetics of Catholic ethics 
(Kunowski, 2000).
 In dynamic Christian pedagogy, ethics is understood not only as 
a moral system (the 2nd understanding of ethics), but also as a branch 
of philosophy (the 1st understanding of ethics). The role played by Chris-
tianity in the development of the area of Christian pedagogy that deals 
with ethical issues is identical to the role Christianity played in the de-
velopment of ethics. It is expressed primarily in the influence of the ele-
ments of Revelation given in the New Testament regarding moral con-
sciousness and the development of ethical reflection. This influence 
was  exerted mainly by showing the dignity of man (which is the source 
of moral obligation) through the perspective of the incarnation of the Son 
of God and the redemption accomplished by Jesus Christ. The  values 
presented in Christian pedagogy are not authoritatively proclaimed 
(a postulate to create a reality different from the order of the modern 
world), but have the status of proposals based on two concepts. The 
first is a broad ontological, epistemological, and methodological concept 
that is open to the possibility of the existence of a supernatural reality 
and supernatural knowledge; the other is a practical concept that indi-
cates the animating role of these values in today’s educational and cul-
tural activities (Nowak, 2000, Rynio, 2007).

discussion of the term

Ethical issues (the 1st meaning of ethics) have been structurally em-
bedded in pedagogy since the very beginning. J.F. Herbart, one of the 
creators of the systematically developed structure of scientific pedago-
gy (Wissenschaftliche Pädagogik), assumed that pedagogy (as well as 
politics and philosophy of religion) is a discipline constituting a bridge 
between theoretical and practical philosophy. According to Herbart, 
theoretical philosophy, with its descriptive judgements (answering the 
question “what is?”), was created by logic and metaphysics, which con-
stituted the bases of psychology at that time. On the other hand, prac-
tical philosophy, which aimed to formulate value judgements (answer-
ing the question “what should be?”), was created by aesthetics, i.e. the 
theo ry of what is good and what is not, and within that, ethics as a theory 
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of what is good and what is evil (Herbart, 1967). J.F. Herbart’s  proposal 
was of great importance for the development of all pedagogy, includ-
ing religious pedagogy, because it indicates the important goals to be 
achieved. Apart from the theoretical goal (descriptive) and the practical 
goal of an instrumental, praxeological nature (i.e. various didactics and 
methodologies), it has a practical goal (in the Aristotelian sense) that is 
related to teleological, axiological, and ethical issues.
 According to Jacek Woroniecki (1878–1949), due to methodologi-
cal reasons, it is not possible to combine psychological knowledge ob-
tained through empirical and experimental research with ethical knowl-
edge, which sets the goals of upbringing. Therefore, he consistently 
saw pedagogy (as a science of upbringing) as an organic part of ethics 
or moral theology. He believed that the transformation of science that 
took place in the 16th and 17th centuries was the source of the emanci-
pation of pedagogy from ethical issues and the creation of a new dis-
cipline related to both ethics and psychology. Thus, J. Woroniecki’s 
pedagogy, called “paedagogia perennis”, was by its nature religious 
pedagogy, but reduced to ethical and moral issues. It was a per-
manent and traditional educational doctrine of the Catholic Church 
(Woroniecki, 1924, 1986).
 However, regardless of the development of pedagogy, which was in-
creasingly based on the achievements of various disciplines of science 
and which, with time, became a scientific discipline itself, the interests 
of religious pedagogy (i.e. pedagogy related to religion) never  departed 
from ethical issues and their teleological, axiological, ideological, or 
worldview dimensions. 
 Ethics in religious pedagogy practiced in the tradition of Religions
pädagogik (the 2nd and 3rd understandings of religious pedagogy) is pri-
marily the subject of religious or state education. The main issues here 
include 1) justifying the legitimacy of particular agents of social life (the 
family, the Church, the state) to provide religious education, and 2) justi-
fying the validity of moral norms by referring to arguments derived either 
from specific philosophical perspectives (natural knowledge) or from 
theological premises that have their source in Revelation.
 Pius XI’s Encyclical Divini illius Magistri solved the first problem 
by listing the basic educational communities: the Church, the family, 
and the state, among which the Church functions in the supernatural 
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 order, while the family and the state function within the natural order. 
The Church and the state are called perfect communities because they 
have all the resources needed for the development of their members, 
and the family is an imperfect community because it needs the help 
of other communities to support the full development of its members. 
The  factors that legitimize the educational activity of the Church include 
“the overt mission and supreme authority to teach, given to her by her 
divine Founder”, Jesus Christ, and “the supernatural motherhood, in vir-
tue of which the Church (…) generates, nurtures and educates souls 
in the divine life of grace” (Divini illius Magistri, 1999, p. 8). The Church 
recognizes the total and inviolable primacy of parents’ natural right to 
raise their child (including their moral upbringing), without seeing any 
grounds for antagonizing either the supernatural order or the natural or-
der of education, since both have their origins in God. At the same time, 
the Encyclical also emphasises the natural primacy of the family over 
the state in deciding how to bring up its children.
 The second issue of interest to religious pedagogy, the justification 
of the validity of norms, is addressed by the Encyclical in its reference 
to Thomistic philosophy. The main emphasis is placed on the need to 
shape the moral habits or virtues that create a Christian character. The 
will of a man with a character formed this way is totally subordinated 
to reason and is based on the foundation of faith. This character is ex-
pressed externally in acts of love for one’s neighbour and in self-denial. 
It emphasizes moralism, which assumes that the goal of upbringing is 
Christian perfection (achieved by preparing the soul to perform morally 
good acts), as well as Christian personalism and theocentric humanism. 
 These ideas are also present in Christian pedagogy (the 4th under-
standing of religious pedagogy). Stefan Kunowski (1909–1977) indicat-
ed four basic ideas: Christocentrism, Christian moralism, personalism, 
and Christian humanism (2000). All of them, although to varying de-
grees, refer to ethical issues.
 Christocentrism emphasizes the value of transformation and conver-
sion, i.e. “a new life in Christ” (cf. the Letter of St. Paul to the Ephesians: 
2:15; 4:22–24; the Letter of St. Paul to the Colossians 3:10).
 Christian moralism was formed by referring to moral theology and 
Thomistic normative ethics, which, as S. Kunowski stated, are teleologi-
cal in nature. The temporal goals of human life are subordinated to the 
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ultimate goal – strived for consciously and voluntarily. Such ethics are 
“fundamentally religious, based on religion and the natural law common 
to all people and available in their voice of conscience, and morally im-
portant especially when an act is to be performed when nobody sees it 
and learns about the doer” (Kunowski, 2000, p. 100). It requires the con-
tinuous moral perfection that is obtained by preparing the spiritual facul-
ties (of reason and will) and the sensual faculties (of desire and irasci-
bility) to perform morally good acts. This perfection is achieved through 
acquiring the cardinal virtues (prudence, which perfects reason; justice, 
which perfects will; temperance, which perfects desire; and fortitude, 
which perfects irascibility) and the theological virtues (faith, hope, and 
charity). Attention is drawn to the individual and the social dimensions of 
human development (Kunowski, 2000, p. 100).
 Personalism emphasizes the dignity and value of every man as a ra-
tional and free being. This means that man can never be treated as an 
object (as a means to an end), but always as the end in itself. A reali-
stic interpretation of the “human fact” and integral humanism requires 
a search for such concepts of man in which there is a balance between 
the vision of man as homo spiritualis and the vision of man as homo 
biologicus or homo oeconomicus. The value of a person also requires 
emphasizing the substantial aspect, the static aspect (man experiences 
himself in himself, he is a unique being), and the existential, dynamic as-
pect (man experiences himself in his acts, in relation with “you”, “is for”; 
he lives in a community). In the latter sense, a human can discover his 
relationship with God (Nowak, 2000). 
 According to M. Nowak, four mistakes can be made while pursuing 
the idea of personalism in upbringing (including religious upbringing).
 The first is over-emphasising the static approach in the understand-
ing of the ‘person’. If the person is considered unique and independent 
from the influences of his environment, what does matter in his upbring-
ing is his own perfection, which consists essentially in the transfer of 
knowledge. In such understood pedagogical work, the aim is to form 
a wise person with an individual, strong personality, while important ele-
ments of social education are neglected.
 The second mistake – the opposite of the first one – is over-em-
phasizing the dynamic dimension in the understanding of the person. 
Consequently, the concepts of upbringing may paradoxically lead to the 
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disappearance of the value of the person as such and lean towards col-
lective and group upbringing.
 The third mistake is most strongly related to ethical issues. It con-
sists of understanding a person solely in ethical and moral terms, and in 
equating the concept of the “person” with the concept of “personality”. 
It assumes that a person who has had a proper upbringing possesses 
a certain level of sensitivity, a rich personality, and can act ethically. In 
other words, this person can subordinate his reason to his will. The criti-
cal point here is the reduced role played by reason because upbringing 
rejects the possibility of and the need for mutual interpenetration of acts 
of reason and will.
 The fourth mistake is connected with looking at a person from ex-
clusively psychological and sociological perspectives, with emphasis 
placed on ‘becoming a person’. The goal of upbringing is associated 
with good health and proper development in an attempt to achieve some 
‘model’. The concept of upbringing is limited to preparing a person to 
perform defined social, cultural, or economic roles (Nowak, 2000).
 Personalism is present in religious pedagogy in many different ap-
proaches and analyses.
 The 4th idea mentioned by S. Kunowski, i.e. the idea of theocentric 
humanism, is closely related to moralism and personalism and con-
sists in shaping Christian love (caritas). It is expressed in the Church’s 
charitable and educational activities in the areas of hospitality, educa-
tion, care, and resocialization (Kunowski, 2000). Indicating the value 
of theocentric humanism, which includes the value of Christian love, 
clearly fits in with the postulates of open pedagogy, which aims to pres-
ent an animating and inspiring role of Christian values in the contempo-
rary world.

systematic reflection with conclusions 
and recommendations

Ethical issues are immanently inscribed within all pedagogy (Herbart, 
1967), and even more so in religious pedagogy in its various aspects, 
especially if it assumes a minimum of teleological, axiological, or ethi-
cal premises.
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 Different metatheoretical concepts of religious pedagogy (cf.  Magier, 
2019), and thus the differing models of interdisciplinary connections be-
tween pedagogical, theological, and ethical issues (Kunowski, 1958, 
1959, 1963, 2000, Nowak, 2000), ascribe a different epistemological 
status to the ethical theses of religious pedagogy. They take the form 
of normative or descriptive claims which arise from and are directed to-
wards educational practice.
 Obviously, the presence and justification of moral norms in religious 
pedagogy relate to metaethical issues. In addition to the normative posi-
tion that assumes the deductive nature of morality, ethicists look for the 
empirical justification of moral norms (Weight, 2018). In fact, empirical 
ways of building ethical knowledge can already be found in the works of 
many representatives of various disciplines: ethical naturalism – John 
Stuart Mill (1806–1873) and Moritz Schlick (1882–1936); ethical emo-
tivism – Alfred Jules Ayer (1910–1989) and Charles Leslie Stevenson 
(1908–1979); quasi-realism – Simon Blackburn; expressivism – Allan 
Gibbard; ethical intuitionism in the Anglo-Saxon perspective – George 
Edward Moore (1873–1958) and William David Ross (1877–1971); the 
phenomenological version of Edmund Husserl (1859–1938) and Max 
Scheler (1874–1928); and the empirical version of Clarence Irving 
Lewis (1883–1964) and Tadeusz Czeżowski (1889–1981). In Poland, 
these issues were addressed by Karol Wojtyła (1920–2005), Marek 
Fritzhand (1913–1992), Tadeusz Styczeń (1937–2010), Stanisław 
Kamiński (1919–1986), and Stanisław Soldenhoff. Their discussions 
were linked to the question of the identity of ethics and its scholarly na-
ture (Waga, 2018). In particular, the metaethical analyses of K. Wojtyła 
and T. Styczeń were reflected in pedagogical-religious considerations, 
which were often related to ethical and anthropological issues (especial-
ly personalism) and theological issues (dogmatic and moral).
 The theological (Christological and soteriological) and anthropologi-
cal perspectives make it possible to accept that man retains his dignity 
despite his moral decline. Christianity has contributed to the crystalliza-
tion of a reflection on the nature of moral duty that has since decisively 
challenged ethics as a theory of happiness in favour of ethics as sote-
riology (a salvation theory). Love as an act of affirmation of the person 
(divine and human) liberates man from selfishness and allows a person 
to fully realize himself.
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 However, this fulfilment does not assume that the aims of education 
(such as autonomy, independence, self-reliance, the ability to satisfy 
one’s own needs, self-affirmation, authenticity, the ability to cooperate 
with others, the ability to self-limit one’s freedom, internal discipline, or 
effectiveness in the realization of life’s potential), which are set by non-
authoritarian pedagogy, are unilaterally directed only at a pupil and fo-
cus only on his development, which gives educational values an ego-
centric dimension (cf. Śliwerski, 2015). 
 This understanding of a person’s fulfilment was rejected by  Immanuel 
Kant (1724–1804) in his second imperative called the principle of hu-
manity. According to Kant, the radical understanding of a person’s ful-
filment assumes the possibility of sacrificing temporal life in order to 
achieve eternal life (Styczeń, 1995). 
 Revelation became the source of ethics in Christianity and contribut-
ed to the emergence of moral theology (theological ethics). This resulted 
in two differing understandings: the revelationalization of philosophical 
ethics that were non-contradictory to Revelation, and the interpreta-
tion of the moral contents resulting from Revelation within philosophical 
systems non-contradictory to Revelation. The former is represented by 
Saint Augustine, who, referring to Plato’s works, developed ethical de-
mands based exclusively on Revelation (the truth of God’s creation of 
man). The latter can be found in St. Thomas Aquinas, who developed 
Aristotle’s thought and derived ethical principles from the philosophy of 
being (experiencing accidental properties of being). Both ways are root-
ed in the assumptions of realistic metaphysics, which also constitutes 
the basis of modern Christian pedagogy.
 Today in ethics, and consequently in Christian pedagogy, there is 
a tendency to return to the dignity of the person who fulfils himself when 
he affirms the dignity of another person, discovering the convergence 
of responsibility for others and responsibility for himself. The proper ad-
dressee of the subject of moral action is not a duty as a duty, a  value 
as a value, or a law as a law, but a particular person. The crystalli-
zation of personalistic consciousness in ethics, which is the essential 
content of the ethical assumptions of various philosophical branches 
(neo -Thomism, phenomenology, existentialism, Marxism) and world-
views (Christianity, atheistic humanism), treats the acknowledgement 
of human dignity not as a consequence of the assumptions of a given 
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ethical system, but as something obvious which results from experience. 
The reali ty of the person creates the existing rather than the  chosen 
context of the person’s free action. In every human being – the owner 
of a unique dignity – an obligation is created to recognise that dignity 
both in oneself and in others. This duty can only be expressed in the act 
of affirmation of dignity, understood as love. The relatively constant and 
objectivized possibility of knowing the structure of the person offers an 
opportunity to formulate universally valid moral norms that must be com-
plemented by a specific content, if only because of the uniqueness of 
the person. In personalism, affirmation of the person is both an act that 
forms community (as an act of selfless love) and an act of self-fulfilment 
(Styczeń, 1995).
 In pedagogical-religious analyses, as in ethics, four approaches to 
addressing ethical issues can also be distinguished: 1) nomological (fo-
cused on action taken in relation to the norm); 2) axiological (regarding 
the value of taken action); 3) aretological (focused on moral attitudes, 
i.e. virtues); and 4) exemplarist (manifested in revealing personal pat-
terns) (Styczeń, 1995).
 In contemporary philosophy, it is sometimes considered wrong to see 
normativity as an essential characteristic of ethics, and “the game of de-
riving duties from being or the obsession of justifying that makes values 
lose their shine” (Filek, 2001, pp. 13–14) are questioned. 

Any attempt to justify a good or a value, on the one hand, already presupposes 
good, and, on the other hand, invalidates it immediately, recognizing that it does 
not justify itself and that it needs to be justified (...). The success of such a justi-
fication would have to mean the abolition of freedom, and thus also of all ethics 
(Filek, 2001, pp. 13–14).

Jacek Filek, who advocated a close relationship between ethics and phi-
losophy, stated that 

it is also a misunderstanding to find the raison d’être of the multiplicity of ethics 
in the richness and variability of moral phenomena (...). There have been, there 
are, and there will be many moralities. Ethics is only one. If there were many 
ethics, there would be no ethics. The multiplicity abolishes ethics as ethics (...). 
The unity and uniqueness of ethics is ensured by the very teleological idea of 
ethics, it is one and the same task, though lived and articulated differently (Filek, 
2001, p. 16).
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 The above statements seem to be important in understanding the 
ethical issues in the field of pedagogy, not excluding religious pedagogy. 
J.F. Herbart’s project, which derives the structure of pedagogy from phi-
losophy, has lost nothing of its relevance. Pedagogy as a science grew 
out of philosophy, and it derived and continues to derive inspiration from 
theology, psychology, sociology, cultural studies, history, ecology, eco-
nomics, medicine, political sciences, natural sciences, and others. To-
day, it is directing itself again towards philosophy (Lewowicki, 2007).
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Aretaic determinants of religious pedagogy

summary
deFInItIon oF tHe terM: religious education as virtue education is 
such a process of education that takes into account activities which sup
port the development of reason and will. Virtue education also encour
ages the development of human mental faculties up to the level of moral 
virtues, with the cardinal virtues heading the list. 

HIstorICAl AnAlYsIs oF tHe terM: Virtue education has been 
present in philosophical reflection since antiquity, and today it provides 
the foundations for discussions between the empirical sciences and phi
losophy of education. Virtue education within religious pedagogy is analy
sed from a neothomistic perspective. 

dIsCussIon oF tHe terM: As education is necessary for the forma
tion of moral skills, that is virtues or vices, religious education supports 
the development of moral virtues if it includes in its teleology the cardi
nal virtues and the theological virtues. these virtues are important in the 
context of the specificity of Christian morality. Furthermore, these ob
jectives are translated into a methodology of educational work that in
cludes the engagement of an individual in activities undertaken within his 
community.

sYsteMAtIC reFleCtIon wItH ConClusIons And reCoM
MendAtIons: religious pedagogy should support the development of 
moral virtues, especially those relating to feelings, and address the rela
tionship between religious initiation and moral development.

Keywords: aretology, cardinal virtues, theological virtues, 
neo-Thomistic pedagogy, virtue education
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definition of the term

Religious education as virtue education is such a process of education 
that takes into account activities which support the development of rea-
son, will, and human mental faculties up to the level of moral virtues, 
with the cardinal virtues heading the list. The aim of these activities is to 
help the faculties involved in making moral decisions to achieve perfec-
tion, which is revealed in the efficiency of the pursuit of good as indicat-
ed by reason and will. 

Historical analysis of the term

Virtue (in Greek: areté, in Latin: virtus) is a personal trait (a stable dis-
position, a trait of character) that makes the doing of moral good effi-
cient, easier, more rewarding, and not connected with doubt and hesi-
tation. Both virtues and vices (in Green: kakia) are a manifestation of 
moral skills (in Greek: hexis, in Latin: habitus); the latter facilitate moral 
evil. Virtues improve not only the act but also the acting subject by intro-
ducing harmony between particular intellectual and mental faculties in-
volved in a given act (Pańpuch, 2001; Lekka-Kowalik, 2016).
 Virtue theory is based on the premise of the corporeal-spiritual nature 
of man, which is characterized by potentiality not only in relation to the 
corporeal faculties, which are capable of performing their functions with 
an increasing efficiency, but also in relation to the spiritual faculties, i.e. 
reason and will. Reason and will are capable of learning how to reco-
gnize good more quickly and efficiently, how to find ways to realize it 
more easily, and how to desire it and pursue it in a perfect manner. Actu-
alization of this potentiality includes the sublimation of feelings at a psy-
chological level, i.e. the functional integration of feelings with decisions 
made at the mental (spiritual) level by reason and will. However, this po-
tentiality may not be actualized, which would be revealed not so much in 
an inability to recognize moral good or to indicate ways of achieving it as 
in the difficulty in striving to achieve it; these difficulties are related to the 
disintegration of the psychological and spiritual faculties, which leads to 
situations in which the psychological faculties pursue good that is not in-
dicated by reason (Woroniecki, 2000; Mróz, 2001; Horowski, 2015).
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 The intellectual nature of virtue involves not only recognizing rational 
good and choosing the best way to achieve it under given circumstanc-
es, but also a rational desire for good; it is a factor that distinguishes 
virtue from habit. Habit, established in human nature, indicates a way 
of addressing similar problems in a schematic and thoughtless man-
ner and responding to specific situations in a similar way (Woroniecki, 
2000).
 Aretology, a branch of ethics, aims at systematising the knowledge of 
virtues and incorporating it into theories. This task was first undertaken 
in antiquity, when the category of virtue was ascribed to human morality 
(for example, by Plato in The Republic and Aristotle in The Nicomache
an Ethics). Virtues and vices were also a reference point for all ancient 
ethical considerations. Aristotle introduced a distinction between the 
ethical virtues and the dianoethical virtues, which describe the cogni-
tive activity of reason. For him, prudence was the most important ethi-
cal virtue, which guided other virtues, including the cardinal virtues of 
justice, fortitude, and temperance, as distinguished by Plato (Cyrklaff 
and Wichrowicz, 1995; Hursthouse and Pettigrove, 2018). Prudence 
was thus recognised as the skill that directed all practical human activity 
aimed at achieving happiness. From the beginning, reflection on virtue 
was combined with educational thought as a means of supporting the 
development of virtues.
 Christianity also addressed the issue of virtues, and their lists and 
descriptions in the Bible has always served as a source of reflection 
on them. However, Christians approached virtue not so much from 
the point of view of human perfection as from the perspective of God’s 
plans for man, and they identified happiness (which for Aristotle was 
the goal of practical choices) with the union of man with God. A virtu-
ous man sought God and obeyed His commands (Lacan, 1990, p. 160). 
Moreover, Christianity introduced the category of a norm into ethics by 
 placing the Decalogue at the centre of Christian morality. Virtue thus be-
came an indicator of submission to the law.
 Thomas Aquinas considered virtue a fundamental concept for his 
theological synthesis (Pieper, 1966; Bauerschmidt, 2015); for him, virtue 
was “one which renders a human act and man himself good” (STh I-II, 
q. 58, a. 3). In his analyses, in addition to the four cardinal virtues (STh 
I-II, q. 61), emphasis was placed on the theological virtues of faith, hope, 
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and charity, which order the relationship between man and God (STh 
I-II, q. 62). Due to their supernatural origins, these were also known as 
the infused virtues.
 In ethical disputes, modern philosophy has marginalized the cate-
gory of virtue for two reasons. First, two other ethical traditions have 
developed vigorously since the Enlightenment: deontonomism, which 
includes, for example, Kant’s ethics, with his well-known approach to 
human dignity and norms relating to it, and consequentialism, which 
finds its fullest expression in utilitarianism. These two traditions are used 
as the basis for solving today’s complicated ethical issues in the fields 
of bioethics, environmental ethics, or particular ethics in areas related to 
scientific and technological progress. Secondly, Christianity – especially 
Protestantism, which is grounded in the principle of sola gratia – treat-
ed the notion of virtue with caution because the virtuous man was per-
ceived in terms of moral perfection, which could lead to Pelagianism.
 There is a fundamental difference between virtue ethics, deontono-
mism, and consequentialism. Modern ethical traditions relate primarily 
to the object of an act, deriving their norms either from the rights that 
this object has at its disposal (e.g. human rights conditioned by man’s 
dignity – deontonomism) or from the profit and loss account that a given 
act can bring (utilitarianism – consequentialism). The specificity of eth-
ics lies in its orientation towards the acting subject and the characteris-
tics that, on the one hand, perfect human action in terms of morality and, 
on the other, make man perfect. In a sense, the consequence of an act 
is less important (Hursthouse and Pettigrove, 2018). 
 The 20th century witnessed the revival of the tradition of thinking about 
morality in terms of virtues and vices, first in the revival of Thomas Aqui-
nas’ philosophy, called neo-Thomism, and then in Anglo-Saxon philoso-
phy. The Thomistic approach, which relates to the category of virtues in 
ethical reflection, appeared at the beginning of the 20th century. Josef 
Mausbach, a professor at the University of Münster, published the first 
version of his synthesis in 1911 (Grundlage und Ausbildung des Chara
kters nach dem hl. Thomas von Aquin, in: Moralprobleme. Vorträge auf 
dem III. theo logischen Hohschulkursus zu Freiburg im Breisgau im Ok
tober 1910, pp. 1–98, Freiburg im Breisgau: Herdersche Verlagshaltung, 
1911). Ten years later, other versions of his work were published (Grun
dlage und Ausbildung des Charakters nach dem hl.  Thomas von Aquin, 
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Freiburg im Breisgau 1920; Thomas von Aquin als Meister christlichen 
Sittenlehre, München-Rom 1925). Ethical studies based on the philoso-
phy of Thomas Aquinas were also undertaken by Étienne Henry Gilson 
(Le thomisme, introduction au système de saint Thomas, Vrin 1919) and 
Josef Pieper (treatises on the cardinal virtues appeared as separate 
works under the titles: Traktat über die Klugheit, Leipzig 1937; Über die 
Gerechtigkeit, München 1953; Vom Sinn der Tapferkeit, Leipzig 1934; 
Zucht und Maß. Über die vierte Kardinaltugend, Leipzig 1939; a transla-
tion of treatises on theological virtues was published in Poland in 2000). 
In pre-war Poland, works on this subject were published by Andrzej Gmu-
rowski (Cnoty nabyte i cnoty wlane. Studjum porównawcze w myśl zasad 
św. Tomasza z Akwinu [Acquired virtues and infused virtues. A compara
tive study according to the principles of St. Thomas Aquinas], Gniezno 
1935) and Aleksander Usowicz (Układ cnót i wad w związku z życiem 
uczuciowo-popędowym u Arystotelesa i św. Tomasza z Akwinu [The sys
tem of virtues and vices in connection with emotional and impulsive life 
in the works of Aristotle and St. Thomas Aquinas], Kraków 1939).
 From the beginning, Thomistic thought was also seen as a plat-
form for dialogue between psychology, sociology, and pedagogy – all 
of which were dynamically developing scientific disciplines at the turn of 
the 20th century – and philosophical and theological reflection. Hence, 
pedagogical thought originated in Thomism. In Poland, the first ped-
agogue to work within this perspective was Jacek Woroniecki (Meto
da i program nauczania teologii moralnej [Method and curriculum for 
teaching moral theology], Lublin 1922) (Horowski 2015, pp. 78–82). Un-
fortunately, the results of his in-depth and systematic analyses were 
only published in fragments: Volume 1 and Volume 2: Part 1 of Katolic
ka etyka wychowawcza [Catholic Educational Ethics] were published 
in 1948. The work as a whole, which included a reflection on social 
justice, was published in 1986. Other Poles who developed Thomistic 
pedagogy include Kazimierz Kowalski (Św. Tomasz z Akwinu a czasy 
obecne [St. Thomas Aquinas and the present times], Poznań 1935), 
Karol Górski (Wychowanie Personalistyczne [Personalistic education], 
Poznań 1936), Piotr Chojnacki (Światopląd, charakter, wychowanie 
[Worldview, charac ter, upbringing], Warsaw 1948), Konstanty Michal-
ski (Między heroizm a bestialstwem [Between Heroism and Bestiality], 
Kraków 1949), and Feliks Wojciech Bednarski (Wychowanie ludzkich 
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popędów i woli [Human drives and will education], Kraków 2001). At that 
time, a Polish translation of Martin Gillet’s work on virtue education was 
also published (Kształtowanie charakteru [The education of character], 
Poznań 1936).
 It is worth noting that in the interwar period and at the beginning 
of the second half of the 20th century, the teleology of upbringing was 
based on desired character traits, as evidenced by the works of Ka-
zimierz Sośnicki (Istota i cele wychowanie [The essence and goals of 
upbringing], Warsaw 1967), Andrzej Niesiołowski (Zarys pedagogiki 
ogólnej. Rękopisy z oflagu [Outline of pedagogy. Manu scripts from an 
oflag], Kraków 2017), or Stefan Szuman (Natura, osobowość i charakter 
człowieka [Nature, personality, and character of man], Kraków 1995).
 Anglo-Saxon reflection on moral virtues is younger. It began in 1958 
with the publications of Elizabeth Anscombe’s book entitled Modern 
Moral Philosophy, in which she criticized the ethical theo ries that dom-
inated in the 20th century and called for a return to Aristotle’s ethical 
thought (Anscombe, 2010). The best-known virtue theory in the Anglo-
-Saxon tradition was formulated by Alasdair MacIntyre in his book Af
ter Virtue. A Study in Moral Theory (1981) (cf. MacIntyre, 1996), which 
was followed by various pedagogical works (see e.g. D. Carr, Educating 
the virtues. An essay on the philosophical psychology of moral develop
ment and education, London and New York 1991; D. Carr, J. Arthur and 
K. Kristjánsson (ed.), Varieties of Virtue Ethics, London 2017).
 It should be noted that this revival of reflection on virtue is not only due 
to the fact that within its framework it is possible to formulate the criteria 
of good and evil: this revival stems from the possibilities implied by the 
category of “virtue” in relation to the static and dynamic aspects of moral-
ity. The latter aspect is particularly important for pedagogy as it concerns 
supporting moral development. The revival of reflection on virtue in the 
field of pedagogy is therefore determined not so much by the value of vir-
tue ethics as by the potential of virtue theory, or more broadly, the theory 
of moral skills. Virtue theory tries to describe the process of a person’s 
moral development and readiness to face ever more serious challenges, 
as well as the dynamics of the development of moral deficiencies. It helps 
to explain the disproportion between the moral convictions of a particular 
individual and his decisions. The interest in moral skills/virtues was also 
triggered by the development of psychology and neuroscience, which 
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more adequately describe the human psyche, thus giving rise to discus-
sions on the limits and specificity of the development of moral skills. 
 Despite the potential of virtue theory and virtue ethics in solving peda-
gogical problems, its impact on pedagogical thought is limited. Among 
the many reasons for this, two circumstances are worth noting. First, 
aretology is often confused with axiology, and consequently virtues are 
placed among values, which leads to their specificity being overlooked. 
Second, the equivalent of the term (moral) “skill” in Latin is habitus, of-
ten understood as a habit. In contemporary humanistic-social thought, 
the Latin habitus and the corresponding words in modern languages 
(e.g. English habit) are used, for example, in sociological theories that 
assume the domination of social structures over the subjectivity of indi-
viduals (e.g. P. Bourdieu’s theory, An Invitation to Reflexive Sociology, 
Warsaw 2001). This results in the perception of moral virtues as a rou-
tine way of relating to reality which questions human reason.

discussion of the term

In order to understand the link between religious education and the pro-
cess of virtue education, it is necessary to first address a number of is-
sues concerning human development and upbringing.
 First, in the course of a person’s development, he acquires various 
characteristics that constitute his character and determine the specific 
morality of his actions. These characteristics are called skills (Szutta, 
2017). They are not innate qualities that influence, for example, temper-
ament, and nor are they predispositions. They are stable ways of resolv-
ing moral issues (in ways that are different from habits). Moral skills can 
sometimes give a certain form to morality that is expressed in particu-
lar decisions but differs significantly from the moral norms that are ac-
cepted by the individual (Horowski, 2015). For example, someone con-
vinced of the need to take care of the sick and disabled may avoid those 
in need; a person who speaks out against bribery may not be able to re-
sist illegal financial gains; a belief in the value of chastity may go hand in 
hand with striving for sensual pleasure in casual sexual contact. On the 
other hand, someone who loudly declares the value of sexual freedom 
may be the least inclined to act upon his beliefs. 
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 Second, although these characteristics are acquired by an individual 
during socialisation, their development is also determined by upbring-
ing. Upbringing activities can be directed at developing certain virtues 
in an individual, such as industriousness, modesty, courage, chastity, or 
responsibility. This will offer an educator a way to overcome the influ-
ence of the socio-cultural environment (which approves of the opposites 
of these virtues) on an individual’s maturation.
 Third, an educator may also influence the development of the moral 
skills of his student through negligence or ill-considered decisions. Ne-
glect means not reacting to the development of negative traits that may 
appear in a young person under the influence of, for example, a peer 
group, or as a consequence of functioning in modern consumerist cul-
ture. Ill-considered decisions relate to the educator’s choice to support 
traits that in one context may be considered useful, but in another con-
text harmful. An example of an ill-considered decision may be encourag-
ing competition in school education; this is valued in the economic field, 
but in the functioning within a family or a community it may result in de-
stroying and terminating relationships with other people. Another exam-
ple of an ill-considered action in education is introducing young people 
to the world of consumption.
 Religious education plays a role in the formation of moral skills, which 
does not mean that it always supports the development of moral virtues. 
It can contribute to developing sensitivity to another person, which is 
inscribed in love for enemies or the readiness to forgive that is recom-
mended in the Gospels. It can also lead to segregation and depreciation 
of the dignity of representatives of other religious groups. Another ex-
ample of a skill that can become either a virtue or a vice is fear of God, 
which can be manifested as either servile fear or filial fear (this issue 
was investigated by Andrzej Gmurowski; Horowski, 2015). The former 
is based on a fear of punishment (e.g. hell), which is shaped by building 
the image of strict, merciless God who scrupulously accounts for every 
evil deed. The latter is based on actions similar to those undertaken by 
a son who is concerned about not hurting his father.
 Acknowledging that religious education is a factor that supports the 
development of moral skills means that this education is only conducive 
to virtue education if it is inscribed in the teleology of upbringing and 
follows a planned path that leads to the attainment of virtue. In other 
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words, virtues are included both in the teleology of upbringing and in the 
methodology of educational work.
 Setting virtues as a goal of upbringing requires indicating the quali-
ties that are valuable from the perspective of human moral decisions. 
This is not easy, given the different catalogues of virtues and their con-
textual references which sometimes lead to the relativization of virtues 
(acting in a life-threatening situation once will be a virtue, but another 
time it will be reckless bravado; sexual abstinence in one case may be 
a virtue, in another a vice) or to conflicts between them. Addressing 
these problems, MacIntyre even concludes that virtues are of a contex-
tual nature (a trait that is a virtue in one context becomes a vice in an-
other) (MacIntyre, 1996). 
 Two approaches to moral virtues can be found in Polish pedagogy: 
Aristotelian, whose main proponent is MacIntyre, and Thomistic, based 
on the thought of Thomas Aquinas and popular among Catholic educa-
tors who develop pedagogical theories. This philosophical and peda-
gogical tradition emphasises the need to support the development of the 
four cardinal virtues in students: prudence, justice, fortitude, and tem-
perance. Due to their general character, these are placed on a higher 
level than all other virtues. While the virtues of patience, loyalty, piety, 
and diligence indicate a disposition to a particular course of action, the 
cardinal virtues are an expression of rational and free action. It can be 
said that they are an expression of agency in the modern understanding 
of this term. Prudence can be defined as the predisposition of reason to 
demonstrate the best path that leads to the realization of moral good in 
a given moment. Justice, as a virtue of will, determines prudence, be-
cause it contains the desire for good for all the participants of a given 
event and giving what is due to everyone. The term temperance is used 
to denote the perfection of the sensory faculties, namely, being ready to 
give up the pursuit of pleasure if it is not inscribed in the pursuit of good 
as indicated by reason. Fortitude, the last of the cardinal virtues, de-
notes the readiness to make an effort or to accept suffering in the pursuit 
of good (Pieper, 1966; Woroniecki, 2000; Horowski; 2015). 
 Giving priority to the cardinal virtues solves any conflict that may exist 
between virtues and creates a criterion for determining the proper mea-
sure of a given virtue. For example, the virtue of loyalty to an employer 
should be placed within the limits set by justice, i.e. the desire to give 
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everyone what he deserves. Consequently, loyalty ceases to be a vir-
tue and becomes a drawback when it leads to supporting an employer 
in any activity that violates the rights of external entities.
 Thomas Aquinas regards the theological virtues of faith, hope, and 
charity as equally important for morality (Bauerschmidt, 2015). These 
virtues are associated with man’s attitude to God, therefore their role 
in forming moral decisions usually goes unnoticed. In order to under-
stand this role, attention must be paid to the importance of motivation 
in making particular decisions. In Thomistic theory, motivation is asso-
ciated with will. Decisions made by a person guided by material bene-
fits and sensual pleasures differ from decisions made by a person do-
ing his best for the benefit of those he loves and from decisions made 
by a person motivated by care for strangers. The most difficult thing is 
to care for a stranger, especially when he is hostile to the acting sub-
ject or has caused him harm. These difficulties can be overcome if one 
looks at a person from the point of view of someone close to him (simi-
larly to the stepfather looking at a child through the eyes of his mother, 
whom he loves, although he often experiences harm from the child, who 
is hostile towards him). Decisions made with regard to strangers have 
a similar structure when one looks at them from the perspective of God 
and  realizes that they are also the object of His love and care. This rela-
tionship with God, which is conditioned by the theological virtues of faith 
(which perfects reason), hope and charity (which both perfect will), is es-
sential for building this perspective (Woroniecki, 2000; Horowski, 2015).
 The development of the cardinal virtues becomes key to shaping 
other virtues, which are different from habits. The latter are revealed 
in schematic, thoughtless actions that are similar regardless of the cir-
cumstances. Development of the cardinal virtues leads to taking into 
account the context of actions and to adapting individual decisions to 
circumstances, e.g. the need to take into account the good of people 
involved in a given situation. For a prudent, just, temperate, and brave 
person, the virtue of diligence will take on a different form depending on 
whether he has a family to support, whether he has to reserve time for 
contact with his loved ones, or whether more or less work is needed to 
earn a living. 
 To sum up, religious education can be considered conductive to vir-
tue education if one of its objectives is to promote the development of 
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the cardinal virtues and (given the specificity of the moral challenges de-
scribed in the Bible) the theological virtues.
 Religious education is a dimension of virtue education not only if mor-
al virtues are its aim but also if the methodology of educational work in-
cludes activities that support the development of moral virtues. Howev-
er, in order to understand their specificity, it is necessary to analyse the 
formation of virtues.
  The formation of virtue is determined by the development of all hu-
man faculties involved in the act: reason, will, and appetitive senso-
ry faculties. Reason plays a special role here, therefore, mechanical 
acts that are consolidated as habits are not a manifestation of virtue 
even if their results are similar to those that are motivated by virtue. 
When Thomas Aquinas writes about the development of moral virtues, 
he claims that they arise only through deeds, i.e. through rational acts 
(Bauerschmidt, 2015). Woroniecki also observed that striving for good, 
as a result of which an individual experiences the positive effects of 
his own acts, makes it easier to make similar decisions in the future 
(Woroniecki, 2000). Neo-Thomistic pedagogy emphasizes that chang-
es in the sphere of feelings are connected with acts. Giving up sensual 
pleasure when it is desired due to the realization of the greater good, 
and then achieving this good and experiencing the satisfaction associ-
ated with it, makes it easier to give up pleasure in similar situations in 
the future. Making such decisions frequently, and consequently devel-
oping virtue, does not mean that an individual consolidates a thought-
less response to a given situation. The result is in experiencing the val-
ue of a given decision, which translates into greater ease in resolving 
similar dilemmas, even if they concern increasingly serious matters and 
are connected with the need to give up more and more precious goods. 
Woroniecki frequently repeated that it takes years to mature towards he-
roic deeds (Woroniecki, 2000). 
 An in-depth analysis of the development of virtues can be found in 
Karol Wojtyła’s study entitled The Acting Person (1994), although is not 
directly devoted to moral virtues as it analyses the fulfilment or non-ful-
filment of the person in an act, and morality is not discussed in this con-
text. Wojtyła looks at how an act reveals its perpetrator, not only in the 
sense of showing what he is like, but primarily in the sense of becom-
ing the person (someone integrated and a subject) under the influence 
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of the act. The object of research defined this way means that Wojtyła 
deals with the development of the cardinal virtues: prudence, justice, 
temperance, and fortitude. He outlines the development of the person 
that is directed by his decisions (with particular emphasis on the role 
played by consciousness), which trigger external and internal changes: 
the former transform the world in which the person lives, while the latter 
affect his reason, will, and sensory faculties. These decisions increase 
an individual’s (in the multidimensionality of his nature) integrity (the ac-
tion of the somatic and mental spheres becomes more coherent with the 
decisions of reason and will) and allow the expression of this integrity in 
agency. Otherwise, we are dealing with a process of disintegration that 
consists in the autonomous reaction of every faculty, which is inconsis-
tent with the decisions of reason and will.
 Sensual faculties’ education – that is the attainment of the perfection 
of the virtues of temperance and fortitude – is difficult inasmuch as its aim 
is the sublimation of feelings, resulting in their harmonious interaction 
with reason and will and in the pursuit of good indicated by the mental 
faculties. Incompetent sensual faculties’ education may lead not to sub-
limation but to the suppression of feelings. Consequently, emotions that 
result from acting against feelings will accumulate, and thus nega tively 
affect the subject or lead to a permanent change in the way he acts. 
 Returning to the act as a space for the development of moral virtue, 
it is worth noting that the point of reference here is always the specific 
good that can be achieved by an individual. In other words, virtue does 
not develop in an artificial context but only in real situations – in hu-
man relationships. Consequently, virtue education does not consist in 
forming a young person’s character traits by creating artificial circum-
stances that determine his development; it consists in enabling him to 
face specific challenges that are adapted to his age and developmental 
abilities. While physical fitness can be achieved both by taking up con-
crete challenges (working, going for walks, etc.) and by using appropri-
ate equipment in the gym, moral skills, which are associated with the 
development of will and the sensory faculties, can only be perfected in 
life, not in the classroom. If moral perfection becomes a direct goal of 
action, the individual’s attention is focused on himself, and so in a way 
it becomes an introduction to self-centred actions. If an individual is 
to perfect himself in the care for another person, he must act for this 
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person’s good. Konstanty Michalski used the term “perfectiorism” to de-
scribe the development of a human being as a side effect of his pursuit 
of good; he distinguished it from perfectionism, which considers per-
fection to be an autonomous goal. This distinction can also be found in 
Wojtyła’s works.
 The recognition of the theological virtues as a goal of religious edu-
cation also raises the problem of the initiatory nature of religious edu-
cation. Faith, hope, and charity are introduced by discovering and es-
tablishing a relationship with God and then sustaining it through prayer, 
participation in liturgy, and the experience of faith. Without underesti-
mating the value of the knowledge transmitted during the didactic pro-
cess and the ability to be critical of different aspects of religion, it should 
be observed that knowledge of the religious doctrine does not improve 
all aspects of religious life. Understanding a given religion does not lead 
directly to prayer or to taking up the everyday challenges (including mor-
al ones) that are connected with this religion.
 To sum up, it can be said that religious education embraces virtue 
education when it is combined with gradual introduction of a student 
to actual social contexts and with entrusting him with the responsibil-
ity for his particular actions. In this way, when making decisions, he 
will face moral dilemmas and experience their results in the realization 
of moral good through overcoming fears or giving up sensual plea-
sure. Religious education understood as virtue education also con-
sists in introducing a student into a relationship with God: this rela-
tionship, by developing and strengthening itself, should influence his 
moral decisions.

systematic reflection with conclusions 
and recommendations

The above analyses demonstrate that people who undertake the task of 
religious education should be aware of the impact their actions have on 
the development of moral skills, which may take the form of both virtues 
and vices. Thus they should take into account that ill-considered and ill-
advised religious education can combine the transmission of religious 
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truths that relate both to God and to interpersonal relationships with 
the development of moral deficiencies. Religious pedagogy should also 
consistently adopt the methodology of educational work so that – apart 
from transmitting the contents of faith – it also supports the development 
of an individual. Its ultimate aim is the functional integration of his men-
tal faculties, described in terms of the cardinal virtues and other moral 
virtues.
 Supporting the development of the cardinal virtues is particularly im-
portant. One of the consequences of reducing religious education to 
school education is the marginalisation of the development of such 
qualities as temperance or fortitude (e.g. patience in enduring difficul-
ties), which are revealed through feelings. In neo-Thomistic educational 
thought the development of these virtues is called asceticism and is un-
derstood not as an exercise in giving up pleasure but as an exercise in 
giving up pleasure for a higher purpose. The family has much greater 
potential than school for supporting the development of the cardinal vir-
tues. Within the family, the realization of the common good and concern 
for one another motivates its members to sacrifice their pleasures. The 
difficulty connected with designing successful educational activities in 
this regard is related to the fact that emotional education can easily lead 
young people to suppressing their feelings.
 Introducing pupils to the theory of moral virtues and moral skills 
should also be included in religious education. First, it should be direct-
ed at a students’ understanding of the specificity of an act, which is con-
ditioned by the efficiency of the particular faculties engaged in this act, 
and the dissonance between the moral norms accepted and proclaimed 
by a particular individual and his acts. Second, it should reveal the es-
sence of the cardinal virtues, thanks to which the individual’s actions 
are guided by mental faculties, reason and will, so that they do not suc-
cumb to the impulses of the sensory faculties, contrary to rational deci-
sions. Third, it should demonstrate the connection between the particu-
lar  moral virtues and the cardinal virtues, thanks to which the profile of 
a given characteristic is adapted to the subjective and objective deter-
minants and does not resemble thoughtless habits.
 Reflection on the development of moral virtues also leads to the con-
clusion that religious education should include elements of religious ini-
tiation in order to develop not only the cardinal and other moral virtues 
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but also the theological virtues that strengthen the relationship between 
man and God. The lack of theological virtues, which are the strength 
and measure of an individual’s transcendent references, prevents the 
emergence of motivation for undertaking specific Christian moral chal-
lenges, such as caring for strangers, especially those who are hostile 
towards an individual and thus become a source of his experience of 
harm. 
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Psychological determinants of religious 
pedagogy

summary
DEFINITION OF THE TERM: Psychology of religion is the branch of psy
chology that investigates human religiousness. Its aim is to provide a de
scription and explanation of human religious beliefs, experiences, and be
haviours (szymołon, 2006; talik, 2013). In order to achieve this aim, it 
refers to knowledge of human development, mental processes (such as 
cognition and emotions), and social and moral competences. the findings 
of developmental psychology and psychology of religion form the basis 
for formulating the principles of religious upbringing in different periods 
of human life.

HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE TERM: experimental studies on 
religious experiences conducted by Ku� lpe, a student of wundt, who 
founded the first psychological laboratory in leipzig (1879), can be re
garded as the beginnings of psychology of religion, although it is assumed 
that it officially began in 1899 with the publication of e.d. starbuck’s 
book Psychology of Religion: An Empirical Study of the Growth of Religious 
Consciousness. different psychological perspectives (behaviourism, depth 
psychology, humanistic psychology) defined human religiousness and psy
chology of religion in different ways. since the beginning of the 20th cen
tury, psychology of religion has been developing within two main areas 
of research, focusing on religious experience and the development of 
religiousness.

DEFINITION OF THE TERM: the authors of the psychological con
cepts of man, which take into account both his biological and spiritual di
mensions, discuss religiousness and its importance for development and 
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mental health. Pedagogical activities focused on religious education are 
based on the achievements of psychology of religion, developmental psy
chology, and general psychology. 

SYSTEMATIC RFLECTION WITH CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM-
MENDATIONS: religious pedagogy is based on two areas of psychologi
cal knowledge: (a) knowledge of religious beliefs, experiences, and beha
viours (psychology of religion); (b) knowledge of developmental patterns, 
including religious development (developmental psychology). the former 
indicates the importance of religion in human life, justifying the need for 
pedagogical influences directed at its development; the latter, which pro
vides knowledge of developmental opportunities and limitations and the 
specificity of religious development at particular stages of human life, en
ables religious pedagogy to apply effective methods of teaching.
 looking at man from a broad, holistic perspective reveals not only him 
as a biological, historical, and cultural being, but also his value as a person, 
and requires consideration of the human sphere of spirituality and reli
giousness. this point of view is present in Christian personalism, but it 
is also taken into account by those anthropologies that analyse the abi
lity of man to transcend his own limits and to relate to transcendence in 
its broadest sense. regardless of the source of this ability, it can be deve
loped and shaped by various means which are based on different psycho
logical mechanisms and which account for the possibilities and limitations 
of human development. generally, it can be said that these mechanisms 
include learning, teaching, imitating, and modelling, and take place with
in perceptions, thoughts, feelings, and behaviours. these psychological 
mechanisms form the foundations of pedagogical activities that arise from 
the adopted system of values and educational goals. educational activities 
relating to religious experiences and behaviours constitute the area of re
ligious pedagogy that draws on psychological knowledge of development, 
including religious development, as well as knowledge of mental process
es and mechanisms and, above all, knowledge of the specific nature of re
ligious experience.

Keywords: religious pedagogy, psychology of religion, functions 
of religiousness, development of faith and religiousness 
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definition of the term

Psychology of religion is the branch of psychology that investigates hu-
man religiousness. Its aim is to provide a description and explanation of 
human religious beliefs, experiences, and behaviours (Szymołon, 2006; 
Talik, 2013). In order to achieve this aim, it reaches for knowledge of 
human development, mental processes, e.g. cognition and emotions, 
and social and moral competences. Two general areas of research un-
dertaken within psychology of religion can be distinguished. The first in-
cludes the search for and psychological explanation of the sources of 
human religiousness (both in individual ontogenetic development and 
anthropogenic development of the human species), which is often com-
plemented by the achievements of sociology and philosophy of religion. 
The second focuses on various aspects of human religious life, for ex-
ample, the structure and functions of religious beliefs and experiences 
or the specificity of such phenomena as piety, conversion, religious cri-
ses, and religious conversion. Recent studies focus on analysing the 
role of religion and religiousness in human development and health. 

religiousness as a subject of research conducted within 
psychology of religion

The subject literature describes diverse expressions of religiousness. 
Jarosz (2010) quotes the definitions of religiousness developed by re-
searchers representing various stages of research on psychology of 
religion. James (a classic figure in research on religious experience) 
described religiousness as “such feelings, acts, and experiences of an 
isolated human being which give him the impression that they relate to 
something that he considers divine” (James, 2001, p. 30). Clark (1958, 
p. 22) defined religiousness as an individual’s inner experience of “trans-
cendence”, especially if it is confirmed by the influence of that experi-
ence on a person’s behaviour when he tries to harmonise his life with 
what is transcendent. Batson, Schoenrade, and Ventis (1993, p. 8) de-
fined religiousness as “whatever a person does to deal with the existen-
tial questions that arise from our awareness that we and others like us 
are alive and that we will die”, while in Argyle and Beit-Hallahmi’s view, 
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religiousness is “a system of beliefs related to the divine or a super-
human power and the practices of worship or other rituals directed to-
wards that power” (as cited in Jarosz, 2010, p. 12).
 Religiousness is often defined as a subjective, individual attitude to-
wards God that is expressed within the sphere of concepts, beliefs, feel-
ings, and behaviours of a man related to a cult that takes institution-
alised and organised forms (Miller and Thotsen, 2003). Huber describes 
religiousness through such dimensions as interest in religious issues, 
religious beliefs, prayer, religious experience, and cult. 
 The concept of Allport and Ross (1967), in which they distinguish 
two basic religious orientations, external and internal, is still popular in 
research on religiousness. External religious orientation has an instru-
mental function, providing an individual with a sense of comfort, secu-
rity, or social rewards. It is a means through which an individual is able 
to achieve certain goals: (a) personal, e.g. mental comfort and consola-
tion or (b) social, e.g. social prestige or friends (Kirkpatrick, 1989). Ac-
cording to Allport, internal religious orientation provides meaning to all 
aspects of life, acting as the main motivation for decisions and actions 
taken by an individual and is fully integrated into his life, in which reli-
gion serves as a goal. Daniel Batson (1976) distinguished a third orien-
tation: quest orientation. This is characterised by a willingness to search 
for and move towards a more mature form of religiousness, shaped by 
a process that undoubtedly leads to deep commitment and a strength-
ening of faith. 

spirituality and religiousness

At present, psychology of religion is subject to significant modifications 
as some researchers focus their analyses on spirituality in its broad-
est sense, abandoning the sphere of experiences and behaviours re-
lated to a particular religion. The interest in spirituality has its source 
in emphasising the value of human autonomy and the uniqueness of 
human experiences in relation to Transcendence, and in questioning 
the institutional dimension of religion (Jarosz, 2010). Spirituality is re-
vealed in experiences related to such spheres of life as morality, world-
view, creativity, or relationships with others. Spirituality is also revealed 
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by our internal experiences (freedom, responsibility, love, the sense 
of life) when they relate to transcendence and allow man to move be-
yond the current “Self” towards personal self-improvement and close-
ness to the Higher Being. Comparing the features of religiousness and 
spirituality, M. Jarosz writes that:

the notion of spirituality has primarily a functional character (...) its content is 
more indicative of the functions fulfilled in the broadly understood human exis-
tence and less [indicative] of its new contents. Both religiousness and spiritual-
ity can be understood as active processes of searching for meaning, which can 
be used to discover, maintain, and transform the most important meanings for 
a given individual (cf. Pargament, 1997) (Jarosz, 2010, p. 15). 

 The article, which aims to present the links between psychology and 
religious pedagogy, focuses on human religiousness.

Historical analysis of the term

Religious experiences became the subject of psychological explora-
tion around the same time that impressions and perceptions became 
the subject of scientific research conducted in Wundt’s first laborato-
ry in Leipzig. Wundt’s pupil, Kṻlpe, conducted experiments in which 
he investigated religious experiences. Psychoanalysis pointed to the 
subconscious nature of religion and led to the development of a clini-
cal approach to religion, which exposed the pathology of religious life. 
C.G. Jung, the creator of depth psychology, believed that metaphysical 
experiences form the basis of human development. The social charac-
ter of religion was described by Durkheim (1912), while behaviourists 
treated religiousness only in terms of learned behaviours – like all other 
human activities. In the opinion of humanistic psychologists (e.g. Allport, 
Maslow), man’s religiousness ensures that his highest needs are satis-
fied, gives meaning to life, and enables self-actualisation.  
 The year 1899, when E.D. Starbuck’s book Psychology of Reli
gion: An Empirical Study of the Growth of Religious Consciousness 
was published, is considered the year of the birth of psychology of reli-
gion. Since the beginning of the 20th century, psychology of religion has 
been develop ing in two main areas of research: religious experience 
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(e.g. James) and the development of religiousness (Allport, Fowler, 
Walesa). William James (2001) tried to define the specificity of religious 
experience, while Maslow, a humanistic psychologist, emphasised its 
importance (especially non-institutional religiousness) for human self-
fulfilment (Maslow, 1964).
 The development of religiousness in subsequent developmental 
 periods was investigated by S. Hall (the author of the first systematic 
work on adolescence) as early as in 1904. Religiousness has also been 
of interest to Polish researchers since the beginning of the develop-
ment of psychology as a scientific discipline. Among the significant fig-
ures dealing with religious experiences, their determinants and origins, 
prayer, and the development of religious concepts in children, the fol-
lowing names should be mentioned: Dawid, Szycówna, Abramowski, 
and Ochorowicz. Ochodorowicz conducted a psychological analysis of 
religion. A different path of research devoted to religiousness is followed 
in studies investigating religiousness from the perspective of religious 
development (e.g. Walesa).

discussion of the term

Since the beginning of its scientific existence, psychology’s role has 
been to provide epistemological foundations for the humanities, includ-
ing pedagogy (Wundt, 1908; Dilthey, 1970). Dilthey and, from a different 
theoretical perspective, Spranger (as cited in: Herzog, 2006), postulat-
ed the need to take into account the holistic nature of the human being 
and to address the holistically treated mental sphere in the process of 
upbringing. Dilthey had such a belief in the close relationship between 
psychology and pedagogy that he even defined pedagogy as applied 
psychology. “Pedagogy is (...) dependent on psychology, from which 
it draws knowledge about how various processes in mental life cause 
one another, and thus discovers the possibility of deliberately interfering 
in this causal relationship through educational means” (Dilthey, 1971, 
p. 174, Herzog, 2006). Today such a radical stance is rejected, but the 
existence of links between psychology and pedagogy is unquestion-
able. Instead of a cause-and-effect relationship, the two-way relation-
ship between psychology and pedagogy is emphasised. Psychological 
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findings in the area of human competences in different developmental 
periods allow the formulation of appropriate goals and ways of upbring-
ing, while tracking the effects of upbringing leads to the discovery of new 
qualities of the mental sphere. 
 The authors of the psychological concepts of a human being which 
take into account both his biological and spiritual dimensions discuss 
religiousness and its importance for development and mental health. 
Pedagogical activities focused on religious education make use of the 
achievements of psychology of religion, developmental psychology, and 
general psychology. Pedagogy is linked to two areas of psychological 
knowledge: knowledge of religious beliefs, experiences, and behaviours 
(psychology of religion) and knowledge of development, including reli-
gious development (developmental psychology). The former indicates 
the importance of religion in human life and justifies the need for ped-
agogical influences directed at its development, while the latter, which 
provides knowledge of developmental opportunities and limitations and 
the specificity of religious development at particular stages of human 
life, enables religious pedagogy to apply effective methods of teaching.

Functions of religion and religiousness 

Psychology of religion analyses both the positive and the negative func-
tions of religion in human life. The positive ones are related to the de-
velopment of human personality by satisfying one’s needs, including the 
need for meaning in life and going beyond the “Self” towards transcen-
dence. Religion offers not only a specific system of values which acts as 
a compass that helps man to make moral decisions in the contemporary 
relativised world, but it is also an important source of motivation for ef-
forts directed at self-actualisation (Nilsen, 1986). By allowing participa-
tion in rituals and observance of religious practices in the community of 
believers, religion helps people to meet their social needs and helps them 
overcome loneliness. Attention is also drawn to the self-psychothera-
peutic role of religion: it helps people cope with a sense of guilt (through 
the sacrament of penance and confession) and with fear experienced 
in the face of ultimate matters, because it offers them the opportunity to 
relate not only to an earthly perspective but also to a wider time-spatial 
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perspective, namely eternity (Allport, 1988; Chlewiński, 1982; Uden and 
Pieper, 1996). Religion is frequently treated as a source of understand-
ing the world and the meaning of human life, as it provides answers to 
basic existential questions, offers support for people coping with stress, 
and gives meaning to difficult situations (which proves particularly help-
ful in crises) (Chlewiński, 1999; Talik, 2013). According to Erikson (1964, 
1965), this function of religion is clearly visible in adolescence when 
a young person begins to ask questions about his vision of his own Self, 
about the future, and about the meaning of life, which are fundamental 
questions in the context of identity formation. Religion offers definitive 
answers and provides a perspective for solving important life problems, 
and participation in religious rites and rituals helps to satisfy the need for 
belonging. Numerous studies, the results of which are presented below, 
confirm Erikson’s thesis. 

systematic reflection with conclusions 
and recommendations 

According to contemporary pedagogical concepts, the educational pro-
cess should focus on the holistically understood student (Nowak, 2010; 
Śliwerski, 2012). Pedagogical influences include teaching, the aim of 
which is to improve specific competences (mastering the skills of writ-
ing, reading, mathematical reasoning, etc.), and upbringing, which con-
sists in supporting students in their efforts to form a mature personality. 
Such a personality is directed towards autonomy and is manifested in 
cohesion and the harmonious development of particular spheres of per-
sonality. Religious pedagogy is a field of pedagogy whose  influences 
are focused on a student’s religious sphere. Following the definition 
 given by the authors of one of the articles in this volume, these influ-
ences are aimed to

develop in the person the ability to conduct religious reflection on his existence 
and to acquire the ability to agentively, affirmatively, and critically process reli-
gious contents and apply them to his own life (…).The processes of education 
and religious socialisation that take place in the Church, family, and society are 
the subject of this religious reflection (Marek and Walulik, 2020).
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The significance of development and of the pedagogical influences that 
support cognitive, emotional, and socio-moral competences in reaching 
personal maturity and well-being are usually not questioned; however, 
there is no such consensus regarding the area of religious or spiritual 
life. Distortions in moral development (violating moral norms or legal 
regulations) or emotional development (the inability to control emotions, 
emotional changeability) often bring direct negative, easily observable 
consequences for both the individual and his environment, which is not 
always visible in the case of spiritual or religious poverty. Therefore, 
in order to justify the need for pedagogical influences directed at the 
sphere of human religiousness, it is important to determine whether the 
spheres of spirituality and religiousness are important for psychological 
functioning. Such an answer is provided by psychological knowledge. 
The results of the psychological studies that indicate the importance of 
religiousness for the development of young people are presented below.

the importance of religiousness in shaping young people’s 
identity and wellbeing in the light of empirical studies

In adolescence, as part of their youthful rebellion, some young people 
abandon the Church and religion, whilst others, encouraged by youth-
ful idealism, experience conversion or become more religiously involved 
(Donelson, 1999). Religiousness is important in the formation of identity 
because it provides ideological, social, and spiritual contexts for human 
development (King, 2003). For adolescents, therefore, the formation of 
religious identity is the most important element of their overall identity 
(Smith and Denton, 2006), and religiousness predicts and directs their 
commitment in human activity (Tzuriel, 1984). Moreover, religious be-
liefs contain prescriptions for the development of self-regulation and the 
definition of social roles, and they are a source of meanings attributed 
by individuals to individual, social, and physical events (Arnett, 2010). 
The results of empirical studies on the relationship between identity and 
religiousness of young people reveal that:

a) identity engagement is positively correlated with internal religious-
ness and negatively correlated with external religiousness and 
quest religiousness (Watson et al., 1998)
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b) persons with mature identities, e.g. with a higher level of engage-
ment, are characterised by a higher level of religiousness (Mark-
strom-Adams, Hofstra and Dougher, 1994; Tzuriel, 1984; Verho-
even and Hutsebaut, 1995; Markstrom-Adams, 1999), and persons 
characterised by identity diffusion and moratorium (i.e. less ad-
vanced in development) are characterised by religious immatu-
rity (Markstrom-Adams and Smith, 1996; Gebelt, Thompson and 
Miele, 2009; Leak, 2009; Puffer et al., 2008)

c) late adolescents with a mature style of identity tend to interpret re-
ligious contents in a personal and symbolic way; teenagers with 
a normative style are more religious than people with other styles 
of identity; people with a diffusion-avoidant style interpret religious 
contents in a literal way, thus they avoid difficult inquiries into re-
ligious issues and personal involvement in shaping their own atti-
tudes towards them (Duriez, Soenens and Beyers, 2004); 

d) assigning an important role in life to religion (religious autonomy) is 
associated with having a more mature and adaptive style of identi-
ty. No interest in religion, however, occurs in people whose identity 
is fragmented and not integrated (Czyżowska and Mikołajewska, 
2014). 

 Spiritual and religious development is an important factor that de-
termines positive changes in young people’s activity and personality 
(Chamberlain and Zika, 1988; Kiesling and Sorrell, 2009). Young people 
for whom religiousness is the central construct of their personality en-
gage in social activity more intensively than their non-religious peers do; 
this activity stimulates the development of identity (Youniss, McLellan 
and Yates, 1999). The level of religiousness and spiritual life (reflected 
by attending church, personal prayer, frequent reading of the Bible) is 
an important predictor of young people’s ability to formulate important 
goals and to engage in their realisation (Mariano and Damon, 2008). 
The relationship between young people’s religious commitment and the 
level of their well-being has also been demonstrated in studies. For ex-
ample, compared to their peers who do not engage in such activities, 
young people who engage in meditation and prayer possess a higher 
sense of satisfaction and happiness, which are indicators of both the 
hedonistic and eudaimonistic understanding of mental well-being (Wal-
lace and Shapiro, 2006; Frankel and Hewitt, 1994; Low and Handal, 
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1995). Moreover, the religious activity of young people proves to be an 
effective antidote to experiencing the emptiness and meaninglessness 
of life (Garbarino, 1999; Boulder, 2006) and constitutes suitable pro-
tection against various risky behaviours (use of stimulants, suicide at-
tempts) in response to difficult situations (Cotton et al., 2006; Smith and 
Denton, 2005). According to some researchers, the positive impact of 
young people’s religiousness on their mental health and well-being is 
caused by their protective function. Religiousness is also associated 
with greater possibilities for regulating emotions, which leads to a  higher 
level of mental well-being (Urry and Poey, 2008). Peterson and Selig-
man (2004) point to extensive subject literature confirming the benefi-
cial influence of religiousness on young people’s emotional health. For 
a complete picture of the importance of religiousness in human adap-
tation, it is necessary to quote the results of studies that do not confirm 
the dependencies described above, and even report certain negative 
consequences of young people’s religious involvement. Gartner, Lar-
son, and Allen (1991) found that having a religious attitude coexists with 
an intolerance to ambiguity, with authoritarianism, and with a tendency 
to conform to environmental influences. Ambiguous findings were ob-
tained in studies investigating the relationship between self-assessment 
and religiousness, in which the distinction between internal and external 
religiousness turned out to be significant, as the developmentally ad-
verse consequences of religiousness were primarily related to external 
religiousness. Therefore, religiousness can also be an expression of pa-
thology and can consolidate deviant forms of thinking and behaving.

the characteristics of lifespan development as the basis 
for the influence of religious pedagogy

The functions performed by religiousness in human life and the results 
of studies in this area, which (as mentioned above) reveal the positive 
role of young people’s religious involvement, justify the need to devel-
op and implement pedagogical activities aimed at supporting students 
in their development of religiousness. The aim of religious pedagogy 
is to “develop in the person the ability to conduct religious reflection 
on his existence and to acquire the ability to agentively, affirmatively, 
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and critically process religious contents and relate them to his own life” 
(Marek and Walulik, 2020). In order to achieve this aim, educational 
activities should be based on developmental achievements. In accor-
dance with Piaget’s ideas, in order to obtain the desired educational re-
sults, it is important to properly determine sensitive periods  1 for a giv-
en function, i.e. the phase in development in which a particular function 
is optimally susceptible to transformation. Development in the area of 
religiousness, as in other areas of human mental functioning and be-
haviour, takes place in specific environments (e.g. family, school, peer 
group) and is determined by upbringing and the person’s own activities 
(Przetacznik-Gierowska and Tyszkowa, 2011). Religious development 
depends on developmental achievements in the sphere of cognitive, 
emotional, social, and moral competences. One of the earliest propos-
als to which contemporary researchers often refer and which describes 
the developmental trend within religiousness was the aforementioned 
concept of Allport and Ross (1967), according to whom progress in reli-
giousness consists in replacing external orientation with internal orienta-
tion. According to Daniel Batson (1976; Batson, Shoenrade and Ventis, 
1993), the third orientation (quest orientation) can be helpful in shaping 
a mature form of religiousness. A more detailed description of the de-
velopment of religiousness was proposed by Fowler (1981, 1984), who 
identified eight aspects of faith in the course of human life. His ideas 
were based on Piaget’s theory of the stages of cognitive development, 
Kohlberg’s social-moral development, and Erikson’s concept of the de-
velopment of identity. He claimed that regardless of how Transcendence 
is defined, the desire to go beyond the “Self” in search of the mean-
ing of life has accompanied man since the beginning and is a common 
phenomenon. 

1  In terms of cognitive processes, this is the period during which the balance between 
assimilation and accommodation is disturbed and the cognitive structure is “ready” 
for modification. The existence of the sensitive period in the formation of new cog-
nitive abilities in children is also indicated by Wygotski, who links it with the zone 
of proximal development (1971). This zone covers the skills that a child is currently 
unable to perform on his own but is able to perform with the help of a more compe-
tent person (a peer or an adult).
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Fowler’s concept of faith development 

Prior to our being religious or irreligious (...) we are already engaged with the is-
sues of faith. Whether we become nonbelievers, agnostics, or atheists, we are 
concerned with how to put our lives together and with what will make life worth 
living. Moreover, we look for something to love that loves us, something to value 
that gives us value, something to honour and respect that has the power to sus-
tain our being (Fowler, 1981, p. 5). 

 In this approach, religious development is consistent with the natural 
course of human life, provided that it takes place under favourable con-
ditions and circumstances.

1. The pre-stage period of undifferentiated faith covers the first two 
years of a child’s life. This is when the first perceptual experienc-
es – the pre-images of God – appear. They are based on social 
and identity experiences, without the participation of language and 
concepts. A child’s basic ability to trust others lies at the root of the 
development of faith.  2 

2. Intuitive-projective faith (at age 2–6) is built on the material ele-
ments of culture (including religion), with the participation of fanta-
sy. A child’s imagination is a place where perceptive and emotional 
experiences are transformed. Each child constructs the image of 
God for himself, creating quasi-religious imagery. The child treats 
stories and symbols literally (this is related to the pictorial and pre-
logical thinking that dominates this phase of development), and 
his faith is egocentric and full of exaltation. The ability to experi-
ence strong emotions (both positive and negative) related to reli-
gious contents is formed. 

3. Mythic-literal faith (at age 6.5–11/12) is characterised by a desire 
to discover God (the anthropomorphic image of God – an old man 
with a grey beard), which is accompanied by a weakening of the 
child’s egocentrism. The child believes that God can take his per-
spective as well as other people’s perspectives. Religiousness 
consists of acting in such a way that one deserves salvation or 
God’s grace, and prayers are magical and instrumental. 

2  Here the author relates to the first crisis in the development of the Ego described by 
E. Erikson: trust – mistrust, virtue: hope.
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4. Synthetic-conventional faith arises in adolescence (at age 11 or 
12–18). A radical change in the nature of faith happens during 
this time. The development of logical thinking, criticism, and dis-
appointment with authorities can sometimes lead to the aban-
donment of religion or to a blind search for God (interest in cults, 
magic). Faith is relatively easy to shake because it has not been 
fully internalised, and the content of religious beliefs is often 
stereotypical. 

5. Individual-reflective faith (at age 20–35/45) consists in moving 
away from a passive reliance on authority. The man himself de-
cides on the choice of beliefs and norms. The system of values 
changes from being unconscious to being conscious and overt. 
The most important power of faith is its capacity for rational criti-
cism based on one’s own worldview, which is accompanied by the 
danger of disregarding other people’s points of view. 

6. Conjunctive (paradoxical-consolidative) faith is a stage that is 
reached in one’s thirties at the earliest, when people who have 
experienced disappointments and life crises start to question their 
clear-cut worldview, and become convinced that life is more com-
plex than classical logic claims. The developed ability to perceive 
the world in a relative and systemic way allows them to make 
sense of the contradictions and paradoxes that constitute the es-
sence of religious faith. Sensitivity and tolerance towards other 
people and views are thus shaped. Thanks to an attitude of under-
standing, consent, and complacency resulting from a sense of the 
depth of being, it is possible to integrate previously known sym-
bols, myths, rituals, and traditions from different religions. 

7. Universalising faith (not earlier than at the age of about 40) is 
based on the ability to synthesise opposites, which is related to 
the discovery that hidden principles of unity lie at the base of par-
adoxes. Man is capable of decentring in order to identify himself 
with the principle of being. This stage is very rare, and, according 
to Fowler, it was achieved by such people as Martin Luther King, 
Mahatma Ghandi, and Mother Teresa of Calcutta. 

 Fowler’s concept of faith development presented above is a theo-
retical model of universal changes in the area of experiencing faith and 
religiousness. The source of these changes is the internal mechanism 
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of development, which is activated in circumstances conducive to faith 
development.
 Another approach to the development of religiousness and faith de-
veloped on the basis of empirical research is proposed by C. Walesa 
(2006), who, following Manuseto (1997), assumes that religiousness 
can but does not have to happen to man and is the privilege of human 
existence.

the stages in the development of religiousness 
according to C. walesa

Human religiousness emerges in the first months of a child’s life dur-
ing his interactions with human beings, thanks to a primary sensitiv-
ity to truth, goodness, beauty, holiness, and justice. On the basis on 
developmental achievements in various areas of human mind and ac-
tivity, Czesław Walesa distinguishes the following stages in religious 
development: 

1. In the “pre-religious” stage (at age 8–15 months), in families who 
practice early religious upbringing, development is accompanied 
by manifestations of quasi-religious activity, such as vocal and 
motor expression of religious feelings, joining the religious behav-
iours of family members, or making religious gestures. 

2. The stage of the first manifestations of religiousness (at age 2–3) 
is the time when a child starts to perform symbolic functions, de-
velops cognitive curiosity, differentiates emotions, and develops 
the ability to imitate. He has a syncretic concept of God, imitates 
various forms of expressing religious feelings, and shows a great 
variety of religious practices (especially prayer). He has an ele-
mentary experience of religious good and evil (what God likes and 
dislikes). He expresses his relationship with God in imitating litur-
gical scenes while playing. 

3. The religiousness of a preschool child (at age 3.5–6.5) is closely 
related to developmental achievements in cognitive competence. 
Prelogical and magical thinking still dominates during this period, 
and the child tries to understand the reality around him by making 
it similar to his own person (egocentrism, anthropomorphism), as 
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a consequence of which he revives inanimate objects (animism) 
and refers to the laws governing the world, according to which the 
phenomena in the world are organised in such a way as to serve 
man (finalism). The child is convinced that the world is kept in or-
der by some kind of Power whose functioning is modelled on hu-
man activity (artificialism). Important changes are also observed 
in the area of emotional and social competences; under the influ-
ence of norms and bans, the child begins to control his reactions 
and gradually acquires the ability to defer his needs and make 
simple evaluations, taking into account the perspective of others. 
These are the bases on which the pre-schooler’s religious aware-
ness develops, which is revealed in questions, religious signs, 
prayer, and games based on liturgy. Religious content is still very 
concrete, naïve, and realistic. Religious feelings develop inten-
sively (both in terms of intensification and increasing variety), be-
ing shaped by modelling, communication, and identification with 
authority. This leads to the intensification of the child’s tie with his 
religious environment; moreover, because this tie has been ex-
perienced, it leads to a strengthening of the modelling power of 
significant people. At the end of this period, the intensive process 
of shaping the image of God begins, and children treat their own 
negative behaviour as a source of sorrow and anger for God/Je-
sus. Children also experience a great variety of religious experi-
ences, which they often reveal in prayers that take on an increas-
ingly creative and independent form. According to Walesa, this 
period of development is particularly important for the develop-
ment of human religiousness because it is a time when religious 
structures are formed, which leads to a holistic view of reality. 

4. The religiousness of a child at early school age (7–11) is de-
scribed as authoritarian and legal and stems from such develop-
mental achievements as the use of logical operations in thinking, 
thereby making it possible to shed individual and social egocen-
trism. The child broadens and hierarchically organises the system 
of notions, thus creating complex mental representations of re-
ality, including those concerning religious life. However, religious 
concepts are still poorly differentiated (the terms God, Jesus, and 
Holy Spirit are used interchangeably), which may result from too 
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little religious knowledge. The child’s ability to regulate his behav-
iour is significantly increased, which is supported by training in ob-
serving orders and prohibitions. Magical interpretations disappear 
from religious consciousness. At the end of this period, thanks to 
the emergence of formal thinking, children begin to experience 
doubts related to faith, which most often concern the attributes 
of existence, omniscience, omnipotence, and the omnipresence 
of God. Usually children reveal doubts about the existence of God 
when they suffer and experience negative aspects of life. After 
First Communion, a child is aware of sin and this awareness fre-
quently regulates his behaviour. However, when a child tries to 
follow all the rules of the Decalogue literally, he can experience 
moral scruples. Various forms of prayer are present during this 
period, although they are mainly requests for relatives and giving 
thanks. Participation in the First Communion is often associated 
with a lively faith in the real presence of God. 

5. The development of adolescent religiousness
a) Religiousness in adolescence (at age 12–17) stems from such 

developmental achievements as improvement of formal and 
operational thinking, youthful idealism, criticism of authorities, 
and a growing desire for autonomy. At the beginning of this 
stage, religiousness is experienced in terms of duty and obedi-
ence. Idealism, which is prevalent at this age, motivates some 
young people to strive for perfectionism in observing the arti-
cles of faith. Teenagers often direct their rebellion against au-
thority of various Church institutions and of their parents who 
demand religious practices. Some of them remain outside the 
Church for a long time, and some, after rejecting the forms of 
religiousness recommended by the authorities, develop their 
own forms. These searches are often accompanied by a sense 
of chaos and loss regarding religious experiences. Dealing with 
this state creates an opportunity to integrate religiousness into 
everyday life. 

b) Young adulthood (at age 18–24) is a period of religious authen-
ticity. This feature of religiousness is revealed when a young 
person develops his own reference to God and faith in Him. 
Even if he accepts the forms of religiousness imposed by the 
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authorities, this is a result of his own decisions and not of the 
need to submit to significant people and meet the expecta-
tions of those around him. Engagement in religious practices 
is most frequently a manifestation of an autonomous decision 
and remains consistent with beliefs. New cognitive competen-
ces  resulting from post-formal  3 thinking permit attempts to inte-
grate religious principles into life. 

6. Adult religiousness 
a) Religiousness in early adulthood (age 25–40). According to 

Walesa, the developmental tasks characteristic of early adult-
hood, i.e. starting a family or participating in sacraments (mar-
riage, baptism of children), are conducive to the development 
of religiousness. These responsibilities offer young adults op-
portunities to differentiate religious feelings and experiences; 
they allow a deeper understanding of religious symbols (the 
ability to differentiate hierarchically from lower to higher) and 
the rediscovery of the value of rituals. This is a time when a re-
vival and stabilisation can be noticed both in personal religious-
ness and in participation in religious worship. 

b) Religiousness in mid-adulthood (at age 40–60), together with 
other spheres of personality, constitutes a coherent system. 
A believer is able to realise religious ideals in everyday life and 
to pass them on to others. 

c) The religiousness of an aging person (over 60) can realise the 
function of fulfilled religiousness. Thanks to religion, everyday 
and existential events alike gain eschatological significance. 
Religious people often reflect on their lives and evaluate them 
in the context of their faith. As they grow older, they simplify the 
forms of their religious behaviour. 

 The aforementioned selected concepts of religious development may 
serve, more or less, as a signpost for religious pedagogy by indicat-
ing the internal competence of a student’s religiousness (Fowler’s mod-
el), to which the educator refers, creating conditions conducive to his 

3  The notion of post-formal thinking is defined as those ways of thinking that are usu-
ally developed after the stage of formal operations, and which allow the young per-
son to understand both social and physical reality in a relativistic, dialectic, and sys-
temic way, and even within metasystems (Gurba, 2011). 
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development in this area. He uses or defines the aims of education and 
pedagogical influences in such a way that they are based on a student’s 
developmental capabilities in the cognitive, social-moral, and emotional 
spheres (Walesa’s model).
 Summarising the analyses of the psychological findings (including 
psychology of religion) that describe and explain the sphere of human 
religiousness for the benefit of religious pedagogy, at least two areas in 
which these relations are clearly visible should be indicated: 

• the results of studies investigating the significance of religious-
ness in the development and health of a human being provide suf-
ficient justification for the need to undertake pedagogical activi-
ties, both within the family and various institutions that are focused 
on the sphere of a student’s religiousness.

• theories describing religious development and models based on 
empirical studies provide educators with knowledge about the 
possibilities and the limitations of a student’s development. 

 As religious pedagogy benefits from the achievements of various dis-
ciplines, including psychology, it is obvious that taking into account the 
observations presented in this article will prove conductive to a better 
and more thorough design of the activities that are researched within 
religious pedagogy. Most importantly, they should cover references to 
these processes of religious education that will encourage a student to 
undertake such creative activities that are aimed at achieving his reli-
gious maturity. 
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summary
DEFINITION OF THE TERM: sociology of religion, for which the term 
religion is a constitutive concept, investigates the religious processes that 
take place in society using its own research methods. Its research subject 
covers religious facts (understood as a state), processes and their course, 
images of and attitudes towards god, the truths of faith, and the impact 
of faith on religious and secular areas of social and individual life. within 
religious pedagogy, it examines changes in the position occupied by reli
gion in the upbringing process. sociological theories of religion and theo
ries regarding changes in religiousness help in the development of peda
gogical concepts explaining the role played by religion in explaining the 
meaning of human life.

HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE TERM: sociology links the position and 
role of religion in society with the functioning of the person. Contem
porary sociology of religion is influenced by the works of e. durkheim, 
M. weber, and t. Person. In Poland, its development was influenced by 
the works of F. Znaniecki and his students from the analytical school. rep
resentatives of sociology of religion are interested in the following phe
nomena: the sociocultural transformation of societies, the loosening of 
ties with the parish, shifting responsibility for religious education from the 
family to the Church and school catechesis, the influence of mass culture 
(promoting liberal, relativistic, individualistic, and subjectivistic attitudes), 
and a decrease of the role played by the institutions traditionally responsi
ble for religious socialization (family, the Church, school catechesis) on the 
grounds that they are the source of religious crises. today, sociology of 
religion is an important subdiscipline of general sociology, which investi
gates the religious aspects of society and the social dimensions of religion.
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DISCUSSION OF THE TERM: through its research, empirical sociology 
of religion sensitizes all educational agents to new religious and ecclesias
tical phenomena, which are constantly changing with the new sociocul
tural realities.

SYSTEMATIC REFLECTION WITH CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM-
MENDATIONS: religious and moral socialization in the period of transi
tion from tradition to postmodernity is difficult but has not been aban
doned or radically reduced. through the formation of religious and moral 
values and norms, this situation requires care not only for social and eco
nomic development but also for spiritual development.

Keywords: secularization, sociology of religion, social groups, 
religion, religious pedagogy
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Sociology of religion focuses on studying the relationships between re-
ligion and society, including the economy, work, culture, politics, family, 
and everyday life values. Sociologists linked with the Church are mostly 
interested in the religious life of various church groups; they are only oc-
casionally interested in the links between religion and the diverse mani-
festations of secular activity, which are the focus of attention of sociolo-
gists not linked with the Church. At present, most religious sociologists 
are convinced that sociology of religion is secular in nature and that 
the religiousness they study should not be considered more important 
than other social phenomena. Religiousness, examined from a socio-
logical point of view, is subject to the same processes as other social 
phenomena. 
 The article begins with a description of the characteristics of the so-
ciological foundations (observation), which is followed by socio-theo-
logical reflection (evaluation) and socio-pedagogical consequences (ac-
tion). In the first stage of research, it is not the religious aims that are 
taken into consideration but the cognitive, affective, and sensory aims, 
and the focus is placed on the socio-anthropological and sociological 
foundations. The main role is played by the content and concept of in-
teractions relating to interpersonal relations. 

definition of the term

In our search for the sociological foundations of religious pedagogy, we 
will pay attention to selected issues: religious socialization (the theoreti-
cal aspect) and religious instruction in schools (the empirical aspect). 
Such concepts as religion, religious, or religiousness are of interest to 
both sociology and religious pedagogy. Sociological theories of religion 
and sociological theories of the transformations of religiousness in the 
modern world can be useful in developing pedagogical concepts of re-
ligion and religiousness that are specific to religious pedagogy, which – 
being an integrative science – has both a pedagogical dimension (within 
the humanities and social sciences) and a theological dimension (Miler-
ski, 2010). 
 Today, sociology of religion is an important sub-discipline of  general 
sociology which investigates the religious aspects of society and the 
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social dimensions of religion. It is also an important part of religious 
studies, alongside psychology of religion, history of religion, ethnogra-
phy of religion, anthropology of religion, political science of religion, phi-
losophy of religion, and other scientific disciplines. By studying the mu-
tual relations and interactions between religion and society, sociology 
of religion asks questions about the impact of social factors on religion; 
it also analyses social determinants of religious culture, religious com-
munication, religious activity, the formation of religious roles and types 
of activity in society, and finally the effects of institutionalisation and so-
cial de-institutionalisation on religious life. Sociology does not ignore the 
impact of religion on social life (society as a whole and its subsystems, 
such as politics, economy, science, education, and upbringing) and on 
various social groups and individuals. Religion also has its own devel-
opmental dynamics and influences social behaviour patterns and social 
institutions; therefore, “sociology of religion is systematic knowledge of 
the regularities of relationships between religions and societies” (Wójto-
wicz, 2003).
 The research subject of sociology of religion covers religious facts 
which form a separate and specific category of phenomena and pro-
cesses. They are classified by researchers in different ways, depend-
ing on their interests and methodological approaches. Sociology is not 
interested in investigating the origin and essence of religious facts; it 
treats religion as a social phenomenon but does not try to explain its ori-
gin and development by purely social means, and much less does it as-
sume that a particular change in social relations will lead to the decline 
or even complete disappearance of religion. A sociologist perceives reli-
gion sub specie temporis, therefore the issue of whether and how it can 
be perceived sub specie aeternitatis is necessarily left open. Just as re-
ligious ideas can lead to empirically tangible changes in a social struc-
ture, so changes in a social structure can affect religious consciousness 
and imagination: in one situation, religion acts as a shaping force, while 
in another, it acts as a dependent phenomenon. Since sociology only 
provides probable knowledge and sociologists do not define religious-
ness in general terms but investigate it in connection with social life, it 
can be said that this discipline primarily captures external manifesta-
tions of the experiences of a religious person and of religious social 
groups (Mariański, 2007).
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Historical analysis of the term

According to some sociologists, the religious crisis in the modern world 
primarily affects the transmission of faith due to the breaking of the ties 
with tradition. In the context of the changes that are taking place in the 
contemporary world, the transmission of faith is of fundamental impor-
tance for Christian Churches because many family and nonfamily fac-
tors rule out the possibility of successful religious socialization. Religious 
socialization in the family has never been perfect, but this is particularly 
true today and can be described as problematic and only partially effec-
tive. People do not always know what elements of religious heritage are 
worth passing on to future generations. In countries where children and 
young people are involved in the process of religious socialization, tradi-
tional Christian forms of faith and religious practices are spreading (e.g. 
in Poland). Secularization is usually associated with the collapse of the 
system of religious upbringing (upbringing inefficiency).
 If religion plays a minor role in the family home, if religiousness is not 
a personal value, and if religious upbringing weakens, there is no basis 
for the transmission of faith and the chances for religious life in the fu-
ture are lost. Very religious young people generally come from religious 
families, while those religiously hesitant or indifferent and non-believers 
come from non-religious families. Since the 1980s, in many Western 
European countries only a small percentage of children and young peo-
ple have grown up within families that have a fully cultivated religious 
upbringing. Even in religious families, many parents have given up con-
spicuous forms of religious upbringing. Although most parents are in fa-
vour of religious upbringing, only some of them implement their declara-
tions. The goal of a deeper experience of faith in the family home turns 
out to be unattainable for many, and religion has become seemingly 
invisible.
 Contemporary researchers of religious socialization in Poland have 
been alerted to this crisis and point to the factors responsible for this 
state of affairs: 

the socio-cultural transformation of contemporary societies is manifested in the 
transition from a traditional to a pluralist type of society: a decline (especially 
when compared to their parents) in the dynamics of children’s religiousness 
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as a result of them moving away from the traditional model of religiousness 
to the model of religiousness of choice (sociological studies reveal a relation-
ship between the religiousness of parents and their children); the loosening 
of ties  between the young generation with their parish as a result of the trans-
fer of cate chesis from parish halls to schools; a tendency to self-determine in 
the area of faith, moral norms and cultic commitment; shifting responsibility for 
religious education from families to the Church and school catechesis; the in-
fluence of mass culture, which promotes liberal, relativistic, individualistic, and 
subjectivistic attitudes; a decrease in the role played by institutions traditional-
ly responsible for religious socialization (family, the Church, school catechesis) 
(Zaręba, 2005, p. 253). 

discussion of the term

Both sociology and sociology of religion report a rapidly changing social 
awareness of religious and moral matters. 

Contemporary practice of religious pedagogy undoubtedly requires continuous 
and constructive scientific discourse, especially in relation to the empirical di-
mensions of sociological and psychological research. Pedagogical-religious re-
flection should be embedded in the particular socio-cultural realities of a particu-
lar society. To some extent, it can be said that empirical sociology of religion and 
empirical religious pedagogy are heading in the same direction. Pedagogical-
religious research and its results may be useful for a sociologist because they 
allow a thorough interpretation of religiousness in social dimensions. In addition, 
empirical religious pedagogy can indicate problems that sociologists do not al-
ways pay attention to in their research (Rogowski, 2011, p. 98). 

Through its research, empirical sociology of religion sensitizes all edu-
cational agents to new religious and ecclesiastical phenomena that are 
constantly changing in the new socio-cultural reality. 
 Sociology and sociology of religion are interested in increasingly 
conspicuous religious transformations (e.g. pluralism or individualiza-
tion). The important questions that should be posed in this context in-
clude the following: How to change the religious and pro-ecclesiastical 
consciousness of believers? How to transform ecclesiastical structures 
in order to make them more functional in the future? Which path the 
Church should follow in its evangelization efforts? To some extent, soci-
ological research plays a warning role and sensitizes those who under-
take educational and upbringing activities in society and in the Church. 
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Sociological analyses of religiousness are valuable for religious peda-
gogy, as to some extent they are “the signs of the times” that religious 
pedagogy should – using theological methods – properly interpret, ex-
plain, and take into account in its reflections and actions. The results of 
sociological research are not an exclusive principle or norm for religious 
pedagogy to which it should relate in its theoretical conclusions or prac-
tical activities: they are one of many premises that religious pedagogy 
should take into consideration, remembering that duties cannot be in-
ferred from facts. 
 When discussing the need for sociology – especially sociology of re-
ligion – to cooperate with religious pedagogy, possible misunderstand-
ings that may arise from this cooperation must be taken into consid-
eration. Firstly, sociologists sometimes make normative or prescriptive 
statements, thus crossing the boundaries of the scientific discipline they 
represent. Secondly, sometimes the research tools used in empirical 
sociology are not reliable, and sociologists themselves make mistakes 
in their application, which affects their empirical results. Theologians – 
including representatives of religious pedagogy – who turn to the re-
sults of sociological research are at risk of succumbing to its suggestive 
statements or findings without making a reliable assessment of the reli-
gious reality.
 Cooperation between pedagogy and sociology of religion is possible 
and necessary, but it should be undertaken with caution. Each  scientific 
discipline has its own theoretical and methodological distinctiveness. 
The sociologization of religious pedagogy would be inadvisable, and 
sociological religious pedagogy would be absurd. A sociologist makes 
a diagnosis: he tries to interpret and explain religious reality in social 
groups and in the whole society, and the results of this study can prove 
useful for pedagogical sciences. A religious pedagogue goes further: he 
evaluates and educates. A social diagnosis of religious and moral reali-
ty made on the basis of sociological sciences may be useful for him, as 
it can inform his evaluative, reformatory, and encouraging activities that 
are aimed at individuals and social groups in the area that corresponds 
to religious (Christian) principles. 
 Pragmatic inclination is important in the methodology of research 
undertaken within religious pedagogy. From an etymological point of 
view, theory and practice are two distinct concepts. Although, on the 
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one hand, there is a feedback loop between them, on the other hand, 
it is necessary to indicate the specificity of different research methods 
undertaken within each of them. Even if theory and practice usually go 
hand in hand, there is a division between them; yet, from the perspec-
tive of pedagogical-religious processes, they correspond to each other. 
These processes can never be said to be purely theoretical or purely 
practical. The very meaning of these Greek terms can be expressed in 
English as, respectively, to see and to act, which indicates that in every-
day human experience these terms are not contradictory. The theory 
and practice of religious pedagogy have their share in the basic dialec-
tic of closeness and distance. This also concerns their specific social 
and professional position in a pragmatic dimension. Hence, the theory 
of religious pedagogy has its place in the social dimension, most often in 
the area of educating and employing teachers of religion at universities, 
which is reflected primarily in the scientific accomplishments of religious 
pedagogy, evidenced, for example, in publications and studies whose 
purpose is to influence theoreticians and practitioners. 
 Although sociology and religious pedagogy are autonomous scien-
tific disciplines, cooperation between them is highly desirable if certain 
conditions are met. These conditions include the following: 1) First of 
all, the boundaries between these two disciplines should not be blurred. 
Each speaks its own language and is based on its own concepts, meth-
ods, and ways of posing problems. The failure to notice these differen-
ces may lead to misunderstandings and cause great damage. 2) Both 
sciences must maintain their own autonomy, but this should not pre-
vent them referring to each other. They must stick to the limits of their 
own competence and refrain from formulating theses beyond their cog-
nitive capabilities and regularities. 3) Knowledge of the cognitive and 
methodo logical assumptions of a given discipline and its proper lan-
guage (not only in the sense of understanding its concepts and evalua-
tive systems) allows each to use the achievements of the other purpose-
fully and rationally. The above considerations lead to the conclusion that 
a closer cooperation between sociology and religious pedagogy should 
be advocated. 
 It is worth noticing that various concepts of religious pedagogy have 
more or less explicit links with the social sciences, especially with socio-
logy of religion. Therefore, it is better – or in any case safer – to talk of 
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the links between religious pedagogy and sociology or of religious peda-
gogy in a social context rather than of the sociological foundations of re-
ligious pedagogy (Potocki, 2007). Such an approach results, for exam-
ple, from the fact that both scientific disciplines have their own research 
subjects and use different concepts, theories, and research methods. 
Sociology deals with the description and explanation of a socio-religious 
reality: it says not how it should be but how it is, and it explains this rea-
lity through hypotheses and theories. Religious pedagogy is not only 
a descriptive but also an evaluative (normative) science. 
 If traditional patterns of religious socialization are non-existent, 
new ways of transmitting the contents of faith are needed. Even if 
many  people distance themselves from ecclesiastical religiousness, 
 numerous manifestations of religiousness can be noticed outside of the 
official framework of traditional Churches. In pluralistic societies, faith 
is not transmitted automatically or traditionally but is strengthened by 
personal testimony, personal convictions, and individual attitudes. The 
faith transmitted by the great Christian Churches is constantly confront-
ed with other religious faiths. Secularization and individualization in the 
modern world have not stopped before the borders of our country but 
are slowly reaching Poland. Polish society is still dominated by ecclesi-
astical religiousness, which is transmitted by the two basic institutions of 
socialization and upbringing: the family and the Church (parishes, reli-
gious movements and communities, Catholic associations, etc.), even if 
this religiousness is largely inconsistent or selective. 
 Religious socialization is not devoid of normative elements, and as 
such, it should teach values and norms. Giving up upbringing goals that 
belong to the normative sphere would in fact mean the end of proper so-
cialization. Without such goals, upbringing would change into uncoordi-
nated and accidental socialization. Sociologists may describe the various 
manifestations of axionormative religious and moral relativism in society, 
and they may delight in the dismantling of ethical signposts in everyday 
life and even disregard ethicists’ arguments regarding the universality or 
objectivity of moral values and norms. However, they must be aware that 
their conviction that all axionormative systems are changeable or con-
stant only for a certain period of time are only part of the truth about the 
religious and moral condition of man. Pluralism or the relativity of moral 
values in society is a fact but not a norm or ideal. It is impossible to teach 
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young people to treat moral relativism as a rule: “Today I give you these 
values and norms, but they are temporary, tomorrow they may or will be 
different”. Hence the need for consistent axiological and normative sign-
posts which place universal values at the top. Religious and moral up-
bringing cannot mean just the teaching of a system of rules and norms 
that are treated as a moral code and encouraging pupils to act accord-
ing to these rules. This upbringing is primarily the formation of appropri-
ate moral attitudes. However, it is impossible to raise young people with-
out consistent patterns of behaviour and moral values. Shaping attitudes 
and behaviours with morally desired contents must be the result of in-
tentional upbringing efforts that stem from adopting these ethical ideals. 
Unfortunately, young people nowadays develop their religious and moral 
personality in a society that is uncertain of its ideals and sometimes even 
believes that a life without ideals is perfectly possible.

systematic reflection with conclusions and 
recommendations

To the surprise of supporters of the idea of total secularization in the 
modern world, in many very secularized post-modern societies, tenden-
cies testifying to the “spiritual productivity” of modern culture are ob-
served. Sociological sciences frequently report a revival of interest in 
religious needs, and postmodern man is in search of the means of satis-
fying these needs, although not always through institutionalised religion 
and church but increasingly through “unchurched” and privatised reli-
giousness, which is often an amalgamation of elements from different 
religions and worldviews.
Taking into account the aims of religious pedagogy, which, as 

a scientific sub-discipline searches for opportunities to support a person, to ac-
company him in his efforts to achieve his goals; we can say that one of its most 
important features is the search for opportunities to accompany and support 
a person in becoming mature and responsible (Marek, 2017, p. 192).

The sociological-religious subject literature takes account of this, espe-
cially in the context of building a civil society. From the perspective of 
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religious pedagogy this is crucial because, after 1989 the situation in 
Eastern European countries, including Poland, changed dramatically. 
Since then, empirical research has demonstrated that the perception 
of schools and society has been in constant flux, and pluralism is gain-
ing in importance. Thus, the following questions arise: To what extent 
does religious instruction in schools respond to the problems faced by 
children and adolescents? Does it correspond to the spirit of the times? 
There is also another question: 

[does] the existing model of religious instruction constructively and productively 
contribute to building a civil society (…)? The relatively positive quantitative as-
sessment of the current state of religious education (primarily in terms of stu-
dents’ participation in lessons) raises the question of its qualitative status. The 
answer to this question undoubtedly requires a broader view of reality and es-
pecially a multi-faceted analysis of the place of religious instruction in schools, 
as well as its goals, tasks, contents, and links with the Church (Rogowski, 2011, 
pp. 341–342). 

 The issue of religious socialization and moral education is undoubt-
edly related to the issue of religious instruction in schools. Certain nar-
row approaches list specific conditions that religious pedagogy has to 
meet (as a pedagogical theory of education), and the discipline itself 
is understood as a scientific theory relating to religious instruction in 
schools. This instruction is not the only area of pedagogical-religious re-
search but is also of great interest to religious pedagogy. As a theory of 
religious upbringing and religious education, religious pedagogy is also 
interested in pre-school children, family members, adults, and even the 
elderly, and finally those who remain on the periphery of Christian reli-
gion and Christian Churches (Rogowski, 2011).
 If religious pedagogy is interdisciplinary in nature and approaches 
religious instruction in schools from the perspective of the changes tak-
ing place in the world and if it aims to systematise pedagogical and re-
ligious issues within their socio-cultural context, then cooperation be-
tween pedagogy and sociology of religion is essential and can prove 
beneficial to both disciplines. Undoubtedly, as a theory of the processes 
of religious upbringing and religious education, religious pedagogy is 
related to sociology of religion and can be linked with sociological re-
search on religious education. It should be noticed that religious edu-
cation in Poland today faces various difficulties, yet opportunities for 
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appropriate religious and ethical education also exist. The issues of re-
ligious instruction and moral upbringing in schools are of fundamental 
importance. 

It is mostly about the ability to shape ethical judgments and to develop a “re-
sponsible ethos” in students. Here a chance appears to contribute to the de-
velopment of mature morality understood not only in the individual but also in 
the public dimension; there is also a chance that the “democratic ethos” will in-
fluence the ethical education conducted in schools. Ethics should be personal 
and – at the same time – socially responsible (Rogowski, 2004, p. 240).

In the above context, it is worth stressing that 

discussions very often raise questions about the place and importance of reli-
gious instruction in the canon of school subjects. Religious instruction in state 
schools has been a controversial topic since the early 1990s, both before it re-
turned to schools and after the announcement that it would commence in mid-
September 1990. For some, it was an act of historical justice after religious in-
struction was removed from schools in the 1950s, while for others, it was an 
attack on schools’ secularism and independence. Despite these fears, the ma-
jority of Poles were in favour of introducing the teaching of Catholic religion to 
public schools, but there was also quite a common opinion that it should not be 
an obligatory subject. Catechesis offered in schools (religious instruction) be-
came a mass phenomenon. According to data provided by the dioceses to the 
Catholic Education Commission of the Polish Bishops’ Conference in the school 
year 2014/2015, more than 87% of children and young people participated in re-
ligious instruction (KAI [Catholic News Agency] news). 

In the early 1990s, the return of religious education to public schools, 
which was a sign of the political and socio-cultural changes taking place 
in Poland at that time, led to numerous discussions and disputes. Many 
years after the return of religious instruction to schools, the situation has 
stabilized, and today it is natural for most young people. 
 Discussions about whether religion should be taught in church or 
schools have lost their validity. Mass catechization in schools should 
foster the formation of pro-religious attitudes in young people. Religious 
upbringing in the family is almost universally accepted, with an empha-
sis on introducing children to religious practices, including participa-
tion in religious instruction in schools. Participation in these lessons de-
pends on the region of Poland and the social environment. Generally, it 
can be said that a higher level of participation is observed in rural areas 
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and small towns, where young people are subject to stronger social 
control and may experience a stronger need to participate in institution-
alised religious education (Mariański, 2011). Secondary school students 
differ in their opinions regarding participation in religious instruction. Ac-
cording to a survey conducted in 1994 by CBOS (Centrum Badania Opi-
nii Społecznej [Centre for Public Opinion Research]), 88% of respon-
dents (secondary school students) participated in religious instruction. 
In subsequent surveys this percentage was as follows: in 2003 – 90%, 
in 2008 – 91%, in 2010 – 93%, in 2013 – 89%, and in 2016 – 75% 
(ranging from 85% in towns with less than 20,000 inhabitants to 49% 
in  cities with more than 500,000 inhabitants). In 2013, 34% of respon-
dents considered these lessons interesting (“I attend them willingly”), 
38% declared that they were like any other lesson and were not ex-
traordinary, while 28% claimed that they were boring and nothing im-
portant happened in them; in 2016 these figures were 40%, 38%, and 
22%, respectively. In 2016, 50% of respondents were in favour of an 
optional form of teaching religion in schools, 14% were in favour of an 
optional form of teaching religion in parishes, 17% were in favour of 
an obligatory form of teaching it in schools, 2% were in favour of an 
obligatory form of teaching religion in parishes, and 17% were undecid-
ed (Gwiazda, 2016, pp. 141–148). In a nationwide survey conducted in 
2017, 76.3% of respondents (including secondary school students) de-
clared that they regu larly participated in religious instruction, 9.3% – ir-
regularly, 11.9% – did not participate at all, and 2.4% – did not respond 
to this question. Women participated in religious instruction in schools 
more regularly than men (78.0% compared to 74.7%). Other questions 
regarded the type of school and the place of residence (the percent-
age of respondents attending religious instruction is given in brack-
ets): students from secondary schools (76.0%), from technical second-
ary schools (77.5%), from vocational schools (75.8%), young people 
living in rural areas (84.1%) and in cities with more than 500,000 in-
habitants (67.1%). Students who were deeply religious (82.1%), reli-
gious (87.6%), and undecided but attached to religious tradition (80.4%) 
more often regularly participated in religious instruction than those who 
were religiously indifferent (58.7%) and non-believers (28.0%). These 
lessons were regularly attended by 93.3% of students who always took 
part in Sunday Mass, 90.9% of those who attended Mass almost every 
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Sunday, 80.7% of those who attended once or twice a month, 76.0% of 
those who only attended on important holidays, 63.1% of those who at-
tended events like weddings or funerals, and 35% of non-practitioners 
(Mariański, 2018, p. 169).
 Very high rates of participation in religious instruction in schools and 
much lower rates of participation in Sunday Mass (and even declara-
tions of religiousness) show that students with weaker ties with faith and 
religious practices (and even some of the religiously indifferent and non-
believers) also participate in religious instruction in schools. For some 
students, these lessons are practically the only direct form of contact 
with the Church, thus teachers of this subject are offered the possibility 
of their pre-evangelization. Even if religious instruction in schools has 
become a social fact, the question about the effectiveness of this form of 
raising religious awareness of children and adolescents remains open. 
It is worth emphasizing that although religious instruction has been tak-
ing place in schools for more than 25 years, sometimes questions about 
the right place to teach religion – at school or within the parish – are still 
heard. Opponents of religious instruction in schools argue that faith is 
a private matter and should not be manifested by participating or not 
in religious instruction in schools. Moreover, these lessons are some-
times still accused of being a source of intolerance or a promotion of 
the religious state. Even some of those who opt for religious instruction 
in schools are convinced that the curriculum of the former parish cat-
echesis cannot be fully implemented because schools do not have the 
 necessary conditions to achieve all the goals set for catechesis.
 Sociological research conducted in 2003 among young people from 
secondary schools revealed that 39.2% of respondents were in favour 
of religious instruction in school, 12.7% in church, and 29.1% were in-
different. The remaining percentages included those who were undecid-
ed (5.8%), those who were not affected by the issue (9.7%), and those 
who refused to answer (3.6%). In particular, those who were deeply reli-
gious and regularly attended Sunday Mass declared that school was the 
right place for religious instruction (Zaręba, 2005). In four cities (Radom, 
Włocławek, Łomża, Ostrów Mazowiecka), almost half of the respon-
dents accepted school as a place of religious instruction without objec-
tions (48.9%). More than 10% preferred it to be conducted in church 
buildings (12.4%), and for every third respondent the place where it was 
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offered was irrelevant (34.9%). Only a small percentage of respondents 
had no opinion on this issue (3.3%) or did not answer this question 
(0.6%) (Mariański, 2008). 
 In the whole sample of secondary school students who took part in 
the survey conducted in 2017, 47.1% preferred religious instruction to 
be conducted in schools, 9.7% in church, 25.5% were indifferent, 5.1% 
found it difficult to decide, and 12.6% did not respond. School as the right 
place for religious instruction was indicated more frequently by the fol-
lowing groups of respondents: female students versus male students 
(48.3% and 45.4%, respectively); students from vocational schools ver-
sus students from secondary schools and technical schools (51.6%, 
45.1%, and 47.7%, respectively); respondents living in rural areas ver-
sus those living in cities with more than 500,000 inhabitants (51.9% and 
42.5%, respectively); religious students, those undecided in matters of 
faith, and the religiously indifferent (54.6%, 47.4%, and 44.1%, respec-
tively) versus the deeply religious (41.6%) and non-believers (16.1%); 
people attending church every Sunday (47.2%), almost every Sunday 
(54.4%), about one or two times a month (52.9%), only on important 
 holidays (50.6%), only weddings, funerals, etc. (48.2%) versus those 
not practicing at all (24.4%)
 Demographic, social, and religious features only slightly differentia-
ted adolescents’ preferences regarding the place of religious instruction, 
except for non-believers and those who did not practice at all (Mariański, 
2018). It is likely that in the near or distant future, religious instruction 
in schools will not be as widespread as it is now. On the one hand, the 
secularization processes occurring in Polish society will certainly affect 
participation; on the other hand, new subjects competing with religious 
instruction will appear (e.g. ethics, religious studies). A lot will depend on 
those clergymen and laymen who face the task of improving religious in-
struction and making it attractive. Currently, several pertinent questions 
should be asked: What should be done to make young people attend re-
ligious instruction on a mass scale? What should be done to make them 
more interested in religious issues? What should be done to make re-
ligious instruction in schools more effective and able to contribute to 
shaping moral attitudes based on universal values? 
 The results of the latest sociological studies indicate that – taking into 
consideration the religiousness and morality of young Poles – catechetical 
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and pedagogical work will not be easy, and its outcome may not come 
up to educators’ expectations. This does not mean that we are head-
ing towards a society that is unreligious and devoid of any axiology. The 
transformation of religious and moral values and norms in a certain di-
rection does not have to be deterministic; nor should these be described 
as “natural events” – they can and must be influenced and shaped. Al-
though religious and moral socialization in the period of transition from 
tradition to post-modernity is difficult, it has not been abandoned or radi-
cally reduced. For a society to survive, not only social and economic de-
velopment are important but also spiritual development, including reli-
gious and moral development within an integral upbringing. 
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to intercultural  education

summary
DEFINITION OF THE TERM: the concept of intercultural education is 
very broad. As a scientific discipline, it covers the knowledge of various 
cultural and symbolic systems, i.e. ways of defining the world and rela
tions with people from different cultures.

HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE TERM: Interest in cultural diversity 
dates back to the 5th century bC and is associated with Herodotus. the 
year 1901 marks the beginning of the contemporary approach to inter
cultural education, which bloomed in the 1960s. In Poland, the develop
ment of this scientific discipline was initiated in 1993 by M.s. szymański, 
j. nikitorowicz, t. lewowicki, t. Pilch, and P.P. grzybowski.

DISCUSSION OF THE TERM: Intercultural education (formal and infor
mal) should take into account the religious diversity of individuals, where
as religious pedagogy should take into account the cultural diversity of 
the world. while looking for the links between them, it is important to 
identify both cultural and religious boundaries, as they enable the proper 
systematising of relations between people, and between people and the 
world.

SYSTEMATIC REFLECTION WITH CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM-
MENDATIONS: religious pedagogy should be treated as a form of con
cretisation of intercultural education. From this perspective, intercultur
al education in relation to religious pedagogy aims to prepare people to 
discover, understand, respect, and accept cultural diversity and the reli
gious diversity that comes with it. religiousness and interculturalism are 
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the challenges of today’s world and can sometimes lead to situations in 
which the religious aspect of life opposes the creation of a new multicul
tural reality. 

Keywords: education, intercultural education, religious pedagogy, 
religion, identity, multiculturalism, interculturalism, 
upbringing
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Interculturalism has become one of the manifestations of the modern, 
technologised world and, like any complex social process, it brings 
bene fits but can also be a source of many problems and doubts. So, 
what is intercultural education about? What are its connotations and its 
links with religious pedagogy? In order to answer such questions cor-
rectly, it seems necessary to refer to John Paul II’s view on globalisa-
tion. He observed that globalisation is a new phenomenon that needs to 
be analysed in depth because it is characterised by obvious ambiguity. 
Therefore, in today’s increasingly culturally diverse societies, the most 
important task is to ensure harmonious interaction between people and 
groups with different cultural identities and to develop in them the desire 
to coexist together (John Paul II, 2000, 3). In view of the above, inter-
culturalism obviously becomes a challenge for education. Education in 
the area of cultural diversity requires not only the formation of conscious 
and creative members of a national or world community, but also the co-
creation of a harmonious global community. In this sense, intercultural 
education versus religious pedagogy concerns man and his numerous 
determinants, as well as the opportunities and limitations in his devel-
opment. Therefore, in order to identify the links between intercultural 
educa tion and religious pedagogy, the semiotics of the former should be 
analysed first.

definition of the term

The subject literature on intercultural education is not devoid of pro-
blems related to the definition of this term. This is caused primarily by 
the great number of theoretical concepts and practical educational solu-
tions which are determined by the diversity of the social-demographic-
-cultural dimensions in which their authors work and live. Another fac-
tor gene rating terminological diversification is the lack of consensus on 
primary concepts in the category of intercultural education (intercultura-
lism, multiculturalism, multicultural pedagogy, intercultural pedagogy) 
(Kuleta-Hulboj, 2005). 
 Polish and foreign subject literature offers a wide range of ways of 
describing intercultural education. Various elements of intercultural ed-
ucation are emphasised: contents, goals, tasks, and the processes of 
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this education, and various approaches are adopted: narrow, broad, 
 regional, and global approaches (Młynarczuk-Sokołowska, 2016). 
 According to the first definition of intercultural education, which was 
developed by D. Markowska and appeared in Polish subject literature in 
1990, intercultural education is 

an educational and upbringing process the aim of which is to shape the under-
standing of cultural differences – from subcultures in one’s own community to 
the cultures of spatially distant societies – and to prepare students for dialogical 
interactions with representatives of other cultures. This is to lead, through criti-
cal reflection, to the strengthening of one’s own cultural identity (Markowska, 
1990, p. 109).

Encyklopedia PWN [the PWN Encyclopaedia] defines intercultural edu-
cation as 

a pedagogical concept the aim of which is to broaden one’s own individu-
al and social identity through maintaining contact with other cultures, shaping 
understanding of cultural differences, eliminating prejudices and stereotypes 
(e.g. ethnic or religious), and promoting attitudes of tolerance and dialogue 
(Encyclopedia PWN).

 A structural definition of intercultural education is given by J. Nikitoro-
wicz. In his opinion it embraces 

all mutual influences and interactions of individuals and groups, institutions, or-
ganisations, associations, and unions which foster such development of a per-
son that he becomes a fully conscious and creative member of his family and 
local, regional, religious, national, continental, cultural, and global-planetary 
community and is capable of active self-fulfilment of his own unique and perma-
nent identity and distinctiveness (Nikitorowicz, 2003a, p. 9).

Intercultural education in this understanding stems from the growing 
multiculturalism of the contemporary world, increased mobility, and dy-
namic changes in the value systems of both individuals and groups (Ni-
kitorowicz, as cited in Sobecki, 2007). 
 In further reflections on the definition of intercultural education, J. Ni-
kitorowicz emphasises that 
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intercultural education is education that takes into account the revived concepts 
of agency and identity, that prepares people to live side by side in a spirit of tol-
erance and respect for the rights of each minority, that prevents the emergence 
of harmful stereotypes and ethnic and religious prejudices, that prepares a per-
son for life in culturally different communities and for dialogical interactions, that 
nurtures traditions and activates the carriers of tradition (family, creative groups, 
associations, brotherhoods, etc.), that presents the other as someone interest-
ing and friendly, that is helpful in development and is not threatening and hostile 
(Nikitorowicz, 1995, pp. 133–134.) 

Communication between cultures is also important as it points to the 
necessity of mutual borrowings. Based on this assumption, J. Nikitoro-
wicz describes the paradigm of coexistence, which enables the mutual 
development of cultures that interact with one another because of the 
dialogue they enter into. It seems that such a definition of intercultural 
education is close to the fundamental humanistic ideals of pedagogy 
(Nikitorowicz, as cited in Sobecki, 2007).
 T. Lewowicki (2000) places similar emphasis in his definition of inter-
cultural education, which is a model of social, cultural, and educational 
activities aimed at the mutual discovery, understanding, and enrichment 
of cultures. It takes into account and respects the internal ethnic, racial, 
and cultural differences of a given society that are the source of different 
patterns of behaviour. In this perspective, education should lead to the 
integration and socio-cultural dynamism of various social groups, based 
on their members drawing closer together. Moreover, he observes that 

intercultural education is to promote new attitudes towards “the others” – people 
and cultures. This education should allow cultures other than the culture of your 
own group to be discovered. What is more, it should foster the mutual enrich-
ment of cultures, should bring people together and shape their mutually recog-
nised worlds of values and attitudes of tolerance and acceptance of difference 
(Lewowicki, 2001, p. 161).

 Slightly different aspects of the essence of intercultural education are 
indicated by the French researcher C. Camilleri. In his opinion, intercul-
tural education should attempt to understand the internal logic of every 
culture, which would lead to the recognition of the dignity of the indivi-
duals representing them. In theory, this would also lead to exposing cul-
tural relativism in education as a factor weakening negative attitudes, 
e.g. xenophobia or nationalism (Camilleri, as cited in Sobecki, 2007).
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 Apart from the aforementioned approaches regarding intercultural 
education based on an anthropological understanding of culture, the 
subject literature presents views formulated on philosophical and politi-
cal grounds, most often based on postmodern reflections. T. Szkudlarek 
is a Polish representative of such a view on pedagogy. He mentions two 
trends in intercultural education: liberal and radical. While the former is 
intended to promote tolerance, the latter, which perceives hidden or ex-
plicit violence in intercultural relations, focuses on active opposition to 
these phenomena. T. Szkudlarek (2004) also draws attention to the is-
sue of unlearning domination, which primarily relates to the representa-
tives of the cultural majority and can be treated as a test of intentions in 
the intercultural space. If integration boils down to assimilation, i.e. ab-
sorption of a smaller group by the majority, then talking about intercul-
tural education makes no sense. Therefore, according to Szkudlarek, in-
tercultural education is related to the development of competences that 
enable representatives of cultural minorities to live on an equal basis in 
society, but it also requires that the majority develop a distance to their 
own culture. This is primarily associated with a move away from treat-
ing the system of values that underlies one’s own culture as indisputable 
(Szkudlarek, as cited in Sobecki, 2007).
 According to M. Sobecki (2007), intercultural education should be 
understood as all those influences that concern cultures and their el-
ements, which are in a state of interaction (diffusion or interference). 
These influences should create pedagogical acts in such a way that 
they will lead to the development of the appropriate attitudes of individu-
als and groups towards cultural diversity and to their reflective rooting in 
their own cultural heritage (Sobecki, 2007).
 In conclusion, it should be noticed that the different definitions of in-
tercultural education presented above have a common denominator: 
establishing and maintaining positive relations between people from dif-
ferent cultures and with different identities. These definitions emphasise 
different aspects and cover different subject areas. However, it should 
be remembered that one of the main factors that generates diversity and 
ambiguity, along with numerous terminological ambiguities, is the lack 
of consensus regarding the primary concepts that outline this seman-
tic field of education and determine its existence and functioning in the 
world (Januszewska and Markowska-Manista, 2017).
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Historical analysis of the term
In its essence, science is primarily a historical process. It is therefore im-
possible to understand fully the achievements of intercultural education 
without being familiar with its historical development. The oldest science 
dealing with intercultural education is anthropology, and the first person 
to study this issue was Herodotus (489–425 BC), who travelled to Per-
sia, Egypt, Italy, and Greece and collected information about people 
from different cultures (Nikitorowicz, 2009).
 The historical diversity of the needs and policies of different coun-
tries in the world has shaped different perspectives and evolutionary 
paths of intercultural education. The beginnings of the contemporary ap-
proach to this discipline can be found in the educational policy of tradi-
tionally immigrant countries such as Australia, Canada, and the United 
States. However, the first educational influences (called “pedagogy for 
 foreigners”) which took cultural diversity into account were undertaken 
in Germany in 1901 and were triggered by the need to assimilate chil-
dren who spoke foreign languages through education and upbringing 
(Szymański, 2000, as cited in Błeszyńska, 2011).
 The educational policies of the New World countries underwent 
a similar revolution. At the beginning of the national formation process-
es, they accepted the coexistence of mainstream schools and autono-
mous ethnic educational institutions. In the interwar period, however, 
a tendency to treat educational institutions and education as a means of 
assimilating immigrants and building a sense of national unity emerged. 
This trend changed in the 1960s as a result of the development of cul-
turally heterogeneous social structures, progress in democratisation 
and liberalisation, and the awakening of ethnic and cultural identity. In 
this context, it is worth noting that the approach to intercultural educa-
tion in European countries was different. After years of cultural domi-
nation, countries such as the United Kingdom and the Netherlands de-
veloped full educational multiculturalism following the examples of the 
New World. France marginalised the issues related to its citizens’ cul-
tural diversity, concentrating instead on building a civic awareness that 
unites the whole community. Poland moved away from the policy of cul-
tural domination and assimilation of minority groups; instead, it moved 
towards educational activities which took into account the regional and 
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cultural diversity of minority groups of old-standing (Lewowicki, 2002, as 
cited in Błeszyńska, 2011). 
 Following A. Portero (2005) and M.S. Szymański (2000), three main 
stages in the history of intercultural education can be distinguished:

1. assimilation – education addressed to foreigners which supports 
the process of their assimilation;

2. multiculturalism – a focus on statistically perceived cultural 
differences;

3. interculturalism – a turn towards dynamically perceived intergroup 
relations and competences of functioning in culturally heteroge-
neous communities. 

 The particular stages developed in different regions of the world fol-
lowing different patterns that were determined by the specificity of their 
traditions and the needs of current social policy. In this context, it is 
worth noticing that the differences in history, cultural tradition, and social 
composition translate into different theoretical perspectives and practi-
cal solutions (Błeszyńska, 2011). 
 To complement the historical analysis of intercultural education, it is 
worth mentioning P.P. Grzybowski (2001), according to whom the be-
ginnings of scientific reflection on the links between education and the 
problems of cultural diversity should be associated with the work of 
the American Bureau for Intercultural Education. This Bureau was es-
tablished in 1939 to help teachers prepare and implement intercultural 
edu cational programs, to educate teachers, and to conduct scientific 
research on interpersonal relations in city centres, especially regarding 
the tensions and conflicts resulting from cultural diversity (Grzybowski, 
2001, as cited in Kitlińska-Król, 2013).
 In Poland, intercultural education began in 1993 with papers written 
by M.S. Szymański, J. Nikitorowicz, T. Lewowicki, T. Pilch, and other re-
searchers from university centres in eastern and southern Poland and 
in its centre. In its initial phase, intercultural education was a response 
to political transformation and legal and socio-economic changes, which 
enabled Poland’s openness to international cooperation, the revival of 
the identity of minorities, and a search for educational paths that lead 
to a culturally and nationally diverse community (Nikitorowicz, 2009, as 
cited in Januszewska and Markowska-Manista, 2017). The emergence 
and shape of intercultural education in Poland was influenced not only 
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by social policy but also by Poland’s transboundary policy, followed by 
migration and international cooperation with the European Union and 
partner countries (Januszewska and Markowska-Manista, 2017).

discussion of the term 

The religious diversity of societies is one of the determinants of the 
multi cultural nature of the modern world. Therefore, the theory and prac-
tice of intercultural education should take religious issues into account, 
and religious pedagogy should take the multicultural reality into account. 
Scientists who study contemporary religious pedagogy and intercultural 
education are aware of the challenges posed by multiculturalism. The 
names worth mentioning in this context include Robert Jackson, Frid-
rich Schweitzer, and Hans-Georg Ziebertz, as well as Polish academics 
Bogusław Milerski (religious pedagogy), Tadeusz Lewowicki, and Jerzy 
Nikitorowicz (intercultural pedagogy). Religious pedagogy should reflect 
the intercultural and multi-religious dimensions of reality. It can also be 
an important factor in shaping attitudes towards the followers of one’s 
own religion and towards different religions (beliefs). Moreover, it can 
also create good opportunities to look for values common to many reli-
gions and the elements that are likely to bring people of different faiths 
together in the pursuit of a good, dignified, and happy life, with aware-
ness of cultural and doctrinal differences. It seems that all these oppor-
tunities are widely known, but in practice they are rarely implemented 
(Różańska, 2017). 
 The religious sphere, especially in religious pedagogy, is an impor-
tant space for self-defining oneself in terms of one’s identity and culture; 
however, this sphere is rarely described and addressed in terms of its 
active impact on one’s sense of identity regarding its strictly religious 
dimension. It seems that nowadays the way in which people (self-)de-
fine themselves within the religious sphere is an important argument 
in communicating mutual positions and interpreting culturally different 
behaviours. Many authors emphasise that religion and cultural diversi-
ty have many points in common, although the precise relationship be-
tween religion and cultural identity is not obvious. Religion performs im-
portant cultural functions, especially in communities deprived of their 
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own statehood. In such situations, religious boundaries often become 
the boundaries of local culture, a private homeland. One example is 
the situation of the former Republic of Poland in the 19th century, when 
the Catholic Church, through its educational and pastoral activities, 
strengthened the sense of distinctiveness in Poles (Rusek, 2001, as cit-
ed in Sobecki, 2007). 
 One could get the impression that social sciences are rarely interest-
ed in the influence that religious pedagogy exerts on intercultural edu-
cation. Some authors, pointing to the fundamental role of religion in the 
formation of cultural identity, consider it of central value and mention 
Jews as the perfect example. Although there are many other examples 
in which religion is the main distinguishing feature of a group, they con-
cern peoples living in non-European countries. These peoples, not hav-
ing any religion, are unable to find any criterion that can determine their 
cultural identity and thus openness to intercultural dialogue. It seems 
that due to the complex history and intensity of mutual cultural-ethnic in-
fluences, religious pedagogy in the space of intercultural education is an 
important point of reference in building the identity of culturally diverse 
individuals (Sobecki, 2007).
 In view of the above, it is worth adding that in the face of constant-
ly growing religious diversity, the interaction of religious pedagogy and 
intercultural education creates an opportunity to develop an open re-
ligious identity. This enables a comprehensive and comparative ap-
proach to the processes and phenomena that are taking place in multi-
cultural and multi-faith environments, which embraces the analysis 
of religious identity and the discovery and understanding of cultural-
ly  different  behaviours against a religious background. Therefore, the 
common ground for activities undertaken within religious pedagogy and 
intercultural education include understanding one’s own religion, knowl-
edge of other religions, treating others with equal respect, the ability to 
conduct interfaith/ interreligious/intercultural dialogue, and respect for 
other cultures (Różańska, 2017).
 To complement the above presentation, it is worth adding that inter-
cultural education can be divided into:

a) formal – based on programmes that are developed and run by 
edu cators and teachers in educational institutions or institutions of 
an educational nature;
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b) informal – coinciding with formal intercultural education, comple-
menting it, but additionally using other ways, methods, and forms 
of organisation. It is conducted by, for example, non-governmen-
tal organisations, social movements, libraries, or theatres. It is 
worth mentioning here that the transition from one’s own culture 
to a foreign culture may take the form of one of the following four 
reactions: 

  1.  escape – (xenophobia), fear of otherness;
   2.  domination – an attempt to subordinate a foreign culture and 

a culturally foreign interaction partner; 
   3. adaptation – adaptation to a foreign and new culture;
   4.  integration – boils down to transnational empathy, synthesis 

of one’s own cultural system, and orientation with this sys-
tem (Szkudlarek, 2004). 

 Such a division of intercultural education reveals certain areas in 
which religious pedagogy can be influential. It is expected to function 
as a specific foundation in shaping and complementing contemporary 
cultures, and one of its tasks is to realise intercultural goals. Providing 
an individual with models that allow him to interpret the world seems 
to be an indispensable and practical postulate of religious pedagogy, 
which appreciates the significant role of human spirituality. At this point, 
it should be noted that religious pedagogy emphasises the importance 
of religion for a holistic upbringing in a particular cultural and intercul-
tural environment. Reflection on diverse faiths and religions helps peo-
ple to find the meaning of life, as in a specific way it makes it easier to 
explain the meaning of the culturally diverse world around us. There-
fore, religious pedagogy helps intercultural education to direct the rela-
tionship between people and between people and the world (Charchut, 
2015). 

systematic reflection with conclusions 
and recommendations 
Intercultural education attempts to reconcile the demands of emancipa-
tion, the agency of individuals and social groups, and social and  cultural 
pluralism with the need to lay the foundations of community life, i.e. 
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a society that, despite cultural differences, constitutes a certain whole. 
Axio logical issues and the worldview are important areas of perceived 
and experienced differences which are specifically reflected on the 
grounds of religious differences. That is why, as B. Milerski (2009) ob-
serves, religious pedagogy should be treated as the concretisation of 
intercultural education. It should be emphasised, however, that the re-
lationship between intercultural education and religious pedagogy ex-
presses not only a specific social interest but also an existential human 
need resulting from the nevessity to deal with the diversity and multipli-
city of cultures. From this perspective, intercultural education in relation 
to religious pedagogy should prepare students for an encounter not only 
with cultural differences, but also with the religious differences contained 
in them. In this relationship between intercultural education and reli-
gious pedagogy, the metaphor of a teacher as a “guide” who offers stu-
dents certainty is replaced by the metaphor of an “explainer of different 
choi ces” (Bagrowicz, 2006, p. 140, as cited in Milerski, 2009). Although 
the relationship between intercultural education and religious pedagogy 
in Poland can be interpreted in a traditionalist and conservative way, it 
should be remembered that religious pedagogy as a scientific sub-disci-
pline has for a long time been formulating intercultural tasks for religious 
instruction in schools. Such an approach is legitimised by the practice of 
religious education, at least in some Western countries (Milerski, 2009).
 As noted by B. Milerski (2009), religious pedagogy allows us to per-
ceive intercultural education as an element of humanistic and social ed-
ucation. This is why various concepts of religious pedagogy, together 
with the development of its identity as a scientific sub-discipline, have 
been increasingly taking multiculturalism into account. They approach 
multiculturalism from the perspective of their own theoretical premises. 
Thus, it can be concluded that the theoretical development of religious 
pedagogy may be described as the discovery of particular educational 
phenomena that determine the contemporary perception of intercultu-
ral education as a form of intercultural teaching. These phenomena in-
clude the recognition of the individual and the existential significance of 
the understanding of the message: the conflict of interpretations (sym-
bol didactics and hermeneutical-existential conceptions), existential ex-
periences defined inductively rather than deductively, agentivisation, 
emancipation, shaping society as a cultural (multicultural) community, 
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the ideological entanglement of educational theory and practice (“criti-
cal religious pedagogy”), the narrative character of identity (narrative 
concepts), and finally, appreciation of the challenges of globalisation (in-
cluding technicisation), which opened religious pedagogy to the issues 
of intercultural education (Milerski, 2009).
  Contemporary religious pedagogy, being aware of the challenges 
of intercultural education, not only undertakes reflection in this area, 
but also asks for recognition of the fact that the theory and practice of 
intercultural education should include religious topics. In this context, 
it is worth noticing that European integration, increased social mobil-
ity, migration processes, threats from fundamentalism (often of religious 
provenance), and (more recently) terrorism have all given rise to a new 
perspective on both the intercultural tasks faced by education and the 
importance of religious education. Moreover, religious instruction in 
schools is increasingly being recognised not only as a special area of 
hermeneutical and existential education, but also and above all, of inter-
cultural education (Milerski, 2009). 
 In the analysis of religious pedagogy in relation to intercultural edu-
cation, it is worth following B. Milerski (2009), who talks about its two 
interpretations:

1. The first assumes that – apart from shaping social, cognitive, or 
professional competences – it is important to prepare an individual 
for an encounter with cultural and religious differences. How ever, 
this cannot be achieved without prior rooting in an individual’s pri-
mary culture. In this context, religious pedagogy in intercultural 
education should take into account the religious-pluralistic context 
of a culturally and religiously diverse social life.

2. In the second, religious pedagogy becomes a form of experienc-
ing community ‘in’ and ‘despite’ cultural and religious differences 
in the space of intercultural education. In this sense, it is a form of 
intercultural dialogue and the creation of a new social reality (Mil-
erski, 2009). The educational process itself should focus on the 
realisation of the tasks that result from religiousness and intercul-
turalism; thanks to this, religious pedagogy may acquire an inter-
cultural character.

 The interpretative model of the research problem presented above 
indicates that, on the one hand, intercultural education is an important 
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dimension of modern religious pedagogy and, on the other hand, the 
presentation of the arguments offered in pedagogical-religious discus-
sions may be important for intercultural pedagogy. Such an approach 
expresses not only the awareness of contemporary religious pedagogy 
as regards the challenges it faces today, but – in some cases – may also 
put it in opposition to intercultural education.
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summary
DEFINITION OF THE TERM: In western europe, religious education in 
state schools is a complex concept: some countries do not have religious 
education at all; others do offer religious education, but this differs in 
terms of pedagogical objectives, content, the role of teachers, etc. From 
a conceptual perspective, three different modes can be distinguished that 
should be analyzed.

HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE TERM: the analysis of religious edu
cation will focus on the following selected countries of western europe: 
germany, england, the nordic countries, switzerland and France.

DISCUSSION OF THE TERM: In western europe, religious education 
is taught according to a conceptual perspective in three different modes. 
the denominational mode addresses religion from the perspective of 
a particular religious community and enables students to deal with re
ligion within the horizon of the doctrine and the religious practices of 
this community. the nondenominational mode informs students about 
the variety of religious traditions from a neutral perspective and enables 
students to deal with religious diversity on the basis of such information. 
the dialogical mode fosters dialogue between various religious and secu
lar worldviews inside the classroom. this enables students to use critical 
skills to reflect on their individual prejudices towards religion and to deal 
with religious diversity with respect and tolerance. 

SYSTEMATIC RFLECTION WITH CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM-
MENDATIONS: two insights are revealed by analysis of how religious 
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education is taught in selected european countries like germany,  england, 
the nordic countries, switzerland and France: First, the three typical 
modes are realized contextually and are considered to represent ideal 
types in a weberian sense. second, denominational religious education 
seems to be giving way to nondenominational and dialogical education.

Keywords: religious education, denominational education, 
non-denominational education, dialogical education, 
Europe 
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Religious education is a complex matter. It has to offer students a com-
prehensive insight into the rationale of a particular religion and prepare 
them for the societal conditions of secularization and religious plural-
ization. Within the last few decades, various modes of teaching reli-
gious education have evolved that recommend particular pedagogical 
set ups to accomplish these challenges. Additionally, these modes of 
religious education have been realized in various national contexts that 
affect their implementation. Such implementations prove the variance 
within these modes. To get a comprehensive insight into the relevant 
European discussion, this chapter first delineates the basic features of 
the three typical modes of religious education: the denominational, the 
non -denominational and the dialogical (1). It then describes how these 
modes are employed in selected North-Western European countries. 
These national implementations indicate the spectrum in which these 
modes can be realized (2). The focus on Northwestern countries was 
chosen because the author supposes that these countries indicate the 
future development of religious education in Europe.

1. Characteristic modes of religious education

The traditional distinction in religious education is between denomina-
tional and non-denominational. Recently, however, a third type of reli-
gious education has evolved that is labelled the ‘interpretative approach’ 
in the UK (Jackson, 1997) and ‘dialogical religious education’ in Germa-
ny (Knauth, 2016). In the following, all three characteristic modes of re-
ligious education will be described.

1.1. denominational religious education

Denominational religious education is taught from the perspective of 
a particular religious community. The doctrine and religious practices 
of this community define the general point of view and frame of refer-
ence of the subject (Englert, 2013). In Catholic religious education, for 
example, the Roman Catholic doctrine and worldview are responsible 
for the topics of the subject and prime the approaches by which these 
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topics are addressed. Denominational bias, however, does not affect 
the basic educational goal of this religious education any more. Former-
ly it was the goal of denominational religious education to nurture the 
relevant religious community’s belief in students, but today its objective 
is to enable students to be informed about religion and to deal appro-
priately with religious diversity. To this end, a developed denomination-
al identity is still regarded as desirable, but it is thought of as open and 
ready to accept people with other beliefs.
 Thus, the denominational approach is based on a substantial con-
cept of religion. It takes religion as a set of convictions, symbols, nar-
ratives, rituals and practices that make up the character of a particu-
lar religious tradition. Neglecting such substantial issues would neglect 
the inner core of religion. In consequence, the substantial approach re-
spects the differences between Christian denominations and other re-
ligions and regards the particularity of each tradition as essential. This 
understanding of religion leads to pedagogical consequences. First, re-
ligion cannot be taught from a third-party perspective. According to the 
denominational approach, to grasp religion fully one has to take a reli-
gious tradition’s particular perspective. 

In this respect, religion can only be adequately dealt with positionally: That is to 
say, from the perspective of a certain religious tradition and within the framework 
of its socio-cultural form, it is necessary to negotiate the substantial content and 
the self-exaggerated potential of religion. (Schambeck, 2013, 59).

Second, the denominational approach takes the existential claim of reli-
gious denominations seriously; it assumes that religion will only be ade-
quately understood if this existential dimension is the subject of class-
room debate. In denominational education, teaching is more than just 
information: it also contains the authentic expressions of the relevant 
religious denomination and the content is taught from a participant’s 
perspective.
 This denominational approach is best performed in classrooms at-
tended by students exclusively from the relevant religious denomina-
tion, taught by teachers who also adhere to this denomination. In such 
a setting, believers communicate with their fellow believers about be-
lief, faith and the world from an insider’s perspective. In modern society, 
however, such classrooms are rare. Moreover, denominational religious 
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education today has to respect freedom of religiosity, as recent denomi-
national religious education does. As this education no longer aims to 
nurture students’ religious beliefs, they are allowed to opt out of attend-
ing. Moreover, in many cases students not belonging to the relevant 
religious denomination may sign up for this subject. In consequence, 
 recent denominational religious education classrooms generally repre-
sent the religious diversity of their social environment.
 In denominational religious education, both the curriculum and the 
teacher are subordinated to the point of view of a given religion. First, 
the content of the curriculum is defined by the relevant denomination. 
Normally more emphasis is placed on this denomination’s history, doc-
trine and religious practice. In Protestant religious education, for exam-
ple, Martin Luther and the period of the Reformation are an important 
aspect of the curriculum. This does not imply that denominational reli-
gious education does not address other denominations and religions. 
However, these issues are clearly less well represented than are those 
of the principle denomination. Second, in denominational religious edu-
cation it is the task of the teacher to offer students a participant’s per-
spective on faith and belief. The teacher has to adhere to the relevant 
denomination and express its faith authentically in the classroom. In do-
ing so, the teacher performs as a role model who enables the students 
to figure out whether they experience this performance as reliable and 
trustworthy. In dealing with the denominational content of the lessons 
and the authentic performance of the teacher, pupils are able to develop 
an autonomous perspective on faith and religion in denominational reli-
gious education.

1.2. nondenominational religious education

Non-denominational religious education provides students with an ob-
jective approach to understanding the variety of religious traditions in 
existence. In this approach to religious education, neither the faith of 
the students nor the belief of the teacher should interfere with the pro-
cess of learning. Religion is taken as an object of scientific account 
in which individual predispositions have to be disregarded (Kenngott, 
2017). Non-denominational religious education aims to familiarize 
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children and young people with the religious diversity of their social 
environment. Students should know about the various beliefs and ap-
proach the various denominations and religious traditions with respect 
and tolerance. The core concern is enlightenment and understanding 
of religious diversity.
 Non-denominational religious education refers to the cultural concept 
of religion. The social environment perceives religion as a set of social 
interactions and cultural artifacts. In modern society, there are various 
religious traditions, each of them offering particular doctrines, narratives 
and rituals with which to realize one’s own religiosity. In realizing one’s 
own faith, the individual refers to these doctrines and rituals. These per-
formances represent the religious field of modern society. Given the fact 
of religious plurality within this field, one is not able to decide which re-
ligious tradition is truer. From a non-denominational perspective, there 
is no true religious doctrine, although many religious doctrines are be-
lieved true by their adherents. A comprehensive account of the religious 
field has to respect this fact. In consequence, the non-denomination-
al perspective on religion is purely descriptive. It reconstructs religion 
as expressed within social interactions and cultural artifacts, describes 
these expressions, and compares such expressions according to theo-
retical concepts such as ritual, narratives, doctrine, etc.
 This approach to religion has pedagogical consequences. First, the 
method of teaching used in non-denominational religious education is 
the objective analysis of the content and concerns of various religious 
traditions and comparison between these traditions based on clearly 
defined dimensions (Barnes, 2014, 94–102). Since there is no Archime-
dean point from which to evaluate the various religions, non-denomina-
tional religious education is strictly phenomenological and comparative, 
never evaluative. Second, non-denominational religious education does 
not result in students identifying with any religious tradition. Religion is 
an object of description, not an object of belief. The perspective of non-
denominational religious education is that of an observer, not that of 
a participant. Of course, in this mode of religious education the observer 
is also able to present authentic expressions of religion and religiosity. 
These expressions, however, are the object of observation reconstruct-
ing the inner logic of a religious tradition. Such expressions will never be 
used to get students involved in religion. 
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 Due to this observational perspective, non-denominational religious 
education can be taught as a compulsory subject in state schools. The 
scientific study of religion does not require any belief by students. One 
should be able to describe the various forms of religion and religios-
ity in one’s social environment. The option to opt out of this subject is 
not needed because it does not interfere with the individual’s freedom 
of religion. In consequence, those in non-denominational religious edu-
cation are normally heterogeneous in terms of religion, comprising stu-
dents adhering to various denominations as well as those with a secu-
lar worldview. From a pedagogical perspective, such groups of learners 
represent the religious diversity of the social environment inside the 
classroom very well. As far as the teacher is concerned, individual be-
lief is of no importance for non-denominational religious education. The 
teacher has to be an expert in all the various religions being dealt with. 
Additionally, she or he has to be competent in didactics and pedago-
gy. The function of a role model, however, is restricted exclusively to 
a scien tific account of religion. One’s individual belief plays no part in 
classroom interaction. 

1.3. dialogical religious education

Dialogical religious education aims to foster the dialogue between vari-
ous religious and secular worldviews in the classroom (Knauth, 2016). 
It focuses explicitly on the student’s faith and its intention is to help stu-
dents develop their personal worldview. In this regard, religious tradi-
tions that are present in the student’s social environment offer a frame of 
reference. This frame, however, is used as a hermeneutic option to clar-
ify one’s own worldview and not as a normative source to develop this 
worldview. In this process, students should learn how people refer to re-
ligion in everyday life, that such reference happens as situated practice, 
and how this situated practice produces religious diversity. As a result, 
students will be able to reflect on their individual prejudices towards reli-
gion and deal with religious diversity with respect and tolerance.
 The concept of dialogical religious education is based on that of 
 situated practice. According to this approach, there is no religion be-
yond proper action. Dialogical religious education does not neglect the 
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fact that there are books containing stories on Jesus Christ. However, 
these stories have to be remembered, told, read, etc. to become real. In 
taking religion as situated action, this approach to religion avoids gen-
eralizations on religion. There is no typical Roman Catholic person or 
typical Muslim. There are just individuals enacting convictions known 
to be part of Roman Catholic or Islamic doctrine. By enacting their con-
victions, individuals do not just copy but create a situated interpretation 
of their conviction. This interpretation can be explained on the basis 
of the requirements of the situation in which this conviction is enacted 
(Barnes, 2014: 238–239). In consequence, dialogical religious educa-
tion is able to deal with religious truth from the subject’s perspective. 
The individual’s existential involvement with their worldview justifies the 
interpretation of religion as being the truth according to that individual’s 
perspective. In consequence, everybody adheres to subjective truths, 
and these truths can be the subject of dialogical religious education. 
Objective truth claims, however, exceed the possibilities of this educa-
tion. Since there is no particular religious tradition that fuels ideological, 
dialogical religious education, it is impossible to decide which subjective 
truth is the true one (Jackson, 1997, 30–48).
 If religion is an individual issue, dialogical religious education has 
certain didactic consequences. First, it is able to combine the partici-
pant’s perspective with the observer’s perspective. If students talk about 
their individual account of life, they talk from a participant’s perspective. 
If they talk about a fellow student’s account to life, they do so from an 
observer’s perspective. Therefore, an authentic expression of religion 
is possible in dialogical religious education. Such expressions, howev-
er, are granted only by individual faith. Phrases like ‘As a Catholic you 
have to believe in …’ are not a legitimate part of dialogical religious ed-
ucation. The various denominations and religions offer a hermeneutic 
framework with which to understand situated religious practice better. 
However, they do not have any normative power over an individual’s be-
lief. Second, in dialogical religious education the teacher may express 
his or her individual faith (Jackson, 1997, 134–136). The challenge is to 
express this faith in a manner that does not overpower students. In a di-
alogical setting, a teacher’s faith is neither more correct nor more im-
portant than that of the students. It represents one particular approach 
to life in a broad field of such approaches. Third, the teaching method 
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used in dialogical religious education is dialogue, which means an inter-
personal encounter in mutual openness to another perspective (Knauth, 
2016). In such dialogue, two aspects overlap: on one hand, in real dia-
logue one has to recognize the other in its otherness; on the other hand, 
in real dialogue one has to be ready to embrace this otherness. One has 
to take the perspective of the other person in order to get an insight into 
his or her approach to life. 
 In consequence, dialogical religious education requires a heteroge-
neous group of learners whereby heterogeneity is not measured by for-
mal membership of a religious community, but by subjective identifica-
tion with both religious and secular worldviews. So long as no one is 
pressed to talk about his or her personal faith, dialogical religious edu-
cation respects an individual’s religious freedom. Therefore, dialogical 
religious education can be taught as a compulsory subject.

1.4. summary

All three modes of religious education represent a characteristic ap-
proach to religion. While denominational religious education treats re-
ligion as a belief system, non-denominational religious education treats 
religion as a cultural issue, and dialogical religious education treats it 
as situated practice. Each approach to religion leads to particular peda-
gogical consequences as to how religion might be taught. In denomina-
tional religious education, there is a normative perspective on religion 
that guides teaching of this subject. Such a normative perspective is 
missing in non-denominational religious education, therefore this sub-
ject is based on an observer’s perspective. In dialogical religious edu-
cation, there is a range of normative perspectives but no overarching 
normativity.
 Beyond these differences, all three modes of religious education 
share similar educational objectives. All seek to inform students about 
the various religions in their social environment and make them under-
stand why people behave as they do in situations in which their behavior 
is motivated by religion. All encourage students to deal with the various 
religions with respect and tolerance. In addition, all modes recognize 
a student’s individual freedom of religion. In this regard, denominational, 
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non-denominational, and dialogical religious education offer three legiti-
mate modes of teaching religion in a modern Western society.

2. national contexts of religious education

The three modes of religious education represent Weberian ideal types. 
The descriptions highlight characteristic features and disregard regional 
particularities. To get a comprehensive picture of how these modes are 
realized in Northwestern Europe, reference to their national contexts 
must be made. This will be done in the following sections for Germa-
ny, England and Wales, the Nordic countries, Switzerland, France and 
Luxembourg. 

2.1. germany

In Germany, religious education in state schools is regarded as an “or-
dinary subject” and is given “in accordance with the principles of the re-
ligious communities” (Article 7/3 of the German Constitution). Such in-
struction takes place in confessional positivity and commitment. This 
clause defines denominational religious education as the default mode 
of religious education in Germany. The same clause defines religious 
education as a regular subject in German schools. Although religious 
education is of a denominational character, the state has to guarantee 
that this education can be taught in an appropriate manner. At the same 
time, this education must not violate the basic pedagogical principles 
of the school system. In consequence, religious education in Germany 
represents a so-called ‘res mixtae’ that is managed by both the state 
and the relevant religious communities. It is up to the state to set the 
general framework of religious education (like paying for teachers and 
textbooks, booking rooms and ensuring time slots are available in the 
weekly schedule, etc.), while religious denominations are responsible 
for defining the curriculum and the requirements for becoming a teacher.
 Article 7/3 is compulsory for all federal states that did not offer an 
alternative mode of religious education before 1945. Consequent-
ly, in 12 of the 16 federal states, religious education is taught as 
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denominational religious education: Baden-Württemberg,  Bavaria, 
 Hessen, Lower  Saxony, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, North Rhine-
-Westphalia, Rhineland-Palatinate, Saarland, Saxony, Saxony-Anhalt, 
Schleswig-Holstein and Thuringia. All these federal states offer at least 
Catholic RE, Protestant RE, and Jewish RE. Additionally, most of them 
offer Islamic RE, and some offer other denominational subjects such as 
Christian-Orthodox RE or religious education in the name of the New 
Apostolic Church. All these subjects are compulsory and every stu-
dent has to attend according to their denominational status. To respect 
freedom of religion, students without a denomination attend an ethical 
alter native subject instead. The alternative subjects are called ‘Ethics’, 
‘Norms and Values’ or ‘Philosophy’. 
 A special form of denominational religious education is that of confes-
sional cooperation, which is currently practiced in Lower Saxony, Baden-
Württemberg and parts of North Rhine-Westphalia. Here, the Protes-
tant and Catholic Churches cooperate in religious education by bringing 
Protestant and Catholic students together into one group of learners. 
These students deal with Christianity from both perspectives – Protes-
tant as well as Catholic. In this mutual encounter, children and young 
people should get to know both denominations and become aware of 
their own confessional identity. 
 In two federal states, Bremen and Brandenburg, religious education 
is taught according to the non-denominational mode. In Bremen, stu-
dents from grade 1 to 10 attend a class on ‘Biblical History’ and from 
grade 11, they attend ‘Religious Studies’. Both subjects are compulsory 
for every student and there is no requirement of religious affiliation for 
the teacher. The subject’s pedagogical layout is strictly descriptive. 

The teaching of religion does not have the task of leading to a particular confes-
sion or religion and is not confession-oriented. [...] The subject gives an answer 
to the increasing secularization and religious and ideological pluralization of so-
ciety and enables the pupils to orient themselves in this society […]. In order to 
achieve these goals, it is necessary to acquire knowledge of the contents, forms 
and life-styles of the religions (Senator for Education and Science, 2014: 5).

In Brandenburg, students may attend the non-denominational subject 
“Lebensgestaltung-Ethik-Religionskunde” (L-E-R), which focuses on 
worldviews in a general manner, addressing both religious and secular 
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worldviews. According to the Brandenburg School Act, L-E-R should be 
taught in a “religiously and ideologically neutral” manner (BbgSchulG, 
11/3). The state alone is responsible for the contents of the subject and 
there are no requirements concerning the teacher’s religious affiliation 
(Kenngott, 2017). All students in grades 5 to 10 have to attend L-E-R. 
However, it is possible to opt out of this subject and attend denomina-
tional religious education instead.
 In Hamburg, religious education is taught according to the dialogi-
cal mode. Officially, the Protestant Church is responsible for a subject 
called “RE for all”. The church, however, does not insist that the sub-
ject is taught in a fixed denominational way. Instead, religious education 
pays attention not only to biblical and church traditions, but also to other 
religious traditions and living testimonies of faith. The basic education-
al goal of ‘RE for all’ is the dialogical development of a self-responsible, 
mature religiosity for students. This religiosity may be developed by in-
terreligious learning, and dialogue is the central means of teaching and 
interaction in the classroom. To guarantee that no denomination will be 
treated less favorably, ‘RE for all’ is evaluated by a board on which ev-
ery religious denomination in Hamburg has a vote. This subject is com-
pulsory for every student at state schools.
 Finally, Berlin does not offer religious education as a compulsory sub-
ject at state schools. Instead, every student has to attend ‘Ethics’ from 
grade 7 to 10. Those who want to attend religious education are free to 
do so. In Berlin, denominational religious education is offered as an ad-
ditional subject that is not integrated into the regular curriculum or the 
school’s time schedule.

2.2. england and wales

In England and Wales, denominational religious education was no lon-
ger able to cope with the increasing religious diversity of society by the 
1960s. In 1971, Ninian Smart suggested a new approach to religious 
education whose aim was to meet the existential questions of students 
by illuminating the inner view of all religious traditions without favoring 
one over the other (Bastide, 2000: 156–159). Therefore, religious edu-
cation should explore different religions in an experiential way and from 
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believers’ inside point of view. Thus, the confessional character of reli-
gion remains a topic in the English model, not as an act of confession 
but as a fact to be explored. 
 The Education Act of 1988 includes the essential aspects of Smart’s 
approach as the legal basis for religious education in public schools in 
England and Wales; namely the consideration of the various religious 
traditions existing therein. Non-denominational religious education is 
taught in religiously heterogeneous groups of learners. The aim is to en-
able students to orient themselves in the religious diversity of their social 
environment and to develop tolerance towards the beliefs of others. In 
consequence, this subject offers information about the various religious 
traditions and regarding personal interactions with their worldviews. This 
pedagogical approach is defined as ‘learning from religion’, which sug-
gests that the diversity of religious traditions is used as a resource for 
the personal and self-responsible development of students. Comparing 
this approach to the typical modes of religious education described in 
previous sections, one may suppose that much of the teaching follows 
the dialogical mode rather than the non-denominational mode. It seems 
most likely that whether it focuses more on dialogue or on objective in-
formation would depend on the teacher.
 The Standing Advisory Council for Religious Education, formed of 
representatives of the religious communities of a particular region, is re-
sponsible for the content of the lessons. On one hand, this Council rep-
resents the religious diversity of a region and thus explicitly recogniz-
es the interpretation of religious diversity in religious education. On the 
other hand, this council enables religious communities to influence the 
content of religious education. Thus, religious studies in England and 
Wales are not carried out independently of the religious communities 
concerned, but in consensus with them. In terms of content, religious 
education remains strongly anchored in the religious science perspec-
tive. Above all, religion is made to be a topic of world religions, where-
by regional and local aspects hardly play a role. It is about the religions 
themselves, less about the significance of these religions in the lives of 
the local people.
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2.3.  the nordic countries: sweden, denmark, Finland, 
and norway 

Sweden was the first country in Europe to organize religious educa-
tion according to the non-denominational mode. Since 1962, ‘Religion-
skunskap’ has been taught in denominationally heterogeneous groups 
in pursuit of two goals (Larsson, 200: 163). First, the pupils should get 
to know the various religious traditions and secular worldviews of their 
environment. Second, they should deal with existential questions. As 
a result, Swedish religious education combines a phenomenological di-
mension with an existential one. Religious education in this country is 
the exclusive responsibility of the state. Being neutral in religious terms, 
the state cannot favor any religious tradition. Accordingly, the curricu-
lum prescribes a strictly descriptive perspective of the various religious 
traditions. In terms of content, however, the Swedish curriculum is still 
dominated by themes of the Lutheran tradition. This reflects the great 
historical and cultural significance of this denomination for public life in 
Sweden.
 In Denmark, ‘Kristendomskunskab’ is a compulsory subject, with the 
exception of the 7th grade, in which church preparation for confirmation 
normally takes place (Buchardt, 2014). Despite being strongly Christian 
in name and organization, religious instruction here has been indepen-
dent of confession since 1975, and it is therefore taught within denomi-
nationally heterogeneous groups of learners. The aim of the subject is to 
familiarize students with the cultural heritage of Danish society. Accord-
ingly, Christian topics dominate the curriculum, especially in the lower 
grades. The proportion of non-Christian religions in teaching depends 
largely on the composition of the groups of learners. The more non-
Christian pupils that are present, the more their religious tradition is tak-
en into account. 
 In Finland, religious education “is officially non-denominational, yet 
the RE model is organized according to the membership of religious 
communities” (Poulter, Kuusisto & Kalloniemi, 2015: 113). Accordingly, 
religious education in Finnish schools typically takes place in denomi-
nationally homogeneous groups of learners. There is a separate cur-
riculum for each religious community that is officially recognized in Fin-
land. Teachers also generally belong to the religious community that is 
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responsible for teaching. In its objective, however, religious education is 
independent of confession. It aims to familiarize students with their own 
religious tradition and bring them closer to other religious traditions and 
worldviews, so that they develop an independent attitude towards their 
lives. As is characteristic of the denominational mode, the participant’s 
perspective is not included in this pedagogical spectrum. Instead, the 
various religious traditions are regarded as a resource for individual de-
velopment, without encouraging learners to participate in the life of a re-
ligious community. Accordingly, Finnish religious education can also be 
seen as an example of non-denominational religious education. How-
ever, the denominational organization of this teaching is currently being 
questioned as it prevents dialogue between different worldviews.
 In Norway, non-denominational religious education was established 
in 1999 (Skeie, Oddron & Hovde, 2014); it is compulsory for every stu-
dent and takes place in denominationally heterogeneous groups of 
learners. The goal of Norwegian religious education is to enable stu-
dents to live an autonomous life according to the moral standards they 
have chosen themselves. It aims to familiarize learners with the Bible 
and Christianity as the cultural heritage of Norwegian society, introduce 
them to Christian and humanistic values, forge communication with oth-
er religious traditions as a source of life skills, teach them how to be tol-
erant and open to other religions and worldviews, and support them in 
their personal development. Although Christianity is still prevalent in the 
Norwegian curriculum, the introduction of these reforms has been ac-
companied by an increased focus on how heterogeneity can be explic-
itly addressed in teaching. 
 Overall, in the second part of the last century, Nordic countries 
switched from denominational to non-denominational religious educa-
tion. This can be seen as a reaction to the ongoing secularization and 
religious pluralization of society. The expectation was that a non-de-
nominational mode in religious education would offer a better approach 
to this diversity in religious terms. Christianity, however, remains the pri-
mary focus of the national curricula, which reveals insight into the im-
plicit societal role still played by the Lutheran tradition. 
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2.4. switzerland (german speaking regions)

At the beginning of the 21st century, the small-scale Swiss education 
system struggled to cope with the mobility of modern society. In conse-
quence, the German-speaking regions of Switzerland decided to har-
monize the entire school system in 2006. This initiative also affected reli-
gious education, which was previously taught within the denominational 
mode in most cantons and within the non-denominational mode in some 
of them (e.g. in Zurich). Since Switzerland is now strongly secularized 
and at the same time religiously diverse, denominational religious edu-
cation no longer seems appropriate. 
 In consequence, religious education in the new curriculum is taught 
according to the non-denominational mode. Furthermore, religious edu-
cation is not a subject of its own, but an aspect of a comprehensive sub-
ject called “Natur-Mensch-Mitwelt” (NMM), which is taught from grade 
1 to grade 6 (Helbling, 2015). It is based on an integrative didactic ap-
proach: On the basis of a constructivist-oriented didactic approach, the 
world will be explored from various perspectives and the curriculum will 
guide students to approach complex questions from a multi-disciplinary 
perspective. Religion is one of these perspectives, biology, geography 
and sociology being others. From grade 7 onwards, the subject “Ethics, 
Religions & Community” (ERC) covers religious perspectives on world 
and life. Again, this subject is of a multi-disciplinary nature and its main 
educational objective is to familiarize students with democratic society. 
In consequence, ERC is very much about value education.
 In both subjects, NMM and ERC, religion is one aspect of many, and 
is often treated more as a peripheral aspect than as a central one. The 
approach to religion is always phenomenological, and religiosity is treat-
ed as cultural fact rather than as an individual’s confession. In this re-
gard, the federal requirements are explicit, because religion must not be 
taught as a confession or as a reflection on the lived religiosity of the in-
dividual student, but as a component of human and social reality, as part 
of life-worldly questions. Students’ identification with religion has to be 
avoided. 
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2.5. France and luxembourg

In France and Luxembourg, there is no religious education in state 
schools. In France, the state is strictly secular. Consequently, with the 
exception of the Alsace-Lorraine region and private schools run by re-
ligious communities, no religious instruction is given in public schools 
(Schröder, 2005). When religion becomes an issue, it is mainly in histo-
ry lessons. However, since 2002, in reaction to the increasingly religious 
pluralization of the country, France has been discussing the introduction 
of religious education in state schools. There is the notion that religion 
is present in civil society and religiosity affects social interaction. To pre-
pare students for life, school has to discuss these issues. However, if re-
ligious education is to be allowed in state schools again, this subject will 
not be a denominational one. It will be of non-denominational character 
in order to represent the religious diversity of the social environment in 
the classroom.
 At the beginning of the 2016/17 school year, Luxembourg replaced 
religious education with value education. Previously, religious education 
was denominational in character. However, this mode of religious edu-
cation was never meant to be compatible with religious plurality in so-
ciety. In a secular society, religious education should give way to moral 
or value education, since value education guarantees social coherence. 
Consequently, Luxembourg did not reform religious education, but rath-
er replaced it with an alternative subject. Private schools may still offer 
denominational religious education, but only as an optional subject in 
addition to regular value education. 

3. Conclusion

This overview on religious education does not cover all of Europe. It fo-
cuses on the Northern and Western countries of this continent because 
they are suitable indicators for how religious education may change 
with the ongoing processes of secularization and religious pluralization. 
Summarizing the national constellations of religious education, one may 
focus on the following aspects (Riegel, 2018).
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• The distinction between denominational, non-denominational and 
dialogical religious education helps to get an overview of religious 
education in Europe. These categories, however, do not exhaus-
tively describe national particularities.

• Contrary to popular assumptions, denominational religious edu-
cation does not aim to nurture students’ faith, at least in Western 
Europe. Its main educational objective is to foster their religious 
development to enable them to deal competently with religious di-
versity. In this regard, denominational religious education is a le-
gitimate mode of education in modern society.

• Nonetheless, there are many indications that the denominational 
mode of religious education is giving way to the non-denomina-
tional one as the latter is perceived as more appropriate to secu-
larization and religious pluralization. It is very likely that the Euro-
pean countries that still offer denominational religious education 
will replace this mode with a non-denominational mode.

• The dialogical mode of religious education may offer an alterna-
tive to the non-denominational mode. It does not favor one particu-
lar denomination or religion over another. At the same time, it is 
able to express the existential aspect of religiosity on an individual 
 level. However, this mode is still not as popular as it should be and 
has yet to formulate an effective alternative to the non-denomina-
tional mode.

• Abolishing religious education from schools’ curricula does not 
seem to be a real alternative today. In contrast to Luxembourg, 
which has replaced religious education with value education, most 
European countries have turned from denominational to non-de-
nominational religious education. In addition, France, which does 
not have any religious education in state schools right now, is dis-
cussing re-establishing this subject. It seems that the social pres-
ence of religious diversity makes national stakeholders see the 
necessity of some religious education.

 One may contest this summary because it relies on the selection 
of countries under scrutiny. For example, in Croatia, Slovakia and the 
Czech Republic, religious education has been re-established since 
the collapse of the Soviet era, and all these countries teach religion in 
state schools according to the denominational mode. In general, the 
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denominational mode is the default mode of religious education in the 
Eastern and Southen countries of Europe. In consequence, the future 
of religious education in Europe may as well be denominational as non-
-denominational, and perhaps this will happen; however, if the urban 
 areas of post-Soviet societies are an indicator of future developments, 
this future is very unlikely. But this is another story.
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Anthropological determinants of religious 
education

summary
DEFINITION OF THE TERM: Anthropology as a scientific discipline in
vestigates man in a holistic and integral way. this holistic approach al
lows researchers to identify and harmonize the biological elements of hu
man existence with the cultural determinants in which man is born and 
brought up and in which he cocreates culture.

HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE TERM: the term “anthropology” was 
used for the first time in M. Hundert’s work Anthropologium de homi-
nis dignitate, natura et proprietatibus (1501). As a scientific discipline, an
thropology emerged at the end of the 18th century. Initially, it was limited 
to the classification of the human races (F. bernier in the 17th century, 
K.r. darwin in 1871, e. dubois in 1892). In Poland, the development of 
anthropology began in the 19th century with works by w. surowiecki, 
j. Majer, and I. Kopernicki. In the 20th century its development was con
tinued by K. stołyhwo, j. Czekanowski, j. Mydlarski, and e. loth. s. Ku
nowski played a significant role in the development of anthropology in the 
area of education, including religious education.

DISCUSSION OF THE TERM: In the analysis of the anthropological de
terminants of religious education it is important to distinguish between 
various ways of understanding anthropology, which can be divided into 
physical, philosophical, cultural, biblical, religious, and social anthropolo
gy. In education today, despite the prevelance of a reductionist approach 
to man, a more holistic approach to anthropology seems to prevail.

SYSTEMATIC REFLECTION WITH CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM-
MENDATIONS: religious education makes significant use of anthropology, 
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as both sciences are interested in the diverse determinants of man – both 
the limitations and the possibilities. therefore, religious education pos
tulates the need to recognize and develop such abilities as bios (biological 
potential, headed by temperament and character), agos (educational en
vironment), ethos (the value system), logos (critical and sober thinking), 
as well as recognising the fate of man (his inevitability, eschatology). re
ligious education perceives a person in a broad anthropological context, 
starting from the existential ‘I am’ (in latin: sum) and heading towards 
a dynamic ‘I become’ (in latin: sursum – up, above). religion acquires par
ticular significance in educational processes, as it facilitates the discovery 
of the meaning of life and directs a person towards transcendence. on 
this path, the educational process is oriented towards the religious di
mension and the hierarchy of values: from temporal goods, through spiri
tual goods, to absolute goods.

Keywords: anthropology, bios, agos, ethos, logos, fate, religious 
education
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What is involved in raising children? In answering this question two fundamen-
tal truths should be kept in mind: first, that man is called to live in truth and love; 
and second, that everyone finds fulfilment through the sincere gift of self. This 
is true both for the educator and for the one being educated. Education is thus 
a unique process for which the mutual communion of persons has immense 
importance. The educator is a person who “begets” in a spiritual sense. From 
this point of view, raising children can be considered a genuine apostolate. It is 
a living means of communication which not only creates a profound relationship 
between the educator and the one being educated, but also makes them both 
sharers in truth and love, that final goal to which everyone is called by God the 
Father, Son and Holy Spirit (John Paul II, 1994, 16).

 In the context of the above, it can be clearly stated that education and 
anthropology point to the same reality (Bagrowicz, 2000). Both are interest-
ed in man and his many determinants, developmental opportunities, and 
limitations, both internal (in Latin: ad intra) and external (in Latin: ad extra). 
In order to understand the mutual relationship between religious education 
and anthropology, the terminological semiotics must first be discussed.

definition of the term

According to the Encyclopaedia, anthropology (in Greek: ἄνθρωπος, 
anthropos – man, λόγος, logos – science, word) is “a monographic 
scien tific discipline addressing the holistic description of man as both 
a biolo gical species and a creator of culture. In Poland, anthropology is 
primarily understood as physical anthropology (comparative human bio-
logy)” (Rawicz, 2005, p. 443). By approaching anthropological thought 
holistically, it is possible to point to its numerous fundamental branches.
 Biblical anthropology is understood as the set of views on human na-
ture and fate that is presented in the Bible. It forms the basis of Christian 
anthropology. In biblical theology, man is understood in relation to God. 
He was created by God (in God’s image), he lives under his protection 
(Divine providence), and – redeemed from sin (the mystery of Jesus’ in-
carnation) – he goes back to God (eschatology). This concept presup-
poses the unity of man (and not the dualism of body and soul), and the 
terms body (in Greek: σαρξ, sarx or σώμα, sōma), soul (in Greek: ψυχή, 
psychē), and spirit (in Greek: πνεῦμα, pneuma) relate to different as-
pects or functions, and not to parts of man.
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 Philosophical anthropology is a branch of philosophy that is interest-
ed in man. The term “anthropology” was used in the philosophical sense 
for the first time in 1596 by Otto Casmann, for whom it was the study of 
the duality of human nature. M. Scheler introduced the term “philosophi-
cal anthropology” in the 20th century. The concept of a human being 
forms the basis of philosophical anthropology. It focuses primarily on the 
distinguishing features of man (his being a rational creature, his activity 
in a spiritual or material sense, his ability to think abstractly and speak, 
and his ability to experience higher feelings).
 Cultural anthropology, which is one of the basic fields of the anthro-
pological sciences, is included in the group of social and/or cultural 
scien ces. It examines the organization of culture, the laws that govern 
it, the meaning and functions of its individual elements, as well as the 
historical variability and ethnic diversity of cultures. Cultural anthropolo-
gy, which has developed mainly in the USA, has become the American 
equivalent of British social anthropology and European ethnology. With 
time, the term also became popular outside of the United States (e.g. in 
Poland) and now denotes cultural studies conducted in the place of for-
mer ethnographic and ethnological research.
 Religious anthropology is also understood as part of a religious doc-
trine. It is a general human theory contained in holy books, myths, and 
rituals. It is usually not treated as a separate or distinct complex form of 
beliefs, but as an integral part of all beliefs about reality. It is knowledge 
about man, contained in religion, particularly focused on his origins, the 
nature of his body and spirit, and the meaning of life.
 Social anthropology (a discipline within social sciences) deals with 
man as a social being who operates in his own cultural environment. 
Broadly understood, it can be said that it is the equivalent to American 
cultural anthropology and European ethnology. Nowadays, it aims to 
formulate a general theory of society by making a qualitative analysis 
of small social groups, conducted mainly by means of intensive field re-
search among ‘exotic’ peoples, as well as within industrial societies. The 
central research category of social anthropology is a system of social re-
lationships, in the context of which it analyses cultural phenomena such 
as patterns, values, institutions, customs, symbols, etc. The interests of 
social anthropology focus on the relationship between social facts and 
cultural phenomena.
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Historical analysis of the term

Science, as a phenomenon, is primarily a historical process, which 
means it is not possible to grasp fully the meaning of today’s achieve-
ments in anthropology and religious education without knowing what 
preceded them. Although science has changed significantly over the 
centuries, it has retained its genetic identity, i.e. the close relationship 
between its successive states and its functional identity, i.e. the con-
stancy of the fundamental role it has played in culture. The term ‘an-
thropology’ appeared in the subject literature for the first time in 1501 
in M. Hundert’s work Anthropologium de hominis dignitate, natura et 
proprietatibus (Rawicz, 2005, p. 444). At the end of the 18th century, an-
thropology became an independent scientific discipline that initially in-
vestigated the classification of the human races (F. Bernier, K.R. Dar-
win, E. Dubois). In the 19th century, it also began to develop in Poland, 
mainly thanks to the work of W. Surowiecki, J. Majer, and I. Kopernicki. 
This was continued in the 20th century by K. Stołyhwo, J. Czekanowski, 
J. Mydlarski, E. Loth, and – in the field of education, including religious 
education – by S. Kunowski. The common denominator of anthropologi-
cal research is an attempt to answer the fundamental questions “Who 
am I?”, “Me, a man?”

western concepts of man from the perspective 
of philosophical and theological anthropology

Western culture offers two approaches to human existence (Kloskow-
ski, 1995). The first is associated with Plato’s views, according to which 
man is a soul that makes use of a body, while the second is associat-
ed with Aristotle’s philosophy, for which man is the unity of two factors 
connected by existence: the material body and the immaterial soul. For 
Plato, sensual perceptions are an attribute of the soul, but they are also 
a property of the body. This is why it must be assumed that the soul is 
united with the body because it moves the body (it is its mover). Aristo-
tle understood man as an entity composed of matter and form. Accord-
ing to him, it is the form that constitutes the soul because it is an act of 
the body that has life in potentiality. Matter, on the other hand, gives 
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numerical identity to form (matter is designated by quantity – matter 
quantitate signata). What is more, man is a rational being, so the fol-
lowing thesis can be put forward: you are not a man just because you 
have been assigned to the animal world but because you possess rea-
son. Hence, not every animal is a human being, although every human 
being is an animal. It is this ability to reason that makes a human being 
(Cichosz, 2000).
 Until the 17th century, the above anthropological concepts were modi-
fied according to the prevailing spiritual-psychological or natural per-
spective. For example, the Stoics and the Epicureans interpreted the 
definition of man proposed by Aristotle within Democritus’ materialism. 
Later, thanks to St. Augustine, the concepts of Plato dominated until the 
13th century. The starting point for St. Augustine’s proposal was the ob-
servation that man realizes himself through his acts, cognition, and cre-
ativity, and not through an abstract and static Aristotelian vision of the 
world. Hence, the conviction that man is capable of self-knowledge and 
self-reflection. This led St. Augustine to the conclusion that man is an 
entity composed of both body and soul (as separate entities, neither 
the soul nor the body comprise a human being), which is the concept of 
compositum humanum. However, it should be remembered that in this 
unity of body and soul it is the soul that guides the body.
 It is difficult not to agree with M. Krąpec’s opinion that 

in Christian culture, the method of Saint Augustine was followed by those who 
were especially interested in man’s inner life, (...) his inner attitude to God. 
Hence, the mystics of the Middle Ages and the Renaissance are closer to Saint 
Augustine’s thoughts than Aristotle’s (...). And after Descartes’ philosophy of 
the subject had been constituted, the analysis of the contents of consciousness 
clearly began to prevail over Aristotle’s objective method. On the one hand, this 
led to numerous misunderstandings and obvious errors, in e.g. Descartes him-
self, Hume, Kant, Hegel, and the existentialists, but, on the other hand, it offered 
an opportunity to look at man from a fresh perspective and notice his unique-
ness in nature, as B. Pascal, J. Newman, M. Heidegger, and M. Scheler did 
(Krąpiec, 1980, p. 27; Pascal, 1989).

 In the 11th century, an attempt to combine the metaphysics of Aristo-
tle with Neoplatonism was made by Avicenna. This Persian physician 
described man as a social, culturally creative creature that uses articu-
lated language and differs from animals in that he experiences morality, 
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i.e. he recognizes and experiences what is righteous or unrighteous. For 
him, man was also a creature who predicts his future.
 Outlining the history of anthropological thought, it is impossible to 
omit the philosophy of Saint Thomas Aquinas, who, referring to Aristot-
le’s proposal, gives a new dimension to the theory of man by introducing 
the concept of the soul as a form of the body. Consequently, Aquinas’ 
approach (in contrast to the Platonic approach) emphasises the interde-
pendence of both the mental and material processes in human nature. 
Moreover, St. Thomas also rejects the materialistic approaches (e.g. 
Democritus’ view). For him, man is not a conglomerate or a mixture of 
the material body and the immaterial soul: he is an organic psychophysi-
cal whole.
 A review of the philosophical perspectives clearly demonstrates that 
some thinkers link their concepts to Aristotle, whilst others to Plato. For 
example, in the 15th century Cajetan was inspired by Aristotle, while Des-
cartes (the great mind of modernity) was fascinated by Platonism and 
laid the foundations of the philosophy of the subject, in which man is 
the centre of everything. This theory was later developed by B. Spinoza, 
N. Malebranche, and G.W. Leibniz, amongst others. It is worth empha-
sising that under the influence of Descartes, Plato’s reflections on man 
began to dominate, which justifies M.A. Krąpiec’s thesis (Krąpiec, 1979) 
that Descartes is a borderline figure between the ancient-medieval and 
modern-contemporary approaches to anthropological issues. The main 
assumption that a human being occupies a specific place in the overall 
picture of the world was replaced by the assumption that this position 
is occupied by clear and distinct human thought (in Latin: cogito ergo 
sum – I think, therefore I am). This idea has become the decisive factor 
that determines the accuracy of reflections on man in post-Cartesian ra-
tionalism; it is based on the philosophy of the human subject who fulfils 
the Sofistic postulate of Protagoras, according to which man is the mea-
sure of all things (in Greek: πάντων χρημάτων μέτρον ἄνθρωπος, pantōn 
chrēmatōn metron anthrōpos). According to Descartes, a person con-
sists of an extended body and an immaterial soul. Of course, this view 
undermines the idea that the soul and the body have a direct and mutual 
influence on each other. In his opinion, the spiritual substance (soul) is 
characterized by reason and will, which consequently leads to the con-
clusion that thinking is the essence of humanity – cogito ergo sum.
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 This moment of human existence is perceived in a completely dif-
ferent way by B. Pascal, for whom man “is only a reed, the most feeble 
in nature; but this is a thinking reed” (Pascal, 1977, p. 112). “It is not 
from space that I must seek my dignity, but from the government of my 
thought. I shall have no more if I possess worlds. By space the universe 
encompasses and swallows me up like an atom; by thought I compre-
hend the world” (Pascal, 1977, p. 113). Pascal was convinced that hu-
man thought was limited. This led him to distinguishing between the or-
der of the heart and the order of reason, each of which is characteristic 
of itself.
 I. Kant played an extremely important role in anthropological thought. 
In his philosophy, the essence of human nature is created by persona-
lity. Thanks to its moral value, which is expressed by understanding and 
distinguishing between good and evil, it allows man to transcend the rea-
lity around him and to justify his actions rationally (Kant, 1986). This mor-
al personality is characterized by freedom, autonomy of action, and the 
possibility of self-improvement. Kant’s famous maxim is still known to-
day: “the starry heavens above me and the moral law within me” (in Ger-
man: Der gestirnte Himmel über mir und das moralische Gesetz in mir).
 G.W.F. Hegel approached the concept of man from a totally different 
perspective. Based on rationalistic and dialectic approaches, he con-
cluded that the primary source of reality is Logos, understood as an Ab-
solute Idea that transforms itself in a dialectic way, first creating nature 
and then the human spirit. Consequently, man is a stage in the forma-
tion of Logos.
 S.A. Kierkegaard, amongst others, opposed this view of man. Accor-
ding to him, man is a creature capable of self-reflection. The status of 
human existence consists in the necessity of constant choices between 
good and evil, God and the world. He views human nature in the con-
text of life’s attitudes, in sensitivity to the system of values, as well as 
responsibility for one’s own life (Kierkegaard, 1969). Another existen-
tialist, G. Marcel, emphasises that man is a specifically existing “I”. He 
does not identify this “I” with the body, although it is related to it. Human 
nature is subjective. Man has acquired awareness of his own existence 
and of other people. The attitude that man takes towards others leads 
him to discover the existence of God (Marcel, 1965; Kowalczyk, 1972; 
Ratajczak, 1971).
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 The above claim was decisively rejected by Jean-Paul Sartre, who 
was convinced that in the relationship between man and God it is God 
who determines the actions that are proper for man. Thus, Sartre pro-
claimed, “Man is nothing else but that which he makes of himself” (Sar-
tre, 1946, p. 22). Moreover, speaking of man, he questions the autono-
my of the human condition, saying “Hell is other people”. He writes: 

In a special way, I am consciousness of freedom, since there is nothing in con-
sciousness except non-positional consciousness of its existence. Thus, my free-
dom is constantly entangled in my being, it is not an additional quality or value of 
my nature, it is literally the material of my being (Sartre, 1948, p. 514). 

It is precisely this consciousness that leads man to the nothingness that 
surrounds him, which he can overcome through free and responsible 
action.
 A short presentation of the history of anthropological thought reveals 
a complex array of views. However, in order to offer a complete picture, 
Marxism, which proposed a completely different view of man, must also 
be mentioned. Before doing so, it is worth mentioning the philosophy of 
A. Comte and the neopositivists (Comte, 1973), who define man solely 
in social terms. According to them, the primary reality is not the individual 
but society. An individual has by his very nature been subordinated to so-
cial life, and in this he finds the realization of his needs. Thus, A. Comte 
and his successors do not take into account the spiri tual dimension of 
man at all. According to their concept, only what can be justified and 
proved empirically and sociologically should be taken into account.
 In the above philosophical climate, it is easier to discover the inten-
tions of the co-creators of dialectical materialism, K. Marx, F.K. Engels, 
and W.I. Lenin (Jaroszewski, 1978), who present human existence as 
thinking matter. In this anthropological view, human consciousness, 
conscience, and culture are matter or are the products of matter. Think-
ing itself is a function of the brain, which is the product of matter (ma-
terialistic monism). It should be noted that Marxism is not homoge-
neous. Some of its representatives emphasize that man has the right 
to freedom because he is internally free, or the right to “disposition-
al property”, i.e. the freedom of choice (Fritzhand, 1986), while others 
undermine freedom as an objective fact (in this perspective, man can 
experience freedom only subjectively) (Krajewski, 1959). According to 
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materialistic philosophy, human existence is the result of a combina-
tion of socialization processes and is secondary and derivative (Ślipko, 
1967). Marx writes, “the human essence is no abstraction inherent in 
each single individual. In its reality it is the ensemble of social relations” 
(Marks, 1961, p. 7). Although there are many different versions of Marx-
ist anthropo logy, they share a common view of man which can be de-
scribed as:

• a natural and social being;
• a being with a consciousness (psyche) that allows him to under-

stand his environment and to direct his actions;
• a creature who produces tools for work;
• a being who develops himself through work in society and for so-

ciety (a collective) (Stępień, 1987).
 A similar spirit accompanies C. Lévi-Strauss’s philosophy, who,  using 
structural linguistics (Lévi-Strauss, 1969), perceives man as a frag-
ment of nature, thus reducing a human being to the biological-physical 
sphere. He questions human freedom and the individual human “self”. 
According to Strauss’s theory, these properties are merely the interiori-
zation of language. Human mental life is defined as a function of uncon-
scious matter. He writes, “Man is a machine, more perfect perhaps than 
others, which is working at the dissolution of an original order and hence 
reducing organized matter to a state of inertia which one day will be fi-
nal” (Lévi-Strauss, 1964, pp. 382–283).
 Such a pessimistic vision of man is strongly questioned by Christian 
philosophy (e.g. personalism or phenomenology). This philosophy goes 
beyond negating and rejecting sciences that are “alien” to it, but cre-
atively seeks grounds for the reconciliation of opposing views, e.g. con-
temporary evolutionism and creationism. One of the numerous Catho-
lic philosophers of the 20th century, P. Teilhard de Chardin, states that 
the appearance of a creature such as man is the result of God’s activity 
and the processes of evolution, and this defines man as a particle of life. 
It is a unifying activity consisting of the centralization (spiritual sphere) 
of scattered and unrelated (material sphere) elements. In his  opinion, 
the integration of particular elements causes their transformation, which 
leads to the formation of beings with an increasing degree of “being”, in-
cluding man. Therefore, human existence is a product of the process of 
evolution and, at the same time, its creative factor on a social level. Man 
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is simply a being who possesses a set of qualities revealed in evolution 
(Teilhard de Chardin, 1976; 1984). 
 Based on the above anthropological analyses, it can be concluded 
that there are as many views as there are thinkers. However, their views 
constitute a significant basis for understanding and developing religious 
education. Looking at philosophical anthropology over the centuries, 
one can imagine three basic anthropological concepts or combinations 
of the matter-spirit relationship:

• materialistic, which sees human beings merely as matter – an ani-
mal written into the curvature of space-time. It thus encloses man 
in the circle of matter and the temporal, and it deprives his life of 
ultimate and timeless meaning;

• idealistic, which identifies the human being as a “perfect spirit”; 
man is an unhappy angel entangled in a material body that dis-
turbs and enslaves, from which he wishes to free himself, but this 
is something he cannot do;

• realistic, which perceives and interprets man as a bodily-spiritual 
unity; in this way, it harmonizes and combines the first two.

Classification 

The most important anthropological question in the above theories and 
views on man seems to be the following: is man really a special kind 
of being, a unique individual in the reality surrounding him (Marek and 
Walulik, 2019)? Maybe he is merely a specific natural object shaped ac-
cording to the mechanisms of the functioning of matter. The abundant 
subject literature devoted to this issue makes it possible to systematize 
anthropological knowledge in the following way:

• monistic concepts: man is constituted by one fundamental compo-
nent (extreme spiritualism: man is a non-corporeal being; extreme 
materialism: man is only the body; moderate spiritualism: the bodi-
ly element is a derivative of the spiritual element; moderate mate-
rialism: the spiritual element is secondary to the body)

• dualistic concepts: man is an entity composed of two equivalent 
but different components: the body and the soul. These concepts 
include neutralism, identism, and hylomorphism (neutralism: man 
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is shaped by one principle which – as a consequence of distin-
guishing between the body and soul – becomes meaningless be-
cause man is neither material nor spiritual; identism: corporeali-
ty and spirituality are two sides of the same man; hylomorphism: 
man consists of a body, that is prime matter, and an immaterial 
soul, that is substantial form).

 The methodological classification presented above is necessarily 
a simplification, but it systematizes knowledge and offers a convenient 
starting point for understanding the anthropological determinants of reli-
gious education.

discussion of the term

Religious education, which describes the process of teaching and 
learning based on religious sources, can be described as the “cultiva-
tion of man”, modelled on the classical “cultivation of culture” (in Greek: 
 πέλομαι, pelomai; in Latin colĕre, culture) and an inner effort to trans-
form the sphere of the human spirit. This task was entrusted to man, as 
the Bible states, by God himself at the moment of creation: “Be fruitful 
and increase in number; fill the earth and subdue it. Rule over the fish 
in the sea and the birds in the sky and over every living creature that 
moves on the ground” (Genesis 1:28). Thus, it is man’s rational and un-
restricted shaping of himself and the world in its spiritual, material, and 
civilizational dimensions (Rahner and Vorgrimler, 1996). Man, being an 
entity composed of the material (body) and the spiritual (soul) dimen-
sions, realizes them in contact with the world and other personal enti-
ties, taking appropriate actions according to his own capabilities. Only in 
the presence of “the Other” does man acquire an opportunity to develop 
and reveal his capabilities, even if only in the biological dimension (Krą-
piec, 1987). This need directs man towards creating various types of 
relationships within the family, friendship, religion, and the state. Within 
this interdependence, he perfects and develops his own abilities for the 
benefit of himself and the community to which he belongs. Through edu-
cation, man becomes more human and more humane.
 S. Kunowski proposed an interesting concept based on the pedago-
gical theories of W. Flitner and S. Hessen. His original tiered approach 
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(Dziaczkowska, 2018) to the process of education covers the essential 
anthropological components: bios, ethos, agos, fate, and logos. S. Ku-
nowski’s theory can be succinctly explained as the integration of all 
educa tional activities in which Christ is placed at the centre (Szamocki, 
2001). Kunowski notes that human upbringing requires the develop-
ment of bios, ethos, and agos. He also takes into account fate as a fac-
tor that shapes a person and indicates the need for the students’ coop-
eration, which is essential in the process of effective upbringing.

bios 

Kunowski considers bios (in Greek: βίος, bios – life, state of nature) to 
be the most natural and basic educational force, which is the life drive 
of an organism’s spontaneous mental development. It results from its 
biological inheritance (from parents, close and distant ancestors), which 
runs independently of its will and is “shaped by the state of the bio-
logical vigour of several genealogical generations, as the natural psy-
cho-organic development of each individual” (Kunowski, 2004). It con-
stitutes “a fundamental dynamic force, which is the driving force behind 
the entire educational process” (Kunowski, 2004, p. 172). Tempera-
ment, which is given to man, plays an important role here (sanguine, 
choleric, phlegmatic, or melancholic), as does personality, which in turn 
is given to him as a task to be achieved (mature, coherent, transparent, 
and congruent). Personality (acquired throughout an entire life and rela-
tively stable) is a person’s unique way of thinking, acting, and feeling. It 
is not the same as temperament (e.g. calmness and composure or rash-
ness), which is an inborn and purely biological characteristic of a per-
son. Character should also be mentioned here in relation to the moral 
and ethical determinants of human behaviour (e.g. honesty, politeness, 
or truthfulness). Both temperament and character form essential parts 
of personality (its fixed and variable elements). In this context, the Se
renity Prayer becomes truly meaningful: “God, grant me the serenity to 
accept the things I cannot change, courage to change the things I can, 
and the wisdom to know the difference”.
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ethos

For centuries, the natural life drive of an organism has been included in 
the norms and customs of the societies in which the individual is born 
and develops. Man’s upbringing is influenced by the customs and the 
morality of a particular social group. By influencing the bios of a hu-
man being through various methods (e.g. through coercion, pressure, 
social opinion, legal sanctions, control, etc.), they influence the forma-
tion of desired attitudes (the educational ideal). In pedagogy, these ac-
tivities are called ethos (in Greek: ἦθος, ēthos – custom, habit, the cul-
ture and the value system). Habit is formed in a student because of the 
consistent expectations and attitudes voiced by various social groups 
(fami ly, peer groups, professional groups, school, and community); it 
leads to imitation and to a sense of duty to solidarize with the promoted 
and recognised norms and practices. As a result of the effects of ethos 
in  various areas of life, “social or cultural inheritance, much more im-
portant for human development than biological” takes place in upbring-
ing (Kunowski, 2004, p. 173). Ethos, i.e. the influence adult members 
of society exert on the younger generation through various methods 
and means (speech, writing, pictures, media, etc.), enables the natu-
ral development of children and youth in accordance with the expecta-
tions of a  given social group in terms of the customs and moral norms 
represented by that community. This process socialises the individual 
according to the ideals promoted by the group. However, it can be dis-
turbed if a pupil is subjected to the influence of groups guided by prin-
ciples commonly regarded as immoral or incompatible with humanistic 
ideals (gangs, subcultures, etc.). In order to prevent such disturbances, 
it becomes necessary to take corrective (reacting) and preventive (per-
manent prevention through information) measures on an ongoing basis.

Agos 

The success of upbringing is determined not only by bios and ethos but 
by the third force of upbringing: agos (in Greek: ἀγως, agōs – leading). 
It covers the aforementioned correctional efforts that are undertaken 
by experienced educators, whose aim is to achieve noble patterns that 
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enable a student to come closer to the ideal of comprehensive develop-
ment. The result of such activities is the transformation of a student and, 
consequently, of entire societies. The power of this moral and mental 
influence exerted by educators is described by Kunowski as agos. De-
pending on its strength, it is possible for a student to attempt to rise 
“above the drives of his bios and above the average of the group ethos” 
(Kunowski, 2004, p. 175). Thus, the teacher’s guidance (agos) contribu-
tes to the student’s personal development.

Fate

Another factor that influences the educational process is fate. Accord-
ing to Kunowski, this is the most unpredictable and mysterious element, 
and “although it is an immeasurable and unpredictable force, it decisive-
ly influences the life, development and upbringing of every person with 
its frowns or smiles of fortune” (Kunowski, 2004, p. 175). Therefore, it 
becomes necessary to consider it in the theory of upbringing, as it is ad-
ditionally confirmed by various analyses. Fate-Absolute can be viewed 
fatalistically (in Greek: μoῖpα, moira, unrelenting fate), deterministical-
ly (in Latin: naturum parendo vincitur – Bacon; when it is believed that 
man can influence his own fate by submitting to the laws of nature), or 
indeterministically (when fate is analysed from the perspective of pure 
chance which faces man with the necessity of constant choice; “exis-
tence precedes essence” – J.-P. Sartre’s existentialism). These views 
indicate the superiority of fate over human choices and decisions. The 
Christian view of fate, in which it is not an absolute, indicates a different 
perspective.

logos

From the perspective of Christian faith, man’s path in life is marked out 
by freedom, grace, and fate, all of which are contained in God’s provi-
dence. This concept includes both destiny (in Greek: ἀνάγκη, anankē, 
in Latin: necessitas – need, necessity, absolute compulsion, compel-
ling force, inevitability) and irreversibility (death, judgment, sin, and 
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punishment), but also the vocation of the freedom of man endowed by 
the Creator with grace (in Latin: vocatio). A Christian’s action should 
take the form of an active attitude towards fate, based on a belief in 
the power of prayer, a scientific approach to nature, knowledge of hu-
man history and the laws that govern communities, and a belief in God’s 
wisdom and glory, which are all called Logos (in Greek: λόγος, logos – 
word, science). From the perspective of upbringing, the term “encoun-
ter” is of great importance, as from a human perspective it is seen as 
establishing contact with someone who will be able to point out the right 
direction of development, reveal valuable goals, teach the student how 
to take up various challenges and solve problems, and be a master for 
him. In the context of faith, it is the establishment of a close relationship 
with the Creator, whose guidance directs us towards other people (Ku-
nowski, 2004; Marek, 2017).
 The stages listed above require careful and prudent examination. 
Omitting any of them disturbs the process of upbringing and leads to 
undesirable consequences in the development and functioning of man 
in all spheres of his activity.

systematic reflection with conclusions and 
recommendations

Although much has already been done in various areas of human life, 
man (in Greek: ἄνθρωπος, anthropos) remains an impenetrable mys-
tery. Contemporary religious and cultural transformations of a global 
and civilizational scope seem to be extinguishing efforts that are aimed 
at the development of religious education (Cichosz, 2001). The above 
considerations should be viewed through the prism of the continuous re-
lationship between man (creation) and God (Creator). Thus, in religious 
education and Christian formation, we can speak of taking man out of 
bios through ethos, agos, and fate, to the Divine Logos (Cichosz, 2010), 
i.e. to the full realization of the vocation of the human person in God. In 
this way, man does not discover his existence only in the perspective of 
the Latin sum (static “I am”), but sursum (relational, dynamic “upwards”), 
i.e. he grows more and more, higher and higher, and stronger and stron-
ger (Marek, 2014).
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 Christian anthropology is always based on investigating the con-
cept of man within theology and personalistic philosophy (Bilicki, 2007; 
Chrobak, 1999). The resulting thesis is that every human being, by vir-
tue of his ontological constitution, is the person (in Greek πρόσωπον, 
prosōpon; in Latin persona) (Cichosz, 2001). Following É. Gilson’s con-
siderations (Gilson, 1966), the most representative definition of a per-
son seems to be the one given by Boethius (Anicius Manlius Severinus 
Boëthius), a Roman philosopher, politician, and the medieval translator 
of Aristotle, who wrote that persona est naturae rationalis individua sub
stantia (Boethius, 1927, p. 229): “a person is an individual substance 
of a rational nature”. Nature is understood here as a significant speci-
ated property of any substance. This definition, frequently analysed by 
St. Thomas Aquinas, led him to the conclusion that the person is what is 
most perfect in all nature (in Latin: persona significat id, quod est perfec
tissimum in tota rerum natura). Man, although made up of numerous el-
ements, is not a ‘mix’ of an animal and an angel. As the most perfect be-
ing in the material world, he is not a mosaic, a set of different elements 
(e.g. matter and form, soul and body), but always an inseparable whole. 
What is more, he possesses extraordinary dignity, which in theolo gy is 
elevated to being the “child of God” (cf. Romans 8:14–15, 18–19, 26–
27; Galatians 4:6–7; 1 John 3:1). In the Book of Genesis we read: 

So God created mankind in his own image, in the image of God he created 
them; male and female he created them. God blessed them and said to them, 
“Be fruitful and increase in number; fill the earth and subdue it. Rule over the fish 
in the sea and the birds in the sky and over every living creature that moves on 
the ground” (Genesis 1:27–28). 

 The greatness and dignity of God’s child must be constantly known, 
protected, developed, and communicated (a gift and a task). The for-
mation of a young person should lead to his full inclusion in society: 
he should become a person who is positively formed, responsible, and 
committed to building the Kingdom of God on earth.
 In biblical thought, man as a bodily and spiritual being always con-
stitutes an integral unity. The Creator of man is the One who has given 
a human being a personal shape. This is not about external appearance 
but about the internal structure that distinguishes him from  other crea-
tures and elevates him above them (Cichosz, 2019). The Bible is the 
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place and source where one must seek basic information about man’s 
nature: who he is, where he came from, and where he is heading. It 
clearly indicates the essential elements of the harmony of human com-
plexity (in Latin: compositum humanum). It is worth recalling the He-
brew biblical terms used in the Old Testament: nefeš – soul (Septuagint: 
ψυχή – psychē; Vulgate: anima), bāsār – body (Septuagint: σάρξ – sarks, 
σωμα – sōma; Vulgate: corpus), rûah – wind, life-giving breath (Septua-
gint: πνεῦμα – pneuma; Vulgate: spiritus), lēbāb [lēb] – heart (Septua-
gint: καρδιά – cardia; Vulgate: cor) (Cichosz, 2010). Although the above 
concepts are ambiguous, it is important to remember that they influence 
one another. In listing various human ‘organs’, the Old Testament does 
not treat them as parts of a human being but always as functional mani-
festations of a human life. This ability to view human exis tence in a ho-
listic and relational way is an original feature of the bibli cal way of think-
ing (Cichosz, 2019). This is confirmed by the words of Psalm 8: “What 
is mankind that you are mindful of them, human beings that you care 
for them? You have made them a little lower than angels and crowned 
them with glory and honour. You made them rulers over the works of 
your hands; you put everything under their feet” (Psalm 8:4–6).
 Such a great distinction given to man by God (the work of creation) 
obliges man to live according to God’s commands and to study and pro-
claim His word. Analysis of Old Testament terms that describe a human 
being and human life leads I. Mroczkowski to the following statement: 

The meaning of none of the words that define a human being is separate from 
others in a radical way. Judaic anthropology is monistic in the sense that man 
is seen as a living whole (...). Each of the words that define man expresses the 
whole of human existence from different points of view. ‘Bãsãr’ expresses the 
outer figure, ‘nefeš’ expresses life force, while ‘rûah’ is the creative force that 
comes from God (Mroczkowski, 1994, p. 104).

 In Christian anthropological thought, man is understood as a corpo-
real and spiritual being that constitutes an integral and harmonious unity 
(Cichosz, 2019). In its anthropological inclination, religious education al-
ways points to the horizontal primary source, path, and goal that is man, 
and the vertical primary source, path, and goal that is God. Moreover, 
man – understood as a person who, in upbringing, connects the earthly 
world with the supernatural world – is the subject and object of action. 
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The purpose of education is to integrate all spheres of human life, thus 
upbringing should be based on Divine grace, human reason, and ob-
jective axiology. Upbringing begins in the community, takes place in the 
community and for the community, and heads towards the ultimate goal 
in eternity.
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religious pedagogy from the perspective 
of Catholic social teaching

summary
DEFINITION OF THE TERM: elements of religious pedagogy are present 
in Catholic social teaching and do not infringe on the distinctiveness of 
both disciplines as human sciences. these elements can be found in three 
areas of Catholic social teaching: the sources, i.e. the norms and values 
shaped by revelation, the method – both pedagogy and social teaching 
use a practical syllogism that embraces the consequences of a priori as
sumptions, and the subject matter, i.e. the impact religion exerts on so
cial dynamics in the ongoing processes of the socialization of an individual.

HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE TERM: the presence of religious ped
agogy in Catholic social teaching has manifested itself in various ways, 
depending on the particular era of human thought. thus, the period 
dominated by theological contents was followed by enlightened anthro
pocentrism, which led to the Christian personalism that prevails today. 

DISCUSSION OF THE TERM: the issues related to the presence of re
ligious pedagogy in Catholic social teaching are analysed within the fol
lowing two pairs of categories: sociologization–theologization and sub
jectivism–objectivism. limiting research perspectives to empirical or 
theological data, to individualism, or to normative considerations, pre
cludes a holistic perspective which corresponds to the concept of the in
tegral development of the person and the community.

SYSTEMATIC REFLECTION WITH CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM-
MENDATIONS: the practical application of analyses of the presence of 
religious pedagogy in Catholic social teaching should aim to demonstrate 
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the central position of the person within social structures and to indicate 
the optimal conditions for the dignified functioning of man in the world. 
the model of integral education addresses contemporary social issues in 
the best possible way.

Keywords: Catholic social teaching, social teaching of the Church, 
theologization, sociologization, objectivism, subjectivism, 
humanistic social pedagogy, personalism
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definition of the term
Catholic social teaching is a systemic (i.e. conducted with the use of 
a proper method) reflection on the broadly understood social reality. 
The transcendental experience of an individual and the ontic status of 
a human being are the basis for the organic relationship between re-
ligious pedagogy and Catholic social teaching. Tadeusz Borutka de-
scribed this dependence in his textbook on Catholic social teaching, 
Społeczne nauczanie Kościoła. Teoria i zastosowanie. Podręcznik do 
katolickiej nauki społecznej [Social teaching of the Church. Theory and 
application. A textbook for Catholic social teaching], in the chapter en-
titled Wychowa nie i działania [Education and Actions] (Borutka, 2004, 
pp. 313–350). Religious pedagogy is present in three areas of Catholic 
social teaching. The first is related to the sources of both  scientific disci-
plines. According to Józef Majka, the most important sources in Catho lic 
social teaching are those related to Revelation, i.e. Scripture and Tra-
dition (Majka, 1988, p. 11). The normative aspect contained in Reve-
lation is used for evaluation, but it is also a component of the practical 
guidelines therein, which are the final goal of the analyses undertaken 
within Catho lic social teaching (Ockenfels, 1992, p. 9). In religious peda-
gogy, on the other hand, the principles and values shaped by Revela-
tion are – at least in the Judeo-Christian tradition – the object of sociali-
sation, which sets the direction of an individual’s development (Marek, 
2013, p. 94). Moreover, they set the criteria for evaluation and reflection, 
which further influence the behaviour of individuals and social groups 
(Ockenfels, 1992, p. 9). The second area in which religious pedagogy is 
 present in Catholic social teaching is associated with the method they 
both use: practical syllogism. The initial character of this method, which 
refers to the teaching of John XXIII, can be described as social-educa-
tional. Józef Majka points to an “analogy between the methodological 
structure (...) of practical humanities and rational methods of social ac-
tion” (Majka, 1988, p. 9). Apart from the need for change, which may be 
recommended as a result of applying a practical syllogism,  another goal 
is to develop “the ability to subjectively, affirmatively, and critically pro-
cess religious content and to relate it to one’s own existence” (Marek, 
2013, p. 98). This process may result from reflection on the social situa-
tion, or it may be the culmination of the process of education in the sense 
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of forming a mature personhood. The third area concerns the subject 
matter of Catholic social teaching and religious pedagogy. The issue of 
religiousness, that is the cultic reference to the Absolute, is to some ex-
tent a social phenomenon, at least at an institutional  level. Catholic so-
cial teaching reflects on, for example, religious freedom (DCHE 1), the 
presence of religious elements in social organizations, and peace be-
tween religions on a global scale (DCHE 6). These phenomena, which 
are analysed within the framework of Catholic social teaching, can be-
come the subject of analyses undertaken within religious pedagogy 
(Toporkiewicz, 1986, p. 50) when they are directed at raising awareness 
regarding individual agency and shaping the formative character of so-
cial organizations (taking into account the religious context) (Toporkie-
wicz, 1986, p. 116), as well as the formation of a morality that is resistant 
to conflicts arising due to religious differences, etc. The elements shared 
by religious pedagogy and Catholic social teaching do not undermine 
the distinctiveness of these two disciplines, nor do they assume that 
they are identical. Both disciplines, being human sciences (Kostkiewicz, 
2016, pp. 53–54), allow a different interpretation of the social reality in 
which religious factors play a role.

Historical analysis of the term

The presence of religious pedagogy in Catholic social teaching mani-
fested differently depending on the historical period. From the perspec-
tive of Catholic social teaching, the proclamation of the encyclical Re
rum novarum by Pope Leo XII in 1891 was a milestone (Majka, 1988, 
pp. 285–286). This papal document is interpreted as a model analysis 
of the situation of workers that aimed to shape a just social order that 
is free of exploitation. Leo XIII advocated the cooperation of three enti-
ties in solving this problem: the Church, the state, and the trade unions 
(Majka, 1988, p. 287). The Church should play an educational role by 
teaching the community about Christ (RN 18–20), and the objectives 
of this teaching (shaped by the teachings of Jesus) include the need to 
foster friendship between the rich and the poor, to become aware of the 
evils of exploitation, to reconcile oneself to the difficulty of doing one’s 
job, and to spiritually unite the poor with Christ (in the context of their 
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participation in the Kingdom of God). Religious experience is a trigger 
for social change, which, in contrast to Marxism, aims to shape an or-
der that also includes the sphere of spiritual transcendence (Ocken-
fels, 1992, pp. 39–40). Religious pedagogy is also embedded in social 
issues: for example, in solving problematic situations in relationships 
between individuals (Marek, 2013, p. 97). Attempts to regulate the 
situa tion of workers, known as “the social issue”, were undertaken by 
successive Popes, who pointed to the need to observe principles such 
as subsidiari ty, social justice, and solidarity as the most effective reali-
zation of God’s will in the world. In this way, the ultimate good of man, 
the community, and the world (Klose, 1985, pp. 46–47) is achieved as 
a direct result of religion.
 The systemic reflection on social issues that began at the end of the 
19th century does not mean that the Church was not interested in these 
issues before the pontificate of Leo XIII. Józef Majka points out that the 
Holy Scriptures and the practices of the early Church included the prin-
ciples and values which later determined not only the functioning of the 
Church itself but also all Christian references (and, eventually, every-
body’s references) to the world (Majka, 1988, p. 21). Of fundamental im-
portance was the issue of the likeness of man to God, as this gives rise 
to the personal dignity of an individual and the possibility of his develop-
ment (for example, through work). The order of creation, in which man 
acts as an intermediary in the realization of specific goals, embraces 
states. In this context, the formation of nations and individuals directed at 
the faithful and optimal continuation of God’s order of creation is under-
standable. Jesus’ teaching, which is a continuation of the Old Testament 
message, focuses on revealing the central role played in morality by the 
commandment to love God and one’s neighbour (Majka, 1988, pp. 57–
58). Love ultimately defines the meaning of all law and is the first criteri-
on in evaluating the proper functioning of all institutions (DCE 28b). Self-
lessness, honesty, and kindness, as derivatives of the commandment 
of love, strengthen the need to take into account the spiritual sphere of 
human life, which is characterised by its own dynamics and is an object 
of formation. Another element of both Christ’s teaching and the apos-
tolic tradition is the demand for equality. In the Old Testament, all peo-
ple are created in God’s image and likeness, while in the age of Christ 
everyone possesses the same dignity as a child of God. Recognition of 
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equality sometimes initiates changes within social systems, as was the 
case with slavery (Majka, 1988, pp. 75–76). Moreover, possessing the 
dignity of a child of God translates into maintaining a bond with God. 
Thus, in the face of pathologies, it is necessary to initiate the process of 
conversion which will result in introducing the final justice. The Fathers of 
the Church – starting with the Apostolic Fathers – developed the teach-
ings of their predecessors, for example in social matters, and frequently 
implemented the earlier solutions in their considerations (Majka, 1988, 
pp. 83–84). Many members of the Church of that time were heroic, which 
 resulted in their martyrdom during the era of the persecution (Borutka, 
2004, pp. 60–61). The views of the Fathers of the Church, e.g. St. Au-
gustine of Hippo, initiated a systemic analysis of reality (Borutka, 2004, 
pp. 63–64). The system developed by St. Thomas Aquinas is represen-
tative of the social thought of the Church in the Middle Ages. The whole 
world is the universum, which is the result of the Creator’s work and 
which revolves around God (Majka, 1988, p. 21). The Aristotelian theory 
of act and potency explains the changes in the hierarchy. The develop-
ment of man is inscribed in God’s plans; therefore, it exists in the very 
foundations of the Christian religion. In practice, however, it means par-
ticipation in an ever-higher good (Majka, 1988, p. 127). The aim of any 
influence, including the transmission of the particular contents of faith, is 
to achieve a state of perfection in the context of the supernatural order. 
In the Middle Ages, religious pedagogy was an integral part of the social 
system, which – if devoid of faith – would become chaotic and thus in-
comprehensible. In modern times, especially in the Enlightenment, new 
trends emerged which, according to Joseph Ratzinger, are still shaping 
the concepts of religion, society, and science today. A characteristic fea-
ture of this period is the deliberate exclusion of all religious factors re-
garding their spiritual, i.e. non-material, character. Focus is placed on 
man as a psychophysical being, whose highest value is freedom, often 
understood in a negative sense. In social realities, the absolutization of 
freedom results in such ideologies as revolution, liberalism, and imperial-
ism. However, shaping an individual’s personality leads to his deepened 
awareness of his independence and of the limitlessness of his actions, 
which is identical to the scope of God’s creative power. From this per-
spective, socialism is an attempt to eliminate the differences that have 
arisen as a result of the possibility of unlimited freedom. 
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 The encyclical Rerum novarum began the process of evolution in 
Catholic social teaching. The Second Vatican Council was a signifi-
cant event in this process (Borutka, 2004, p. 87). The social context 
of the teachings of the church and of religious pedagogy was replaced 
by the personalistic context. This change of focus in the interpretation 
of the systemic social reality was the culmination of changes that took 
place in the style of teaching and the choice of criteria for the evaluation 
of popes, starting with Pius XI (Majka, 1988, pp. 318–319). The dom-
inance of the personalistic concept was supported by Jacques Mari-
tain’s philosophical views, the proclamation of the Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights, and the pontificate of John Paul II (Zabielski, 2014, 
p. 132). Religious socialization is directed at the person whose develop-
ment is determined by vocation, which is a gift from God. Analysing the 
issue of religious pedagogy within personalistic philosophy means that 
the process of education regains integrity. The holistic concept of man 
translates into an integral concept of society, which becomes a space 
for experiencing community (communio), which is very important to the 
Council. Therefore, the social bond embraces the spiritual, institutional, 
and material dimensions. In each of these dimensions, both man and 
community strive to perfect themselves and thus increase the common 
good (Majka, 1982, p. 129). Gospel values, as well as the biblical mes-
sage in general, constitute the foundations of and inspiration for indivi-
dual and social transformations, which are the essence of the concept 
of integral education.

discussion of the term

Any discussion devoted to the presence of religious pedagogy in Catho-
lic social teaching should address the issue of selecting a research op-
tion from between two opposing pairs of concepts. Considering these 
two pairs allows analysis of the problems arising on the border between 
these scientific disciplines. Sociologization and theologization constitute 
the first pair, and subjectivism (in the form of relativism) and objectivism 
constitute the second pair. Sociologization marks the border of coope-
ration between religious pedagogy and Catholic social teaching. The 
experience of transcendental reality has a fundamental meaning in this 
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context. The starting point for analyses undertaken within Catholic social 
teaching is the secular dimension of social life (profanes Sozialleben). In 
Nikolaus Monzel’s opinion, this area of social relations is of primary in-
terest to the theological sciences as well as to sociology, political scien-
ce, cultural studies, etc. (Monzel, 1965, p. 39). Defined in this way, the 
research subject (i.e. the broadly understood starting point of scientific 
 reflection) carries a risk of limiting the perspectives of scientific reflection 
and its popularization to empirical data or to the human life in this world 
(Klose, 1985, p. 11). The result of this reductionist research process is 
the exclusion of the sphere of supernaturality which forms a complemen-
tary whole with finiteness. There are two sources for the appropriation of 
all human experience and interpretation of all data solely from the per-
spective of temporality. The first is the individual’s materialistic tenden-
cies, which are expressed in the filling of all spheres of human life with 
matter (Klose, 1985, p. 25). Rulers, dictators, creators of trends, etc. are 
typical examples of such attitudes as they ultimately determine the quali-
ty of social relations from the perspective of the currently dominant indi-
vidual. In this arrangement, an individual has no other reference points 
except for the domination of rulers and other people’s distinctiveness. 
The second, as Joseph Ratzinger clearly points out, is the impact of the 
legacy of the Enlightenment on contemporary times (Ratzinger, 2005, 
p. 187). The break with medieval tradition, which was based on theologi-
cal premises, made man, in the aspect of his psychophysical nature, the 
exclusive criterion and the end of all action. One of the consequences of 
eliminating the Absolute from the perspective of human experience was 
the creation of paracultic structures that deliberately denied the existen-
ce of any supernatural transcendence. In the context of the continua-
tion of the Enlightenment tradition, it is necessary to mention August 
Comte, the forerunner of contemporary sociology. The systemic analy-
sis of socie ty, which is conducted with the methods characteristic of the 
empirical sciences, has become a determinant for truthfulness and ob-
jectivity in the understanding of both individuals and groups. The tenden-
cy to treat empirical presentation as the only correct method of analysis 
is not only present in the minds of many contemporary sociologists, but 
can also be found in the processes underlying the editing of the Council 
documents (which is particularly noticeable in the Pastoral Constitution 
on the Church in the Modern World “Gaudium et spes”).
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 The opposite of sociologization is theologization, which expresses 
certain limitations in interpreting reality. In his analyses of the theologiza-
tion of the nation in the writings of Cardinal Stefan Wyszyński, Piotr Ma-
zurkiewicz observes that this process consists of interpreting selected 
elements of reality from within the categories of revealed knowledge that 
is deliberately detached from their wider social context  1. These theolo-
gizing elements are present in the Church’s teaching on such fundamen-
tal issues as the person, education, the state, and work. John Paul II, 
describing the unique status of man in the world to which the question of 
personal dignity is related, emphasizes the issue of every man’s union 
with Christ (RH 14). In this way, the person almost appears as newly 
created, gaining access to God’s mysteries, which are the source and 
expression of eternal life. The Declaration on Christian Education “Gra
vissimum educationis” outlines the process of education, which must 
take into account the ultimate goal (DCHE 1). One of parents’ tasks is to 
bring their children into the community of the  People of God. Human de-
velopment must be closely linked to the dynamics of faith and take into 
account the integral way of human existence (DCHE 4). Leo XIII, in his 
encyclical “On the Christian Constitution of States”, stresses the need to 
model the execution of power on earth on the fatherly goodness of God. 
At the same time, the Creator has equipped every human being with 
the natural capacity to reason and to act, thus allowing a deeper insight 
into God’s intentions, the realization of which is to do justice on earth. 
John Paul II, addressing the issue of human work, pays attention to the 
participation of workers in the process of further creation, in the course 
of which man retains his dignity in every aspect of activity. The order of 
creation directly determines the creative activity of the individual, thanks 
to which the person develops his personality. Christ, as a working man, 
unites himself with everyone who, in his own profession, increasingly 
participates in salvation. In the interpretation of social reality, and thus 
also in the broadly understood determinants of the educational process, 

1  In his presentation of the theologization of the nation, Piotr Mazurkiewicz mentions 
the following statement by René Rémond: “A nation is a living being, a spiritual re-
ality, which leads its life before God and has a soul. God’s providence has plans 
for it: the nation is called to fulfill its religious mission. Such things as serving a king 
or defending one’s homeland stem directly from obedience to God. Every nation is 
convinced of its vocation to play its specific right role in fulfilling God’s plan (Mazur-
kiewicz, 2002, p. 274).
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theologization means only focusing on the sphere of supernatural life. 
Such premises may be incomprehensible to atheists, but they are also 
an unauthorised reduction in the perception of the outside world to the 
sphere of spirituality.
 The second pair of opposing concepts that reveals the presence of 
religious pedagogy in Catholic social teaching is made up of subjec-
tivism and objectivism. Subjectivism consists of absolutizing the rights 
and status of the individual in society. The status of the individual has 
always been a challenge for the Church’s teaching and for all other in-
stitutions that have attempted to create an order based on unchang-
ing rules.  Otmar John, in clarifying the essence of this confrontation, 
points out that the discovery of an individual agent, and the awareness 
of his distinctiveness from others, triggers a reaction of social institu-
tions such as religious organizations or state institutions (John, 1993, 
p. 206). The lack of compatibility between the expectations of an in-
dividual and the activity of society as a whole often leads to conflict, 
which can destructively influence the social climate that is understood 
as an essential element of the educational process (John, 1993, p. 210). 
Man possesses the freedom that stems from his nature and, on this ba-
sis, he articulates his distinctiveness, often destroying established so-
cial bonds on the way. The subjectivization of social life – including the 
relationship between the pedagogical and religious aspects of Catholic 
social teaching – is particularly evident in two areas. The first is post-
modernism, represented by, for example, the philosopher Jean-Fran-
cois Lyotard. “Based on the rational pluralism of Immanuel Kant and the 
multiplicity of the language games of Ludwig Wittgenstein”, the state 
of distinctiveness should be defined as the main feature of the exis-
tence of being, or even as an ontological principium (Schramm, 1993, 
pp. 143–144). Distinctiveness, which is a constitutive feature, denies 
the existence of a gene rally binding law or, more broadly, of moral prin-
ciples (Schramm, 1993, p. 144). The lack of reference to an objective 
moral order precludes the ability to judge using criteria based on human 
rights or individual dignity. In continuing this line of reasoning, it must be 
stated that in the postmodern world it is not possible to assign the sta-
tus of perpetrator and victim, criminal and just man, etc. in a permanent 
way (Schramm, 1993, pp. 144–145). The situational context and indi-
vidual freedom understood in absolutistic terms (i.e. negative freedom) 
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become the only interpretation of everything (Ratzinger, 2005, p. 57). 
The  second area distinctively marked by subjectivism is mysticism un-
derstood as individual experiences of transcendence which have not 
been approved by any external institution, such as the Church, or by 
representatives of other religions. The belief that one is in contact with 
a deity and that one has a task to carry out in the world is a necessary 
condition for any claims of mysticism (Heimbach-Steins, 1993, pp. 160–
171). The ruthlessness of acts, totally liberated from the power of rea-
son, pushes individuals and groups to commit the greatest of crimes. 
Adolf Hitler’s ideology is a perfect example here; this ideology is some-
times called a religion of quasi-cultic structures. The dominance of indi-
vidual religious experiences – often very suggestive – is in fact an en-
couragement for irrational behaviour and attitudes (Heimbach-Steins, 
1993, p. 169). Traditional customs, which are the embodiment of logic 
developed over the centuries, lose all value and their place is taken by 
individualism, promoted to the rank of the highest criterion as a result of 
transcendental experiences.
 The opposite of subjectivism is objectivism, which relates directly to 
the essence of Catholic social teaching. The normative order is also 
one of the fundamental topics within religious pedagogy. The fundamen-
tal provisions of this order are contained in natural law. There are two 
sources of norms in this law. Firstly, it can be expressed in revealed 
knowledge, according to which natural law is “an expression of God’s 
will in the world”. Hence, all particular expressions in the form of laws, 
ordinances, etc. must come from natural law (Close, 1985, pp. 17–18). 
The second source of natural law is man, whose nature, in terms of the 
postulates aimed at his improvement, is timeless. Characteristic fea-
tures of each generation include increasing the degree of rationality and 
extending the scope of freedom, with which such values as truth, the 
common good, subsidiarity, etc. are connected. Objectivism, however, 
is not just based on the determinants of human nature. The Church, as 
the institution that initiates the growth of objectivity in the world, should 
be seen as a community of Christ’s disciples. The divine origin of this in-
stitution determines objectivism, as well as the purpose of this commu-
nity in the world: 
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The Church has a deposit of faith which comes from Revelation, but also from its 
mission of teaching, received directly from Christ, which means not only keeping 
this deposit and its interpretation, but also proclaiming the Good News of sal-
vation to all. Accepting this teaching is precisely the condition of salvation; it is 
also one of the fundamental elements of man’s response to the appeal of love 
(Majka, 1988, p. 17). 

The history of mankind proves conclusively that maintaining objectivism 
in the teachings of the Church is a necessary condition for maintaining 
its authority (Majka, 1988, p. 17). All tendencies to subjectivize or relativ-
ize reality ultimately contribute to the spread of chaos in the world, ren-
dering the educational activities and the propagation of human culture 
in the world ineffective.

systematic reflection with conclusions 
and recommendations

Contemporary analyses of the presence of religious pedagogy in Cath-
olic social teaching are conducted within humanistic social pedagogy. 
Catholic social teaching – as a typical borderline discipline of a theologi-
cal nature (VS 99), which is emphasised by the Church’s documents – is 
based on both the revealed sources and Christian personalism. Janina 
Kostkiewicz, while attempting to reconstruct humanistic social pedago-
gy, stresses the importance of its philosophical foundations, and Fran-
ciszek Sawicki emphasises the message of the social sciences (e.g. 
sociology) that religiousness is a set of favourable conditions that 
 guarantee being a human. This conviction was particularly important in 
the era of totalitarian systems such as fascism, Stalinism, etc. (Kostkie-
wicz, 2016, pp. 57–58). Man as the person possesses a conscience, 
which is where the perception of moral norms – necessary for individual 
and social development – occurs. The Decalogue is based on the sys-
tem formed within the Judeo-Christian tradition. Therefore, to make the 
guidelines – even general ones that result from revealed knowledge – 
more precise, it should be stated that there are just systems in the world, 
and these systems guarantee the preservation of the integrity of human 
existence (Kostkiewicz, 2016, p. 58) in the face of various reductionist 
trends of modernity, such as consumerism, utilitarianism, and relativism. 
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Allowing ethics of a supernatural origin to guide our actions expands our 
perceptive abilities within the aims of human development in the area of 
social determinants. Franciszek Sawicki, pointing to the central position 
of man, unambiguously assigns the ultimate goal – that is God – to all 
forms of development that take into account the actual good of man. By 
addressing this aspect of the supernatural, religious pedagogy analysed 
from the perspective of Catholic social teaching acquires a complemen-
tary vision of man who has the ability to enter into dialogue with the Ab-
solute. The result of this relationship is the even greater dynamics of de-
velopment which generates real and humanizing social transformations.
 The relationship between religious pedagogy and Catholic social 
teaching concerns not only the essence of the issue – i.e. man open to 
God—but also the broadly understood determinants that contribu te to or 
are the effects of increasingly higher social consciousness. Leo XIII em-
phasized the need for cooperation in solving the problem of workers’ ex-
ploitation in the 19th century (RN 37–39). John XXIII, especially in Mater 
et magistra, postulated the just redistribution of goods as a solution to 
problems in the post-war social reality, marked by inhumane divisions 
that limit opportunities for development (MM 119). Oswald von Nell-
-Breuning pointed to the subsidiary role of the state and the economy 
in redirecting an individual’s activities towards the realization of the pos-
tulates of the common good. The social message of the Church, which 
by definition takes into account the situation of each person, is subor-
dinated to the creation of optimal conditions for human life, in which 
the process of Christian education and the formation of personality will 
be realized, taking into account supernatural values and goals. The ex-
perience of faith has social connotations, which include creating a fa-
vourable climate for interpersonal relationships modelled on the way in 
which God exists and manifests Himself, which is investigated by reli-
gious pedagogy.
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